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Duccio’s Maestà, made between 1308 and 1311 for the high altar of Siena Cathedral, is one 
of the best-known works of medieval painting. Astoundingly complex, with dozens of 
individual fields and several narrative cycles, it measured around 15 feet or four meters 
square. It was, and long remained, the largest panel painting ever made. But why did its 
designers reach so far outside the bounds of normal altarpieces, and why did they stretch the 
media of panel painting to new heights? Replacing Duccio’s Maestà within its original 
Trecento context demonstrates that the altarpiece cannot be explained by either earlier 
Cathedral images or by earlier Marian panel paintings made for monastic churches, whose 
imagery the Maestà appropriated but drastically expanded. Instead, the creation of Duccio’s 
Maestà comes into clearer focus when understood in its original setting, the civic Cathedral.   
 Santa Maria della Assunta comprised not just its particular physical space, but a 
political and economic one. Duccio’s Maestà interacted with the specific, material building, 
especially the Cathedral’s unique hexagonal crossing and its dense green-black and white 
stripes; both features may have contributed to a reading of the Maestà’s central Virgin as a 
symbol for Ecclesia, occupying her own Temple of Solomon. But the Maestà also crucially 
served as the backdrop to the city’s biggest annual holiday, the Feast of the Assumption. 
Though generally characterized by scholars as a unifying event, the Feast was in fact a means 
of social control, regulated by the state, where participation was enforced by law and on 
point of fine, and whose main event was the legally mandated presentation of candles to the 
Virgin in the Cathedral. Moreover, Duccio’s high altarpiece was commissioned during a 




sensitive election for a new bishop, the Government of the Nine was increasingly intent on 
regulating the Assumption Feast and the Cathedral’s commissioning body, the Opera del 
Duomo, which was largely funded through the wax donated on the Assumption. 
 Confronted by unique pressures, Duccio and his unknown potential collaborators 
created unique solutions, contextualizing popular Marian imagery within the Cathedral’s 
theological and political concerns through the use of elaborate narrative cycles. Faced with 
the puzzle of fitting an entire image program onto a panel painting, Duccio privileged a 
coherent spatial setting, drawn largely through carefully-depicted architecture, that allowed 
him to keep figure size constant and that therefore to create a smooth spatio-temporal 
reading of the altarpiece; his arragement of the narrative scenes allowed for new meanings 
and cross-readings; Duccio further used different perspectival constructions to direct the 
viewer’s reading of the altarpiece. Duccio thus turned painting’s limitation, its lack of time, 
into a strength, showing new ways in which images could be deployed to interpret narrative; 
he also spurred a long conversation among artists on the very nature of their medium and 
what, exactly, it could accomplish: Within 40 years, four altarpieces, occasioned again by 
architecture, were commissioned for the Cathedral’s patronal altars. Located near to 
Duccio’s high altarpiece, these altarpieces would reflect their artists’ reception of Duccio’s 
Maestà. These radical works by Simone Martini and Lippo Memmi, Pietro and Ambrogio 
Lorenzetti, and Bartolommeo Bulgarini include the first narrative altarpiece and probably the 
first painting to pretend it is a view through a window in Western art. Above all, the patronal 
altarpieces demonstrate an interest in narrative, played out in the depiction of time and an 
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It was hot. Late summer Tuscan evenings are stifling even before the entire city crowds into 
the streets. The horse race had been run, the games played—mostly without incident, though 
an inevitable couple of vendettas were of course settled—and the city started to gather. First 
by neighborhood: the contrada representative played the petty bureaucrat as ever, herding 
people to the right places, making sure the better sort were sufficiently flattered, reveling in 
his momentary power. It all would have been tedious if it weren’t so special, for here was 
everyone together, men and women, the old and young, the rich, the poor, the many in-
between, the prosperous workshop owners with their wives and many children, the 
privileged unmarried ladies rarely let out of their fortress-like family homes and wearing 
dresses that cost a carpenter’s yearly wages, the brothel owners and brothel workers, both 
trying to look their relative best, the sleek overfed bankers who funded the charities, the 
dowry-less maidens and precarious widows who needed them, the local drunk and the 
immigrant scholar: everyone had their place.  
 In every neighborhood the same scenes assembled, organized according to rank, to 
riches, to religious position, to their civic service. And then the neighborhoods themselves 
were gathered and arranged, joined by the monastic institutions, with protocol enforced by a 
couple of probably particularly harried officials, and here was as much of the city as one 
could ever see, thousands and thousands of citizens, everyone visible, everyone present, until 
finally, in a great mass, they began to move together, all headed to the same place, to commit 






the high altar of the great domed Cathedral, in the illustrious city-state of Siena, on the 
annual holiday of the Feast of the Assumption, in the year 1312. 
 The Cathedral was glorious, enormous. Dedicated to the Virgin Assumptive, it was a 
weird but wonderful combination of the modern Gothic style and the older Romanesque, a 
church built on a French plan and covered in striped Italian marble, with a unique hexagonal 
crossing. The Assumption had long been the official city holiday, the biggest festival of the 
calendar, but this year, the procession’s destination was especially enthralling: an enormous 
panel painting now rose high above the crowd, looming five meters above their heads, its 
swathes of precious gold leaf glowing in the candlelight of the procession, its monumental 
Madonna surrounded by her own painted princely court, the city’s saintly representatives 
kneeling piously, honorably, at her feet. The city was thus newly presented to its great 
patroness, and she to them, on this, the anniversary of the day in which she miraculously 
ascended to Heaven to take up her divine throne. Whatever the government’s failings and 
the population’s discontents, everyone could agree—nobody else’s church had anything like 
this. 
 And this was Duccio’s Maestà (Figure 1-Figure 2). It was the largest, most complex 
panel painting ever made, and would remain so for hundreds of years.1 Measuring around 15 
feet square, including its pinnacles, the Maestà’s centerpiece was a nearly life-sized image of 
the Virgin and Child Enthroned with attendant figures, surrounded by over forty individual 
fields that were spread, unusually, on both sides of the work, comprising narrative cycles of 
the Dormition of the Virgin and the Infancy of Christ on the front, and four more narrative 
                                                 
1
 
The Maestà was the widest known altarpiece but the central panels of Duccio’s Rucellai Madonna and the 
Madonna at Montevergine by Montana d’Arezzo were both taller: Frederick A. Cooper, "A Reconstruction of 
Duccio's Maestà," The Art Bulletin 47, no. 2 (1965): 155; Hellmut Hager, Die Anfänge des italienischen Altarbildes: 






cycles on the back: the Temptations and Miracles on the predella, the Apparitions on the 
coronamento, and finally, the most elaborate Passion cycle in all of Italy—probably in all of 
Europe—in the center. 
 The new high altarpiece must have seemed almost alien, in that it was so entirely sui 
generis. It is hard, even with the benefit of hindsight, to understand exactly how this work 
emerged from the tradition of religious painting as it was practiced at that time. It is unlike 
any of the Cathedral’s earlier, smaller, simpler images. Likewise complex sets of images were 
found in different media, usually frescoes, and their position differed crucially in that 
frescoes surround a viewer rather than constitute an object. Monumental panel paintings of 
the Virgin were not uncommon, but they were much less elaborate and found in different 
institutions, monastic churches rather than the state-funded and state-controlled civic 
Cathedral. And the monumental Virgin and Child was only the very central image in the 
altarpiece, which included not only various saints and angels, but the city’s four patron 
saints: Ansanus, Savinus, Crescentius, and Victor.2 Panel paintings had never been asked to 
do so much work: as the doyen of Italian art history Luciano Bellosi wrote, Duccio’s Maestà 
“was one of the most vast artistic undertakings of all time and all places and certainly the 
most complex moveable painting in the history of Italian art.”3  
 But why make such a wholly new object? Duccio’s altarpiece was not a necessary 
piece of religious paraphernalia. It was not needed for the liturgy, for devotion, or even to 
keep up with prevailing fashion. In fact, the purpose, use, and meaning of Duccio’s high 
                                                 
2 Helmut Philipp Riedl, Das Maestà-Bild in der Sieneser Malerei des Trecento: unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der 
Darstellung im Palazzo Comunale von San Gimignano (Tübingen: Wasmuth, 1991). 
 
3 “è una delle più vaste imprese artistiche di tutti i tempi e di tutte le latitudini e certamente il più complesso 
dipinto mobile della storia dell’arte italiana.” Luciano Bellosi, Duccio: la Maestà (Cinisello Balsamo: Silvana, 







altarpiece only comes into focus when we place it in its original location: proximally, that is 
the ever-evolving physical and ritual environment of the civic Cathedral complex; ultimately, 
however, that complex must be understood not only as a religious, devotional, or liturgical 
space but as a profoundly political and economic one. Indeed, Duccio’s Maestà is a work 
whose meanings not only directly and indirectly reflect those contexts but whose content 
may even have sought to affect them. 
 Duccio’s Maestà is a political text. The central Virgin and Child Enthroned did not 
closely follow earlier images made for the Cathedral but appropriated the imagery of 
important panel paintings that were innovated a half of a century before, within mendicant 
churches and their associated confraternities; both mendicant churches and confraternities 
were institutions that were politically active and reactive. Both the Cathedral’s Marian images 
and those made for the monastic churches were moreover associated with the major Battle 
of Montaperti; Montaperti was a key moment in Sienese political history and is often cited 
by art historians as a turning point in the city’s Marian devotion. However, a closer look at 
the textual sources shows that the Battle was indirectly determinative for devotion and its 
associated images, which are rather better understood in their political, social, and economic 
context.  
 The older Marian imagery of the Virgin and Child Enthroned was contexualized 
within the Cathedral context, both liturgical and architectural: The altarpiece, probably 
originally located under the Cathedral’s dome, may have exploited the Cathedral’s unusual 
hexagonal crossing and its striped marble decoration. The frequently renovated Cathedral 
was itself an extremely political space, run and funded by the state-controlled Opera del 
Duomo, which was also undergoing a political and economic consolidation during the time 






purview of two particular constituencies largely drawn from the city’s wealthiest families: the 
bishop and the canons. Perhaps most importantly, the high altarpiece formed the backdrop 
to the annual Feast of the Assumption, which—no matter how festive—was an officially-
enforced annual ritual of social control that performed continuity in a fragmented, often 
violent polity. Duccio moreover made his altarpiece during a period of potential political 
peril in which the government seemed especially interested in enacting greater control over 
the Feast.  
 The unique circumstances of the commissioning of Duccio’s Maestà led to innovative 
solutions of both form and content: Duccio used the disposition of complex narrative 
scenes to bind the enormous work together formally but also to contextualize the popular 
monastic maestà image within the message of the Incarnation. In addition, Duccio’s high 
altarpiece may have played off of the Cathedral’s real architecture, which was formed largely 
during the first half of the Duecento and included a unique hexagonal crossing and unusually 
dense marble striping, to posit the Virgin as a symbol of Ecclesia.  
 The enormous number of images and the unprecedented scope of the narratives in 
the high altarpiece, as well as the narratives’ small size, created a crucible out of which 
Duccio used depicted architecture to draw different perspectival systems that engendered 
different modes of viewing, modes that themselves affected the meanings of the depicted 
scenes. Duccio thus explicitly engaged with a kind of meaning production, and inherently 
understood the project of painting and its relationship to systems of vision, in ways that we 
tend to associate with painters of the following century. The unusual exigencies of the panel 
format and the extraordinary complexity of the image program also may have encouraged 
Duccio’s use of strange, unreadable spaces as a means to communicate the ineffable and the 






 A major reconstruction of the Cathedral, begun by 1317, altered the Maestà’s position 
in the church and occasioned the reconfiguration of the patronal altars within the Cathedral, 
providing a new opportunity for four new, extremely large, and radically innovative patronal 
altarpieces. The Trecento patronal altarpieces were necessarily responses to the Maestà itself, 
and their content testifies to the impact of Duccio’s extraordinary work. Together, the 
Duomo’s high altarpiece and its four patronal altarpieces comprise an extended meditation 
on narrative time and pictorial space that carries larger implications about the development 
of western painting in general, and the Renaissance story in particular—a story in which the 
desire to create a new kind of depicted space has traditionally featured as a causal, even 
driving factor. However, the high and patronal altarpieces of the Sienese Cathedral 
demonstrate that an increasing concern with naturalistic space occurs as a means by which to 
drive narrative, which itself rests upon depicting time. The need to depict space within the 
picture plane, then, is dependent upon the desire to depict time.  
 The first patronal altarpiece completed was an Annunciation by Simone Martini and 
Lippo Memmi (Figure 3). Installed in 1333, it was among the first narrative panel paintings 
and narrative altarpieces ever made—perhaps even the very first. Brothers Pietro and 
Ambrogio Lorenzetti indivudally made a Birth of the Virgin (Figure 4) and a Presentation of 
Christ in the Temple (Figure 5): both were signed 1342, but Pietro was probably 
commissioned before Ambrogio. Pietro’s picture was the first known instance of an 
altarpiece without a gold background and, like Simone’s altarpiece but in contradistinction to 
altarpieces as a species, it was strongly organized around a horizontal axis. Pietro placed his 
figures in a field that postulated the viewer as looking through a window onto the scene, a 
conceit that would come to underlie all of western art in the following century with the 






axis “through” instead of “across” the painting, deepening the depicted space of the 
altarpiece and drawing the viewer into the image. By around 1351, Lorenzetti student and 
plague survivor Bartolommeo Bulgarini completed the fourth patronal altarpiece, an unusual 
continuous narrative that extended the axis of narrative time into landscape and included 
both the Annunciation to the Shepherds and the Nativity (Figure 6).  
 The radicality of Siena Cathedral’s high and patronal altarpieces has gone largely 
unrecognized because it has been very difficult to properly see these works for several 
centuries. Duccio’s Maestà was moved off the high altar in the 16th century, cut up in the 18th, 
and moved out of the Cathedral entirely and partly sold off in the 19th.4 Simone’s 
Annunciation was found by modern art historians in the Sienese church of San Ansano and 
is now housed in Florence. Both of the Lorenzetti paintings and the Bulgarini have been 
separated from the saints that originally flanked the main tripartite scene. Pietro’s Birth of 
the Virgin remains in Siena, but Ambrogio and Simone’s altarpieces are to be found in the 
Uffizi in Florence. Only part of the central scene of the Bulgarini altarpiece survives, and 
even this has been severely cut down; further, it is not even in Europe, but housed in 
Harvard’s Fogg Museum in Cambridge, Mass. Several predella panels from the Maestà and 
the patronal altarpieces dot museums in the U.S. and Europe.5 
                                                 
4 See footnotes 326-331. 
 
5 Pietro Lorenzetti’s St. Savinus before the Governor of Tuscany (?) at the National Gallery in London, for the altar of 
St. Savinus, and Bartolommeo Bulgarini’s Crucifixion in the Louvre and the Blinding of St. Victor at the 
Städelsches Kunstinstitut in Frankfurt for the altar of St. Victor. For the former by Pietro, see Martin Davies, 
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B. J. Maginnis, "Pietro Lorenzetti, a Chronology," The Art Bulletin 66 (1984): 190, no. 27. Meiss linked the 
Bulgarini Crucifixion and Blinding to each other as early as 1956: Millard Meiss, Nuovi dipinti e vecchi problemi 
(Firenze: Olschki, 1956), 107-45. For the latter panel by Bulgarini (The Friends of the Fogg Museum of Art 
Fund and Henry Goldman Fund, 1917.89, formerly 493) see Elizabeth H. Beatson, Norman E. Muller, and 







 Not just the objects’ material history, but the traditions of art historical scholarship 
of Trecento Italy have made some of the altarpieces’ meanings harder to percieve. The 
monographic and biographic tradition of art history, as well as the scholarly division among 
media, has isolated the various elements of the Cathedral complex, first separating the study 
of architecture from that of images (and sculpture), and then the images from each other. 
Finally, art history of medieval Italy has tended to concentrate on the depicted content of the 
work at hand—in this case, religious subjects—, rather than the artworks’ political and 
financial contexts. However, these are profoundly meaningful frameworks that can enhance 
our understanding of both the intentions and effects of the art in question.  
 The first part of this dissertation examines the pictorial precedents for Duccio’s 
Maestà, that of the Cathedral’s own early images of the Virgin, and that of the large-format 
panel paintings of the Virgin and Child Enthroned that were made for monastic churches. 
The first chapter examines the high altarpiece’s relationship with the images that preceeded 
it in the Cathedral, the Opera Madonna and the Madonna del Voto, and another image with 
which they have been (wrongly) associated, the Berardenga Antependium. Although the 
formal similarities are not extremely close, both of the Cathedral Madonnas were associated 
with the Battle of Montaperti, a relationship described or implied in various contradictory 
and problematic documentary sources. The Battle of Montaperti forms a crucial context for 
Duccio’s Maestà, one, because it was a turning point in the politics of the Sienese state that 
fundamentally underlay the politics surrounding and incorporated into Duccio’s high 
altarpiece, and two, because institutions growing out of the Battle would produce the 
Maestà’s closest formal precedents, to be examined in the second chapter. The first chapter 
therefore explores the implications of the Battle of Montaperti in depth, beginning with a 






the conflict. A closer examination of the primary sources indicates that the relationship 
between the Battle and a civic interest in the Virgin as a patroness is more tenuous than art 
historians have tended to acknowledge, but that the impact of the Battle upon the city as a 
whole was much greater.  
 The second chapter turns to the larger context of Sienese painting as a whole and 
demonstrates the relationship between Duccio’s Maestà and several Sienese large-format 
panel paintings of the Virgin and Child Enthroned, all of which were made for monastic 
orders or confraternities after the Battle of Montaperti. Duccio’s high altarpiece clearly drew 
more from these images, called maestàs, which were located outside of the civic Cathedral, 
than it did from images within it. This chapter unpacks the concept of the maestà image type 
by examining both the term and the images to which it has been historically applied. Next, 
the chapter casts a wider net around the Sienese large-format panel paintings and examines 
their crucial political and economic context, in order to understand both why the designers 
of the Cathedral’s high altarpiece might have reached for them and to understand the 
associations that may have carried over to Duccio’s Maestà from the large-format images of 
the Virgin and Child Enthroned. Unfortunately, the issue of who may have designed the 
altarpiece, other than the artist and his workshop, is unanswerable with the surviving 
sources. There is no indication of anyone’s involvement beyond the painters and carpenters 
who made the physcial work. 
 The second part of the dissertation turns to Duccio’s high altarpiece and places it 
within the space of the civic Cathedral. The third chapter examines how Duccio and his 
potential collaborators contextualized Marian images developed in monastic contexts into 
the Christocentric liturgy and ideology of the Cathedral by depicting the Virgin as a symbol 






the Cathedral itself, this chapter also considers the high altarpiece within the building for 
which it was made. The fourth chapter suggests that through the expanded central image of 
the Virgin and Child Enthroned, Duccio was able to show the city, via its civic saints, as the 
patron it actually was. The high altarpiece served as the monumental destination of the Feast 
of the Assumption, the city’s key ritual of state control, with which the government of the 
Nine was particularly occupied in the early Trecento. Indeed, there seems to have been an 
important re-consolidation of political power under the Nine in the years surrounding the 
commissioning of the high altarpiece, and the character of the Virgin may have been used 
partly as figure of displacement, a means of diverting attention away from the seat of actual 
power as it tightened its grip on the state. 
 The third part of this dissertation turns to the effects of the unusual pressures acting 
upon the altarpieces in Siena Cathedral. The fifth chapter examines the high altarpiece’s 
innovative formal solutions, including the arrangement of narrative scenes that bind the 
giant work together. The chapter then considers the spatial composition interior to the 
individual narrative scenes, showing Duccio’s use of different spatial settings to engage the 
viewer and drive narration, as well as his use of unreadable spaces as a means to encourage 
deeper and more abstract contemplation. Finally, the chapter places the Passion sequence in 
the immediate political context of the Maestà’s commissioning and considers the Passion 
cycle’s status as a political argument for justice, probably aimed at the Cathedral’s canons.  
 The sixth chapter turns to the four patronal altarpieces and examines them as they 
were intended: as a group, with an interrelated pictorial content that is in part a response to 
Duccio’s monumental high altarpiece. The radicality of these images is apparent when 
viewed together. They include one of the first, if not the very first, narrative altarpieces and 






subjects of the altarpieces, but rather the Virgin is, greatly expanding and unifying her 
imagery within the Cathedral. Each image can be seen as a response, at least in part, to the 
former altarpieces, in which each artist expands upon the others’ concerns—in particular, an 
interest in narrative explored through the depiction of time and space, in which naturalistic 







Part I: Pictorial Precedents for Duccio’s Maestà and their Political Contexts 
Scholars have long attempted to find pictorial precedents for Duccio’s Maestà. Not only is 
there no direct model for the high altarpiece, but there is no clear antecedent for which 
Duccio’s high altarpiece represents a logical incremental step forwards in either form or 
function. There are many works that might be taken as a partial precedent, or even 
potentially a partial model, including manuscripts, frescoes, and panel paintings, especially 
for the back of the altarpiece.6 The most obviously relevant pictorial context, that of the 
Cathedral, provides two images that share some characteristics with Duccio’s Maestà, but 
which are also quite different from it: these are the Opera Madonna (Figure 7), created around 
1215, and the Madonna del Voto (Figure 8), of around 1270. Both images are severely altered 
from their original state, and they are somewhat different from each other: the former is a 
relatively small sedes sapientae image that may have been an altar frontal; the latter is the 
remnant of a polyptych altar dossal.7 Both were long associated with the famous Sienese 
victory at the Battle of Montaperti in 1260. Both have also been associated with the high 
altar. 
 But while the form of Duccio’s Maestà is somewhat reminiscent of polyptych dossals 
like the original Madonna del Voto, and while its placement echoes that of these dossals, the 
images that Duccio’s high altarpiece most clearly resembles are the monumental panel 
paintings of the Virgin and Child Enthroned that were made for monastic churches from the 
                                                 
6 For the back in particular see Peter Seiler, "Duccio's Maestà. The Function of the Scenes from the Life of 
Christ on the Reverse of the Altarpiece: A New Hypothesis," Studies in the History of Art 61 (2002). 
 







mid-Duecento to the end of the Duecento.8 These monunmental maestàs were most 
commonly (perhaps even uniformly) commissioned by lay confraternities, which proliferated 
in the second half of the 13th century as a response to the violent but formative political 
upheaval of the mid-century, epitomized by the Battle of Montpaerti in 1260. Duccio’s 
Maestà thus effectively appropriates a class of image developed very much outside of the 
civic Cathedral and its hierarchies, a class of image that was moreover inherently and directly 
tied to social and financial changes and to key political events: in particular, the famous 
Battle of Montaperti. Therefore, both the monastic/confraternal images that the Maestà 
incorporates and the early images that survive from Siena Cathedral, the Opera Madonna and 
the Madonna del Voto, are linked to this particular historical event. Even if the Cathedral 
Madonnas were not implicated in Montaperti, it would be necessary to understand why 
Duccio and the commissioners of the high altarpiece felt the need to reach so far outside of 
the Cathedral’s prior pictorial bounds for an image—indeed, into a different social 
institution altogether.  
 Although art historians, especially of Duccio, routinely refer to the Battle of 
Montaperti, they tend to use narrative accounts of Sienese history that involve artwork but 
that are highly problematic as historical texts. Looking instead at the contemporary political 
and financial documents surrounding Montaperti paints a very different picture of the Battle 
and illustrates the crucial political meanings of the artworks in question—meanings 
necessarily taken up later in Duccio’s high altarpiece because of its incorporation and 
expansion of monumental maestàs.9 But the background surrounding the mid-Duecento 
                                                 
8 The larger pictorial environment in which Duccio’s Maestà was made, particularly that created by the large-
scale Duecento panel paintings of the Virgin and Child Enthroned, will be examined in Chapter 2. 
 
9 The Battle of Montaperti is an enduringly popular subject for historians of Siena. The bibliography of 






large-format images of the Virgin and Child Enthroned are also important for understanding 
Duccio’s Maestà, because the political and financial shifts in the mid-Duecento led to the 
instantiation of the government of the early Trecento, the government that funded and 
oversaw the creation of Duccio’s high altarpiece, which was moreover used to promote a 
civic holiday.  
 This chapter first traces the history of the Cathedral’s Madonnas in order to 
understand how they may have influenced or affected Duccio’s high altarpiece. Although 
one may have preceeded Duccio’s Maestà on the high altar, the Cathedral Madonnas have 
little in common with Duccio’s Maestà except for their ostensible Marian content. Because 
both images have been historically cited in relation to the Battle of Montaperti, this chapter 
then necessarily considers that conflict. Unfortunately, since art historians of the period have 
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not focused on the political and financial history of Due- and Trecento Siena that underlies 
the Battle, it is necessary to ground the later discussion of the political and economic 
circumstances immediately surrounding Duccio’s high altarpiece in this formative period. 
 The next chapter casts a wider pictorial net and examines the relationship between 
Duccio’s high altarpiece and the monumental maestàs imagery that the high altarpiece 
incoporated as the central scene on its front face. What begins to emerge is that the pictorial 
context of Duccio’s high altarpiece is not and cannot be determinative. Instead, we must 
understand the Cathedral context, both as a physical and as a political and economic space. 







Chapter 1: The Cathedral Pictorial Context: The Opera Madonna and the Madonna 
del Voto 
Siena’s Cathedral was home to two known Marian panel paintings that predate Duccio’s 
Maestà, the early Duecento Madonna degli Occhi Grossi, now also often called the Opera 
Madonna (Figure 7), and the late Duecento Madonna del Voto (Figure 8).10 The history of 
Duccio’s Maestà is entangled with both images, one, because the Cathedral Madonnas form 
the high altarpiece’s most direct pictorial environment, and two, because one or both of the 
Cathedral Madonnas may have been replaced by Duccio’s Maestà on the high altar. In 
addition, both Cathedral Madonnas share important formal similarities with Duccio’s Maestà, 
though they are also both quite different from it. 
 On a practical level, almost all of the textual sources that can help us reconstruct the 
Duecento Cathedral’s decoration post-date both Cathedral Madonnas and mention both, 
and often confuse the two panels, so it is almost impossible to treat them separately. The 
texts surrounding the two Cathedral Madonnas comprise two sources, official Cathedral 
inventories and private narrative city histories called Accounts or Chronicles. The latter 
sources mention the panels when recounting the Battle of Montaperti; these sources 
implicate both the Opera Madonna and the Madonna del Voto in a tenacious story that the city 
of Siena was dedicated to the Virgin, represented by her image in the Cathedral, on the eve 
of the Battle.  
 These texts must also be confronted for historiographic reasons: Art historians have 
used them for decades for primarily three purposes: first, as evidence for the location of the 
Cathedral Madonnas; second, as evidence for the Cathedral Madonnas’ relationship to 
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Duccio’s Maestà; and third, as evidence tying Siena’s “special relationship” with the Virgin to 
the Battle of Montaperti in 1260. However, both classes of textual sources are problematic, 
though the histories are more so because their authors were psychologically invested in 
Sienese glory; the inventories are official records but are confusing because they refer to 
both the Cathedral Madonnas as the “Madonna delle Grazie” as well as the “Madonna degli Occhi 
Grossi.”11 The fact that the panel we now call the Opera Madonna is carved in half-relief and is 
often referred to as “mezzo rilievo” helps distinguish it from the Madonna del Voto in at least 
some written sources. Finally, almost all of the documentary evidence is distant from the 
events and images, dating only from the Quattrocento. The altarpieces’ textual history was 
largely published and carefully analyzed by Edward Garrison in 1953.12 However, the 
problematics of the primary source materials are sometimes not fully acknowledged. 
 The Opera Madonna (Figure 7) is the oldest known surviving image from Siena 
Cathedral. Based on stylistic comparisons with the extremely similar and securely dated 
Berardenga Antependium (Figure 9), the Opera Madonna was made around 1215; it is often 
attributed to the Master of Tressa, who made the similar and roughly contemporary Tressa 
Madonna (Figure 10). The Opera Madonna has been cut down on all of its sides, and the 
remaining smallish image is a sedes sapientae: the rigid, frontal Virgin is shown full-length on a 
bench-like throne. Thus the Opera Madonna resembles Duccio’s Maestà in that it shows a full-
length Madonna, but differs in its specific form, as the Maestà—like the monumental panels 
of the Virgin that would come to be found in monastic churches—is rather a variant on the 
                                                 
11 Butzek, "Per la storia delle due 'Madonne delle Grazie' nel Duomo di Siena," 98. 
 








hodegetria form.13 The Byzantine precedents for these early images are important not just for 
the history of the images’ forms, but for their meanings.14 The Byzantine objects were 
associated with rituals incuding processions and hymns and had a strong association with 
civic protection, beginning with the Avar Seige of Constantinople in 626—meanings we see 
echoed in Duecento Siena and to which we will return.15 
 The Opera Madonna may have been originally flanked by narrative scenes, as were the 
surviving panels that most closely resemble it, and it may have been made as an 
antependium.16 Following Henk van Os, some scholars have assumed that the antependium 
was moved from frontal to dossal as a result of a change in liturgical practice, the shift to 
mass being said versus altare, or in front of the altar facing the east end of the church, instead 
of coram populo, or behind the altar, facing westwards towards the congregation; this shift has 
been tied to the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215, which affirmed the Eucharist—even 
though the real presence of the body Christ in the Eucharist did not become official dogma 
                                                 
13 Jaroslav Folda and Lucy Wrapson, Byzantine Art and Italian Panel Painting: The Virgin and Child Hodegetria and the 
Art of Chrysography (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2015), Introduction, "Radiance and Reflection: 
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15 Bissera V. Pentcheva, Icons and Power: the Mother of God in Byzantium (University Park, Pa.: Pennsylvania State 
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16 The images most closely resembling the Opera Madonna are the Berardenga antependium and the Tressa 
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until the 1551 Council of Trent.17 In this formulation, Duccio’s high altarpiece would 
constitute, in part, a response to a liturgical shift, becoming a “stage” for the mass. 
 However, as Miklós Boskovits and Jean-Pierre Caillet have shown, and Victor 
Schmidt and Andrea De Marchi have both argued, among others, the issue of directionality 
was not so clear-cut.18 Celebration of the mass behind the altar continued after the Fourth 
Lateran in 1215 and celebration in front of an altar had preceeded it. De Marchi has asserted 
that, in episcopal Siena, the liturgy probably followed the Roman rite and was said behind 
the altar.19 De Marchi also stresses that the increasingly frequent use of dossals had more to 
do with the rise in privately-patronized altars, which were set against walls, and the use of 
altarpieces by mendicants, both situations that required a liturgical orientation in front of the 
altar, but which were not directly occasioned by the liturgy.20  
 In any case, there is no reason to assume that if the Opera Madonna, were it originally 
from an antependium, it did not maintain that form throughout the Duecento.21 The Opera 
                                                 
17 A good overview can be found in Michael A. Mullett, "The Catholic Reformation,"  (2002): 47-54. For a 
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Madonna must have been moved to the top of an altar at least by 1379, when artisans 
renovated and expanded it: A woodworker was paid for three cusps, two colonnettes, and a 
predella, the latter proving the work’s location on top of an altar at this point.22 Then in 
1380, Francesco and Andrea Vanni were paid to paint the work, probably both the additions 
and the pre-extant main panel: though now restored to its circa 1215 paint layer, early 
pictures of the Opera Madonna show that it had been heavily painted over.  
 Who painted the Madonna del Voto is uncertain: the panel was generally attributed to 
Guido da Siena until 1991, when Luciano Bellosi argued that it was made by Dietisalvi di 
Speme, who is recorded as the author of Biccherna panels; the attribution to Dietisalvi is not 
universally accepted.23 Stylistically, the Madonna del Voto is uncontroversially dated to c. 1270. 
The Madonna del Voto has been cut down on all four of its sides and scholars have debated 
whether it was originally made as a horizontal-format dossal or as a vertical-format panel, if 
it was either originally full-length or has always been half-length, and if it ever included other 
figures. The most convincing piece of evidence regarding the original form of the Madonna 
del Voto is physical and argues that the panel was made as a horizontal-format dossal, and 
therefore that the image of the Virgin was probably always half-length. The Madonna del Voto 
is made of horizontally-oriented planks, while vertical-format Madonnas were always made of 
vertically arranged planks.24 In addition, there is no trace of a throne in the main image; 
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independent Duecento panels of the Virgin invariably show a hodegetria Virgin and Child 
Enthroned, and the thrones in these images always have a very high back.25  
 For the original form of the Madonna del Voto, two different kinds of dossals have 
been proposed: one including small narrative panels (Figure 12), and one that follows the 
common later Duecento polyptych dossal format of a half-length central figure flanked by 
half-length images of saints (see for example Figure 14).26 The reconstruction with narrative 
images provides a closer precedent to Duccio’s Maestà, but scholars now generally agree with 
Stubblebine’s reconstruction of the Madonna del Voto (Figure 13). He postulates a cusped 
horizontal dossal with five or seven fields and without narrative scenes, a form that was, as 
Butzek rightly argued, exactly the current fashion.27 Butzek also notes that such a dossal 
provided a kind of a model for Duccio’s central scene in his high altarpiece, in which a 
                                                 
25 The early Romanesque sedes sapientiae includes a throne without a back. But these are frontal depictions. 
However, the lack of a throne is not determinative, as there are Italian examples that combine the low throne 
with a non-frontal pose. See ibid., I: 29, "Umbrian School". Some have objected to the horizontal dossal theory 
for the Madonna del Voto because of its size. The now cut-down panel measures 82 cm long by 112 cm high, 
while “the highest low dossal now known… is only 1,00 meter high.” But images made for the Cathedral might 
be exceptional. See Garrison, Studies in the History of Mediaeval Italian Painting, IV: 9. The lyre-backed throne has 
its own, Byzantine history and symbolisms: J. D. Breckenridge, "Christ on the Lyre-Backed Throne," Dumbarton 
Oaks Papers 34-35 (1980-1981): 259; Anthony Cutler, Transfigurations: Studies in the Dynamics of Byzantine Iconography 
(University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1975), 19, 33, 50. Corrie summarizes their positions, 
Rebecca W. Corrie, "The Political Meaning of Coppo di Marcovaldo's Madonna and Child in Siena," Gesta 29, 
no. 1 (1990): 71, footnotes 17 and 18. 
 
26 Van Os believes that the Madonna del Voto was made as the high altarpiece and was double-sided. Van Os 
bases this idea on the fact that the sacramental altar in the early Duecento cathedral seems to have disappeared 
during the Duecento building program and on the assumption that the canons were still sitting at least in part 
behind the main altar after the construction was complete. He argues that the canons would not have been 
“content to look at the plain back of a large dossal.” Van Os refers to a double-sided dossal from San 
Francesco in Perugia, with saints on the front and scenes from the passion on the back: Os, Sienese Altarpieces, 
1215-1460: Form, Content, Function, II: 19. See also Donal Cooper, "Franciscan Choir Enclosures and the 
Function of Double-Sided Altarpieces in Pre-Tridentine Umbria," Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 64 
(2001).  
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Guido da Siena (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1964), figure 38. Butzek agrees unreservedly with 







Marian image is flanked by saints.28 While the Madonna del Voto probably had only half-length 
figures, the format of the dossal emphasized the horizontal, as does the central panel of 
Duccio’s Maestà, in contradistinction to the strongly vertical images of the Virgin and Child 
Enthroned from the monastic churches.  
 Although it is regularly repeated that the panel now called the Opera Madonna was on 
the Cathedral’s high altar (as an antependium or a retable or an icon), and that it was 
removed to make way for Duccio’s Maestà, the evidence for this is tenuous. The main data 
point supporting a location on the high altar for the Opera Madonna is an entry in the early 
private proto-history known as the Anonymous Chronicle of 1202-1362. The relevant entry 
records the installation of Duccio’s Maestà, which the writer erroneously dates to 1310. The 
writer also misidentifies the artist. The Chronicle says that the Maestà replaced the image that 
was “now” on the “altar of St. Boniface, and called the Madonna degli occhi grossi, and the 
Madonna delle Grazie.” It further asserts that this same panel was made as a result of the 
Battle of Montaperti.29 Not only does this text assert that a single image was known as both 
the “Madonna degli occhi grossi” and the “Madonna delle Grazie,” but other sources apply 
both names of the “Madonna degli occhi grossi” and the “Madonna delle Grazie” to both 
images at various times, making it very hard to untangle what the early chronicler really 
meant. However, it is clear from the inventories that it was the Madonna del Voto that was on 
the altar of St. Boniface, not the Opera Madonna.30  
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29 For the text see ibid., 101, 103. Also printed in Lodovico Zdekauer, ed. Il constituto del Comune di Siena dell' anno 
1262, pubblicato sotto gli auspici della Facoltà Giuridica di Siena da Lodovico Zdekauer (Milano: Hoepli, 1897), 30, 
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 In any case, it does not follow that if one of the early Cathedral Madonnas were not 
on the high altar, than the other one must have been. If the Madonna del Voto were made for 
the altar of St. Boniface, it is not necessarily true that the Opera Madonna was on the high 
altar. The mythology surrounding Montaperti, which seems to suggest that a Marian image 
was on the high altar in 1260, has led to art historians consistently repeating the location of 
one of the Cathedral Madonnas on the high altarpiece as fact, though the sources are in 
reality not clear enough to make such a determination with any certainty. 
The Cathedral Madonnas and the Myth of Montaperti  
The other indication for locating the Opera Madonna on the high altar of Siena Cathedral in 
1260 is an account that records the Battle of Montaperti, the 1442/3 Ventura Account (Figure 
120) The Ventura Account states that the city was donated to the Opera Madonna at the high 
altar on the eve of the Battle of Montaperti.31 Other manuscripts record the donation of the 
city to an image of the Virgin in the Cathedral but do not specifically name the Opera 
Madonna.  
 The story is complicated by the fact that many manuscripts with a confused textual 
history that includes layers of compilations survive; in addition, there are several versions of 
the donation story, which become more elaborate the further in time they recede from the 
actual battle. As the scholar who has most closely analyzed these texts, Edward Garrison, 
rightly underlines, “It is important to realize clearly at the outset that no surviving 
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Ventura account, the Madonna del Voto was made after the Battle in thanks for the victory. Ventura explains the 
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accept). A lucid synthetic account is found in Bram Kempers, "Icons, Altarpieces and Civic Ritual in Siena 
Cathedral, 1100 - 1530," in City and Spectacle in Medieval Europe, ed. Barbara Hanawalt and Kathryn Reyerson 






manuscript containing any of these writings, either Account or Chronicle, is older than the 
second quarter of the fifteenth century.”32 In fact very few are even that early: “the great 
majority of them,” Garrison cautions, “are of the sixteenth and seventeenth, some even of 
the eighteenth” centuries.33 The 15th-century manuscripts, Garrison further argues, are not 
even based on Duecento accounts: “The original composition behind none of these 
manuscripts has ever been considered contemporary with the thirteenth-century events…”34  
The earliest record of the city’s dedication to the Virgin before Montaperti occurs in 
the aforementioned Anonymous Chronicle of 1202-1362, which Garrison believes was 
composed near the end of this period, when the Chronicle was most likely compiled from 
multiple sources.35 However, as Garrison cautions, “It cannot be assumed that either writer,” 
the compiler or the original author, “had actual knowledge of the situation in 1260. And 
whether either of their fourteenth-century beliefs was in accordance with the thirteenth-
century facts is open to question.” Garrison does prefer the earlier accounts like the 
Anonymous Chronicle of 1202-1362 over those that date from the 15th century on, like the 15th-
century Ventura Account, only because the earlier accounts “are closer to the events and are 
therefore more likely to be true, but also because they were formed before the humanist 
habit of fantastification had spread.”36 
 Thus the earliest surviving written source was at least two full generations removed 
                                                 
 















from the Battle of Montaperti and was composed outside of its living memory. Perhaps 
more importantly, it was composed during a very different political moment than the one in 
which the Battle of Montaperti actually occurred, as we shall see. Montaperti was a 
Ghibelline victory, but Siena became Guelf by the 1270s, and even the very earliest time in 
which the Accounts and Chronicles might have been composed—the late 1300s—represents 
a profoundly different, much less violent political environment, as well as a severely-
contracted economy when compared to the mid-Duecento. 
 The basic outline of the story of the dedication that is generally re-told by art 
historians is relatively detailed: Buonaguida Lucari, who had been appointed as a wartime 
leader within the city proper, stripped to his shirt, removed his shoes, put a thong (usually 
read as a noose) around his neck, and, hatless, processed along with a gathering of citizens to 
the Duomo. The Bishop led his own procession to the Duomo’s high altar and in the church 
the two processions met as the crowd wept and cried for mercy. Together Lucari and the 
Bishop kneeled at the foot of the altar; Lucari practically prostrated himself and greeted the 
Bishop. The two then held hands and walked into the choir of the Cathedral, where they 
then proceeded to an altar that appears to have been separate from the high altar, but one 
that was likewise dedicated to the Virgin Mary. Here, Lucari again prostrated himself and 
eventually made a speech to the Virgin, in which he dedicated the city to her and begged for 
her protection against the Florentine “dogs.” The Bishop and canons then processed to a 
carved crucifix, the crossing of the Cathedral, and a red banner. Finally Lucari and the 
Bishop led the assembly outside of the Cathedral, processed to San Cristoforo, and returned 
to the Cathedral. Lucari and a small group then again retuned to San Cristoforo.37 San 
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Cristoforo functioned as the headquarters of the government and its administation.38 
 Thus the Accounts and Chronicles suggest that two different altars were involved in 
the dedication of the city, the high altar and some other altar, also Marian, but it is unclear 
what this other altar may have been. The situation of the altars in the nave and presbytery is 
extremely unclear until the Trecento. Confusingly, both of the altars on which the two 
Cathedral Madonnas were recorded, that of Santa Maria delle Grazie and that of St. 
Boniface, can be associated with Montaperti: one might reasonably give thanks or “grazie” 
for a military victory, and the Battle was won on the Feast of St. Boniface. However, the 
altar of St. Boniface seems to have been endowed after the Battle, and so probably is not the 
secondary altar mentioned in the narrative histories—assuming these are correct, which they 
very well may not be.  
 Scholars now generally agree that the Madonna del Voto, with its location on the Altar 
of St. Boniface, probably was made after Montaparti as part of the civic commemoration of 
the Battle.39 The 1262 civic laws or constitutiones instructed the government, with the help of 
the bishop, to construct a chapel at the expense of the Opera in order to commemorate the 
victory of the Sienese over their enemies.40 This was the Chapel of St. Boniface, the 
                                                 
17. The mid-Quattrocento Villani chronicle is the one most cited by art historians; in it the entire episode had 
been punctuated with absurdly detailed speeches, including one in which Lucari names the Virgin the 
protectress of the city, asserting that the city’s dedication to her, however, is the second, and that the first is to 
Manfred himself. While the chronicle may not reflect actual historical facts, it probably does illustrate a 
Quattrocento attitude towards Montaperti. See Garrison, Studies in the History of Mediaeval Italian Painting, IV: 
"Sienese Historical Writings," 23-58.  
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39 The Madonna del Voto would also be expanded with a predella soon after the Opera Madonna, with the Madonna 
del Voto gaining scenes of the life of St. Boniface, on whose altar it was then located. Butzek, "Per la storia delle 








forerunner to today’s Cappella del Voto, where the Madonna del Voto is still to be found. The 
1262 constitutiones also included a direction to commission a panel painting or “tavola” of 
“God and the Holy Virgin Mary and their saints.”41 
 The commission for the altar and altarpiece given in thanks for the victory at 
Montaperti seems to have been carried out in the subsequent decade or so: In 1267, the 
commune donated two very large candles of 25 libbre each for the Feast of St. Boniface,42 
and in 1274, a new constitutiones stipulated that all the wax donated on the Feast of St. 
Boniface should be taken by the Opera. Monika Butzek suggests that the wax donated on St. 
Boniface’s day was a means of funding the creation of the new altar, and probably indicates 
that the Feast of St. Boniface had become a civic as well as a religious holiday.43 Another 
commemoration that remains undated is the relief donor portrait of Lucari kneeling at the 
feet of the Virgin that was added to the lunette above the main door of the Cathedral. 
Domenico di Bartolo’s fresco of the Distribution of Alms in Santa Maria della Scala dating 
from 1441 shows a sliver of it (Figure 59); it is also mentioned in the Chronicles.44 
 It is important to note that by 1274, a new, Guelf government had overthrown the 
Ghibellines, who had dominated the Montaperti era. Because the 1274 constitutiones, unlike 
those of 1262, no longer mention the intention to create an altar or altarpiece, Butzek 
believes that the Madonna del Voto must already have been in production or at least in 
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process.45 A date between 1262 and 1274 accords with the Madonna del Voto’s style; the new 
panel may even have accompanied the reconstructed Cathedral’s dedication in 1267. 
Politically, it seems most likely that the work would have been begun before the Guelf 
government was installed, since Montaperti was a Ghibelline victory. 
 One of the most important and indisputable aspects of the Montaperti myth, but one 
that probably has appeared too obvious to be worthy of comment, is how important the 
Cathedral space was to the civic polity: along with San Cristoforo, where the government 
actually met, the Cathedral was one of the city’s primary public spaces until the construction 
of the Palazzo Pubblico starting just around 1300. The Cathedral was, even by the time of 
Montaperti, civic in nature, and physically controlled by the Opera del Duomo, which had 
long been funded, regulated, and staffed by the government.  
 And the Cathedral had been the heart of the polity for generations. Sienese tradition 
states that the present Cathedral sits on the site of a Roman temple to Minerva, but no 
evidence of any kind supports the claim and the idea is now generally regarded as an attempt 
to link the city’s history to a glorious imperial past.46 However, Santa Maria della Scala, 
across from the Duomo, does sit on the site of a Roman-era structure, which had a double 
apse and which has been conjecturally identified as a nymphæum, spa, or domus.47 The 
earliest Cathedral buildings may have been oriented towards the south, as the old baptistery, 
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46 Walter Haas and Dethard von Winterfeld, "Baugeschichte," in Der Dom S. Maria Assunta, Die Kirchen von 
Siena (München: Bruckmann, 2006), 264-265. 
 
47 Riccardo Francovich, Federico Cantini, and Marco Valenti, "Scavi nella città di Siena," in Le città italiane tra la 
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which was demolished in the 14th century, was located on the southern side of the piazza and 
baptisteries tended to be built across from the main façade of a church.48 
 At least two earlier buildings, probably both Marian, were oriented in the same 
direction and sat on exactly the same site as the current Cathedral, which is a reconstruction 
of a smaller and earlier version whose opening has traditionally been dated to the 18 
November 1179.49 The 18 November is the same dedication date as that of Old St. Peter’s 
and St. Paul’s-Outside-the-Walls.50 The majority of the Cathedral structure we see today was 
established in a Duecento construction campaign that reached completion right around the 
time of Montaperti (Figure 32-Figure 37).51 Therefore, it is possible also that whatever altars and 
images to which the Accounts and Chronicles refer may have been provisionally located, 
making their exact placement difficult to reconstruct. 
 In sum, Duccio’s Maestà, somewhat similar to but also crucially different from both 
of the Cathedral Madonnas, probably did not displace the Madonna del Voto from the 
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Cathedral’s high altar, but it may have replaced the Opera Madonna. But it is also possible that 
the Opera Madonna was never the high altar; finally, the Opera Madonna may have even been 
been associated with the high altar because it was once used as antependium rather than a 
dossal. The Cathedral Madonnas therefore form an important precedent to Duccio’s new 
high altarpiece in that the earlier images are likewise Marian, and are likewise are panel 
paintings. Finally, they both came to be associated with the Battle of Montaperti, the 
historical event that spurred—perhaps even caused—the development of the images that 
would form another important precedent for Duccio’s Maestà, the monumental panels of the 
Virgin and Child Enthroned made for monastic churches from the mid- to late-Duecento, 
which are considered in the next chapter. 
The Battle of Montaperti  
The Battle of Montaperti is a touchstone for art historians of Siena, who frequently cite the 
Accounts and Chronicles recording the Battle as evidence for the use of images in a civic or 
protective context, or as evidence of Siena’s “special relationship” with the Virgin. However, 
art historians have not commonly employed official civic documents, including political and 
economic records, and records from cities other than Siena. A close reading of the primary 
and secondary sources surrounding the Battle of Montaperti—relative to the population the 
largest conflict ever fought on Tuscan soil, but only one among many wars of the period in 
question—shifts the picture that art historians have heretofore painted. 
 First, a close reading of a wider circle of documents regarding Montaperti highlights 
the important political changes it engendered, changes that themselves underlay even more 
significant political shifts that took place in the subsequent twenty years, and which were 






especially the early Trecento. Second, much of the primary textual documentation does not 
strongly support the idea that the Battle of Montaperti was necessarily a turning point in the 
Sienese devotion to the Virgin, but rather an intensification of an already-strong civic 
identification with the character of Mary, one moreover very common throughout Italy—
and therefore hardly remarkable.52 What is remarkable is the extreme promotion of Marian 
imagery in Sienese public and publicly funded spaces, which accelerated in the Trecento 
under the government of the Nine. Third and finally, a broad view of the primary and 
secondary documents shows Montaperti to have been an extremely traumatic but productive 
moment, formative for the socio-political order that would give rise to Duccio’s Maestà: the 
political, economic, and artistic products of Montaperti will be examined in the next chapter.  
 Though it is almost the only medieval Sienese political and military conflict to which 
art historians refer, Montaperti was only one among many extremely important conflicts that 
occurred all through the period covered by the Sienese Duomo’s patronal altarpieces; like 
Montaperti, many of these other battles accompanied major political shifts within Siena. In 
fact, the political victory of Montaperti was pyrrhic: Montaperti allowed for the 
consolidation of political power under Ghibelline leaders that, ironically, would be that 
government’s downfall, as it countermanded the interests of the economic elite. The 
Montaperti-era government and its political leaders would be defeated less than ten years 
after the battle. Montaperti was, however, the largest and most resounding Sienese victory 
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probably in the city’s entire history: as historian Mario Ascheri writes, it was “one of the few, 
clear, indisputable military victories of Siena over Florence during a political-military rivalry 
that stretched, excepting periods of reconciliation that were also long, for more than four 
centuries.”53 Montaperti was furthermore a war that allowed Siena to maintain her 
independence and therefore became central to Sienese self-fashioning, especially when the 
city was threatened, during periods in the Quattrocento, Cinquecento, and Ottocento. 
 As such, Montaperti was also by far the most highly and frequently mythologized 
Sienese conflict, and it ostensibly provides a neat story surrounding images, politics, and 
civic devotion that has proven attractive to art historians, and that art historians have 
routinely trotted out in any discussion of Duccio’s Maestà or analysis of the Trecento 
patronal altarpieces. But close analysis shows these stories to be highly problematic; 
examination of political, economic, institutional, and religious sources other than those on 
which art historians of the period have tended to focus carry different, but more powerful 
explanatory value.  
Setting the Socio-Political Stage 
The Battle of Montaperti was the result of a set of conflicts that reached back into the 
preceding two centuries. Throughout Europe but especially in Italy, the 11th and 12th 
centuries were eras of tremendous and fundamental change: the population exploded, urban 
centers became more populous and more powerful than the countryside, political power 
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devolved from imperial, aristocratic, and ecclesiastic institutions onto coalescing communes, 
and new institutions, civic and religious, sprang up to cater to the new needs of the cities and 
their interest groups.54 Economies also changed dramatically, as trade and later finance 
overtook agricultural production as the major drivers of wealth. This is especially true for 
Siena, which, around the time of Montaperti, was probably the single most powerful banking 
center in Europe.  
 In the early Middle Ages, Tuscany was physically controlled by a feudal system, a 
state of affairs that had more or less prevailed throughout Europe since the fragmenting of 
the Roman Empire.55 In Italy, the feudal system was never either centralized nor particularly 
strong, as it was in Northern Europe. The loosely defined nobility were not necessarily 
holders of formal titles or even knighthoods. “Certain families,” writes political and 
economic historian William Bowsky, “simply were assumed to be noble.”56 The primary 
mark of the noble classes throughout Europe was their right—one that was strictly limited 
and controlled—to bear arms. 
 “Nobles” were rural-based, as was the large majority of the population; the nobility 
was also largely physically dispersed. Noble clans inhabited fortresses scattered throughout 
the countryside, but which were more concentrated near key defensive positions and along 
important roads. The nobility was a land-owning class supported by agricultural production, 
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but they also made money from what we would now consider extortion, largely by exacting 
tolls on the use of roads within their sphere of power. They also often raided both local 
farms and merchants’ caravans.57 Furthermore, noble clans continually and violently feuded 
against one another, contributing to what historian Robert Langton Douglas called “a 
general feeling of insecurity of life and property,” that “seriously impeded the progress of the 
young trading community.”58  
 The political and perhaps also economic counterweight to the nobility was the 
relatively centralized and urbanized ecclesiastic community, which held a greater claim to 
moral authority and was more able to organize institutionally and financially across great 
distances.59 They were likewise large landholders and enjoyed the benefit of a relatioship with 
one of the most powerful institutions anywhere in Europe, the pope and his papal states. In 
the mid-11th century, the Emperor granted the Bishop of Siena a set of rights designed to 
extend his temporal power, including the right to build fortresses at will upon Episcopal 
territory.60 Such measures were expressly intended as a check against the rural nobles, and 
similar shifts in power towards town-based, church-affiliated institutions played out across 
the continent in this era. Siena was a somewhat early mover, but the changes were part of a 
broader wave of centralized powers displacing regional feudal ones. 
 The nobles were almost inherently incapabale of scaling their operations; ridden with 
long-term feuds and vendettas, they were too fractured to be able to create a stable system of 
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government or finance of their own, and the feudal system was soon eclipsed.61 Beginning in 
the 12th century, various regional feudal powers submitted to Sienese communal authority, 
whose governments were at that time effectively organized through the bishop. These 
powers that submitted might be either free-run communes or states controlled by a lord and 
clan. In the first recorded regional submission in 1147, the Lords of Montepescali were 
obliged to offer candles to the Cathedral in Siena.62 Here, the common rituals of the 
submission of tribute to a feudal lord in his castle were redirected towards the commune, 
represented by the bishop in the Cathedral.63 Many similar examples would follow through 
the late 1100s and 1200s, and even into the 1300s—both in Siena and elsewhere in Italy.64  
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 Submission of a noble clan normally included an agreement to relocate to the city, to 
reside in the city for a minimum period each year, and to build or purchase a house whose 
minimum value was set by law.65 Simply living in the city was not enough to ally a noble with 
the urban community; the nobles had to own substantial, immoveable property there. Urban 
nobles were integrated into the civic political structure; in particular, the canons of the 
Cathedral would come to be recruited largely from their ranks.66 The submission of the 
feudal nobility to the city tracked not an increase in the power of the urban church, but 
rather the development of the urban economy, run by the merchant bankers; the 
government operated through the loosely-organized consular system.67 There were always at 
least three consuls, who served for one year. They were Sienese citizens, and there was as yet 
no podestà.68 
 By the early Duecento, Sienese bankers controlled major business centers in France 
and Rome. Northern European political powers had come to favor Tuscan merchant 
bankers as well.69 Lords gave foreign merchants special privileges, including guarantees of 
safe passage, tax exemptions or tax breaks, and monopolies or concessions on the trade or 
export of various goods.70 From its very beginnings, therefore, merchant banking was heavily 
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reliant upon skillful diplomacy and legal negotiation.71 Siena’s merchant banking was 
originally rooted in two specific markets, the fairs of Champagne and the banking business 
of the Curia, both of which directly affected the policies and politics of the Montaperti era. 
Siena’s share in both the fairs and papal banking grew significantly in the early Duecento and 
underpinned the city’s contemporary development, though Sienese dominance at the fairs 
seems to have predated and probably driven its papal business.72  
 The fairs in Champagne are often interpreted as the major development in the 
resuscitation of international trade after the fall of the Roman Empire.73 Siena was granted 
safe passage to the fairs at least by 1222 and some scholars have gone so far as to say that 
the Sienese absolutely dominated the entire financial scene at them.74 At the fairs, almost 
anything that could be bought and sold was, by merchants from all over Europe.75 Textiles 
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were the most important goods. The issue of coinage was particularly large at such an event, 
as so many different currencies were used, and Sienese banking probably grew out of money 
changing. Records are so scarce, and so dispersed, though, that it is impossible to draw a full 
picture of the fairs and their financial history.  
 In any case, it is important to note that the bankers were also, from their beginnings, 
also merchants, as reflected in the name of their organizing institution, the Mercanzia, with 
whose consul they were required to place a deposit.76 Insofar as Siena had a dominating 
guild, it was the Mercanzia, which regulated all other guilds.77 By the Montaperti era, the 
city’s merchant bankers were also major landowners, ploughing a great deal of capital back 
into land surrounding Siena.78 Theirs was a relatively diversified wealth, but—and this is a 
crucial point—merchant banking was very much their area of greatest potential growth, 
rather than manufacturing, agriculture, pure trade, pure finance, or the expansion of the 
state.  
 If France was the true birthplace of Sienese banking, the papal court was by far the 
biggest single business concern in Duecento Italy and required immense financial 
organization.79 Rents, taxes, and tithes had to be collected and moved, armies and officials 
had to be paid, goods bought, sold, and financed, throughout the Western Christian world—
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which stretched to the Middle East.80 Furthermore, the Church on every level required loans, 
with newly elected bishops in particular frequently needing ready cash to pay the necessary 
taxes to assume their properties.81 Sienese involvement in papal banking was established by 
the 1240s and reached a peak during in the 1260s, notwithstanding the fact that during that 
time, Ghibelline Siena was affiliated with the Empire in its fight for temporal control against 
the Curia.82 Siena’s contradictory political and economic positions would become 
incompatible by the mid 1260s, and by the 1270s the pro-papal party of the Guelfs, formed 
from a nucleus of major banking families, would help to begin a new regime—key political 
events to which we shall return.  
 Siena’s governmental politics and urban economics were surprisingly disconnected 
during the era immediately before and after Montaperti; as historian P. J. Jones wrote, 
“Republicanism not capitalism was what most distinguished the Italian cities, most shaped 
their institutions.”83 Indeed, the early to mid-Duecento government in Siena was populist 
and fundamentally unaligned with the extremely rich, as we shall see, and the government’s 
explicit overriding mandate was to keep the peace.84 Of course, peace was essential for the 
conduct of business, but the main concern of the communal government either stated or in 
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practice was not economic development but absolutely and primarily the maintenance of 
physical and political stability. Indeed, the various types of communal government in 
question here all were designed to at least theoretically ensure that no one group was able to 
control either the economic or political life of the city, but especially was not able to 
dominate justice.85  
 As feudal powers moved from the countryside to the city and feudatories submitted 
to the bishop and the commune during the 12th and 13th centuries, Siena’s rising merchant 
class also aggressively and actively limited the Church’s temporal and civic power.86 It is 
important to remember that the Church in its various guises—cathedrals, churches, 
foundations like hospitals, and monastic communities—was a massive but dispersed 
economic power funded largely through its extensive landholdings. The strict civic control 
that the Sienese government wielded over the Church is a key framework in which to 
understand all of the images made for Siena’s Cathedral. 
 The consolidation of Siena’s civic power over the Church took place through the 
Duecento, a step behind the city’s enfolding of rural feudal powers into the city’s sphere of 
influence. One of the clearest ways in which the city of Siena restrained the Church, from an 
art-historical point of view, was by co-opting the Opera del Duomo, which was initially 
formed as the body that would run the construction, decoration, and upkeep of the 
Cathedral. The Opera would be the same organization that would fund and commission 
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Duccio’s high altarpiece and the patronal altarpieces, and seems to have been in crisis around 
that time, both financially and organizationally, a point to which we will return. 
The first documentary mention of the Opera dates from 1190, but does not 
illuminate the exact nature of the organization; the text records the mediation of a dispute 
between the bishop and the canons of the Cathedral over the distribution of offerings, altar 
income and expenses, the allocation of tasks surrounding the altars, and the ownership of 
vestments. The mediators decided that three groups, the bishop, canons, and the “opera 
ecclesie” should share equally in the annual proceeds from the Cathedral’s three main altars, 
those of the Virgin, St. Savinus, and St. Ansanus.87 The 1190 record indicates that the Opera 
was already a separate interest group, affiliated with ecclesiastic institutions, but with its own, 
distinct economic interests. 
Sometime between 1218 and 1226, just as the Duecento Cathedral reconstruction 
that forms the bones of today’s version was begun, the Opera began to be headed by a 
layman rather than by a member of the clergy.88 By 1259, the height of Sienese Ghibellinism, 
the commune had taken over the right to collect funding for the Cathedral’s construction 
from the bishop, and around the same time, decision-making power also shifted to the civic 
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committees from the ecclesiastic ones.89 However, the Church was still central to 
governance, as the Sienese constitutiones of 1262 shows. It stated that “any contradiction or 
doubt that might appear [in the laws] is to be decided by the lord bishop of Siena or the 
[Cathedral chapter.]”90  
 But during the 1280s, an era of major changes in governmental policies, the right to 
what was effectively constitutional interpretation had been shifted to the entirely civic 
signory.91 Then, during the mid-1280s to the 1290s, the commune and church fought 
viciously over judicial control of clerics. The commune consistently succeeded in taking 
precedence over the ecclesiastic courts, insisting on the exercise of full civic penalties on 
church officials who violated civic law.92 Increasing civic control over ecclesiastic institutions 
was widespread, and often extremely contentious. In nearby San Gimignano, for example, 
the canons even fled the city in 1290, after a jurisdictional conflict with the city led to riots 
against the Church.93 
 In the late Duecento, all pretense of episcopal involvement in government was 
removed. In the constitutiones from 1309-10, the jurisdiction to resolve conflicts in the body of 
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civic laws was given to the head of government, then the counsel of the Nine.94 By then, the 
government had not only taken control of the Opera but had transformed it into the city’s 
department of public works.95 The Opera also maintained infratructure like underground 
wells and acqueducts. The Opera was not only government-appointed (and effectively 
government-paid), but government-directed: the Opera was subject to the direct 
involvement of government-appointed councils that advised on construction.96  
 In fact, the civic control over the Opera brings up a necessary aside: the impossibly 
vexing issue of who might have been in charge of the designs and execution of the buildings 
and the paintings in question here. We have no direct record of who might have made any 
formative decisions, and the political situation is murky enough to obscure the likely centers 
of control. On the one hand, the bishop and/or canons must have been involved in some 
way; but because the Opera directed and funded work on and in the Cathedral, the bishop 
and/or canons may not have been able exercise much real power. The Opera itself would 
theoretically have been subject to the government and whatever political interests prevailed 
at any given time—would this or that banker and politician try to undo the work of earlier 
rivals? Would people try to make their stamp on civic projects? Or was there a more a-
political bureaucratic structure that provided continuity through various governments and 
political vagaries? Even the clues we have do not really allow us to reconstruct any 
substantive picture: records of civic committees advising on construction of the Cathedral, 
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for example, tell us only that such committees were convened, not whether their advice was 
heeded in any way. The question of who, if anyone other than the painter himself, might 
have had the sophistication to help design or direct the making of Duccio’s high altarpiece is 
another question altogether.  
 What we can trace are the constructions themselves, and indeed, buldings tell us 
much about power. No construction project was more important in this regard than the 
building up of the city’s distinctly civic center, anchored by the Palazzo Pubblico and the 
Campo around the turn of the 14th century. These buildings and spaces shifted the physical 
political center of Siena and emphasized the presence of secular power in the city.97 Most 
obviously, the Palazzo Pubblico/Campo complex eclipsed the Duomo/Piazza del Duomo 
complex. The Palazzo Pubblico’s open space was visible from the city’s main road, and it lay 
at the heart of the urban fabric. The Palazzo Pubblico also took over civic functions from 
the parish church of San Cristoforo, where much of the city’s business had heretofore been 
conducted, doubly removing influence from ecclesiastic institutions.98 The consolidation of 
political organization into secular institutions was a durect result of the ban on conducting 
secular business or trials in “churches or their cemetaries,” instituted under Pope Gregory X 
at the Second Council of Lyons in 1274.99 The Palazzo Pubblico and the Campo not only 
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served to physically consolidate and signal secular civic power, but they would not have been 
possible if secular civic powers had not already built up a major economic and political 
position. The Palazzo Pubblico and the Campo tell us much, therefore, about the decade or 
two before they were built, not just about the decades afterwards. 
The Guelf and Ghibelline Actors 
The city-states had gained power from the devolution of the authority of the Holy Roman 
Empire in Italy in the century before Montaperti. A major pact reached in 1177, the Treaty 
of Venice, was confirmed in 1183 with the Peace of Constance. Though the Peace of 
Constance technically guaranteed autonomy for only some city-states, it also demonstrated 
the extent to which the Empire had lost direct control over its possessions in Italy. Instead, 
local political powers had flourished, with a particularly large pole of temporal power 
developing in Rome.  
 The situation reached a head in the mid-Duecento as commercial and population 
expansion led to political clashes over the control of various resources and rights. Though 
early historians tended to paint the various conflicts as an ideological struggle, the city-states 
of Tuscany initially fought for largely commercial reasons.100 As the great historian Robert 
Langton Douglas lucidly writes: “It is …erroneous to suppose that the alliance of Florence 
with the papal party, or the alliance of Siena with the Emperor, was in either case much 
more than a mariage de convenance.”101 As historian Philip Jones says, the particularly local 
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aspect of Italian politics “was rather the cause than the effect of the Guelf-Ghibelline 
conflict.”102 
Much like the larger Imperial/papal feud, expansion provoked the cities’ political and 
economic competition. Increased trade from the late 12th century led to both Siena and 
Florence expanding outside their walls by the 13th century. At the heart of the rivalry 
between Florence and Siena that would come to be called Guelf and Ghibelline was an 
undetermined boundary between the two cities, for which a first record of arbitration or lodo 
exists from 1203.103 Each city attempted to diminish the other and to enlarge its own sphere 
of influence—both to increase its tax base and to better regulate trade in a manner favorable 
to their own merchants.104 In particular, each sought to control the Via Francigena, the great 
road that passed through Siena and stretched from England to the major banking center of 
Rome.105 
The Sienese, more concerned by the nearer papal power than by the distant Imperial 
one, had allied with the Empire in the 12th century.106 In 1185, the Emperor Frederick I 
“Barbarossa” visited Siena to consolidate and affirm his imperial rights and to forge an 
alliance with the growing city.107 As Douglas writes, “The Sienese sought the support of the 
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Emperor because they wanted his help against the great feudatories on the one hand, and 
against the Florentines on the other, these two powers being the chief human obstacles to 
their commercial expansion.”108 Siena had been at war intermittently with Florence, including 
a major conflict in 1235. But the death of the Emperor Frederick in 1250 set off an 
international crisis. Committed Guelfs seem to have been exiled from Siena even before 
Frederick’s death, but Siena became much more strongly Ghibelline when Frederick’s 
illegitimate son Manfred attempted to rebuild imperial alliances and reclaim his father’s 
domain beginning in 1257.109 Siena would indeed remain more or less pro-imperial until a 
Guelf government took over in 1271. 
 Florentine politics were perhaps even more fractured than Siena’s.110 The Florence of 
the 1240s was, like Siena, strongly Ghibelline. The Florentine Ghibellines were led by an 
alliance between the aristocratic elite and the lower classes (as in Siena), and were supported 
by a number of prominent Cathars, a heretical sect originating in France.111 In 1244, a quasi-
religious militia had been formed to combat heresy in Florence; this enraged its Ghibelline 
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government, which saw coercive justice and military power as its unique right and which also 
understood that the militia might endanger the state.112 Then, in 1245, the papal inquisitor in 
Florence sentenced a leading Ghibelline noble; in turn the Ghibelline Florentine podestà fined 
the inquisitor for illegally sanctioning a citizen, and called the inquisitor to appear before the 
city court. The clash between the Church and civic authorities was merely a new iteration of 
an old conflict, but one that now fed into the larger Guelf and Ghibelline factionalism.  
 In August 1245, the Florentine Church convened a massive demonstration against 
the Florentine government, which it charged with illegally intervening in ecclesiastic courts. 
Two weeks later, the Church organized another large group at the Cathedral of Santa 
Reparata for the feast of St. Bartholomew; however, the accused nobles had also gathered 
their own forces, and attacked the crowd at the Cathedral. Many were killed in what appears 
to have been a victory for the Ghibelline government, but in a larger battle that took place 
that evening, the Guelf Church militia was the victor.113 It would take another few years for 
the Guelfs to take over the city entirely: When Frederick died in 1250, the Pope 
excommunicated Ghibelline Florence. In the same year, Guelfs won a major battle and took 
over the Florentine government for good.  
The proximate cause of the conflict that would lead to Montaperti was the fact that 
Siena, by harboring exiled Ghibellines from Florence and her allies, violated the terms of 
treaties between Florence and Siena that were compacted in both 1254 and 1255.114 In 
addition, Manfred was committed to asserting authority over Guelf Florence. Thus the local 
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ambitions of Siena and the much grander political aspirations of the Empire aligned against 
Florence, and in 1259, as Florence and her allies mustered for yet another war, Siena swore 
an oath of fealty to Manfred, and Manfred promised to protect Siena .115 
The Battle of Montaperti 
The policies followed by Florence and Siena in the run-up to Montaperti show overall a 
desire for dominion and domination with little interest in diplomacy or negotiation. As 
historian Carlo dal Monte writes: “…their no-holds-barred conflict was the pursuit of a 
policy without the possibility of mediation or compromise, tirelessly pursuing, with the 
wealth of all available resources, the absolute supremacy and undisputed domain of the 
region.”116 The language may be purple, but del Monte’s dramatic statement is borne out: 
Montaperti was an enormous conflict, understood at the time to be a turning point in 
foreign relations and in internal Siense politics.  
 Florentine forces began raids on Sienese territory in the winter of 1258, by which 
time Siena was building new towers and fortifying its walls. In 1259, the Sienese sent a 
diplomatic commission to see Manfred, hoping to convince him, according to the 
commission’s letter, “to intervene energetically and with honor in the Tuscan questions.”117 
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Demonstrating the essentially local aspects of the war, the Sienese also sent an embassy to 
the Pope, who (unsurprisingly) refused to provide Siena with any aid.118 Siena worked on its 
fortifications, notably building the anteportal of Camollia, an extension of the city’s northern 
gate, that closest to Florence.119 By April, Florence had announced her intention for open 
war.  
 By May, Manfred had sent Siena an initial detachment of around 800 German cavalry 
and a second detachment of Greek and “Saracen” archers.120 On the 18th May, Florence and 
Siena skirmished just a few hundred meters from Siena’s Northern gate, the Porta 
Camollia.121 Though Florentine and Sienese primary sources record this incident 
differently—both claim it as a victory—historians have concurred that Siena won, and that 
Florence lost significantly more troops than Siena. The casualties have been estimated in the 
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low few hundreds.122 Sienese financial records show that the Sienese lost only five horses in 
the encounter.123 By August, Manfred had formally taken Siena under his protection.124  
 Just as Florence began a larger conflict by nibbling at Siena’s territorial heels, so 
Siena was not prepared to attack Florence outright, but instead initially prepared action 
against Florence’s ally of Montalcino. Siena won, and all the men of Montalcino aged 
fourteen to seventy were forced to swear an oath of fealty to Manfred.125 Siena then quelled 
Grossetto and besieged Montepulciano and Montemassi, which was being held for Florence 
by the “rebellious” Sienese noble Aldobrandino Rosso di Pitigliano. Montemassi’s eventual 
capitulation resulted in the destruction of her town walls.126 Siena also took Poggibonsi and 
Staggia, later releasing “proven” Ghibellines who had been taken prisoner there.127 The 
territories of Montalcino and Montepulciano were devastated.128 It was these smaller cities 
and towns that would suffer the worst consequences of the great cities’ ambitions. 
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 The destabilization of war also touched larger centers: Perugia for example 
attempted to intervene and bring about a diplomatic resolution.129 Nearby cities took sides: 
Florence’s army included troops from Lucca, Prato, Pistoia, Arezzo, Orvieto, Volterra, and 
Val d’Elsa, with detachments from Bologna and Piacenza as well.130 Siena was almost alone, 
including detachments only from Grossetto and Poggibonsi, allied troops from Pisa and 
Cortona, a group of exiled Florentine and Aretine Ghibellines, and of course the troops sent 
by the Emperor. 
The Sienese army, which most modern estimates place around 20,000 strong, with an 
additional 3,000 cavalry, was heavily outnumbered. Most scholars believe there were around 
30,000 allied Florentine soldiers, with an additional 3,000 cavalry.131 Reports that come down 
to us from the Florentine side, however, indicate that Siena was hopeful of a victory, and 
indeed, it was probably Siena that provoked the final battle.132 In the dozen years before 
Montaperti, Florence had generally been the aggressor. But Siena was in a stronger position 
this time, with professional soldiers, important allies, and a recent spate of wins:133 As the 
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great historian of Florence Robert Davidsohn pointed out, by time the Battle of Montaperti 
was waged, Siena had again subdued Montepulciano, occupied Grosseto, conquered 
Montemassi, and linked itself to Poggibonsi (a centuries-long objective for Sienese foreign 
policy); in addition, just three months before Montaperti, the Sienese had forced the 
Florentine army in a very dishonorable retreat at Camollia.134 
Furthermore, the Sienese army fought on terrain that they knew well; and though 
small, the Ghibelline army comprised relatively well-aligned forces, unlike the Guelf army. 
Florentines in particular were faced with a divided loyalty, as the city was “officially” fighting 
on the Guelf side, but there were major Florentine figures fighting for the Ghibelline Sienese 
side. In addition, the exiled Ghibelline Florentines fighting on the Sienese side were highly 
motivated to win, as victory would allow them not only to return home, but to resume 
substantial possessions (particularly real estate) that they had lost through their political 
affiliations.135 Finally, the battleground on which Montaperti was fought was much closer to 
Siena than Florence, so the Sienese might have felt especially imperiled.  
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 The battle was extremely bloody.136 Though as few as 600 Sienese were killed and 
another 400 wounded,137 it seems probable that the Florentines and their allies lost over 
20,000 citizens, with around 30,000 in total wounded, killed, or imprisoned.138 Lucca alone 
reported 5,000 killed.139 One modern historian estimates that only 10% of the Guelf army 
would escape the battle proper, due not only to the high casualty rate but to the large 
imprisonment rate.140 Sienese city records show that at the end of May in 1261, 32 towers, 10 
houses, and two palazzi were rented and 472 guards paid to contain the Guelf prisoners, 
suggesting prisoners in the several thousands.141 Tommaso Papiense reported that 8,000 
prisoners died of starvation in the years following the battle—even if the numbers are an 
exaggeration, they are suggestive of an enormous number of prisoners.142 While individuals 
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were certainly ransomed off, a deal to release the remainder was only struck ten years after the 
battle.143  
For the Guelf survivors who had heretofore evaded capture, the hardships would 
continue: on the 9 September, leading Guelfs abandoned Florence, fearful that they could 
not defend it; both Prato and Pistoia refused entry to refugee Guelfs, terrified of the 
consequences of harboring triumphant Siena and the Empire’s enemies.144 On the 13 
September, other remaining prominent Guelfs were summarily exiled. On the 16, the 
German cavalry and their leader, Count Giordano, entered Florence, where one of their 
captains was to serve as podestà for two years. The victorious Sienese Ghibellines supposedly 
floated the idea of totally destroying Florence, but the exiled Florentine Ghibelline Farinato 
degli Uberti, who had led the Sienese attack at Montaperti, reportedly intervened.145  
The Sienese quickly took over the government of Montalcino, Montepulciano, La 
Maremma, San Gimignano, Poggibonsi, Colle, and Volterra.146 Manfred gifted Siena the 
territory of Montepulciano, previously a satellite of Florence-allied Montalcino. Montalcino 
itself capitulated on the 8 September and pledged fealty to Siena in perpetuity, granted the 
Sienese the fort of Montepulciano, and gave Siena the right to destroy walls, forts, and other 
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buildings.147 Siena’s spite against Montalcino was severe and the city sought to erase the 
much smaller town entirely: In 1262, the Sienese government resolved to level Montalcino, 
“so that the hill itself should become a wild place, uninhabited in perpetuity.”148 Florentine 
possessions including key castles fell to Siena; remaining Guelfs not already killed or 
captured were routed out, ruined, and exiled; the Sienese installed the governments of 
Florentine possessions.149 Siena’s political victory was overwhelming. It was also violent and 
destructive, and it would not last long. 
Mythologizing Montaperti: Siena and the Virgin 
As we have seen, the context in which art historians have tended to place the art of this 
moment is that provided by Accounts and Chronicles, none of which are proximate to the 
events but all of which relate the story that the city was dedicated the Virgin on the eve of 
Montaperti. But what is the Duecento evidence for this appealing Trecento story of the 
Sienese civic dedication to the Virgin?  
Part of the difficulty of interpreting Montaperti’s potential effect on the civic use of 
the figure of the Virgin is that there is contradictory information. On the one hand, the 
Virgin was clearly a focus of communal interest for quite some time before Montaperti, and 
her popularity was hardly confined to Siena. On the other hand, governmental references to 
the Virgin do appear to change after Montaperti, but the sample size is too small to allow for 
anything like certainty. Also, there is no particular reason to doubt that a procession took 
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place on the eve of the Battle of Montaperti, or that the main staging ground for such a 
procession would be the Duomo. Processions and parades were an extremely common 
feature of Duecento Sienese life and the Cathedral was the city’s main public building. 
 The art historical evidence is also somewhat confusing. The city did pay for a chapel 
to the Virgin to be built in the Cathedral to commemorate Montaperti, but the city also 
focused on acquiring military relics of the battle—hardly a religious response. And though 
art historians have marshaled the several late-Duecento monumental panel paintings of the 
Virgin and Child Enthroned to support the idea that Montaperti fundamentally shifted the 
role of the Virgin in Sienese civic life, a closer examination shows that these images—
considered more fully in the next chapter—are in fact tied to confraternities, which were on 
the rise in the mid-Duecento, and which may even have grown up as a response to 
Montaperti.150 Overall, it is probably most accurate to say that Montaperti was not a 
watershed moment in Sienese interest in the Virgin, but rather intensified her pre-existing 
popularity and civic role. The concerted deployment of “official” Marian imagery would 
occur in the early Trecento, under the Guelf Government of the Nine. 
From the beginning of Sienese recorded history, the Virgin was always the most 
important “official” Sienese saint: the Cathedral seems always to have been dedicated to her. 
It would have been truly remarkable if after Montaperti the Sienese, like the Florentines at 
the end of the Duecento for example, replaced an earlier saint with the Virgin Mary (in the 
Florentine example, the Virgin replaced Santa Reparata). But at least as early as 1251, a 
Sienese civic seal included a sedes sapientae image of the Virgin, indicating that on some level 
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the government was already identified with her (Figure 122).151 Siena’s most important official 
festival was the Marian Feast of Assumption, and the holiday—treated in depth later—was 
not only religious or spiritual but intensely civic.152  
Given the prevalence of the Virgin in Duecento Sienese culture, both religious and 
civic, a striking feature of the contemporary primary documents regarding Montaperti (i.e., 
not the Accounts and Chronicles) is a lack of reference to the Virgin. St. George is much 
more prominent. For example, although the Sienese army rode to battle under the standard 
of the Virgin, the army was formally dedicated to St. George, the particular patron of the 
German cavalry.153 After the battle, the professional soldiers paid for a church to St. George 
to be erected on the battlefield (it was however never built); they also paid for another 
church to St. George to be erected within the city of Siena (this one was built). The Sienese 
contributed to the latter church, and committed to bringing two candles each weighing 
twenty libbre to the church on the saint’s feast day. The procession was to be carried out by 
the podestà, capitano del popolo, the camarlingo, the four provveditori, the prior of the Twenty Four, 
followed by the rector of the cavalry, the gonfaloniere of the militia, and finally, the whole 
populus of Siena.154 The planned procession to San Giorgio was explicitly civic and indeed 
militant, and pertinent to (even required of?) all citizens. But St. George would never 
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become a patron saint of the city, probably because his popularity originally stemmed from 
foreign troops.  
 Perhaps most important, from an art historical point of view, is the commemoration 
of the battle in the Cathedral. As we have seen, the 1262 Sienese constitutiones stipulated that 
an altar and chapel dedicated to the Virgin be built to commemorate the Sienese victory over 
her “enemies.”155 The document does not list an altar, but the altar that would fulfill the 
government’s plan was almost certainly the Altar of St. Boniface, decorated with the 
Madonna del Voto.156 In addition, however, the laws stated that the Sienese carroccio used at 
Montaperti should be kept in the Cathedral with a lamp burning in front of it. Beginning a 
few months after the battle, the government also concentrated on creating, finding, and 
preserving artifacts of Montaperti. The city paid to repair the bell from the captured 
Florentine carroccio and went to some length to acquire flags, pennants, and banners that had 
been used in the fight from private individuals and dealers alike. The search continued into 
1263.157  
  In fact, only one political document really suggests a new “role” for the Virgin after 
Montaperti: when Montalcino submitted to Siena in 1260 in the aftermath of Montaperti, the 
Virgin was referred to as the defensatrix and gubernatrix of Siena, terms used again in the 
documents of the submission of Montepulciano to Siena about a year later.158 There are no 
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prior surviving references such as these. While the terminology is suggestive, it is hardly an 
historical slam-dunk. Furthermore, references to the importance of the Virgin as a political 
figurehead could be interpreted as a reaction to the fact that Siena was operating against the 
interests of the papacy.  
 One of Siena’s primary hesitations in the long build towards Montaperti was that it 
feared directly opposing the Pope; conspicuous displays of religiosity would be a natural and 
sensible method of counteracting social or even individual feelings of disloyalty to the 
Church. 159 It would have also made good political sense for the government in particular to 
encourage and display such apparent devotion. As the symbol of the institution of the 
Church itself, Mary would be the most powerful symbol for such responses.  
 Though art historians have focused on the Sienese tradition that the city was 
dedicated to the Virgin in the civic Cathedral on the eve of the Battle, there are important 
other mythic strains surrounding augury, astrology, magic, and phantasms.160 Some of these 
stories are clearly the kind of local legend that is passed along as lore rather than as a record 
of facts, which is certainly one reason that art historians have avoided mentioning them. 
However, there is no reason to think that these stories informed the Sienese or Tuscan 
consciousness any less, or any less seriously, than the stories of the Virgin. And while some 
are quite fantastical, they may have been believed. As Garrison rightly points out, it may be 
unclear whether or not the city really was dedicated to the Virgin before the battle of 
Montaperti, but the fact that chroniclers apparently believed this to be the case—even a 
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century removed from the incident—tells us something important about Sienese self-
fashioning, at least at the time in which the myth was recorded.161  
A less repeated Marian story, but one to which some art historians do refer, is that an 
apparition of her mantle in the form of fog appeared on the night before the battle.162 In the 
17th century, the early historian Giugurta Tommasi reported stories of evil portents that 
appeared to the Florentines during their preparations for Montaperti: dogs in Florence 
howled, and wolves (a symbol of Siena) were seen running through the streets in broad 
daylight. So panicked were the citizens that the government had to pass measures against 
interpreting these portents negatively.163 Even more lascivious is the story that the head of 
the Florentine army was a “necromancer” who kept a familiar in the guise of a small devil; 
the familiar informed the general that the placement of the allied Florentine camp was 
disastrous, but the general was unable to move the camp before the Sienese attacked.164 The 
Quattrocento chronicler Ventura didn’t include the familiar in his account but rather 
reported that the head of the Florentine army had had a vision that in hindsight exposed the 
perilous location of the camp.165 Another apparently medieval myth tells of ghostly sheep 
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and/or dogs that appear on the battlefield around the anniversary of Montaperti.166 Yet 
another myth states that, on foggy nights, a cavalier appears on a white horse and meditates 
on the meaninglessness of human life.167 
More important, however, because more historically verifiable, are the stories 
surrounding the Sienese astrologer who predicted Sienese success. After the battle, he was 
actually made the official astrologer of the state.168 Astrology was common, frequently used 
in governance, and was taken seriously by medieval Italians. However, this story has never 
been marshaled as evidence of Siena’s special relationship with astrology.  
The Duecento Meaning of Montaperti 
Perhaps most importantly, however, the repetition of “devotional,” Marian stories without 
an accompanying acknowledgement of historical and political sources fails to paint either an 
accurate or a full picture of the moment. Stories of a dedication to the Virgin and an 
emergency devotional procession—even if true—do not speak to the incredible 
psychological and financial burdens faced by not only the Sienese but by effectively all 
Tuscans during the period surrounding Montaperti. They do not capture the political turmoil 
or social upheaval. They do nothing at all to impress upon us the physical devastation of the 
war.  
 But Montaperti was, relative to the population, the largest battle ever fought in 
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Tuscan territory.169 It utterly destroyed much of the countryside and some towns: 20,000 
animals were killed, representing an enormous amount of food and capital.170 The battle itself 
would have been brutal; historian Roberto Marchionni rightly underlines the suffering 
caused by medieval battles in general: “Many armchair strategists in fact think of war…as a 
huge game of chess played on spring meadows.” But even before the “blood and death,” 
war was “A brutal effort, absolutely mind numbing; so much so that they who won the 
battles usually were not the bravest, but the least exhausted.”171 Most importantly, large 
proportions of the populations of several cities were killed, wounded, or captured as a result 
of Montaperti. Thousands may have starved to death in Sienese prisons. The very presence 
of so many prisoners in Siena, many of whom were only released a decade later, must also 
have had a profound effect on the city. 
 Montaperti was a glorious victory for the Sienese, but it was also a trauma. 
Montaperti was crucial to the artistic development of the city, not because it spurred interest 
in the Virgin, but because it created the circumstances under which the new social 
organization of confraternities were instituted; confraternities commissioned the 
monumental maestàs whose imagery Duccio’s high altarpiece would include less than fifty 
years later. In addition, Montaperti effectively forced Siena down a path that would lead to 
her economic detriment, shutting Siena off from new financial markets that the Florentines 
took over instead, and causing the richest Sienese to invest more heavily in the city itself, 
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including in its art and architecture.  
 Montaperti ultimately may even have led to the creation of Duccio’s high altarpiece. 
Siena’s government continued to exert tighter control over the city following the aftermath 
of the Guelf/Ghibelline wars, especially in the early Trecento. One of the ways in which we 
see such control is in the regulation of the Feast of the Assumption, the city’s official 
holiday, and the Opera del Duomo, the department of public works. The Opera, which 
commissioned Duccio’s Maestà, came to be funded largely through the Feast of the 
Assumption, for which the high altarpiece served as a monumental backdrop. For the social, 






Chapter 2: The Monastic Pictorial Context: The Monumental Maestàs  
The years in which the first two monumental Sienese images were made, the Madonna del 
Bordone in 1261 (Figure 15) and the Palazzo Pubblico Madonna probably in 1262 (Figure 17), were 
years of extreme political unrest.172 Montaperti spurred political conflict within Siena because 
it emboldened the charismatic, ever more dictatorial leader of the Ghibelline government, 
Provenzano Salvani, to take an ever harder line against the Guelfs and the papacy; however, 
Siena’s increasing wealth was due in large part to its business at the Curia and was severely 
imperiled by papal sanctions enacted against Siena because of her Ghibelline government. 
Compounding the problem was the decision by Charles of Anjou to ally with the Church 
against the Hohenstaufens in 1263. The Angevin empire was extremely wealthy and 
tantalizingly underfunded, a prize for Italian bankers. Siena’s post-Montaperti, hard-line 
Ghibelline government triggered a merchant-banker backlash against the state, leading to 
murder, riots, and the exile of the richest Sienese families. This political climate eventually 
allowed for the installation of a new Guelf government in 1271, one that itself pre-shadowed 
the famous Guelf government of the Nine, which from 1287 until 1355 cemented an 
economic elite into power and the city into relative calm.  
 Understanding the late Duecento era is crucial both for understanding the art that 
came out of it—art later referenced in Duccio’s high altarpiece—but also because the 
political and economic history of the late Duecento leads to the increasingly authoritarian 
government under which Duccio’s high altarpiece was made and funded. The monumental 
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monastic maestàs made in the two decades after Montaperti inhabited a disruptive but 
formative period for Sienese economics and politics; specifically, they were mostly, and 
probably all, made for confraternities, institutions of social bonding and ritual brotherhood 
that proliferated in the wake of the Battle of Montaperti. The monumental maestàs are 
dependent upon, even illustrative of, the socio-political circumstances of Siena, and the 
Madonna del Bordone, made for a recent, originally Florentine order funded by prominent 
Sienese Guelfs, may even have directly addressed them. 
 Siena’s monastic churches came to be populated with over-life-sized panel paintings 
of the Virgin and Child Enthroned, which would be taken up and elaborated in Duccio’s 
high altarpiece, starting in 1261 with the securely-dated Madonna del Bordone (Figure 15). 
However, unlike Duccio’s Maestà, recent scholarship has demonstrated that these panels 
were almost certainly not altarpieces, but rather were placed on top of rood screens or were 
hung on a wall, as we will see.173 And this difference of use is key to understanding Duccio’s 
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altarpiece: Duccio’s Maestà appropriated a popular image developed outside the Cathedral 
context, decades before Duccio’s Maestà was commissioned, that had a different function, 
but Duccio’s Maestà deformed and re-formed the meanings of the earlier image type to suit 
the civic Cathedral’s needs. However, Duccio’s Maestà also necessarily carried along the 
history of the earlier image type.  
 Why Siena Cathedral appropriated an image type developed in monastic churches in 
its high altarpiece is by no means obvious. Monastic churches were religious institutions, like 
the civic Cathedral, but they were not necessarily politically or economically aligned with the 
Cathedral. In fact, monastic churches were often at odds with the official Church hierarchy, 
and in the mid-Duecento had only very recently been uneasily accommodated within the 
Church structure. Part of the issue was the fact that monastic churches offered a means of 
political organizing and identification, and the confraternities were a primary mechanism of 
this social system.  
 In this chapter, we examine the form and use of the large-formal images of the 
Virgin and Child Enthroned, and then place the development of these monumental maestàs 
within the difficult political circumstances of post-Montaperti Siena, and in particular, within 
the rising popularity of confraternities. Though confraternities existed before Montaperti, 
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they truly flourished in its confused aftermath, and they appear to have been among the 
most important promulgators of Marian imagery. Finally, this chapter approaches the history 
of the first known monumental Sienese maestà, the Madonna del Bordone, which may have been 
made as a direct result of the Battle of Montaperti, and which may help illuminate the 
conflicting political landscape that this era’s art may have negotiated. 
 The large-format panels of the Virgin and Child Enthroned that were appropriated 
as the central image in Duccio’s Maestà include the Madonna del Bordone, the Palazzo Pubblico 
Madonna (Figure 17), and the San Bernardino Madonna or Siena Pinacoteca 16 (Figure 18).174 
Outside of Siena, and usually used as comparisons for the Sienese panels, are the Maestà 
from Santa Maria dei Servi in Orvieto (Figure 19), Duccio’s seminal Ruccellai Madonna in 
Florence (Figure 21), Cimabue’s two large Maestàs: the Santa Trinità in the Uffizi (Figure 22) and 
the Pisa panel now in the Louvre (Figure 23), and Giotto’s Ognissanti Madonna (Figure 24).175 It is 
important to be aware that there are many other similar Marian images that survive from the 
period in Tuscany, but those named above are the finest quality and were probably used in 
the more prestigious institutions.176 
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The three large surviving Sienese panels were made for three of the four mendicant 
churches in Siena: the Servites, Franciscans, and Dominicans. Art historian Rebecca Corrie 
has suggested that the Duecento maestà in San Gimignano, which came from San Agostino 
in San Gimignano, may either have been made for San Agostino in Siena or it may have 
replicated a maestà made for San Agostino in Siena.177 
Maestà as an Image Type: Terminology and Iconography 
The figure of the Virgin in the Italian maestà image type was drawn from the Byzantine 
hodegetria form; the early Byzantine cult of the Virgin, however, also treated a different image, 
the blachernai, as a key model. The original blachernai, from the Blachernai sanctuary located 
next to but outside the city walls of Constantinople, was probably a full-length image in 
mosaic of the standing Virgin spreading her cloak.178 The form of their icon became famous 
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when the city repelled the Avars in 626 and thanksgiving ceremonies were held in the chuch; 
the walls were later expanded to include the Blachernai within the city proper.179  
 It would not be this Byzantine image but the supposed “portrait” of the Virgin 
reportedly painted from life by St. Luke that would provide the model for many Byzantine 
and Italian images of the Virgin, though.180 The name of that image, hodegetria, dervies from 
its location in the Hodegon monastery in Constantinople, near the imperial palace.181 The 
Hodegon emerged as the Virgin’s most important cult center in the 11th and 12th centuries;182 
its icon was a half-length image of the Virgin holding the Christ Child on her left arm and 
pointing towards him with her right. Bissera Pentecheva stresses that this gesture was not 
communicative of maternal love but rather intercession and sacrifice, making it a perfect 
image to inform battles and wars.183 Unlike the Italian maestàs, it was not an enthroned figure. 
 The Hodegetria icon was the at focus of weekly processions, held each Tuesday, and 
the panel’s entry into the monastery at the ceremony’s end was understood as a “symbolic 
reenactment of the entrance of the Virgin, at age three, into the Temple.”184 The icon was 
therefore closely associated with not only a ritual, but a building and a place that hearkened 
back to the Jewish roots of the Christian religion. The Hodegetria icon also came to be used in 
the annual Akathistos procession—which seems to be the origin of the icon’s (incorrect) 
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association with the protection of the city during the Avar Seige.185 From there, the Hodegetria 
was often invoked as a civic shield, carried to the walls and processed for divine intercession 
and protection from various enemies.186 The Hodegetria’s supposed powers made it a popular 
image reproduced around the Christian world, and often credited with civic-protective 
properties.187 Finally, the Hodegetria would be the object of the most popular hymn to the 
Virgin, the Akathistos. 
 The Italian maestà, unlike the Hodegetria, showed a Virgin Enthroned, echoing the 
popular Romanesque image type of the sedes sapientae, which also had roots in Byzantine 
imagery, but whose more important and immediate formal precedents were probably 
Roman.188 Images of the Virgin as a queen, the Maria Regina, seem to have developed 
primarily in Rome rather than in the Byzantine world, beginning in the 7th century.189 The 
Maria Regina is an enthroned Virgin, a maestà, which includes specific markers of power such 
as a crown. The art historian Nikodim Kondakov (followed by Bissera Pentcheva, among 
others) argued that the imagery of Mary as ruler developed in communal Italy because they 
challenged the images of the emperors and empresses and argued for the legitimacy of the 
popes as secular sovereigns.190 The Duecento Sienese maestàs may have been influenced by 
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the much earlier Roman pictures as a category of object, but (except for the early Duecento 
Tressa and Opera Madonnas) their figural imagery follows the hodegetria model rather than that 
of the Roman Maria Regina. 
 Ultimately, art historians trace the basic Marian maestà imagery to the iconography of 
the ancient Egyptian goddess Isis (Figure 31).191 Isis, like Mary, was known as the “Great 
Virgin,” and was the first Mediterranean goddess to be called Theotokos, the “God bearer.”192 
Her son Horus was thought to link divine and earthly powers; he was also characterized as a 
bringer of justice and the patron of civil order. Isiac imagery was adopted within the 
Byzantine world, where themes of a mother with a child, including nursing a child, were 
imperial images stressing the legitimacy of their lineages.193  
 Indeed, the monumental Italian maestà carried important political implications, which 
are discernable in the term itself. The first known recorded use of the word “maestà” in Siena 
is found in a Biccherna entry from June 7, 1291, which documented gold letters painted by 
Dietisalvi di Speme “ante” or “before” a “Maiestatem sancte Marie” that was used by the 
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government.194 In 1302, Duccio’s now lost altarpiece for the Cappella della Nove in the 
Palazzo Pubblico was also recorded in a Biccherna entry as “una tavola o vero Maestà.”195 
Duccio’s high altarpiece, however, was almost always called the panel of “Our Lady,” “la 
tavola di Nostra Donna,” until the great historian of Siena (and Anglican priest) Robert 
Langton Douglas christened it the Maestà in 1902.196 Although Duccio’s high altarpiece is a 
greatly expanded version of the basic maestà form, the very central image in the altarpiece is 
rightly called a maestà and carries the implications and history of this older class of image.  
 Historically, the term maestà has been used to refer to images of the Virgin and Child 
Enthroned both with and without accompanying figures.197 Wooden sculptures of the Virgin 
and Child following the sedes sapientae, most of which survive from the second half of the 12th 
century in France, were also called maestàs (or maiestates).198 Both the word and the image type 
carry particularly strong connotations of authority and indications of power.199  
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The word maestà is a contraction of the Latin phrase in maiestas or “in majesty.” The 
use of the concept of “majesty” in pictures begins during the Late Antique period and is 
associated originally with Christ, rather than Mary. Both the denotation and connotation of 
the word itself have been well studied; the philologist Georges Dumézil emphasized the 
ambiguity of early uses of the term.200 However, on the most basic level of meaning, scholars 
agree that, in the words of Dumézil, “maiestas … implicat[es] certain degrees of the social and 
political hierarchy,”201 and “designates the superior rank that occupies a category in relation 
to others.”202  
There are three image types to which the concept of “maiestas” has been applied: the 
Maiestas Domini is an image of a seated Christ and is the earliest of all the enthroned image 
types; the Maiestas Mariam is an image of the Virgin and Child Enthroned; finally, other 
major religious figures such as St. Peter and St. Michael Archangel may be shown “in 
majesty.”203 However, the term maestà can only be used to denote a Virgin and Child 
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Enthroned, even though other figures may sit “in majesty.”204  
 The resemblance of the terms Maiestas Maria and Maiestas Domini may occlude two 
significant iconographic differences between the two image types: Mary always has a throne, 
but Christ often does not; he always sits in and usually on a mandorla, she almost never 
does.205 While Christ in Majesty is usually not depicted with a throne, the general concept of 
enthronement is a necessary but not sufficient factor for most images to be known as a 
figure depicted “in majesty:” the Christ of a Christ in Majesty is seated, after all, but the rays 
of his mandorla might be seen as a heavenly throne rather than an earthly one. Iconographic 
studies have tended to consider the mandorla as a nimbus, a depiction of the radiant light 
surrounding a holy figure.206 In a more basic sense, though, the mandorla signifies a rupture 
between the earthly and divine realms.207 Images of any other saint “in majesty” must show 
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that figure enthroned; but at the same time, all images that include an enthroned figure are 
not necessarily images “in majesty.” For example, the Coronation of the Virgin image type 
shows both the Virgin and Christ enthroned on an earthly, material throne, and the 
Apocalypse shows an enthroned Christ, but one who is again often enthroned on and within 
a mandorla.  
 The only really definite information conveyed by the title maestà is that the image 
contains a major holy figure who is enthroned, and who is not depicted in an important 
theological moment such as the Coronation or the Apocalypse. The concept of “in majesty” 
seems to capture something that is not an event, per se. Rather, it communicates a non-time-
specific “truth,” namely, that Mary is the Queen of Heaven and the Mother of God.  
The Location of the Monumental Maestàs 
The location of the monumental monastic maestàs is integral to their use and meanings, and 
important for understanding the ways in which Duccio’s high altarpiece appropriated and 
de- and re-formed prior image types. One of the most obvious ways in which Duccio’s 
Maestà had an important artistic impact was by helping to create—maybe even to define—
the complex polyptych altarpiece. Altarpieces appear not to have been especially common in 
the Duecento, and those that survive are much simpler, horizontal dossals. So it is 
interesting that the designers of the Cathedral’s high altarpiece reached to a different image 
category entirely, the monumental monastic maestàs, which almost certainly were not used as 
altarpieces proper, rather than to the already-established low dossal like the one that 
probably already graced the altar of St. Boniface (Figure 8; see also for example Figure 14).208 
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 Throughout most of the scholarship on the monumental maestàs, how they were used 
and where they were placed remained largely an open question, though many had assumed 
they were used as altarpieces. But as Andrea De Marchi has pointed out, not a single 
contemporary record identifies any of the massive maestàs as an altarpiece, an odd omission 
given then number of records that do survive surrounding them.209 The altarpiece theory has 
been supplanted two possibilities: one, promulgated especially by Irene Hueck and Andrea 
De Marchi, posits that the monumental images of the Virgin and Child Enthroned were 
used to decorate the tramezzo that separated priests or monks from the layity, or that 
screened off a chapel; the other possibility, forwarded by Miklós Boskovits, is that the very 
large Madonna panels were hung on a wall near an entryway.210 
 Hellmut Hager, in his influential book on the development of images made for altars, 
assumed that the panels in question were altarpieces, a view that many scholars (usually 
outside of art history) persist in following.211 The other early postulate was that these images 
not only derived from Byzantine icons, but were used in similar ways.212 Hans Belting rightly 
recognized that the monumental Italian images sprung from confraternal patronage and 
thought that they were made for side chapels used by confraternities.213 One of the most 
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important pieces of evidence for Belting’s argument was the surviving contract for the 
Rucellai Madonna, which was settled between Duccio and a Marian confraternity in 1285.214 
However, the contract does not specify the intended destination of the image, which only 
came to be placed in the Rucellai chapel in the 17th century.215 
 But the sheer size of the panels of the Virgin and Child Enthroned is one of their 
most important features: the Madonna del Bordone is relatively small at 7’5’’ x 4’1” or 225 x 125 
cm, close to the 9’3” x 6’4” or 283 x 194 cm Palazzo Pubblico Madonna, and the very reduced 
San Bernardino Madonna, which still clocks in at 4’8” x 3’3” or 142 x 100 cm, but an order of 
magnitude smaller than the massive 14’9” x 9’6” or 450 x 290 cm Rucellai Madonna (perhaps 
as tall as Duccio’s Maestà) and significantly smaller than the 12’8” x 7’4” or 385 x 223 cm 
Santa Trinità Madonna or the 10’8” x 6’8” or 325 x 204 cm Ognissanti Madonna. Assigning 
especially these larger panels to side chapels necessitates assuming a decorative scheme that 
was physically dominated by enormous paintings.  
 For example, the confraternity that commissioned Duccio’s Rucellai Madonna in 1285 
also paid for the decoration of the Chapel of St. George in Santa Maria Novella in the early 
Trecento, which suggests that the Rucellai Madonna may originally have been placed in that 
chapel. However, as Boskovits demonstrated, formally speaking there is no good placement 
for the enormous image in the Chapel of St. George: if Duccio’s Rucellai panel were against 
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the exterior wall, it would have covered the window, and if it were against the interior walls 
dividing the chapels from each other, it would have been visible only from a short distance, 
while the image was clearly designed to be seen from a greater remove.216  
 Bram Kempers presented the first theory for which the issue of the panels’ size was 
confirmatory rather than problematic: Kempers postulated that the large painted panels were 
in fact meant to be suspended and propped up on beams or screens, which were especially 
prominent in mendicant churches.217 Indeed, the only contemporary image we have of these 
image/objects, the Franciscan Verification of the Stigmata at Assisi, shows such an arrangement 
(Figure 25). Kempers was followed by Irene Hueck, who made the first evidentiary argument 
for the location of the panels in question.218 Hueck’s work was partly dependent upon 
Marcia Hall’s revolutionary study of tramezzi and more broadly on Hall’s study of the spatial 
ordering of monastic churches.219 Hueck argued that Giotto’s Ognissanti Madonna was 
probably made for the tramezzo in the Ognissanti church in Florence; furthermore, Antonio 
Natali and Adriano Peroni showed that the perspective and the lighting of the panel indicate 
that it was probably installed on the right-hand side of the tramezzo.220 Bellosi, noting that the 
Rucellai Madonna and the equally monumental crucifix made by Giotto for Santa Maria 
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Novella were commissioned around the same time, argued that they may have been made as 
pendants for a tramezzo, in accordance with the Assisi Verification fresco.221 Boskovits, as we 
shall see, did not agree. 
 De Marchi’s research supported what had been somewhat intuitive conclusions by 
Belting and Kempers.222 De Marchi provides a sheaf of evidence, much of it documentary, 
for the presence of triadic panel paintings that were installed on tramezzi from around 1250 
to 1350, and argues that the large-format panel paintings of the Virgin and Child Enthroned 
were originally commissioned as an element in these triads. The center of the triad was 
formed by monumental painted crucifixes. The other side of the tramezzo would, he asserts, 
be decorated with a hagiographic image, for example the Bardi St. Francis made for Santa 
Maria Novella (Figure 26).  
 De Marchi introduces his argument by looking more closely at a well-known but 
nonetheless un-probed document concerning a large commission given by Pistoia to Coppo 
di Marcovaldo and his troublesome son, Salerno.223 The document is the record of a petition 
brought by the Opera del Duomo of Pistoia to the government, asking for the release of 
Salerno from prison so that he might help his father complete five works all being made for 
the Cathedral of Pistoia. Helpfully, the works are enumerated: “a beautiful and honorable 
crucifix and two beautiful and honorable panel paintings in the choir and over the choir of 
the said church and also a crucifix with a beam above the altar of St. Michael in the said 
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church and also a picture on the tomb of St. Michael, and also in this panel should be figures 
of the Virgin and St. John.”224 It is important to note here that the works in question were 
intended for Pistoia’s Cathedral, although almost all of the surviving monumental maestàs 
were made for monastic churches.  
 As De Marchi recognizes, the direction “in and above” the choir must refer to 
images meant to be placed on a tramezzo. Also suggestive is the fact that the second 
crucifix—that for the altar of St. Michael—has a “beam” (trabe), indicating either the 
reinforced foot that would stand on top of a screen, or perhaps even part of a larger screen 
itself. In Pistoia, the holes in the walls of the choir complex that anchored the tramezzo 
remain, allowing the location of the screen to be precisely determined. Later evidence comes 
from 1471, when a document records the purchase of soap “to wash the crucifix and the 
other panels that are raised above the middle of the church.”225 Locating the large panels on 
tramezzi also explains why they were built as strongly as they were.226  
 Boskovits, however, has disagreed with the idea that the confraternity-commissioned 
maestàs were necessarily placed on a tramezzo. In a specific discussion centering on the Rucellai 
Madonna within a larger article on the question of the placement on monumental maestàs, 
Boskovits argues that locating a privately-patronized image on the tramezzo would deny the 
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patron privileged access to it.227 In addition, Boskovits thinks that laudesi members 
congregating around an image located on the tramezzo might have physically interfered with 
the normal monastic routine. These are both excellent points. Boskovits also argues that the 
Assisi image, an important piece of evidence in all these discussions, shows not a tramezzo 
proper but a trabe or trave (beam), which might, for example, be used to wall off chapels, and 
that the image of the Virgin and Child at Assisi, while formally similar to the images in 
question here, is not as big as the monumental maestàs.228 He believes that the very large 
panels including the Ognissanti and the Rucellai were hung on walls near doorways, as this is 
their frequent location in inventories and other records beginning especially in the 
Quattrocento.229 Unfortunately, much of Boskvits’ primary evidence for the location of the 
panels dates from over a century after the works’ commissioning and it is hard to concur 
with Boskovits’ belief that the panels’ later, Renaissance locations were necessarily the same 
as their original placement.  
 We may indeed be dealing with formally similar images but different classes of 
images: some of the maestàs—such as that studied by De Marchi from Pistoia Cathedral—
were clearly used to decorate tramezzi; however, as Boskovits asserted, the images springing 
from confraternities seem unlikely to have been placed in such an un-secluded spot. In any 
case, it seems most likely that the Sienese images we will deal with below were not originally 
used as altarpieces proper.  
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Post-Montaperti Politics and the Rise of the Sienese Guelfs 
While the victory at Montaperti was celebrated by the Sienese, and continues to be held up 
as some kind of paragon by historians, it quickly led to serious, and eventually disastrous, 
consequences for the city of Siena. Just a few months after the Battle of Montaperti, by 
November of 1260, Pope Alexander IV had placed Siena under interdict.230 Interdict and 
excommunication were major economic weapons that had important effects upon law and 
social order. Church bells, which marked time and which were therefore essential for 
business, were stopped. The excommunicated were also removed from the moral and 
judicial system of the Church, a very dangerous situation for bankers, whose success often 
hinged on their ability to coerce repayment through legal but also political means.231 
It is perhaps surprising that the Church did not excommunicate Siena before the 
Battle of Montaperti, but in fact Pope Alexander had tried to tread carefully in Siena, as he 
was extremely close to and dependent upon his Sienese bankers, especially the Bonsignori. 
Siena’s relationship with the papacy worsened with the death of Alexander and the election 
of Urban IV in 1261. Urban renewed Alexander’s interdict, but also threatened to confiscate 
lands owned by Sienese citizens, and forbade debtors to repay Sienese loans—quite a 
problem for an economy dependent upon banking.232 However, the Bonsignori were not 
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only exempted from these rules, but enjoyed Urban’s personal recommendation to the 
English crown.233 It was probably the troika of the Salimbeni, Piccolomini, and Tolomei 
bankers that would suffer most. Part of Urban’s motivation was obviously political: he could 
not only separate the interests of the richest Siense from their government, but fracture the 
interests of the banking clans from each other. 
Urban’s attempt to drive a wedge between Siena’s bankers and their increasingly 
hostile government worked: In April 1262, the powerful Ghibelline leader, Provenzano 
Salvani, was personally but unsuccessfully attacked, and a full-scale riot began in the 
Campo.234 Worse, in the autumn of 1262, as the banking companies were clamoring for a 
truce with the Guelfs in order to preserve their businesses, a Salimbeni assassinated a 
member of the Twenty Four Priors, the highest governmental body.235 Salvani, according to 
the Anonymous Chronicle, urged the city to attack the Salimbeni palace in retribution. It was 
indeed burned down.236  
Siena’s Ghibelline government, which had been careful not to directly attack the 
papacy even while they continued to pursue severely anti-Guelf measures, now shifted 
course. In 1261, for example, the Sienese, Salvani-led government had helped form a 
Ghibelline league, but the express intent of the group was to rout out Florentine Guelfs who 
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had taken refuge in Lucca, not to directly target papal interests.237 However, by late fall of 
1262, the Ghibelline government recalled bankers from France and the papal court, 
measures aimed at crippling the Curia but also—even primarily—the Bonsignori company.238  
With each side hardening in their positions, the main bodies of Siena’s 26 richest 
families, including the Salimbeni, Piccolomini, and Tolomei, a group comprising over 100 
bankers, went into exile in December 1262—whether forced or self-imposed is unclear.239 
One chronicle recorded that the city promptly burned the Salimbeni, Piccolomini, and 
Tolomei palaces in retribution.240 Certainly the great magnate clans suffered enormous 
financial damage at the hands of the Ghibelline government—damages that would have to 
be repaid when they were re-integrated into the city a few years later.241 In another attempt to 
split loyalties, Urban rewarded the government’s action by exempting 14 more Sienese 
companies from sanctions in January 1263.242 He was already allowing them to live on a 
small piece of papal land.243  
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Siena’s Ghibelline government realized, however, that the loss of its major taxpayers 
would eventually become problematic. The loss of capable and experienced administrators 
was also quickly felt.244 The German soldiers used at Montaperti did not come cheap, and 
even by 1261 the government was in serious financial distress, which would continue for 
several years.245 Soon enough, the government attempted to placate the exiles, especially the 
Tolomei. The Ghibelline city even payed the ransom for a group of exiled Guelf Sienese 
bankers when a German mercenary band took them hostage in 1263.246 From 1261-1265, 
and especially in 1262 and 1263, both Pope and commune fought to win the loyalty of the 
magnate clans. The 1263 alliance between Charles of Anjou and the papacy further 
strengthened the Guelfs and by 1265, the exiled Sienese bankers had entered the Guelf party 
as captains, launching them officially into armed opposition against the Ghibelline Sienese 
government.247  
The Sienese magnates were interested not only in the business of the Curia, but 
increasingly in that of the Southern Italian Angevin empire. The primary financial 
opportunity in the Angevin court would not be loans to the crown, but rather the potential 
to collect taxes on its behalf, a practice called tax farming that was (and is) extremely 
lucrative. Tax farming had enriched the Sienese bankers of the Curia during the early 
Duecento; by the 14th century, as Siena moved off the international stage, the Sienese 
magnates shifted their tax farming and loan business to the city-state itself, as we shall see. 
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Southern Italy and the Angevin court was a market on the rise and one that the 
Sienese companies had not penetrated; as the Champagne fairs ceased to provide revenue, as 
the opportunities in northern Europe dried up, and as the Hohenstaufen court and its allies 
weakened and became more indebted in the 1260s, Sienese bankers looked instead to new 
opportunities in the South.248 In fact, in 1265 and 1266, Sienese bankers helped to finance 
Angevin military action against the Ghibellines both directly, through massive loans to 
Charles of Anjou, and indirectly, through collection and distribution of papal taxes—much 
of which was earmarked for campaigns against the Hohenstaufens and Ghibellines.249  
The exile of the great banking families and the political alignment of the city against 
the Papal States would contribute to the failure of the Bonsignori company at the turn of the 
14th century.250 Several major corporate bankruptcies followed, and, lacking a coherent legal 
framework for private default, Siena’s reputation suffered as negotiations dragged on for 
years.251 Indeed, many banks failed in this period: as the historian of Sienese finance Edward 
English noted, “With a few minor exceptions, the generation of companies active around 
1290 had been completely replaced by other firms by 1310.”252 The lack of new investment 
opportunities abroad may very well be one reason that Siena turned so much attention 
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inward, building the Palazzo Pubblico, the Campo, reconstructing and decorating the 
baptistery, Cathedral, and many city gates. 
At the same time as Florentine bankers won new markets through their Guelf 
alliances, the Florentine currency began its rise to become among the most powerful in the 
world. The reliable, tightly controlled gold florin would become the de facto currency 
throughout much of Italy, including in Siena.253 Siena’s own silver-based currency rapidly 
deteriorated against the gold florin: from 1287 to 1350, the Sienese unit of account, the lire, 
suffered a devaluation of 50% against the florin.254 Effectively, Sienese money was worth less 
and less—especially for major expenditures like war, grain, and trade, which were 
denominated in florins. 
As Siena’s position between a political rock and an economic hard place became 
untenable in the decade following Montaperti, treaties were negotiated in 1267 and 1268, but 
they were by no means uncontested: A committee convened in Siena’s bishop’s palace to 
discuss allowing exiled Guelfs back into the city in 1268 was attacked by a Ghibelline force, 
and a fire (deliberate or accidental is unclear) broke out.255 The damage was so extensive that 
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it destroyed part of the attached Cathedral’s roof and damaged the campanile.256 Not only 
does this incident illustrate the extremity of political turmoil in Siena in the years after 
Montaperti, it also shows the degree to which the bishop and Cathedral could be politicized. 
Not everyone held either sacred.  
The Battle of Montaperti and the Rise of Confraternities 
Just weeks after the Battle of Montaperti in 1260, a series of flagellant processions in Guelf-
controlled Perugia were spurred by the public preaching of the hermit Ranierus Fasanus; 
their focus was on the “public expatiation of sin,” as well as “prayer for ‘peace, penitence, 
and mercy’.’’257 According to a Perugian chronicle, participation was extremely widespread, 
including “nobles and plebes, old and young, even 5-year old children…”258 It has been 
widely interpreted that the flagellant or disciplinati confraternities arose from this popular 
movement. The pre-eminent historians of the disciplinati have suggested that the 1260 
phenomenon itself was inspired by the need to atone for the Guelf loss at Montaperti, and 
to create social cohesion in a time of political conflict, civic unrest, and both internecine and 
international violence.259 Indeed, the number of confraternities throughout Italy seems to 
have exploded after 1260. These groups would commission the monumental maestàs that 
Duccio’s high altarpiece appropriated in the early Trecento.  
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 Two distinct types of confraternity emerged, the laudesi and the disciplinati. Both were 
often, but by no means always, founded within existing confraternities.260 Almost all of them, 
everywhere in Italy, were dedicated to the Virgin. The primary devotional practice of the 
laudesi groups was the singing of laude or songs of praise, while the disciplinati practiced self-
flagellation. Disciplinati were always regarded as more potentially destabilizing to the political 
order; in Florence, as we have seen, an early lay brotherhood not only committed violence 
against the state, but was instrumental in turning the city’s government Guelf. 261 Disciplinati 
groups seem never to have been very popular in Siena, whereas the city’s laudesi groups were 
numerous.262  
 Laudesi companies probably developed in response to the same social pressures as 
the disciplinati, but whereas “the disciplinati outlook was Christo-centric and world-
renouncing,” as historian Blake Wilson writes, “the gaze of the laudesi was fixed on their 
human and humane saints in a celestial court.”263 Unsurprisingly, it is the laudesi rather than 
the disciplinati that commissioned the monumental images of the Virgin and Child 
Enthroned. The origins of laudesi companies are significantly less well documented than 
those of the disciplinati, but the laudesi are generally thought to broadly post-date the 
disciplinati. The laudesi were comparatively populist: whereas the disciplinati services were 
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usually conducted in Latin, laudesi services were entirely vernacular; the disciplinati met 
privately and their rituals were supposed to be kept secret, but the laudesi met openly in 
churches, and their services would have been publicly visible, audible, and comprehensible.264 
Primary documents attest that laudesi groups met nightly. However, whether or not 
all members were present every day is unclear. Laudesi also met on special occasions like 
feasts, and both conducted funerals for their members and commemoratively prayed for 
their salvation; as the laudesi groups took on these latter functions, they became the object of 
bequests. By the Trecento, laudesi groups were often well-endowed institutions with 
increasingly burdensome financial, legal, and practical duties tied to their association with 
funerary rites and perpetual commemorations for their dead members.265  
It is reasonably assumed that the confraternities adopted the singing of laude from 
the monastic preaching orders. The preponderance of surviving laude, which are vernacular 
texts set to music that was probably popularly-influenced, are dedicated to the Virgin. The 
laude tradition in the west was preceded by a Greek tradition of songs of praise that were 
sung to the Virgin.266 Singing laude “was deemed strong spiritual currency,”267 and usually 
focused on the Virgin, her sorrows, and her power as an intercessor. The focus on the Virgin 
in part may have grown out of the laudesi establishment within extant confraternities, most of 
which had been formed during the populist, anti-heretical religious movements of the 1240s 
and 1250s. Indeed, as their historians have noted, the early body of laude is particularly 
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pedagogical.268 The mother Church favored laudesi, and granted papal indulgences for their 
practices, which probably helped drive the groups’ appeal.  
 The devotion practiced within confraternities was surprisingly political, which is 
important for understanding not only the reception of the monumental mastàs, but Duccio’s 
high altarpiece, which included imagery developed in a confraternal context. Saints 
functioned much as secular patrons, interceding “with the powerful on behalf of the weak, 
or, rather, the indebted.”269 One’s sentence in purgatory, which Blake Wilson describes as “a 
kind of spiritual debtor’s prison,” was “mitigated by acts of spiritual clientage—prayers, 
charitable acts, bequests for masses and vigils, processing, burning candles, lauda-singing, 
etc.—executed on behalf of the dead.”270 As Wilson further points out, lawyers and spiritual 
intercessors, both called “avvocati,” recommended or “raccomandati” their clients to both 
secular courts and those that enforced divine justice. Purgatory was further characterized as 
an afterworldly exile, with worldly exile being an extremely common political punishment.271  
On a practical level, confraternities provided widespread access to the mechanisms 
of social organization, not only creating a new form of “citizenship” within the brotherhood, 
but an alternate structure of governance that included participating in elections, collecting 
revenue, and making disbursements. For this very reason, confraternities—like guilds, on 
whose statues those of confraternities were modeled—were often viewed as potentially 
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dangerous to the state.272 Siena carefully regulated its guild system for this very reason.273 But 
to understand how these various political situations and social organizations may have 
functioned on a more specific level, we can follow the fascinating history of the first known 
monumental Sienese maestà, the 1261 Madonna del Bordone. 
The Case of the Madonna del Bordone: The Servite Order in Ghibelline Siena 
The Madonna del Bordone by Coppo di Marcovaldo serves as an interesting case study for the 
development of the monumental maestà: For one, it is the first of its type that we know of, 
and may represent an essential development in the tradition of Marian panel painting in Italy; 
more specifically, however, the Madonna del Bordone contains subtle political references that 
illuminate some aspects of Duccio’s high altarpiece. The Madonna del Bordone contains 
allusions to kingship that are absent from Duccio’s Maestà, including a lyre-backed wooden 
throne and a textile decorated with the imperial heraldic eagle.274 Though Duccio would 
clearly postulate the Virgin as the Queen of Heaven, she is, in his altarpiece, so defined by 
her depicted social placement and position, rather than by symbols of royalty. 
Comparatively, then, Duccio shows a ruler whose power is socially constructed, a ruler who 
in some ways more closely mimics the governance structure of the Sienese state. 
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 The Madonna del Bordone occupies a fraught political space that provides a clear 
precedent for the political meaning of Duccio’s high altarpiece. The specific form of the 
Madonna del Bordone, and possibly even the fact of its commissioning, may have been shaped 
by Siena’s politics in the wake of Montaperti: in part, the image may have been an attempt by 
the Servites, a group explicitly tied to Florence and to the Guelf party, to negotiate the 
Ghibelline power structure, whose supremacy in Siena was consolidated after and ensured by 
Montaperti. 
 The Madonna del Bordone used to be cited as the foremost example of what was called 
“Italo-Byzantine” painting, but is still commonly used in the classroom as an example of 
high medieval Italian painting, against which the work of Giotto is often illustrated.275 Over 
the years, the Madonna del Bordone has been the subject of much study; the early generations 
of art historians—and many contemporary ones—considered it the “basis” of subsequent 
Tuscan painting.276 While there are surviving Italian images of the same basic image type and 
on the same scale, the Madonna del Bordone is the first of its specific form that survives: a large 
panel painting of a full-length hodegetria variant, which is totally integrated into the pictorial 
field.277 The form of earlier monumental images of the Virgin and Child Enthroned, for 
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example the Santa Maria Maggiore panel in Florence or the Bigallo panel also in Florence or 
another surviving in Abruzzo, includes a Virgin whose head and halo “breaks” the frame of 
the work (Figure 27 and Figure 28).278 Later artists in Tuscany came to favor the peaked panel 
over Coppo’s Byzantine rectangle, but continued to place the Madonna and her halo entirely 
within that space. There are also earlier vita panels, for example the Bardi St. Francis (Figure 
26), in which a figure is totally contained within a peaked frame; these, however, include 
narrative scenes arranged vertically around the main axis of the figure. 
 The inscription on the frame of the over-life-sized 7’4” x 4’3” (225 x 125 cm) 
Madonna del Bordone reads: “A.D. MCCLXI COPP’ D’ FLORENTIA ME PIX.”279 The 
painting has always been associated with the Servite order. These facts in fact speak volumes 
when explored more fully: Coppo di Marcovaldo appears to have fought in the Florentine 
Guelf army in the Battle of Montaperti. The Servite order was founded by Florentines, 
within a couple of decades before Montaperti, and in Siena the order was patronized by a 
group that would become highly prominent Guelfs just a few years after Montaperti.280 The 
rise of the Servites mirrored the growing popularity of the mendicant orders but, founded in 
the 1230s or 40s, it was not one of the original preaching orders and was probably never 
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truly a mendicant order.281 Nonetheless, the Servites somehow managed to bypass the 
official 1274 Second Council of Lyon ban on mendicant orders founded after 1215—almost 
certainly a mark of extreme papal favor. It is probably not an unrelated fact that in Siena, the 
Servites were patronized by the Guelf Tolomei, who in 1274 were part of the Sienese 
government. 
 Because Coppo di Marcovaldo’s name appears on the list of shield-bearers of the 
allied Florentine army that fought at Montaperti, art historians have long suggested that the 
picture may have served as Coppo’s ransom from Sienese prisons.282 However, a work of art 
made for and housed in a private religious organization could not have served as a ransom 
directly to the state.283 But the painting might have been an indirect ransom: perhaps the 
Servites paid for Coppo’s release and his re-payment to them was the panel.284  
Unlike the other surviving monumental Sienese maestàs, for whom the Madonna del 
Bordone was initially made is uncertain. However, the name of the panel suggests that it was 
made for laudesi, which focused on devotional singing, because a “bordone” is a type of 
melody.285 It is possible that the Servite friars rather than members of the lay confraternity 
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used the image as the focus for singing, or that the panel acquired its musical denotation 
later in its life, but on balance the available evidence points to the Madonna del Bordone being 
made for the use of a confraternity. In any case, the Servites as an order were unusual and 
politically-charged, as they were a Tuscan sect that had been very recently founded and that 
had even more recently moved into Siena from, of all places, rival Florence.  
The Servites and Siena 
The formation of the Servites was part of a larger movement, the establishment of the 
popular urban monastic orders and their eventual but uneasy integration into the structure of 
the mother Church.286 The 12th century saw grand shifts in Christian piety towards the 
pedestrian, seeking God’s design in the secular, physical, and lived world.287 As historian 
Jennifer Fisk Rondeau writes, “Increasingly the drama of salvation took place not, as it had, 
formerly, in a cosmic struggle between God and Satan over the fate of men’s souls, but 
rather within individuals, as they sought God through mystical union and exploration of the 
realm of their own emotional responses.”288 The layity became the focus of much religious 
activity; charismatic leaders began to minister to them in a kind of populist social outreach. 
 This was not necessarily a moment of populist religiosity, but rather one in which 
religion was co-opted by populist politics. As Jones writes, “More than laicization, what 
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characterized Italy was the politicization, the civic vocation, of religion and clerical order.”289 
The preaching orders promulgated a personal style of affective devotion, inspired by the 
exempla of Mary, Jesus, and the saints. These figures were all potential intercessors, 
mediators, and negotiators, and the relationship of the lived to the divine world came to 
resemble, in many ways, the political world of patronage and affiliation.  
 The preaching groups that arose during this period were initially seen as a dire threat 
to the institutionalized Church, which eventually took a “middle way” and formally 
assimilated them under a compromise choice for Pope, the conciliatory Honorius III. 
Honorius III approved the Dominicans in 1216, the Franciscans in 1223, and the Carmelites 
in 1226. Early confraternities, founded under monastic auspices, seem to have been founded 
to combat heresy, which was seen as a serious problem in the late 12th and especially the 
early 13th centuries. 290 The popularity of previously-mentioned Catharism, which rejected the 
Virgin birth, is considered to be one reason that the popularity of images of the Virgin grew 
in the Duecento. Thus even the broad use of Marian imagery in Italy itself might have roots 
in struggles for political power.  
 The order most associated not only with worship of the Virgin, but with the 
promulgation of her imagery was the Dominicans; Dominic himself had preached against 
heresy in Florence.291 At least two of the earliest recorded urban confraternities were 
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established by the Dominicans expressly to combat heresy.292 The popularity of 
confraternities in Tuscany seems to have first gained momentum after the Dominican Pietro 
da Verona (later St. Peter Martyr) preached against heresy in Florence in 1245. Peter’s 
electrifying preaching helped him lead the Guelf resistance to the Ghibelline government in 
Florence; the square around Santa Maria Novella in Florence even had to be enlarged to 
accommodate the crowds that came to hear him.293 
 According to the Servites’ Legenda de Origine Ordinis Fratrum Servorum Virginis Mariae, 
composed around 1318, the order’s roots reach back to 1233, when seven Florentines 
decided to retreat together into a virtuous Christian life.294 There is no indication that they 
intended to found an order per se. In 1245, a civic document shows that a group in Florence 
called the “servi di Maria” was given the right and responsibility to administer the Ospedale 
di Fonteviva or Fonte Viva (also called the Ospedale di Servi and later the Bigallo).295 The 
earliest surviving documentary source regarding the Servites is a letter written in 1249 to the 
order in which the cardinal legate took them under the mother church’s official protection.296 
The letter relates that by this time, the Florentine Bishop Ardingo had allowed the Servites 
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to live on Mt. Senario near Florence, land that was owned by the bishopric. He further 
approved that the Servites would formally follow the Augustinian rule and be self-governed 
under their own constitution.  
 As Rondeau rightly noted, the growth of the Servite order at this time must be put 
into its political context.297 In Florence, the decade leading up to Montaperti was a 
tumultuous period in which, as historian Donald Prudlo writes, “the line between politics 
and religion was becoming obscured to the point of disappearance.”298 It is therefore 
unsurprising that the second documentary source concerning the Servites, from February 
1250, is expressly political: In a letter to the order, the Cardinal legate granted the friars the 
right to absolve from excommunication any former Ghibellines who entered the order.299 
Effectively, joining the Servites could erase one’s (increasingly perilous) Ghibelline affiliation. 
At a moment in which citizens were being slaughtered for such ties, this was no minor perq. 
On the same day in 1250, the Cardinal legate wrote to the Bishop of Siena, who was also the 
acting Bishop of Florence, to recommend that the Bishop allow the Servites to build outside 
of the Florentine walls. By July, land had been acquired in Florence and by September, the 
Servites had gained a foothold in Siena, when the communal government granted 20,000 
bricks to construct a “house and oratorio.”300  
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 To return to the history of the order in Siena, in September of 1259—in the height 
of tension between Ghibelline Siena and now-Guelf Florence—the tone of the Sienese 
government’s recorded interactions with the Servites shifted. The Sienese podestà now 
directed the Servites to “return” to the hill of San Clemente within the city “in order to raise 
and construct a church of the Virgin.” Pointedly, the podestà announced that only upon their 
return, “and not before,” would 50,000 bricks be given to the order.301 
 On the one hand this brings up the question of where the friars had gone, and why. 
Another question is why the government was so focused on housing the Servites in the city; 
but when the commune had required others to abide within the walls, specifically various 
nobles in the 12th and early 13th centuries, it was a means of allying them with urban interests. 
Perhaps the Sienese government was attempting something similar with the Servites, which 
might imply that the government was concerned about the order’s loyalty to the city. The 
Ghibelline government may have had good reason to doubt their loyalty, considering not 
only the Servite’s Guelf past, but their contemporary alliance with the Tolomei—a magnate 
clan that would come to be at the forefront of the Sienese Guelf movement within a handful 
of years, due to its extensive economic ties to the Curia.302 
 In November of 1259, several members of the Tolomei family donated land in the 
area of San Clemente, a contrada (Sienese neighborhood) they dominated, to the Servites. 
They stipulated that a Servite church be built “entirely” on this land.303 On the one hand, 
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patronage of the Servites might have allowed the Tolomei to tighten Guelf alliances; but at 
the same time, the Tolomei could conspicuously support the local Ghibelline powers by 
helping them to achieve their stated goal of securing the Servites within the city walls. And 
the Tolomei were successful: In February of 1260, the Servite prior purchased land and a 
house in the San Clemente contrada.304 In 1261 and 1262, civic donation documents indicate 
that the order was finally located in Siena proper.305 Though art historian Diana Webb 
asserted that the government “showered” the Servites with privileges, as historian Ursula 
Betka rightly counters, government contributions to the Servites were 
 in fact “similar to those granted to other religious orders.”306 
 Thus, the Servites were associated with Guelfism and were clearly Florentine by 
origin. They moved into Siena proper as the political and economic dust of Montaperti was 
still settling. The Servites were patronized by the Tolomei, probably the single most 
destabilizing magnate clan in all of Siena. The order must have found itself in a rather 
awkward or even dangerous position after Montaperti, when the Ghibellines, fresh from 
their overwhelming victory, truly consolidated their grip on the government. Within this 
context, the fact of the Servite’s Madonna del Bordone commissioning falls more clearly into 
place, as may some unusual aspects of its content. 
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The Politics of the Madonna del Bordone 
Not only was the order for which it was made politicized, so the basic imagery of the 
Madonna del Bordone had a political background. The Enthroned Virgin as an image type 
carries historical implications of royalty, but the Madonna del Bordone stresses the connection 
with the inclusion of a lyre-backed throne and textile decorated with the imperial eagle.  
 The lyre-back throne originated in Byzantium, where it was used in images of both 
secular and divine rulers, including Christ and more commonly, the Virgin and Child.307 The 
lyre-back throne became popular in Rome in the 12th and 13th centuries;308 the art historian 
Ursula Nilgen argued that the image type in the West constituted an attempt to depict the 
Virgin not only as the Queen of Heaven but specifically as the patroness of Rome.309 Corrie 
points out that the characterization of the Virgin as the Queen of Heaven perfectly suited 
the Servite order, which was particularly focused on devotion to the Virgin and which would 
even come to claim that she was the founder of the order itself.310  
 The decoration of the Virgin’s mantle, which is inscribed with roundels bearing the 
imperial eagle, is another important iconographic moment in the picture. A heraldic form, 
the eagle is splayed, with its head in profile over one wing, and its tail feathers spread (Figure 
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16). Percy Schramm’s classic and extensive examination of imperial imagery demonstrated 
that this symbol appears to have been developed in the late 12th century and was used under 
Frederick II and Manfred.311 Frederick, whose intervention swayed the battle of Montaperti 
in favor of the grossly outnumbered Sienese, was known for wearing garments decorated 
with this stylized eagle.312 Ghibelline Pisa, always the regional power most closely aligned 
with the Hohenstaufens, also adopted the eagle as its symbol.313 Giovanni Pisano’s pulpit for 
the baptistery included an eagle (Figure 94), which were quite commonly found on lecterns 
and pulpits throughout Europe; the eagle also appeared on Pisan coins.314 
 Corrie rightly associates the eagle in the Madonna del Bordone with Hohenstaufen 
heraldry and argues that it would have tied the Madonna del Bordone to the imperial cause after 
Montaperti.315 Another of the art historians who has written most extensively on the 
Madonna del Bordone, Ursula Betka, went to some lengths to interpret the eagle not as imperial 
but as Servite imagery. Betka demonstrates that the eagle could be used as a symbol for 
Christ, his resurrection, and his ascension, and that it could also be a symbol for baptism, 
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and for the Virgin; in addition, there are references to eagles in Servite texts.316 Betka hedges 
her argument by suggesting that if the eagle was taken as an imperial rather than a 
theological symbol, it was intended to image royalty in general rather than a Hohenstaufen 
alliance in particular, and therefore to depict the Virgin as the Queen of Heaven. 
 But there are flaws to Betka’s laborious argument. Although eagle imagery was 
particulary common in lecterns on pulpits, Betka’s enumerations of the eagle’s theological 
associations are both too numerous and too weak. A symbol cannot symbolize so many 
different things and still be strongly effective to the viewer. Further, the eagle was by far 
more commonly used as a symbol of Christ than anything else. And if Servites were really so 
very committed to eagle imagery, we would expect to frequently see eagles in medieval 
Servite images and buildings, or frequently hear about them in Servite laude.317 The Madonna 
del Bordone’s eagle decoration is duplicated in the Orvieto Madonna, also made for the 
Servites, in the cloth of honor hanging behind the Virgin (Figure 20).318 But it also occurs in 
both the San Bernardino Madonna (Figure 18) and the Palazzo Pubblico Madonna (Figure 8), which 
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were not Servite images. The eagle motif spread outside the Servites. Only one surviving 
Servite lauda uses an eagle metaphorically, and here both briefly and tenuously; these are too 
few references to be a convincing proof of the supposed importance of eagle imagery for the 
Servites.319 
 Second, even if the eagle did evoke theological ideas that the Servites favored, it is 
likely that the Sienese would have understood the eagle as an imperial symbol in the mid-
Duecento. The religious symbolism of eagles may not have been terribly obscure, but the 
Sienese had just gone through a major battle in which foreign troops were housed in the city 
for several months and would have been seen around town with the same imperial eagles on 
their clothing, equipage, and banners. It is simply impossible that the imperial symbolism 
would not be accessible to the average Sienese, especially given that we are not referring to 
just any depiction of an eagle, but quite specifically to the Hohenstaufen eagle.  
 Taken together, the fact of the Madonna del Bordone’s commissioning by the Servites 
just after Montaperti, the unusually prominent signature, and the depicted (but probably not 
very visible) imperial textile of the Virgin’s mantle all argue that the work might have been in 
part an effort on behalf of the Servites or their patrons to ingratiate the group with the 
increasingly hard-lined Ghibelline government. The Servites were founded by Florentines, 
within perhaps ten years of Montaperti, a time of extreme tension between Florence and 
Siena and of bloody internal politics, especially in Florence. Religious groups and institutions 
outside of the Church proper could pose severe threats to civic stability and would prove to 
be effective political forces: As we have seen, an independent quasi-religious militia helped 
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to violently usher in Florence’s own Guelf government before Montaperti. And, as we have 
also seen, the Sienese government took some pains—and paid a significant sum—in order to 
coax the Servites to reside within the city walls.  
  The originally Florentine Servites may well have been the object of unwelcome 
attention during the period of Montaperti. But the commissioning of the Madonna del Bordone 
shows that they were by no means attempting to lie low. The Servites were moving into the 
city, and their new building was going up or being finished, so the timing of a new 
commission may have been tied to construction, but the Madonna del Bordone would have 
been an attraction in 1261, when furthermore the aftermath of Montaperti was still very 
much being played out. The Sienese Cathedral itself probably did not have an image as large, 
as expensive, or as sophisticated as the Madonna del Bordone; monumental panel paintings 
seem to have been a new phenomenon, in a world that was not yet rich with images. If the 
Servites called attention to themselves with the fact of the painting, they also acknowledged 
their origins as Florentines with Coppo’s large signature, declaring his identity as being “of 
Florence.” Some historians have suggested that the signature shamed the defeated 
Florentine, but this seems unlikely given the Servite’s own, recent Florentine origins. 
 Rather, the Madonna del Bordone could be read as a light, pictorial statement of the 
Servite’s loyalty to the prevailing Ghibelline powers. By metaphorically crowning the Virgin 
with Hohenstaufen eagles just after Montaperti, and by announcing their Florentine 
affiliation on an ostentatious painting, the Servites (or their patrons) managed to soften what 
might have been seen as a statement of loyalty to the Church into what could be read as an 
acknowledgement of the authority of the Empire. The statement was mild because the eagles 
would in any case probably have not been ostentatious—especially if the picture were placed 






to the Virgin via an image of her the eve of Montaperti, the Madonna del Bordone takes on a 
whole new set of meanings. Essentially following the form of a protective icon, it could have 
explicitly recalled the Ghibelline victory and affiliated the panel with the government, which 
identified with the figure of the Virgin. But without knowing the exact circumstances of the 
commissioning of the panel, who paid for it, and their political and economic ties, it is 
impossible to offer a definitive reading of the Madonna del Bordone.  
From Coppo to Duccio: Political Transition from 1260 to 1287 
Unlike probably all of the monumental Sienese maestàs, Duccio’s came out of a more 
politically stable, Guelf aligned, and economically contracted world. The long period of 
Guelf domination in Siena began in 1269, with the decisive battle of Colle Val d’Elsa. Again, 
it was the aid of foreign powers that swayed the battle, but this time Guelf Florence was the 
beneficiary, fighting with the help of troops sent by Charles of Anjou—who was financed in 
no small part by Sienese bankers. Siena’s longtime leader and chief Ghibelline Provenzano 
Salvani was killed at Colle, opening the way for a return of the magnate classes to Siena. In 
1271, Siena’s government became officially Guelf. Provenzano Salvani’s property was razed 
and burned: Salvani’s mortal enemies, the Tolomei, would use the stones to rebuild their 
own palaces.320 
It would take fifteen years for a new regime and new political alliances to coalesce, 
and intermittent violence and disorder punctuated this period, in which Siena’s various 
political and economic factions worked out new alignments. The pendulum first swung 
strongly to Guelfism, but the city’s interior politics made long-term hard-line Guelfism 
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untenable. In 1276 a noble magnate faction, supported by some of the lower classes, 
attempted a coup, but succeeded only in besieging the podestà and his household for two 
days. This was too much disorder, and in 1277 the city passed the first anti-magnate laws, 
barring the richest and most powerful clans from the highest echelons of governance. In 
1280, a new magistracy attempted to move past the period of discord by eliminating not only 
the government position that had been called the Capitano del Parte Guelfa, but by 
abolishing the use of the terms Guelf and Ghibelline altogether.321  
Eventually, stability was attained when an alliance of nobles and popoli minuti that had 
developed in the early 1270s was trumped by the clout of the successful capitalists, the popoli 
grassi or grossi, beginning in 1277 and finding its ultimate expression in 1287 with the 
institution of the Government of the Nine. The new ruling class was supported by select 
members of the magnate houses, though the magnates were excluded from the Nine 
proper.322 Thus like the Madonna del Bordone of 1261, the San Bernardino Madonna of 1262 and 
the Palazzo Pubblico Madonna of the late 1260s or early 1270s were all made during a period of 
political instability, and may all have been made under the Ghibelline government. 
The Nine has reached a level of international fame as an unusually successful 
medieval government; the Nine was the triumph of the small capitalists, but they were allied 
with the great magnates as well. The merchant’s association, the Mercanzia, effectively 
directed the Nine by electing, in a very controlled rather than the usually somewhat random 
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manner used for elections, three of the Nine’s members.323 While sometimes characterized as 
a more populist government than those formed in the Guelf, magnate-dominated 1270s and 
early 1280s, the Nine was in fact an extremely clever form of oligarchy, one which provided 
a veneer of social mobility and democratic suasion that obscured the merchants’ increasingly 
lucrative association with their own local government. One of the great historians of Siena, 
Ferdinand Schevill, would even call the Nine a “distributed tyranny.”324 And although the 
magnates were technically excluded from the Nine, they were extremely active in 
government. As Daniel Waley writes, the anti-magnante legislation expressed “opposition to 
oligarchical monopoly of power,” but such opposition was ultimately ineffective.325 
The bankers as a class—particularly the large-scale magnates—had been burdened by 
enormous defaults in the late Duecento and found their international position quickly 
eclipsed by the leapfrogging Florentines, who came to dominate the desirable southern, 
Angevin markets to an astonishing degree; as larger markets closed to Sienese bankers, those 
same bankers found lending to the Sienese government and farming Sienese taxes more 
attractive. The oligarchy’s investment at home stretched to its physical environment: it was 
under the Nine that the Palazzo Pubblico was built and frescoed, the Campo developed and 
decorated, the Duomo Nuovo construction begun, and of course it was under the Nine that 
Duccio’s Maestà was made.  
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Part II: Duccio’s Maestà in Siena’s Civic Cathedral  
As we have seen, Duccio’s Maestà took up and forwarded imagery used in monastic contexts, 
though it greatly expanded that imagery, as well as expanding the image and object types that 
preceded it in the Cathedral. For explanations as to why the high altarpiece was 
commissioned, what goals its designers sought to achieve, and what the ramifications of 
those decisions were, we must look beyond pictorial history and the history of panel painting 
and turn to different frameworks, especially the space for which the Maestà was made.
 Siena’s civic Cathedral exercised particular pressures upon the high altarpiece, from 
pressures related to the altarpiece’s physical situation within the architectural envelope to the 
altarpiece’s much more abstract—but no less formative—location within Sienese society at 
large. The imagery of the high altarpiece may have played upon and spoken to, and was 
certainly affected by, its placement in the Cathedral, and its relationship to key features 
including the dome, the crossing, the raised presbytery, and the Cathedral’s striped marble 
decoration. It also was beholden to and even itself depicted the power structure of the civic 
Cathedral, over which the government exercised control. The high altarpiece finally was part 
and parcel of the government’s attempts to regulate, enforce, and magnify the Feast of the 
Assumption, which among other things provided most of the Opera del Duomo’s annual 
revenue; political and economic records indicate that the Opera was destabilized, and the 






Chapter 3: Contextualizing Marian Devotion: The Incarnation and Ecclesia 
The Maestà’s extraordinary size and unprecedented complexity may, in part, have been 
responses to the lack of space for images available in the Cathedral. With the walls coated in 
expensive marble, but with extensive image programs becoming increasingly popular, 
Duccio may have been required to fit a whole image program onto an altarpiece—a form 
that had hereto been the carrier for at most a handful of images. The designers and 
commissioners of the Cathedral and its furnishings must have known that the architectural 
setting of the high altarpiece would be subject to change, and that a moveable panel painting 
would offer the greatest flexibility in the future. Formed in part as a response to its 
architectural environment, Duccio’s Maestà in turn amplified the centralizing spatial effect of 
that same environment, intensifying the circular, net-like quality of the Cathedral’s other 
unusual characteristic, its hexagonal crossing.  
 However, re-situating Duccio’s Maestà takes some imagination, as the work has been 
dislocated and dismembered. In 1506, the painting was removed from the high altar of the 
Duomo and moved to the left transept wall, beside an altar dedicated to St. Sebastian; for 
several hundred years, therefore, it has been difficult to consider Duccio’s Maestà as part of 
the Cathedral complex for which it was designed.326 The task was made even more difficult 
by the dismemberment and removal of the altarpiece to an entirely different building, the 
church of San Ansano, in 1777. There, still extant documents record that the panel was 
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sawed into seven vertical panels and where the front and back panels were detached.327 The 
front and back faces of Duccio’s Maestà were then displayed as two pendants in each of the 
transept arms.328 Other, smaller panels, including the predellas, were kept in the sacristy. By 
1789 the pieces were moved back to the Cathedral; finally, in 1878 and 1886, the surviving 
panels were moved to the Opera del Duomo.329 It was probably around this time that the 
small narrative panels now in museum collections in London (National Gallery), New York 
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before 1400 (London; New Haven: National Gallery Co.; Distributed by Yale University Press, 2011), 177; 184, 
endnote 24. 
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following Ghiberti, of the Coronation of the Virgin: Carl Brandon Strehlke, Italian Paintings, 1250-1450, in the 
John G. Johnson Collection and the Philadelphia Museum of Art (Philadelphia: Philadelphia Museum of Art: In 
Association with the Pennsylvania State University Press, 2004), 127; Dillian Gordon, "Thirteenth- and 
Fourteenth-Century Perugian Double-Sided Altarpieces: Form and Function," Studies in the History of Art (2002): 
177. 
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(Frick), Washington, DC (National Gallery), and Ft. Worth, Texas (Kimball Museum) left 
Siena.330 In 1879, four panels from the predella were displayed in Colle val d’Elsa.331  
 The Maestà’s modern mutilated and dispersed state has historically and 
understandably led scholars to prioritize reconstructions of the work over interpretations, 
and has especially impeded contextual analyses of the high altarpiece; in addition, the 
interaction among paintings, their placement, and their architectural frames has never been a 
major focus of scholars of Italian medieval art in general.332 Until recently, almost all of the 
writing on Duccio has occurred in monographs, the last of which was an extremely valuable 
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translation and compilation of primary source material on the painter, published in 2000.333 
The prior three monographs on Duccio, by John White, James Stubblebine, and Florens 
Deuchler, focused on establishing the artist’s oeuvre, his workshop, and on the physical 
reconstruction of the Maestà.334 Peter Seiler and Machtelt Israëls examined functional and 
formal aspects of the work.335  
 Several authors, including Hans Belting, Ann Derbes, Florens Deuchler, Jules 
Lubbock, Ruth Wilkins Sullivan, have engaged with the content and meanings of the Maestà 
but have focused on particular aspects of the work, notably the Passion sequence on its back 
face.336 Only two works analyze the central image in depth: one is a marvelous but (literally) 
tiny book in Italian by literary critic Omar Calabrese, which places Duccio’s Maestà in 
dialogue with that by Simone Martini in Siena’s Palazzo Pubblico and which brilliantly 
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Ruth Wilkins Sullivan, "The Anointing in Bethany and other Affirmations of Christ's Divinity on Duccio's 
Back Predella," The Art Bulletin 67 (1985); "Duccio's Raising of Lazarus reexamined," The Art Bulletin 70, no. 3 
(1988); Isa Ragusa and Ruth Wilkins Sullivan, "On Duccio's Cycle of the Infancy of Christ: The Flight and the 
Return," ibid.69, no. 4 (1987); Ruth Wilkins Sullivan, "Some Old Testament Themes on the Front Predella of 







examines both as “political texts;”337 the second is a useful dissertation published in German 
on the maestà subject as it was produced Siena, whose author is now an art dealer in Munich 
and (unfortunately) no longer publishing on the subject.338 In 1998, Christoph Wagner 
published a newly interpretive article on the high altarpiece, followed Roger Tarr’s extremely 
thorough and also interpretive article on the altarpiece’s Infancy of Christ cycle in 2000.339 
The interpretive strain was furthered by two excellent and similar articles, both published in 
2012, by Gervase Rosser and Gavin Wiens, who each examined Duccio’s metaphorical use 
of doorways.340 Finally, Duccio’s Maestà is also often mentioned in works that examine the 
history and construction of pictorial space.341 Again, the Passion sequence receives the most 
attention.342 In addition, art historians have begun circling around the Trecento in particular 
as being an important moment in not only Sienese art history but Italian art history. Two 
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recent tomes on art in Siena signal a recent resurgence of interest in the city’s Trecento art as 
a kind of “preface” to the Renaissance: Renaissance Siena: Art for a City, edited by Luke Syson, 
and the exhibition catalogue Da Jacopo Della Quercia a Donatello: Le Arti a Siena Nel Primo 
Rinascimento, edited by Max Seidel. 343 
 Scholarship on the Cathedral has also tended towards the reconstructive.344 Several 
volumes on the Duomo from the Kunsthistorisches Institut’s extraordinary series on 
churches in Siena have already appeared and provide a comprehensive overview of the 
primary and secondary material relating to the building’s architectural history.345 However, 
the project of these works is not primarily interpretive. More recently, Marvin 
Trachtenberg’s Building in Time provided a new theoretical framework for the interpretation 
of major medieval and Renaissance civic construction projects, including Siena Cathedral.346 
Trachtenberg, however, does not examine the Duomo’s interior. The single most 
comprehensive and synthetic work on Siena Cathedral together with its images remains Kees 
van der Ploeg’s Art, Architecture, and Liturgy, published in 1993.347  
 It is especially striking that the art historical scholarship on the Cathedral and its 
images remains largely unconnected to political and financial histories of Siena, given that 
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the city’s medieval past has been the subject of intense study since the mid-19th century. 
Many primary documents relating to the city’s governance, finances, and politics have been 
available in print for over one hundred years.348 Some of these primary sources have been 
extensively studied and analyzed, notably in the modern era by Daniel Waley and William 
Bowsky.349 However, there is also an extensive body of 19th and early 20th-century literature, 
heavily focused on primary documentation, with which Italian art historians seem more 
familiar. Excellent newer studies on Sienese institutions like the Ospedale and its bank by 
Gabriella Piccinni, on the Opera del Duomo by Andrea Giorgi and Stefano Moscadelli, and 
more particular works that focus on, for example, Siena’s ruinous use of mercenaries and the 
social position of the often-rebellious butchers, have filled in important aspects of our 
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understanding of medieval and Renaissance Siena.350 The newest scholarship on Siena is 
increasingly synthetic: Fabrizio Nevola’s sweeping study of the city as a whole, through the 
lens of urban development and city planning, is probably the most comprehensive.351 
Re-placing Duccio’s Maestà within the historical space of the Cathedral reveals not 
only a new understanding of Duccio’s task, but also new meanings about the work, as well as 
insights into the link between architectural site and pictorial form.  
The Incarnation 
The front face of Duccio’s Maestà was dominated by the massive, nearly life-size image of 
the Virgin and Child Enthroned and was further framed by two narrative cycles in the 
predella and coronamento, the Infancy of Christ and the Death of the Virgin, both of which 
included the Virgin as a primary figure. The back of the altarpiece is however dominated by 
an unprecedentedly complete Passion sequence, framed by the Temptations and Miracles on 
the predella and the Apparitions of Christ on the coronamento. So although Duccio’s high 
altarpiece appears at first glance to be primarily Marian, the subject of the work is more 
specifically the Incarnation, and the design and composition of the work a clever 
accommodation of popular devotional practices and image types developed in monastic and 
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confraternal contexts into the Cathedral’s own liturgy, which was of course not primarily 
Marian, but rather squarely focused on Christ.352  
 If the central Virgin and Child Enthroned of the high altarpiece appropriated 
popular devotional images and practices, it was the framing narrative cycles that defined this 
devotion to the Virgin in Christological terms (Figure 137-Figure 153). The inclusion of the 
Infancy of Christ cycle in the front predella, its placement, the disposition of its individual 
scenes, its use of architecture, and the Infancy of Christ cycle’s association with the central 
expanded maestà and the Death of the Virgin cycle on the front coronamento, all suggest a role 
for Duccio’s Maestà in communicating the Incarnation. The back of the altarpiece supports 
the Christocentric content of the altarpiece most obviously through the prominent 
Crucifixion and the elaborate Passion cycle, but also through direct Eucharistic imagery 
including the central Wedding at Cana.  
 The Infancy of Christ cycle is the most visually accessible of the Maestà’s four smaller 
narrative cycles, as it occupies the front predella. By placing the Infancy cycle below the 
main expanded Virgin and Child Enthroned image, Duccio told the entire story depicted on 
the altarpiece sequentially, as the first image of the Infancy cycle, the Annunciation, occurs 
before any others in the story. The first image in the narrative cycles, formally speaking, is 
also the first image in the narrative sequence. This is an important point. The story told on 
Duccio’s altarpiece does not begin with the first scene usually used to tell a Marian story, the 
Birth of the Virgin. Rather, the story beings with the first scene in Christ’s life, and the 
Infancy cycle focuses clearly on him, while emphasizing the Virgin’s role as a mother. 
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 Formally, the Infancy cycle begins the process by which the Enthroned Virgin and 
Child are literally embedded in the history of salvation, as the large central panel of Duccio’s 
high altarpiece is physically encased in the story of Christ’s life. The narrative of the 
altarpiece begins on the lower left side of the front face with the Annunciation and continues 
with paired Old Testament prophets and Infancy scenes to the lower left back face, where 
Christ’s adulthood begins.353 Now missing at least one scene, the back predella shows the 
Temptations and Miracles, beginning with a lost panel of the First Temptation and ending 
with the Raising of Lazarus (Figure 160). The narrative picks up again on the lower left of the 
main back face with the Entry into Jerusalem, which begins the extensive Passion cycle. This 
concludes on the upper right of the main central panel, where the narrative jumps again to 
the left to begin the coronamento post-Resurrection scenes (Figure 168-Figure 173). The story 
then wraps around the panel again to the coronamento beginning on the upper left side of the 
altarpiece’s front face, starting with the Annunciation of the Death of the Virgin, and ending 
on the upper right with a scene from the Death cycle, probably the Resurrection of the 
Virgin. Thus the monumental maestà of the Duecento is contextualized in the narratives of 
Christ’s life, death, and resurrection, and though the Virgin is the largest single figure on the 
altarpiece, the story is primarily focused on Christ. 
 The differences in the Infancy cycle’s composition compared to other cycles in the 
high altarpiece signal its importance to the work’s message as a whole. The Infancy cycle, 
with its interspersed figures of standing prophets, is set apart from all the other narratives in 
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the high altarpiece in two ways: one, it is the only place on the entire altarpiece in which Old 
Testament images are found; and two, it is the only cycle in which any narrative scenes are 
interrupted by iconic images.354 The ordering of the cycle is particularly meaningful: each 
Infancy scene precedes the image of the prophet who foretold that scene. The prophets hold 
readable scrolls, so there would be no confusion as to which prophecy matched which scene. 
However, a purely temporal ordering would place the figures of the prophets before the scene 
depicting the fulfillment of their prophecy. Here, the Christian story takes visual and 
narrative precedence, and the Hebrew word is cast as supporting evidence.  
 Roger Tarr actually saw the very first scene in Duccio’s Infancy cycle—the 
Annunication—as a condensation not only of the message of the Incarnation but if its 
evidentiary texts.355 Through the depiction of the legible book, the door, and the dove of the 
Holy Ghost, “the whole central sequence of Luke’s description and its relationship to 
Isaiah’s Old Testament prophesy is contained in a single pictorial narrative.” Tarr specifically 
points to the novel use of text, depiction of clothing, and depiction of architecture as various 
means of conveying the Incarnation, which together suggest that “Duccio was intending not 
only to give a new interpretation to the scene itself but also to show its prophetic prescience 
in relation to Mary’s subsequent life and death as they unfold on the front of the Maestà and 
to those of Christ…on the back.”356 Further, says Tarr, the figure of Mary herself collapses 
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time, for “the past, the prophesy, the present, the Incarnation itself, and the future, Christ’s 
presence in her womb, are held in a single image.”357  
 Tarr argues that the specific use of the Isaian text allows the Christian story to take 
precedence over the Jewish, like the ordering of the prophets after the scenes they foretold. 
In the Annunciation of the Birth of Christ on the Maestà, Duccio’s Virgin holds a book with 
legible writing; she is reading the Isaian prophecy. But the last few words of Isaiah’s 
prophecy, “nomen eius Emanuel”/“his name Emanuel,” are omitted. Instead, the Virgin’s 
text reads only: “Ecce virgo concipiet et pariet filium et vocabitur” or “Behold a virgin will 
conceive and bring forth a son and shall call.” Tarr feels that the omission of the Hebrew 
name “Emanuel” implies Gabriel’s participation in the depicted scene, specifically, Gabriel’s 
speech as reported in Luke 1:31: “Ecce concipies in utero, et paries filium, et vocabis nomen 
JESUM,” or “Behold you will conceive in your womb, and bring forth a son and you will call 
his name Jesus.” Tarr also believes that the contrast between Isaiah’s “impersonal” use of 
the third person and Gabriel’s more intimate vocative “serves to focus attention on Mary 
herself and to emphasize the personal human responsibility she would bear on Christ’s 
behalf.”358  
 Another means by which the message of the Incarnation was carried on the 
altarpiece, and specifically communicated in the Annunciation, is in the use of chrysography. 
Most of the chrysography in the altarpiece appears in the post-resurrection scenes: Christ’s 
clothing has none until the beginning of the Apparitions on the back face, where his entire 
garment is decorated. Likewise, the Virgin’s entire outfit becomes striated only beginning 
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with the Pentecost on the back coronamento, and continues to be decorated with gold 
throughout the rest of the scenes in which she appears, notably the Death of the Virgin cycle 
on the front coronamento. However, there is an exception to the pre-Resurrection plainness: In 
the Annunciation of the Birth of Christ, the Virgin’s undergown, and only her undergown, is 
striated with gold, calling attention to her belly and indicating the divine presence within her 
womb. Mary’s golden undergarment in the Annunciation not only refers to the divinity of 
the Incarnation but, because of the use of chrysography elsewhere in the high altarpiece, ties 
it explicitly to the Resurrection. Indeed, the chrysography on the Virgin’s clothing also 
sacralizes the Virgin’s death, relating it to the divine mystery of the Incarnation and arguing 
that the Death of the Virgin is among the most transcendent aspects of the entire story.359 
This emphasis on the Virgin’s miraculous death is a natural choice for a Cathedral dedicated 
to her Assumption.  
 Tarr argues for the importance of architecture in the Infancy cycle specifically but 
also the narrative cycles as a whole. The Annunciation’s open door is obvious imagery for 
the entry of the Christian story through the Incarnation, but it is novel. It also specifically 
refers to Ezekiel’s prophecy, which became connected with the virgin birth of Christ: “porta 
haec clausa erit: non aperietur, et vir non transibit per eam,” or “This gate shall be shut, it 
shall not be opened, and no man will enter in by it” (Ezekiel 44:2).360 Ezekiel is found in the 
Infancy cycle after the Nativity, which Tarr characterized as “the quintessential moment 
when the gate closed to man is finally opened.”361 Tarr also thinks that Duccio attempts to 
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reconcile the contradictions of Isaiah and Ezekiel’s prophecies, not only by depicting both in 
the panel—Isaiah’s on the Virgin’s book, and Ezekiel’s through the symbol of the open 
door—but by depicting the rays of divine light that reach the Virgin’s ear.362  
 The innovative imagery of the open door in the Annunciation scene stands in 
contrast to the emphatically closed doors in the post-Resurrection scenes of the Apparition 
behind Closed Doors and Thomas Verifying the Wounds on the back coronamento.363 In the 
Pentecost, the episode in which the Holy Ghost descends upon Christ’s followers to allow 
them to spread the Christian message, we again see an open door; and indeed, the Pentecost 
is another kind of Annunciation, an initiation and new beginning.364  
 A less novel way in which architecture is used to communicate the Incarnation 
message is the fairly well established connection of Romanesque architecture to the Old 
Testament and of Gothic architecture to the New, with the Virgin associated with the latter. 
In the Annunciation, the arches over the Virgin and Gabriel are both pointed, while the 
arches on the sides and back of the Virgin’s depicted house are rounded, as are the arches in 
the depicted Temple in the Presentation and Disputation scenes.365 In the Presentation, 
however, as Tarr noticed, the Roman arch is topped by “a more Gothic superstructure once 
more signifying the advent of the new dispensation in suppression of the old.”366  
 Formally, the Infancy cycle also grounds the enormous central image of the high 
altarpiece. The presence of the prophets effectively slows down the narrative of the lower 
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predella, lending the Infancy cycle a greater visual weight than any of the other narrative 
cycles; the interruption of the narrative with iconic prophets helps to anchor the object 
visually; one’s eye cannot race across the bottom of the work.367 The framing of the prophets 
within their own panels is also consequential, for it creates a series of “columns” at the 
bottom of the altarpiece. The framing elements form slender but regular vertical elements 
below the central maestà, and the squaring off of the individual panels’ corners creates a kind 
of base and capital to the “columns” of the vertical framing elements, rendering the layout 
much more visually stable than it otherwise would have been. In fact, the shape and 
proportions of the vertical framing elements—among the few that survive—closely resemble 
those of the depicted columns of the back of the altarpiece, seen in Pilate’s palace in the 
Passion cycle (from Christ Accused by the Pharisees to the Washing of the Hands). The 
visual weight of the lower predella, the placement of the Infancy cycle at the bottom of the 
altarpiece, and the vertical “columns” of the arrangement, all associate the Infancy cycle with 
a foundation on which the altarpiece “rests.” Thus the formal qualities of the Infancy cycle, 
in which the Virgin’s role as the mother of Christ is emphasized, suggest that it is especially 
important to the work as a whole.  
The Virgin, the Passion, and the Double-Sided Altarpiece 
Duccio set the central Virgin and Child Enthroned like a gem within the altarpiece’s 
narrative bands, for the central image is not just bracketed by narratives above and below but 
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backed by narratives as well. The back of the altarpiece is devoted to narratives that focus 
more squarely on Christ, especially the extensive Passion cycle; indeed, the matching of the 
iconic Virgin on the front with the Passion on the back not only implicitly related these 
subjects to each other—and therefore emphasized the Incarnation—but also implied that 
narrative might reach a devotional status. Formally, the two sides are very different and 
demand different kinds of interaction, implying two different modes of looking in the 
divided audience that the double-sided altarpiece necessarily presumes and indeed creates.  
 The fact of the altarpiece’s double-sidedness is one of its most unusual features and 
the reason for it remains uncertain. Images on the back of the altarpiece imply that there was 
someone looking at the back of the altarpiece; therefore, understanding how the back of the 
altarpiece operated—or why it was double-sided—necessarily leads us into questions 
surrounding placement and frame: we must consider the architectural envelope of the 
building as well as the Cathedral’s liturgical layout. It seems most likely that the back of the 
altarpiece faced at least some of the choir stalls when it was originally set up in 1311; it is 
unclear if the back of the altarpiece had a liturgical function or not, but it clearly refers to the 
Eucharist and may even have decorated a consecrated double altar.  
One explanation for why Duccio was commissioned to make a double-sided high 
altarpiece was that such an arrangement may have refleced an earlier decorative and/or 
liturgical scheme, one that was left over from the previous, 12th-century version of the 
Cathedral and that paired worship of the Virgin to worship of the Cross. The 12th-century 
Cathedral, which cannot be very exactly reconstructed, sat on the same site as the current 
Cathedral, and was not the first building on the site.368 The 12th-century Cathedral may not 
                                                 







have had a transept, and contained a crypt with several altars, including those of at least one 
patron saint. Whether or not the 12th-century building had a dome is debatable: an 
illustration from a 1224 document, the Liber memorialis offensarum (Figure 116), shows a domed 
Cathedral. While some scholars think the image represents an actual, already-standing 
building, others have suggested that it rather represents the idea for the new building or 
simply an “ideal” construction.369 The image provides contradictory visual evidence: the 
multiple towers shown in the image seem fanciful, but the slightly ovoid dome on a drum 
pierced with a window does resemble Siena’s Duecento dome.  
The 12th-century Cathedral was destroyed in a major reconstruction beginning 
between 1215 and 1226. This early Duecento project reached completion around 1267, with 
a new high altar endowed in 1259.370 The Duecento construction formed the building for 
which Duccio designed his high altarpiece, and largely established the building that comes 
down to us today, with both its prominent stripes and its unique hexagonal crossing. 
Because of the extensive reconstruction of the Cathedral complex, and the Duecento 
construction’s obliteration of the 12th-century Cathedral, almost the only evidence for the 
form of the 12th-century building is a detailed Sienese liturgical tome, the Ordo officiorum 
ecclesiae Senensis, compiled c. 1215 by the canon Odericus and published by Trombelli in the 
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18th century.371 A later version, the Ordo officiorum qualiter in ecclesia Senensi, dates from the early 
Trecento and is considered a condensed version of the former one.372 
Based on his reading of the Ordo, Kees van der Ploeg thought there were two main 
altars in the 12th-century Cathedral, a lay and a canonical, at which the Virgin and the Cross, 
respectively, were worshipped. In his formulation, the new high altar endowed in 1259 
combined these two separate, 12th-century altars into one, and Duccio’s high altarpiece was 
later made to decorate the conjoined altars. In the 12th-century Cathedral, like that that 
comes down to us today, the high altar was dedicated to the Virgin Assumptive.373 According 
to the Ordo, the high altar was freestanding and raised on a platform of four steps.374 It 
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appears that the space “behind” the altar was effectively used as the sacristy, as the actions 
described in the area tend to be the donning and doffing of garments (Figure 53).375  
Van der Ploeg’s interpretation of the number and location of altars in the presbytery 
of the 12th-century Cathedral hinged on his belief that the Ordo always refers to the high altar 
as the altar of Mary, verbally distinguishing between it and any other.376 Unfortunately, this is 
not obvious from the text. Kees van der Ploeg judged that there was a second altar behind 
the high altar because the Ordo includes many references to actions taking place “ante Altare 
in Coro.” Van der Ploeg thought that the designation of the altar “in Coro” distinguished it 
from the high altar and therefore established a second altar in the choir.377  
 Van der Ploeg believed that this second altar was associated with the Cross, which 
we know from later records including images constituted the Cathedral’s most important 
medieval relic.378 For example, on the feast of the Invention of the Cross, and on the 
Exultation of the Cross, both of which were marked as especially important in the Ordo, a 
“tabula” “on which the wood of the life-giving cross is commemorated/remembered to be” 
was placed on top of the altar.379 Because the word used in this passage is “altar” without 
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mention of the Virgin, van der Ploeg assumes that the writer is referring to a secondary altar 
behind the high altar.380 In addition, the Ordo prescribes that “After vespers, the cross, 
namely that in which the wood of the Lord’s cross is firmly believed to be, must be lifted 
and placed honorably behind the altar of the blessed Virgin Mary on a very clean linen or 
woolen cloth, and there it must be adored humbly and devoutly with respect…”381  
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suggests, reliquaries within paintings and statues may indeed be much more common than we suppose. Panels 
could serve as reliquaries and Gardner quotes a Tuscan-born Abbot in England: “testatur id Sancte Dei 
Genitricis imago per eum reverenter compacta, et Sanctorum reliquiis cavato loco insignita a domno vero 
Radulfo Cantauriorum archiepiscopo sacrata.” Gardner also mentions an image brought from Constantinople 
to Ghent in the early 12th century that was described as being a reliquary. For the Berardenga Antependium see 
Michele Bacci, "The Berardenga Antependium and the Passio Ymaginis Office," Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Institutes 61 (1998): 2. Barbara Baert, "The Retable of the Master of Tressa (Siena, 1215). Iconography 
and Function," Pantheon 57 (1999): 19. Baert also provides the original Latin text, as published by Trombelli, 
which Bacci omits. On the S. Maria Maggiore Madonna see Ciatti and Frosinini, "Immagine antica" Madonna and 
Child of Santa Maria Maggiore in Florence: Studies and Restoration, 23-24. Ciatti also connects the S. Maria Maggiore 
Madonna to metalwork. Finally, Ciatti indicates that the entire material evidence of the panel argues that it is 
not essentially of the Tuscan artistic idiom, but of the Byzantine: ibid., 23-24, 32-33, 83. Julian Gardner, 
"'Sancta Dei Genetricis imago [...] reverenter compacta et Sanctorum reliquiis cavato loco insignita.' The 
Altarpiece in Santa Maria Maggiore," in "Immagine Antica": Madonna and Child of Santa Maria Maggiore in Florence: 
Studies and Restoration, ed. Marco Ciatti and Cecilia Frosinini (Florence: Edifir, 2003), 57. He footnotes Forsyth’s 
groundbreaking work, Forsyth, The Throne of Wisdom: Wood Sculptures of the Madonna in Romanesque France. For the 
quote from the abbot see J. Stevenson, ed. Chronicum monasterii de Abingdon (London: 1858), I: 45. Also Arnold 
Fayen, Liber traditionum Sancti Petri Blandiniensis: Livre des donations faites de l'Abbaye de Saint-Pierre de Gand, depuis ses 
origines jusqu'au XIe siécle, avec des additions jusqu'en 1273 (Gand: v. Loo, 1906), 130. 
 
380 Van der Ploeg dismissed the possibility that it was an altar actually dedicated to the Holy Cross; in medieval 
Germany it is quite common to find paired altars, one of which, for the laity, would be known as the altar of 
the Holy Cross. Van der Ploeg believes that the function of these altars was to provide a prominent 
memorialization of the cross in the church and that in Italy monumental crucifixes fulfilled this function. Van 
der Ploeg has also argued that the second altar could not have been dedicated to the Blessed Sacrament, for 
which separate altars arose only later in Italy. See Joseph Braun, Der christliche Altar in seiner geschichtlichen 
Entwicklung, 2 vols. (München: Alte Meister Guenther Koch, 1924), I: 401-406; van der Ploeg, Art, Architecture 
and Liturgy: Siena Cathedral in the Middle Ages, 74-75. 
 
381 “Qualiter adoratio crucis a clericis et a laicis perficiatur. Finitis vesperis tollatus crux, scilicet illa, ubi lignum 
crucis dominicae creditur esse e post altare beatae Mariae Virginis super mundissimum linteum, vel pallium 






 Not only does this constitute rather thin evidence, Van der Ploeg’s reading seems 
odd: had the writer been referring to another altar, would he have written the location as 
being “behind the altar of the blessed Virgin Mary”? Would it not make more sense to refer 
to the purported second altar itself? On the other hand, if the canons were placing the cross 
“behind” the Altar of Mary, where exactly were they putting it? Another altar seems 
reasonable. Or were they placing the cross on the back side of the same altar, as Argenziano 
thought was most likely?382 Are we even, perhaps, dealing with a double altar?   
 In her published dissertation on the Cathedral’s choir stalls, Edith Struchholz 
undermined van der Ploeg’s case for a second altar paired with the high altar in the 12th-
century Cathedral (Figure 70). In particular, she argued that the choir could not have been 
located behind the high altar, as van der Ploeg thought, because of a passage regarding the 
Christmas liturgy:383 The relevant text states that one part of the mass was sung behind the 
altar and that the clerics then “went into the choir in front of the altar.”384 According to van 
der Ploeg, the altar here referred to must have been the second altar because the altar is not 
called the “altar of Mary.” But if van der Ploeg were correct on this point, then the Ordo says 
that part of the Christmas liturgy was sung behind the second altar, which, as van der Ploeg 
                                                 
humiliter, et devote adoretur, et flexis genibus, et corpore prostracto [sic], singuli suae redemptionis vestigial 
osculuntur.” Trombelli, Ordo officiorum Ecclesiæ Senensis, ab Odorico, ejusdem ecclesiæ canonico, anno MCCXIII. 
compositus: et nunc primum a D. J. C. Trombelli ... editus, et adnotationibus illustratus, vindicatusque, 145. Translation from 
van der Ploeg, Art, Architecture and Liturgy: Siena Cathedral in the Middle Ages, 76. 
 
382 Argenziano, Agli inizi dell'iconografia sacra a Siena: culti, riti e iconografia a Siena nel XII secolo, 80, 83. 
 
383 van der Ploeg, Art, Architecture and Liturgy: Siena Cathedral in the Middle Ages, 74; Trombelli, Ordo officiorum 
Ecclesiæ Senensis, ab Odorico, ejusdem ecclesiæ canonico, anno MCCXIII. compositus: et nunc primum a D. J. C. Trombelli ... 
editus, et adnotationibus illustratus, vindicatusque, 9, 122.  
 
384 “vadens in medium chori ante altare” Ordo officiorum Ecclesiæ Senensis, ab Odorico, ejusdem ecclesiæ canonico, anno 
MCCXIII. compositus: et nunc primum a D. J. C. Trombelli ... editus, et adnotationibus illustratus, vindicatusque, 417-419. 
For a discussion of the musical and performative significance of the passage Frank A. D'Accone, The Civic 








himself recognized, does not make much sense.385 While Struchholz’s reasoning on the text 
of this passage is far more convincing than van der Ploeg’s, it is simply impossible to 
perfectly interpret this kind of document.  
 Van der Ploeg also may have been drawn to the notion of two altars in the 12th-
century Cathedral partly because of two very similar surviving images, probably both made 
as altar frontals, that he thought were both made for the Cathedral: the Opera Madonna (Figure 
7) and the Berardenga Antependium (Figure 9). The Berardenga Antependium was associated 
with the Cathedral because it looks so similar to the Opera Madonna, but also because its 
narrative scenes include the Invention of the Cross, leading scholars to assumed that the 
Berardenga Antependium was the tabula to which the Ordo referred.386 However, Michele 
Bacci’s work on the antependium’s iconography and Argenziano’s work on its documentary 
                                                 
385 Struchholz, Die Choranlagen und Chorgestühle des Sieneser Domes, 9; van der Ploeg, "Architectural and Liturgical 
Aspects of Siena Cathedral in the Middle Ages," 134 ff.  
 
386 The Berardenga antependium’s iconography proves that it was made for the Abbey and comprises two 
scenes of the discovery of the True Cross and three scenes relating the story of the Cross of Beirut. The sixth 
scene shows a martyrdom of St. Alexander, that connects the antependium to the Invention of the Cross, as 
both share a feast day on the 3rd May. Its original inscription, “† ANN[N]O D[OMI]NI MILLESIMO CC XV 
MENSE NOVEMBRIS HEC TABULA FACTA EST,” or “In the year 1215 in the month of November this 
panel was made,” has also confused historians because the date coincides with the year and even the month of 
the Fourth Lateran Council, often considered seminal moment in the development of altarpieces because its 
first canon explicitly instructed priests to turn their back to the congregation during mass, in order that the 
elevated host could be seen by the audience. The Sienese Ordo was also complied around or in 1215. Leaving 
aside the fact that there are records of the mass being said with the priest’s back to audience well before the 
Fourth Lateran, and that the position change has probably been overstated, the link between dates is probably 
correlative. The date on the Berardenga antependium probably refers to the celebration of one of the stories 
depicted on the antependium. However, most of the panel’s iconography communicates similar values as the 
official affirmation of the transubstantiation of Christ: both emphasize his continued bodily presence on Earth. 
Venturi was first to recognize the left hand story as the Cross of Beirut, but Bacci carried out the first extensive 
interpretation of the panel’s iconography, followed by Baert. Adolfo Venturi, Storia dell'arte italiana, 11 vols. 
(Milano: U. Hoepli, 1901-1940), V: 80-82; Bacci, "The Berardenga Antependium and the Passio Ymaginis 
Office."; Baert, "The Retable of the Master of Tressa (Siena, 1215). Iconography and Function," 16-17. For the 
issue of the directionality of the mass, see Os, Sienese Altarpieces, 1215-1460: Form, Content, Function; Julian 
Gardner, "Altars, Altarpieces, and Art History: Legislation and Usage," in Italian Altarpieces, 1250-1550: Function 
and Design, ed. Eve Borsook and Fiorella Gioffredi Superbi (Oxford; New York: Clarendon Press; Oxford 
University Press, 1994); Paul Binski, "The Thirteenth-Century English Altarpiece," Acta ad archaeologiam et artium 








sources and iconography have demonstrated that the antependium was made for the Abbey 
of Berardenga.387  
Whether Duccio’s Maestà decorated two consecrated and conjoined altars is 
unfortunately impossible to determine with any certainty, though many scholars have 
accepted van der Ploeg’s conclusion, and considered the back of the altarpiece to resonate 
with the canonical hours.388 The back of the altarpiece relates to the message of the 
Incarnation not only with the unprecedentedly elaborate Passion cycle, but through an 
association with the Eucharist. Even the date of the installation of the new high altarpiece is 
an important piece of evidence: Perhaps surprisingly to those who characterize the high 
altarpiece only in terms of its Marian resonance, the installation of the Maestà was not 
connected to any Marian holiday; rather, the Maestà was brought to the Cathedral on the day 
before Corpus Christi. As Peter Seiler correctly argues, “the altarpiece from its inception was 
related not just to the city’s cult of Mary but to the adoration of the Eucharist.”389  
 The central image on the back predella of Duccio’s high altarpiece is the Wedding at 
Cana, which has strong Eucharistic content. Its analogue on the front face is the 
Presentation of Christ in the Temple, which also carries Eucharistic symbolism. In fact, the 
central location of the Eucharistic Wedding at Cana on the back predella in particular has 
convinced many that the back face of Duccio’s Maestà had a liturgical use, but as Peter Seiler 
points out, “There can be no doubt that in the exegetic tradition this scene was connected 
                                                 
387 Bacci, "The Berardenga Antependium and the Passio Ymaginis Office."; Argenziano, Agli inizi dell'iconografia 
sacra a Siena: culti, riti e iconografia a Siena nel XII secolo, 147-170. 
 
388 White, Duccio: Tuscan Art and the Medieval Workshop; Os, Sienese Altarpieces, 1215-1460: Form, Content, Function, I: 
43, 51; Kempers, Painting, Power, and Patronage: The Rise of the Professional Artist in the Italian Renaissance, 109; 
Luciano Bellosi, Duccio, la Maestà (Milano: Electa, 1998), 12. 
 
389 Seiler, "Duccio's Maestà. The Function of the Scenes from the Life of Christ on the Reverse of the 







with Eucharistic symbolism, but that circumstance alone does not prove that a liturgical 
function of the scene was intended.” And indeed, no scholar has demonstrated that the 
scenes on the back face of Duccio’s Maestà followed or promulgated any liturgical 
program.390  
 Seiler thinks that the back of the altar was used as a depository for the Eucharist. 
However, his argument rests on two probably incorrect translations of the Cathedral 
inventories originally made by Stubblebine but repeated in van Os, which characterize two 
angels in the 1435 inventory: “ne’ canti di detto altare sonno due graticolette di ferro con una 
tenda vermiglia per coprire la tavola del detto altar con frangie di seta dipenta nel mezzo due 
angioli che tengono uno tabernacolo dipento el Corpo di Christo,” as “sculptures” of “two 
angels who hold a tabernacle painted with the body of Christ.” In fact, the inventories refer 
to a cloth decorated with painted angles holding a depicted tabernacle.391 However, even 
painted angels and a depicted tabernacle decorated with the body of Christ are Eucharistic 
symbols, even if they cannot function as a depository for the Host proper. 
                                                 
390 Ibid., 255. 
 
391 “Uno altare maggiore di marmo con una tavola suvi dipenta da ogni parte colla figura di Nostra Donna e più 
Santi e con tutta la Passione di Yesus Christo, colle coltarelle da capo in quatro bordoni di ferro, con tre 
tabernacoletti dento vi tre angnoletti rilevati et dorati e quali discendono all’amministrazione della santa messa 
con hostia et co’lanbiechi e col velo per le mani. Et più quattro angoletti con candelieri in mano, che stanno al 
servitio del’altare dietro e dinanzi. Et ne’ canti di detto altare sonno due graticolette di ferro con una tenda 
vermeglia pr coprire la tavola del detto altar con frangie di seta dipenta nel mezzo due angioli che tengono uno 
tabernacolo dipento el Corpo di Christo. Et due cassettine dipente co’l’arme dell’Uopera che stanno in sul detto 
altare nele quali si limosine. Et due huova di struzo dinanzi al detto altare attachate ad alto con cinque 
candelieri da cancelli di ferro,” Published in Stefano Moscadelli, L'archivio dell'Opera della Metropolitana di Siena: 
inventario (München: Bruckman, 1995), 187; Lisini, Notizie di duccio pittore e della sua celebre Ancona, 37-38. For the 
translation issue see Stubblebine, Duccio di Buoninsegna and his School, I: 34-35; Os, Sienese Altarpieces, 1215-1460: 
Form, Content, Function, I: 55; Seiler, "Duccio's Maestà. The Function of the Scenes from the Life of Christ on 
the Reverse of the Altarpiece: A New Hypothesis," 267-269. Israëls also notes the correct translation: Machtelt 
Israëls, "Altars on the Street: The Wool Guild, the Carmelites and the Feast of Corpus Domini in Siena (1356-
1456)," in Beyond the Palio: Urbanism and Ritual in Renaissance Siena, ed. Philippa Jackson and Fabrizio Nevola 
(Malden, Mass.; Oxford: Blackwell, 2006). There is another misunderstanding of what is mistake in the writing 
inventory itself: For a cogent and correct explanation of both issues see Gordon, The Italian Paintings before 1400, 







The Back Face of Duccio’s Maestà and the Location of the Cathedral’s Choir Stalls 
Understanding the audience for the back face of Duccio’s high altarpiece might help 
determine the meaning of its images, especially because the front and back sides carry such 
different types of images, which moreover invite different modes of looking. Though there 
are few surviving double-sided altarpieces that predate Duccio’s Maestà, they suggest that the 
altarpiece was set in front of the canons’ choir stalls. Almost all of the known double-sided 
altarpieces that pre-date Duccio’s Maestà were made for Franciscan churches falling under 
the administrative unit of the Provincia Sancti Francisci, a territory roughly corresponding to 
modern-day Umbria that was under the immediate jurisdiction of the mother church in 
Assisi.392  
 Donal Cooper has shown that all four of the known early double-sided Franciscan 
altarpieces were located in front of retrochoirs, and has further demonstrated the presence 
of early retrochoirs in other Franciscan institutions whose altarpieces do not survive.393 
Cooper suggested that the existence of early Franciscan retrochoirs ultimately may be tied to 
the fact that the mother church in Assisi had a retrochoir (Figure 77).394 The Cathedral in 
Siena is not, of course, Franciscan, and indeed seems iconographically free of Franciscan 
influence: Passion scenes particularly venerated and promulgated by Franciscans such as the 
                                                 
392 Cooper, "Franciscan Choir Enclosures and the Function of Double-Sided Altarpieces in Pre-Tridentine 
Umbria," 18; Roberto Rusconi, ""Provincia Sancti Francisci": le istituzioni minoritiche nella società umbra," in 
Francesco d'Assisi: storia e arte (Milan: Electa, 1982). 
 
393 Cooper, "Franciscan Choir Enclosures and the Function of Double-Sided Altarpieces in Pre-Tridentine 
Umbria." 
 







Disrobing of Christ, the Mounting of the Cross, and the Nailing to the Cross are omitted 
from the Maestà’s Passion cycle.395  
 However, the fact that the closest formal pre-existing analogues of the Maestà share 
in common a particular arrangement of altarpiece and choir stalls suggests that a similar 
spatial arrangement for the Maestà is likely, if not certain. Unfortunately, the indisputable 
data points are insufficient to create a clear picture of the function of the back face of 
Duccio’s Maestà. One of the major problems in reconstructing the location of the choir 
stalls, and indeed the position of the high altar, is that these locations changed with some 
frequency. The Cathedral was a dynamic environment. The Sienese Duomo as it stands 
today occupies the same site as a number of earlier versions of the Cathedral and is the result 
of many amplifications and reconstructions; however, many key aspects of the building we 
see today, including its unusual features of the hexagonal crossing and the striped marble 
decoration, were largely determined by a total reconstruction that began in the early 
Duecento and was more or less finished in 1267. This Duecento Cathedral would have been 
the frame in which Duccio designed and initially displayed his Maestà, and therefore its 
physcial fabric, its space, and its phases of construction are crucial to understanding Duccio’s 
own project. 
 Though the records are sketchy,396 construction on the Cathedral that would house 
Duccio’s Maestà seems to have been underway by 1220, when a document refers to what it 
                                                 
395 Seiler, "Duccio's Maestà. The Function of the Scenes from the Life of Christ on the Reverse of the 
Altarpiece: A New Hypothesis," 265; Derbes, Picturing the Passion in Late Medieval Italy Narrative Painting, 
Franciscan Ideologies, and the Levant, 9-11, 138-157. 
 
396 The literature review in the Kirchen von Siena series is exhaustive. Be sure to also see another volume in the 
Kirchen series, Giorgi and Moscadelli, Costruire una cattedrale: l'Opera di Santa Maria di Siena tra XII e XIV secolo. 
There are the more recent publications on the crypt: Marilena Caciorgna, Siena: Cathedral, Crypt, Baptistery: 
Virginis Templum (Livorno: Sillabe, 2013); Castiglia, Il Duomo di Siena: Excavations and Pottery Below Siena Cathedral. 
Another volume was published on a seismic assessment and remediation of the dome: Luca Giorgi, Gianni 






calls “new work outside the major Sienese church.”397 In 1226, the civic accounts record that 
large quantities of black and white marble were purchased and transported—certainly for the 
Cathedral’s striped marble cladding 398 The Cathedral seems to have been nearing completion 
by around 1260 (Figure 56), when major purchases for furnishings and materials and 
construction that logically pertain to late stages of construction were made in 1259 (choir 
stalls), 1260 (vaulting the choir), 1263 (lead for the roof), 1264 (the bronze finial on the 
dome), and 1265 (the Pisano pulpit).399 
Compared to the building we see now, the aisles of the building constructed in the 
Duecento were narrower and shorter, as were the ceilings of both the nave and choir, with 
the choir a bit lower than the nave. The choir was only two bays deep and the transepts were 
two bays wide. The façade was inserted by the addition of a new bay on the west end in the 
1290s and more or less finished in the early Trecento. Probably around 1310-1317, the 
ceilings of both nave and choir were raised.  
In 1317, a set of sweeping architectural changes began when a new construction 
project moved the heretofore-freestanding baptistery under the east end of the Cathedral, 
                                                 
volume of the Kirchen von Siena series: Monika Butzek, Gli inventari della sagrestia della Cattedrale senese e degli altri 
beni sottoposti alla tutela dell'operaio del Duomo: 1389-1546, ed. Helmut Philipp Riedl and Max Seidel, 4 vols., vol. 4, 
Kirchen von Siena (Firenze: Edizioni Polistampa, 2012). Also see "Il Duomo di Siena: ipotesi su alcuni 
documenti del Duecento e sulle vicende costruttive della parte orientale della chiesa." 
 
397 “opera nova de foris maioris ecclesie senensis.” Cecchini, Il Caleffo Vecchio del comune di Siena, I: No. 164. 
Butzek actually thinks that the work was begun in the late 12th century, because this is when the first references 
to the Opera are found. Butzek, "Il Duomo di Siena: ipotesi su alcuni documenti del Duecento e sulle vicende 
costruttive della parte orientale della chiesa," 111. 
 
398 Documents published in Siena, Libri dell'entrata e dell'uscita dell Repubblica di Siena: detti del Camarlingo e dei quattro 
Provveditori della Biccherna. Libro primo e secondo, 15, 18, 21, 26, 27, 33, 40, 41, 44, 51, 59, 76, 81, 93, 96. 
Summarized in Butzek, "Chronologie," 10; Pietramellara, Il Duomo di Siena: evoluzione della forma dalle origini alla 
fine del Trecento, 63; Giorgi and Moscadelli, Costruire una cattedrale: l'Opera di Santa Maria di Siena tra XII e XIV 
secolo, VII.5, "Marmi e altri materiali lapidei," 217-229   
 







thus destroying the crypt. The presbytery in the Cathedral was lowered and the crypt’s altars 
brought up into the main body of the church. The choir was extended back over the new 
baptistery and the northern transept was built out. The Opera had intended to reconstruct 
the civic baptistery, which was reported to be in disrepair, as early as 1296, when the operaio 
was directed to purchase land and houses around the old baptistery.400 However, there was a 
delay: the order was repeated in 1297, considered in 1298, and again enjoined in 1309, before 
the reconstruction was finally carried out in 1317.401 The delay probably had partly to do 
with the fact that the Palazzo Pubblico was constructed in the same period, and may have 
taken focus and funding away from the Cathedral projects.402  
 A plan to rotate the Cathedral building by 90 degrees and use the current Cathedral 
as the transepts for a gargantuan building called the Duomo Nuovo may even have been 
discussed by 1317, but work on that project did not begin until the 1320s. Although multiple 
experts cautioned against the Duomo Nuovo construction project as early as 1322, the city 
went ahead, buying houses in the area in 1325 and 1329, building the new nave and aisles, 
and even roofing the aisles, before finally being forced to admit that the project was 
structurally unsound in 1357, after the plague wiped out over half of the city’s population 
(Figure 67).403 The liturgical space within the Cathedral was further altered around 1360-1370 
and decorated in the 1370s and 1380s.  
                                                 
400 ASS, Statuti di Siena 8, fol. 39v 43v, 2 The documents in question were published by Wolfgang Braunfels, 
Mittelalterliche Stadtbaukunst in der Toskana (Berlin: Gebr. Mann, 1953), 162, 257-258; Der Dom S. Maria Assunta, 
III: 753. See also Butzek, "Chronologie," 28; Walter Haas and Dethard von Winterfeld, "Baugeschichte," ibid., 
454-456.  
 
401 ASS, Statuti di Siena 8, fol. 49r; ASS, Consiglio Generale 52, fol. 25r-27r; ASS, Consiglio Generale 54, fol. 23r-25v. 
Published in Braunfels, Mittelalterliche Stadtbaukunst in der Toskana, 162, 258; Der Dom S. Maria Assunta, 754. See 
also Butzek, "Chronologie," 29-31; Walter Haas and Dethard von Winterfeld, "Baugeschichte," ibid., 455-456. 
 







 In the earlier, 12th-century Cathedral, directions given in the Ordo indicate that the 
choir stalls most likely stood in front of the altar.404 New choir stalls were commissioned 
along with the completion of the new Cathedral in 1259, but where they were located was 
not recorded, and it is assumed that these 1259 stalls were still being used when Duccio’s 
new high altarpiece was delivered in 1311. An unrealized plan for the Duomo Novo, dating 
as early as 1322, shows apparently quite extensive choir stalls, which stretch in a rectangle in 
front of the altar only and into the nave (Figure 72); of course, the plan is for a church that was 
not actually completed.405 Between 1362 and 1370, the high altar was moved back into the 
choir from an undetermined position near or in the crossing, and new choir stalls were made 
(Figure 190).406 In 1378, yet another set of stalls was ordered to furnish what had come to be 
called the capella maggiore, a retrochoir of stalls behind the altar (Figure 74). According to 
surviving records of payments to workers, part of the cappella maggiore was decorated with 
paint and silver and gold leaf.407  
But the relationship of the choir stalls to the high altar in the early Trecento must be 
inferred, and even then, it must be assumed that there was no major spatial reformulation in 
                                                 
403 Construction was stopped in June 1357, and the committee recommended that parts of the structure be 
demolished. AODS, Libro di Documenti Artistici 6. Milanesi, Documenti per la storia dell'arte senese: raccolti ed illustrati 
dal Dott. Gaetano Milanesi, I: 254-57; Butzek, "Chronologie," 37 ff; Walter Haas and Dethard von Winterfeld, 
"Baugeschichte," ibid., 462-471. The 1322 document specifically refers to the extension over the new baptistery 
but touches on the larger project.  
 
404 Struchholz, Die Choranlagen und Chorgestühle des Sieneser Domes, 10. See also footnotes 375-378. 
 
405 De Marchi, "Il programmo di l'allestimento delle pale per le ‘cappelle de’ nostri avocati’ nel duomo di Siena," 
575. ibid. De Marchi also thinks that the arrangement of the chapels of the patron saints, which are listed on 
the parchment, argues for a date before the patronal altarpieces were planned, because the order of the chapels 
is out of sync with the images that came to be made for them. The altar of St. Crescentius, on which 
Ambrogio’s Presentation of Christ in the Temple would have been placed, is spatially the first, while the image 
is actually the last in the presented sequence: ibid., 577. 
 
406 See ibid., 578. 
 
407 AOMS 25 (30), doc. 12, published in Milanesi, Documenti per la storia dell'arte senese: raccolti ed illustrati dal Dott. 






periods in which the documents are silent—i.e., we must assume that the situation in 1259 
(which is not perfectly clear anyway) held until around 1360, and the post-1370 period held 
until 1420. Given the frequent renovation and redecoration of the Cathedral, however, 
assuming stasis in the absence of evidence is not evidence of absence.  
Because Duccio’s altarpiece is painted on two sides, many scholars have assumed 
that the choir stalls were, by the early Trecento, at least partly located behind the high altar. 
White, for example, positioned the choir stalls partly in front of and partly behind the high 
altar (Figure 69).408 According to Julian Gardner, whose short and relatively cursory survey of 
surviving double-sided altarpieces remains the most cited work on the phenomenon, other 
contemporary double-sided altarpieces were generally a response to an unusual setting or 
audience, were made for locations where the area behind an altar was regularly used, often 
where a deep altar allowed for services to be conducted on either side of the altarpiece. 409 
Gardner also judged that there was a tendency to pair iconic representations on the front of 
a work with narrative on its back, but this conclusion has been more recently contested, as 
the position of surviving faces of often dismembered and dispersed double-sided altarpieces 
are generally unknown.410 As Peter Seiler argues in a more recent overview, the evidence on 
                                                 
 
408 White, Duccio: Tuscan Art and the Medieval Workshop, 98-99.  Seiler, rather uncritically following Struchholz, 
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double–sided altarpieces “does not yield sufficient evidence to support the credible 
reconstruction of these works according to a more or less binding set of conventions.” 
Rather, “in most cases, we are dealing with a unique constellation of facts, motives, and 
decision making.”411 
 Whether or not the Maestà followed a “formula” for double-sided altarpieces is 
therefore unknown, but the imagery of the Maestà’s front and back faces presumes two 
different kinds of viewing and therefore either two different kinds of viewer, or two 
different uses by the same viewer. The front face of the Maestà is clearly designed to be 
visible at a distance, while the back face must be observed more closely. The exquisite detail 
of the back of the work especially rewards careful looking and implies a longer engagement 
with the work on the part of its viewers. Thus the altarpiece’s form, as well as its closest 
double-sided precedents, suggests that the back of the altarpiece was used, and used 
differently or by a different audience, than the front face. 
 The early Trecento Ordo makes it clear that the back side of the high altar was used in 
the liturgy, wherever the choir stalls were located: the Christmas office in the Trecento Ordo, 
like the c. 1215 Ordo, includes the instruction that “Likewise the other prose Ante saecula is 
begun by the cantor and it is sung in polyphony up to the Psalmavit Adam, and the choir 
[sings]: Et Spiritu Sancto, and thus one part is said behind the altar, and the other part in the 
choir.” And of the Christmas eve mass, the Trecento Ordo states: “When the psalm Laudate 
Dominum de coelis is finished until In sanctis eius the choir immediately begins Pastores dicite. 
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Afterwards two children behind the altar of the Blessed Virgin shall say in unison Infantem 
vidimus.”412 This seems to indicate that the area behind the altar was not called a “choir.”  
By the time of the first surviving detailed Cathedral inventory, dating from 1420, the 
position of the stalls is relatively clear, and indicates that there were two main spaces, an 
antechoir in front of the high altar and a retrochoir behind it:413the 1420 inventory mentions 
two separate choirs: one “dintorno” or “in the vicinity of” the high altar, and another “di 
mezzo,” possibly meaning under the dome, with the latter area being used for the canonical 
hours.414 De Marchi makes an important point on the splitting of the choir stalls (which he 
thinks does not “explain” the double-sidedness of the Maestà), which is that it allowed for a 
maximum spectacle because it effectively created two areas for performance, and also 
allowed for an articulation of authority within the space of the church.415 However, even if 
the Sienese choir was not located behind the high altar in 1311, the primary audience for the 
back face would still have been the Cathedral clergy, who would have interacted with the 
altarpiece most often, most intensely, and from the shortest distance.  
 Other theories explaining the double-sidedness of the high altarpiece also relate the 
panel painting to architecture, but do not take the altar’s position in front of choir stalls as a 
determinative factor. Machtelt Israëls suggests that the back face was painted as a substitute 
for the frescoes that decorated the lower church or crypt that was destroyed in the plan to 
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expand the Cathedral eastwards beginning in 1317.416 However, this assumes that the 
authorities planned to destroy the crypt already before 1311. Christa Gardner von Teuffel 
argues the images on the back of Duccio’s high altarpiece were necessary because the large 
panel made it impossible for anyone on the back side of the altar to see the cross that was 
necessary for the celebration of the mass, von Teuffel therefore assumes the presence of 
celebrants—and likely choir stalls—behind the altar.417  
Edith Struchholz believes that the back face of the Maestà was meant to be seen by 
the citizens of the city when they progressed around the altarpiece in a circumambulation of 
the Cathedral’s hexagonal crossing during important feast days.418 However, this makes no 
formal sense. The back of the Maestà comprises small scenes that are clearly designed to be 
seen from close up. The complexity of the back face rewards long-term analysis and requires 
a good deal of time to take in. It is simply not designed for a circumambulating procession 
of tens of thousands of people.419  
Struchholz’s idea rests partly on the issue of the doors at the back of the Cathedral, 
which were the focus of a great deal of concern from the mid-Duecento (Figure 48). Issues of 
access were clearly important, with many documents citing opinions that various doors 
should be “left open.”420 The problem with all of the documents is that we no longer know 
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to which doors they refer. Physical evidence shows that the southern exterior door to the 
lower church or crypt was widened. Struchholz postulated that the widening of this 
particular door was to allow for processions to enter and climb the stairs immediately in 
front of the door that connected the lower church or crypt to the crossing. She also thought 
that citywide processions—namely that which was part of the annual Feast of the 
Assumption—would use this route because it was the closest one connecting the Cathedral 
to the Palazzo Pubblico (Figure 42).421  
 Struchholz’s argument on the issue of the doors is particularly interesting.422 If the 
southern external doorway of the lower church or crypt space was used in processions, it 
would explain the need to widen the doorway: perhaps squashing people and squeezing 
images and banners through the smaller portal would have proven ignominious in an 
otherwise formal proceeding. Or it simply may have slowed down the pace of a procession. 
However, there is no reason to think that a shorter route would necessarily be preferred for 
any and all processions. Processions were a social display, a civic ritual, a personal identifier. 
For the Feast of the Assumption especially, it seems unlikely that the back door to the 
Cathedral would be extremely important. The Cathedral was, after all, the destination for the 
procession, and would certainly be most magnificent when viewed from the western end, as 
indeed the closest historical image of the procession shows (Figure 123). It is more possible 
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that the southern door in the eastern crypt wall was an outlet rather than an inlet for the 
Feast procession, if it was used at all.423  
 The issue of the location of the choir stalls is important for our understanding of the 
meanings of Duccio’s Maestà, in part because the viewers’ perception of the altarpiece may 
have responded to the architectural setting in particular ways, but also because the altarpiece 
may have depicted its own location under the Cathedral dome in order to posit the Virgin as 
a symbol of Ecclesia. 
The Maestà and Cathedral Architecture and Decoration: Virgin as “Ecclesia” 
While Duccio’s Maestà includes the image of the monumental Virgin and Child Enthroned 
that had proved so popular in the half decade before his work, the high altarpiece is much 
more complex than the earlier monastic images. Duccio’s high altarpiece contains dozens of 
individual fields, several extensive narrative cycles, and even its great central panel moves far 
beyond the established imagery of the Italian maestà, with its relatively simple Virgin and 
Child Enthroned. The particular ways in which Duccio broke from the established image 
type all serve to cast the Virgin as Ecclesia. The spatiality of the central scene as well as its 
references to real architecture not only argue for the figurative centrality of the Virgin within 
the Christian story and her ability to connect the viewer with the divine, but suggest that the 
Enthroned Virgin on the high altarpiece is located in the Cathedral itself. The figure of the 
Virgin also communicates with the Cathedral’s pre-existing Marian imagery including the 
Cathedral’s early stained glass window and, possibly, sculpture that once decorated the high 
altar.  
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 The extremely unusual inclusion of the civic saints as quasi-donor figures suggests 
the economic and political reality that the secular state, rather than the bishopric or canons, 
oversaw and financed the Cathedral’s physical fabric—an apparently major contemporary 
political issue. The arrangement of the figures around the Virgin seems also to refer to the 
fact that Duccio’s Maestà served as the backdrop to the city’s annual official civic holiday, the 
Feast of the Assumption, whose main event was a procession in which the entire adult 
population of Siena was required by law to present candles to the Virgin. Though 
characterized by modern scholars as a ritual of social cohesion, the Feast of the Assumption 
was one that displayed social stratification and state control over the population. It was an 
event that was particularly important to the Nine, who enacted legislation to promote the 
Feast. Finally, the Virgin’s depicted position at the head of a divine court casts her as the 
primary leader of the city that was in fact without a single leader, helping the actual leaders—
the increasingly strict Nine and their affiliated lenders and bureaucrats from the magnate 
classes—to deflect attention away from their own tightening grip on the city.  
The High Altarpiece and the Cathedral’s Marian Imagery  
The Cathedral’s first monumental imagery was probably that found in its great stained glass 
window, made around 1287/88 (Figure 61).424 The window is divided into eight segments 
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surrounding a central square, creating a total of nine fields. Iconic, frontal, full-length 
representations of the city’s four patron saints flank a central Virgin of the Assumption, over 
which is depicted a Coronation of the Virgin and below which a Dormition is shown. Read 
from the bottom to top, these three images constitute a narrative of Mary’s apotheosis: She 
dies, like a human; like Christ, she is bodily assumed to heaven; by Christ, she is crowned a 
regent of heaven. The axis of the story is vertical, the thrust of the narrative upwards, as 
Mary ascends from the earthly to the divine realms. The strong and static horizontal axis 
stabilizes the visual structure of the entire window, while the vertical axis provides 
movement and narrative.  
Diana Norman described a third, diagonal direction of meaning connecting the pie-
shaped fields of the oculus that display the evangelists.425 On this axis, the central figure is 
still the Virgin of the Assumption. Norman reads the diagonal axis as a “celebration of the 
Church represented by the authority of the of the four evangelists and the person of Mary, 
herself widely understood to have been a personification of Ecclesia in medieval Christianity.” 
Thus the oculus includes three “celebrations”: vertically, the Virgin; horizontally, the patron 
saints of Siena; and diagonally, the Church.426 Formally, all three share the same literal and 
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metaphorical “center,” the Virgin Assumptive, to whom the entire Cathedral is of course 
dedicated. The oculus is in fact a rather elegant argument for the centrality of the Virgin in 
the Christian story, in the civic story, and in the ecclesiastical story, a complex relationship 
similar to that taken on by the high altarpiece. 
Until William Tronzo examined the imagery of the Cathedral’s stained glass window 
in 1988, no scholar seems to have noticed how extremely unusual its Dormition scene is. 
Dormitions appear to have been uncommon at this point in Italian art in general, but the 
normal iconography shows a horizontal Virgin lying in a tomb or on a bier, surrounded by 
the apostles and Christ, who stands in the center of the image holding an upright swaddled 
infant that represents the Virgin’s soul. But there is no infant in the Duomo’s oculus. Tronzo 
believes that the scene in the Sienese Cathedral’s stained glass window represents a different 
moment in the story altogether, taken from The Golden Legend: 
The Apostles then laid Mary in the tomb, and sat about her, as 
the Lord had commanded. On the third day Jesus, coming 
with a multitude of angels, greeted them saying: Pax vobis! 
And they responded: Gloria tibi, Deus!...And the Lord said to 
the Apostles: “What of grace and honor think ye, shall I now 
confer on My mother?” They answered: “To thy servants, O 
Lord, it seems right that as Thou, Jesus, should raise up the 
body of Thy mother, and place her at Thy right hand for all 
eternity!” He nodded his consent, and instantly Michael the 
Archangel appeared, and presented Mary’s soul before the 
Lord. Then the savior spoke, saying: “Arise, my dear one, my 
dove, tabernacle of glory, vessel of life, heavenly temple, in 
order that, as thou hast not felt the plague of sin in carnal 
dealings, so thou mayest not suffer the corruption of the body 
in the grave!” And straightaway Mary’s soul went to her little 
body, and she came forth glorious from the tomb, and was 
assumed into the heavenly bridal chamber, a multitude of 
angels mounting withal.427 
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Tronzo believes that the lower central panel in the stained glass window represents the 
moment in which Christ “calls forth” the Virgin from her tomb, or the moment immediately 
preceding the Burial of the Virgin, which all scholars have placed as the rightmost surviving 
image in the front upper narrative cycle, an issue revisited later (Figure 152).428  
 Tronzo postulates—interestingly but not convincingly—that the front face of the 
Maestà was designed to work in concert with the stained glass window, which would have 
provided the final three “steps” in the Glorification of Mary: the moment before her 
assumption, the Assumption, and the Coronation; indeed, he thinks these scenes were not 
depicted on any pinnacle panels on the front of the high altarpiece, but rather that the 
crowning scenes were supplied only by the stained glass window. While a fascinating idea, it 
seems unlikely, given the relative lack of visibility of the window. Duccio’s Maestà stood over 
15 feet high before being placed on the altar, so it would be hard if not impossible to see 
over its front face; though we don’t know exactly the early Trecento position of the window, 
the choir was only two bays deep, which would have made the oculus significantly less 
visible than it is now.  
 Two more decorative aspects of the Cathedral that should be mentioned are the 
pulpit and the altar on which the Maestà rested, and which does not survive. The pulpit 
interacted especially with the Infancy cycle of the high altarpiece, and will be discussed later. 
As for the altar, in 1870, a stone panel carved in high relief with a woman’s covered head 
surrounded by the symbols of the four evangelists was excavated from under the Cathedral 
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floor (Figure 54).429 In 1904, Supino identified it as part of the altar that was installed around 
1260; Lusini believed that the carving was a symbol of Ecclesia.430 Middeldorf Kosegarten 
thought the panel may rather belong to the cancello; van der Ploeg, however, correctly noted 
that the design and style of the “Ecclesia” panel is quite different than the putative cancello 
panels.431 And as we have seen, a high altar that included representations of Ecclesia would 
nicely accord with the thematics of other images in Siena Cathedral. While it is entirely 
possible that the panel came from the Duecento high altar, it is by no means certain, so we 
unfortunately cannot draw strong conclusions from this piece.  
 Finally, there is the issue of the frescoes in the Cathedral’s lower church or crypt 
space (Figure 80-Figure 83). The frescoes include Marian and Passion imagery, with Christ here 
clearly being the focus. While some of the images are quite powerful (especially the Kiss of 
Judas), they are muscular, high Romanesque images and are quite different from Duccio’s 
delicate Gothic portrayals. The crypt’s focus on the Passion sequence, while not absolute, 
must have resonated with the back face of the new high altarpiece; however, the cycle’s 
focus shows a different set of concerns than does Duccio’s high altarpiece. 
The Expanded Central Maestà in the High Altarpiece 
There are some notable aspects to the pictorial construction of the central scene in Duccio’s 
high altarpiece, including the centralized perspective used to depict the throne, the location 
and gestures of the civic saints and angels, the gallery of the apostles, and an extremely odd 
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“missing piece” in the arms of throne, where Duccio seems to have depicted a small area of 
the Virgin’s cosmati-work throne as lacking any decorative facing. All of these features of the 
maestà image formally argue for the figurative centrality of the Virgin within the Christian 
story as well as her ability to connect the viewer with the divine; here, she is posited and 
portrayed as a monumental figure of Ecclesia. The relationship of depicted architecture to real 
architecture, specifically to the unique hexagonal crossing of the Cathedral and to the 
Cathedral’s façade, also characterize the Virgin as Ecclesia. 
 The throne is the most important contributor to the depicted spatiality of the central 
panel. The throne is constructed, unusually for this time, using a central vanishing-point such 
that both the arms of the throne “open” to the viewer; earlier maestàs including Duccio’s own 
Rucellai Madonna tended to employ an oblique view, in which the Virgin’s throne is implied to 
be viewed from the left, with the far arm open to the viewer, and the near one closing off 
the space of the Virgin from the viewer. An exception is the Santa Trinità maestà by Cimabue 
and generally dated c. 1290-1300 (Figure 22), which, like Duccio’s, employs centralized 
perspective for the throne. The throne of the high altarpiece in Siena draws the viewer into 
the picture by inviting spatial participation and by openly displaying the Virgin and Child to 
the viewer, to whom she is spatially connected. The civic saints also provide a spatial link 
between the larger Virgin and the viewer, by implying, along with the attendant angels and 
standing saints, depth within the picture plane. The intermediate position of the civic patron 
saints between the Virgin and Child and the viewer also link us to her by shading the 
distinction between human and divine being. But the civic saints and the attending saints and 
angels also socially locate the Virgin and Child, relating the figures to a body of others and 






 Another small but truly remarkable spatial detail is a depicted “void” area found at 
the end of the arms of the Virgin’s throne (Figure 173).432 The throne itself is another 
innovation: prior images of the Virgin and Child Enthroned show a wooden chair rather 
than a marble one. Marble and wooden chairs both could be used in either ecclesiastic or 
secular settings.433 The entire throne is represented as being made of marble and covered in 
Cosmati work; however, the little peaked ends of the throne’s arms are blanks. There are no 
colored tesserae, there is no carved marble—indeed, the areas seem to be without marble 
entirely. Rather, the spaces are neutral in color and texture. They mimic no obvious 
substance or material. Their lack of decoration is made the more apparent by the extreme 
presence of decoration throughout the rest of the throne. Here, a metaphorical space is 
created by a clear reference to architecture: the vertical sides of the void are pilasters with an 
acanthus molding at the joint between the pilasters and the peaked “roof.” The shape of the 
void is that used to depict the most basic dwelling or shelter in Due- and early Trecento 
Italian art, and it also recalls the proportions of Lazarus’ tomb in the same altarpiece.  
 The position of the voids is ostentatious. Not only are they literally front and center, 
but the voids are located just above the open hands of the civic saints nearest to the Virgin. 
The patron saints’ fingers perfectly reach the level of the plinth-like element of the throne on 
which the Virgin sits. The civic saints do not, as we have noted, offer models of the 
Cathedral, a miniature altarpiece, keys, or a model of the town to the Virgin, but they do 
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suggestively proffer this enigmatic, symbolic “space.” The Virgin is of course the most 
important “void” of Christian mythology, as it is within the space of her womb that Jesus 
gains his human character, and it is this metaphor of the Virgin as a house that underlies her 
symbolism as Ecclesia. Or, even more esoterically and in the words of Gervase Rosser when 
considering the void of the blackened “openings” on the back face of the high altarpiece: 
“Yet the blank voids struggle…to communicate the ineffable. It is as though, like certain 
spiritual writers, Duccio had recourse to a negative theology: the divine being not of this 
world, it can be represented only as absence.”434 
 Another detail of the figures that contributes to the comparison between the image 
and real architecture is the position of the accompanying angels. Earlier maestàs with 
accompanying figures showed the angels with their hands on the Virgin’s throne. In 
Duccio’s Rucellai Madonna, the angels kneel and hoist the throne, apparently upward bound. 
Cimabue’s two massive maestàs also show the angels with their hand—now limp and 
decorative—upon the throne. But even in these images, the implication is that the angels are 
bearing, or ready to bear, the throne into heaven. However, Duccio’s high altarpiece has an 
entirely different spatiality, one that is resolutely grounded. There are no floating or flying 
figures. The angels do not hold the throne; at the back, in fact, their gestures make an 
opposite indication: the angels behind the throne rest their heads adoringly upon their hands, 
which are folded over the back of the throne. They suggest that the throne is not moving, 
and their resting heads convey an impression of weight pressing down upon the chair. 
 The overall impression of the high altarpiece has long been linked to real architecture 
as well, not least because the work’s size is great enough to render it architectonic. Several 
                                                 







scholars, including Siena’s first great art historian Guglielmo della Valle, have likened 
Duccio’s Maestà to Giovanni Pisano’s extraordinary façade for the Duomo, most of which 
would have been completed by the time Duccio was commissioned to make the high 
altarpiece in 1308.435 Giovanni Pisano had been commissioned to create the new façade in 
1284/5 by attaching a new bay onto the western end of the Cathedral (Figure 56-Figure 57). 
This unusual manner of construction followed that used at Pisa’s Cathedral, where the 
façade was also built independently and attached to the body of the building.436 Giovanni 
Pisano is documented in Siena until 1297; the upper part of the façade, with the apostle 
gallery surrounding the large oculus, has generally been dated to around 1300-1317 (Figure 
32).437 
 Besides its size, the basic form and the construction of Duccio’s high altarpiece 
would have recalled the Cathedral’s façade, with its peaked gables, pinnacles, towers, and 
crockets.438 Though the framing elements of the high altarpiece are lost, we have a rough 
sense of what it comprised. The two Quattrocento paintings that seem to record Duccio’s 
altarpiece show a robust and highly decorated structure (Figure 118 and Figure 121). The 
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roughly contemporary (and also double-sided) Stefaneschi altarpiece helpfully includes an 
image of itself being donated, and the structure of that depicted altarpiece similarly shows 
towers, pinnacles, crockets, and three-dimensional framing elements around the individual 
fields (Figure 184). 
 The connection that so many art historians have seen between the altarpiece and the 
Cathedral façade is due not only to the Maestà’s size, but to the façade’s design and the 
altarpiece’s content. Unlike the façades of, for example, French Gothic cathedrals, that in 
Siena looks like what it was—an independent work that was joined with an extant building 
(Figure 119).439 It is less a decoration of a structure than it is its own structure that decorates 
another. The façade is unusually high, with unusually petite towers and unusually shallow 
architectural moldings, and therefore can appear unusually flat.  
 The large discrepancy between the height of the façade and the nave beneath it is 
also very apparent in Siena, where the main entrance to the Piazza del Duomo is set on an 
angle so that the most extensive view of the building faces the building’s southwest corner. 
Though this view would have been obscured before the demolition of the attached bishop’s 
palace, given the relatively great heights of the Cathedral and the façade, the bishop’s palace 
would not have totally hidden this view. Furthermore, the decoration of the façade is quite 
flat: The portals recede somewhat from the main plane of building, but they are shallow 
compared to high Gothic French examples. The gables of the portals distinctly project, but 
only slightly. The framing elements of the architecture are generally flat and rectangular, 
much like the framing elements on contemporary polyptychs.  
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 Two details in the design of the Maestà particularly encourage the association 
between the altarpiece and architecture: the apostle gallery (Figure 1) and the front predella 
(Figure 137-Figure 146). The apostle gallery, which stretches to the left and right of the Virgin’s 
head, includes from left to right: Thaddeus, Simon, Philip, James, Andrew, Matthew, James, 
Bartholomew, Thomas, and Matthias. The apostle gallery is an oddity in the high altarpiece: 
the figures are the size of no others, smaller than either the pinnacle angels or the saints and 
angels surrounding the Virgin in the main panel, but are larger than the figures in the 
narrative panels.440 The frontal poses of the apostle figures seem to flatten the upper reaches 
of the panel, whose lower part is paradoxically unusually suggestive of three-dimensional 
space within the picture plane.  
 But if we project the missing framing elements back onto the apostle gallery, it looks 
more like real architecture. Such a gallery could be part of real architecture, and in addition, 
the smaller size of the figures compared to those in the central scene suggests distance, as 
though the apostles are standing in a space behind the main space occupied by the Virgin and 
Child, angels, and civic saints. Therefore the apostle gallery is also an important factor in the 
creation of a sense of depth in the picture plane, depth that is largely lacking in the earlier 
models of the monumental maestàs. The apostle gallery could also be related to the gallery 
surrounding the rose window on the façade of the Cathedral, where similar bust-length 
figures all of the same size peek out of niches.  
 The front predella of the high altarpiece also contributes to the architectural 
sensibility of the work by presenting a fictive “door” that renders the entire structure into a 
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metaphorical church. We will return to this issue later when looking at the formal depiction 
of space within individual images in the high altarpiece, but suffice it to say for now that the 
central scene on the front predella, the Presentation in the Temple of the Infancy cycle 
(Figure 140), shows a vaulted interior that is, relative to the main work, the size and shape of a 
portal and that provides an imaginary “entry” for the viewer.   
 Working in consort with the open marble throne is the unusual footrest of that 
throne, which is a half of a hexagon. The hexagonal sense of the footrest is supported by the 
back of the throne, which gives the appearance of the back “half” of the hexagon to the 
footrest’s front “half.” Although the back of the throne is probably meant to be arched, the 
way in which the halo intersects it, as well as the straight line of the angel’s hands, lends the 
impression that the throne’s top is also a half of a hexagon. The footrest is notable because it 
must refer to the absolutely unique hexagonal crossing of the Cathedral, linking the 
depiction of the Enthroned Virgin to the dome and crossing of the Cathedral. In Hans 
Belting’s words, “the residence of the Madonna in her cathedral repeats itself like a picture 
within a picture on the panel.” In fact this reference to the Cathedral’s hexagonal crossing 
brings up the extremely important issue of where the high altarpiece was originally placed. If 
the altarpiece were located under the dome proper, the reference to the hexagon in the 
depicted throne would even more strongly suggest the Virgin as a figure of Ecclesia, with the 







The Virgin in her Church: The Cathedral Crossing, Stripes, and the Dome of the 
Rock 
Siena Cathedral’s hexagonal crossing is totally unique and was established in the major 
reconstruction that created the version of the Cathedral for which Duccio designed his high 
altarpiece. Talking about the Cathedral’s hexagonal crossing necessarily brings up two related 
aspects of the Cathedral that are crucial to our understanding of how the Maestà operated 
spatially: the vertical organization of the church, or the location of the raised presbytery, and 
the location of the high altar, because both of these issues are inextricably tied up with the 
Cathedral crossing. First we will look at the hexagonal crossing and its effects before moving 
to the wider issues surrounding the Maestà and its placement that are not only crucial to 
reading the work as a whole, but understanding the particular depiction of the Virgin as a 
monumental vision of Ecclesia.  
 As mentioned above, the Cathedral for which Duccio made his high altarpiece was 
largely built during the Duecento, beginning by 1226. There is no record of a designer or 
architect, though it is clear that the city government was heavily involved with the 
planning—though whether that was ever truly directive or not is impossible to read from the 
textual sources.441 There are “not infrequent” mention of various masters, but who actually 
planned the building in its various stages remains unknown.  
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 Archaeological excavations under the Cathedral have shown that major changes to 
the plan of the new Cathedral were made in the 1240s, as construction was well underway.442 
The new plan instituted in the 1240s included the Cathedral’s apparently unprecedented 
hexagonal crossing, probably also a new dome, and the lowering of the crypt, which was 
originally planned to be extremely high, higher in fact that any cathedral save Speyer (Figure 
52).443 It seems possible that the 1240s change was tied to shifting Sienese politics: high 
crypts allowed for greater access to relics, and relics were major economic resources, usually 
controlled by the bishop and/or canons.444 Perhaps the reduction in the crypt space was a 
means to diminish the position and finances of one of these groups. 
 The Cathedral’s hexagonal crossing, as Haas and Winterfeld have pointed out, strikes 
us as odd largely because it is not an octagon.445 In addition, the hexagon fits no other aspect 
of the design or measurements of the Cathedral. Scholars have been drawn to practical 
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explanations for Siena’s hexagonal crossing, postulating that the odd design was a 
pentimento or an accommodation to the building site.446 For example, Antje Middledorf 
Kosegarten judges that the designers of the Cathedral decided to enlarge the Cathedral’s 
dome after the foundations for the eastern and western crossing piers had already been laid; 
the easiest way to accomplish this expansion would be to move the northern and southern 
piers further apart, resulting in a hexagon.447 Haas and Winterfeld, on the other hand, believe 
that the hexagon must have been planned from the very beginning, based on their 
convincing reading of certain irregularities in the crossing’s pillars.448 They, too, however, see 
a practical reason for the hexagon: the hexagonal crossing was probably the simplest way of 
enlarging the crossing from the predetermined form of the earlier church, which had a three-
aisled nave and two-aisled transept (Figure 43).449 The hexagonal form also allowed for a dome 
larger than the initial rectangular bays would have.450  
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Because numbers and shapes in architecture sometimes hold symbolic meaning in 
Gothic cathedrals, it may be interesting to consider the possible numeric or geometric 
resonances of the hexagon.451 Though hexagonal Late Antique fonts are found especially in 
Northern Italy, hexagons are not terribly common in any media of Romanesque or Gothic 
art, and are even less common in architecture; in addition, there are no obvious meanings 
attached to hexagons as there are for example with octagons.452 Six is a doubling of the three 
that creates the Christian Trinity; it is sometimes used to refer to “humankind,” being the 
number of days that man labors and the number of the day on which man was created, as 
well as the day (Friday) on which Jesus was killed.453 The possibility that the hexagon plays 
upon geometric poetics seems more fruitful: a regular hexagon can be subdivided into six 
equilateral triangles, themselves a perfect symbol of the Trinity. However, if we take the 
Duomo’s hexagon as an evocation of the Trinity in the form of equilateral triangles, we are 
still left with the problem of six triangles.  
Somewhat more intriguing is the hexagon’s relationship to a Star of David: a 
hexagon is also at the center of a Star of David and a hexagon can be extended into a Star of 
David. What is appealing about an association between the crossing and a Star of David is 
that the incorporation of the symbol of a Star of David would not be a totally unexpected 
feature in a Cathedral. However, all of these associations seem tenuous at best. In addition, 
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these ideas are extremely abstract and would be greatly aided by seeing or thinking of the 
building in plan. While the builders of the Cathedral were certainly able to draw and envisage 
the Cathedral in plan, but there is no particular reason to think that visitors would. Even if 
the designers of the Cathedral had numeric or geometric symbolism in mind, it seems 
unlikely that the vast majority of visitors would have had any experience of that layer of 
meaning. 
Renate Wagner-Reiger suggested that the Sienese hexagon may have been some kind 
of architectural copy, and pointed out that centralized buildings tended to be representations 
of holy sites—notably the round Church of the Holy Sepulcher.454 But since no clear 
“original” is known for Siena, she left it as an open question. There are roughly 
contemporary hexagonal structures on smaller scales, including the two hexagonal Pisani 
pulpits in the baptisteries of Pisa and Pistoia (Figure 94). The prime architectural example 
outside of Siena but within western Europe is the Gothic baldachin over an altar of the 
Virgin in the shrine of St. Saturninus within the church of St. Sernin in Toulouse (Figure 
96).455 Intriguingly, the important pilgrimage church of St. Demetrius in Thessaloniki once 
housed a hexagonal structure that sat over what was supposedly the tomb of St. Demetrius, 
in the left-hand side of the main nave aisle.456 The ciborium’s footprint was discovered in 
excavations after a major fire in the early 20th century; reproduced in mosaics, it was large 
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enough to enter and appears unique to the church.457 What, if any, connection Siena might 
have had to St. Demetrius or to his shrine at Thessaloniki is unclear; rather the congruence 
of forms might be correlative, and the hexagonal ciborium in Greece a piece of evidence for 
the possibility of various polygonal shapes to be used in commemorative structures like 
ciboria. 
There are other examples of hexagonal baldachins and ciboria: The Capella Vecchia 
degli Santi in Santa Maria Nova in Rome contains a fresco with a representation of a 
hexagonal Temple that is the size of a real ciborium; Middeldorf Kosegarten suggested that 
it might be a picture of a now-lost ciborium once housed in the church.458 In Siena itself, the 
Crucifixion panel on the Pisano pulpit includes an angel holding up a small hexagonal 
ciborium, or even a model of the Sienese dome (Figure 95): the squat dome, with a crowning 
mela, looks very similar to the original Duecento Sienese one.459 In the early Trecento, Pietro 
Lorenzetti would set his unusual Last Supper fresco in Assisi in a fancifully hexagonal room. 
 Following Staale Sinding-Larsen, Middeldorf Kosegarten more broadly connected 
Siena’s hexagonal crossing and its dome with medieval representations of the Temple of 
Solomon, which was always depicted as a centralized polygonal structure with a dome or 
pointed roof.460 In medieval Europe, the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem was generally 
thought to have originally been the Temple of Solomon; interestingly, the Pisan and Sienese 
domes shared some formal characteristics with the Dome of the Rock, including its high 
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drum pierced by windows, features that have also been connected with the Palatine Chapel 
in Aachen.461 Broadly, the real architecture of the martyrion, which the Dome of the Rock 
itself followed, not only generally underlay the centralized polygonal structures depicted by 
Western painters, but may even specifically communicated Mary’s presence: the first known 
dedicated church to her cult was a building very similar to the Dome of the Rock, an 
octagonal martyrion that framed a natural stone outcrop (Figure 100)—here designated Mary’s 
“seat” or “throne.”462 
 Medieval representations of the Temple of Solomon might also be connected to 
Jewish architecture or sacred space, which generally has not survived in Europe and whose 
prevalence is frankly unknown—therefore any comparison with such spaces is highly 
speculative at best.463 However, in synagogues, the bima, a raised platform from which the 
torah is read, located opposite the tabernacle in which the torah scrolls are held, was a 
centralized structure that was often polygonal and sometimes hexagonal (Figure 99).464 
Theoretically, then, the Sienese hexagon might have also resonated with synagogue 
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architecture, though such a connection might have been correlative rather than causative and 
is probably impossible to support. 
 Middeldorf Kosegarten furthermore tied similar polygonal constructions to 
depictions of the Virgin as a symbol of the church or as the “tabernacle” for Christ’s body, 
arguing that in Siena the hexagonal crossing and dome could have worked together to form 
a complex architecture of meaning that related the Temple to the Virgin and the Virgin to 
Christ. Indeed, Middeldorf Kosegarten even considers the possibility that the Cathedral’s 
unusual architecture may have grown out of Marian devotion.465 While it seems more likely 
that the hexagonal crossing was ultimately a result of practical factors, it is possible that 
Siena Cathedral’s hexagonal crossing resonated with depictions of the Temple of Solomon. 
In fact, the central image of Duccio’s Maestà suggests such a reading, for here we see the 
Virgin in front of an architectural gallery filled with apostles and occupying a monumental 
marble throne, whose suggested half-hexagonal footrest seems to place her physically in the 
crossing of the Cathedral. Duccio’s Maestà becomes an embodiment of Ecclesia, a 
monumental figure occupying her native space, the Temple of Solomon.466  
 Another unusual aspect of the Cathedral, its strong green-black and white marble 
stripes, may also support the reading of the space as one reminiscent of the supposed 
Temple, for the use of colored marbles in Romanesque buildings has been tied to Western 
interest in the Dome of the Rock, and the mistaken understanding that the Dome of the 
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Rock was the original Temple of Solomon.467 The Sienese Duomo’s extensive striping may 
not have been meant to explicitly recall the “Temple” in Jerusalem, but may have been 
intended to make the Cathedral look expensive and cosmopolitan; however, especially when 
coupled with the Cathedral’s odd hexagonal crossing, the stripes could have been read as 
meaningfully linked to the “Temple,” or rather, the Dome of the Rock.  
 While the specific form of the Cathedral’s stripes is unusual, the predominant and 
privileged architectural ornamentation throughout Romanesque and Gothic Tuscany was 
multi-colored stone.468 The black-green serpentine and white marble of the Sienese Cathedral 
communicated expense in part because it necessitated using two different quarries—a more 
expensive and less efficient mode of producing raw materials.469 More abstractly, marble 
decoration such as that in Siena communicated an organized system of construction, for the 
marble is a structural element, built into the thickness of the wall.470 Construction therefore 
had to be continuous: if the supply of marble ran out, then building stopped. Thus marble 
facings also communicated engineering prowess, the city’s ability to keep supply lines open, 
its capacity to make regular payments for expensive goods, and its ownership of natural 
resources, as quarries were generally purchased to supply large projects. 
Being intensely memorable, the Cathedral’s stripes may also have lured visitors to the 
city by helping to create a monument that people would want to see. And because of Siena’s 
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status as a waystation on the Via Francigena, there was a ready audience of pilgrims and 
travelers to attract.471 Historians often mention Siena’s location on the Via Francigena (Figure 
84), a collection of various routes that connected Rome with Northern France and England. 
Although there were a set of normal itineraries, the first of which was recorded in 990, Siena 
was a key point on most if not all of them.472 The travel industry must have been an 
important source of revenue for Siena, which was never able to sustain high levels of 
industry but rather was a more service-oriented economy than most medieval ones.473 Siena 
was attractive to travelers partly because of its large and well-known hospital, the Ospedale 
Santa Maria della Scala. Begun as a religious institution, the city wrested control of the 
Ospedale, and its considerable properties, from the church during the Duecento.474 The 
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"Archbishop Sigeric's Journey to Rome in 990," Anglo-Saxon England 19 (1990); Cecchetti, La Via Francigena: 
società e territorio nel cuore della Toscana medievale, Parte Prima: "Gli itinerari della via Francigena," 19-204.   
 
473 The biggest industrial activity in Sienese business was mining, which allowed access to metals including 
silver; some early scholars access was a primary reason for the success (mostly in the 12th century) of Sienese 
banking. However, that thesis was refuted by Mario Chiaudano in 1932: Mario Chiaudano, Mercanti e banchieri 
senesi nel secolo 13 (Siena: La Diana, 1932), 2-3. A Sienese mint was opened in 1180. However, mining only 
became a major focus of public policy in the Trecento and specifically after 1321: See Bowsky, The Finance of the 
Commune of Siena, 1287-1355, 63-65; A Medieval Italian Commune: Siena under the Nine, 1287-1355, 218-219; Peter 
Spufford, Money and its Use in Medieval Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 115-116. 
 
474 The Pope first made the Ospedale technically autonomous in 1194; in the mid-Duecento the city and the 
Ospedale battled for control of the institution. By the late Duecento, the city had forced the Ospedale to 
display the commune’s coat of arms. The Ospedale would eventually become the largest landholder and the 
largest bank in Siena. Piccinni, Il banco dell'ospedale di Santa Maria della Scala e il mercato del denaro nella Siena del 
Trecento; Fabio Gabbrielli, "Ospedale di Santa Maria della Scala: ricerche storiche, archeologiche e storico-






Ospedale, which generated large amounts of cash, was effectively used as a civic bank, and 
its cashflow was integral to the city’s economics; revenue from pilgrims or other travelers 
that went to the hospital might have been directed into the city’s coffers.475 
What were the Cathedral’s formal precedents? Architectural historians of the 
medieval period have tended to seek symbolic meanings in form and decoration: A building 
that replicates or repurposes a form used in an earlier building can be taken to refer not only 
to that earlier building but to the political, social, or religious frame in which the earlier 
building was located.476 Several striped churches pre-date the Cathedral of Siena including 
the Duomo of Santa Assunta in Pisa (begun 1064), San Lorenzo in Genoa (consecrated 1118 
but partly rebuilt following Guelf-Ghibelling destruction in 1296) (Figure 87 and Figure 88), 
and the Basilica della Santissima Trinità in Saccargia, Sardinia (finished 1116) (Figure 89). The 
striping pattern was particularly popular in the Lucchese territories in Sardinia, an area later 
controlled by Pisa. There are also a couple of other, minor Tuscan churches that predate the 
Sienese Duomo and that sport interior striping (Figure 115).477 Unlike Siena’s Cathedral, 
however, all of the earlier buildings are architecturally Romanesque.478 In sum, though there 
                                                 
 
475 Piccinni, Il banco dell'ospedale di Santa Maria della Scala e il mercato del denaro nella Siena del Trecento, especially parte 
prima, "Scenari senesi della prima metà del Trecento," 49-65. 
 
476 The seminal work on the idea of architectural references is Richard Krautheimer, "Introduction to an 
'Iconography of Mediaeval Architecture'," Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 5 (1942). 
 
477 The only local ones that pre-date the Sienese cathedral are the Duomo in Sovrano and San Giovanni Battista 
in Ponte allo Spino (Sovicille). The Orvieto cathedral is closely informed by the Sienese Duomo and carries the 
stripe motif to new heights of uniformity, but the dark stripes in Orvieto are much lighter and display less 
contrast; they also post-date Siena.  
 
478 La Cattedrale di San Lorenzo a Genova = The Cathedral of St. Lawrence in Genoa, ed. Salvatore Settis, 2 vols., 
Mirabilia Italiae (Modena: Franco Cosimo Panini, 2012), 13-14; Adriano Peroni et al., Il Duomo di Pisaibid., 3 
vols. (1995); Nicoletta Usai, La Santissima Trinità di Saccargia a Codrongianos (Ghilarza (Oristano): Iskra, 2013). 
The construction history of San Lorenzo in Genoa in particular is complicated, as the original crew that began 
construction left in 1225, and a major fire occasioned by violent, internecine political fighting destroyed much 
of the building in late 1296 or early 1297. There was a rebuilding in the Quattrocento and the large tower on 






were other striped churches, most were not to be found in Tuscany, their architecture was 
different, and Siena’s specific pattern of striping was particularly stark. If not exactly unique, 
Siena’s stripes were nonetheless unusual. 
 Ultimately, the use of colored and white marble facings has long been related to the 
decoration of the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem, which was controlled by Christian 
crusaders from 1099-1187.479 Pisa, the closest city to Siena that used a similar pattern of 
stripes in its cathedral, was one of the main transporters of crusader armies from Western 
Europe to the Middle East. Pisa also usurped Lucca in Sardinia, which had a number of 
churches with an almost-identical pattern of stripes to that found in Siena. By the Duecento 
when Siena’s Cathedral was built, stripes may not have been meant to refer to a specific 
architectural “model,” but to participate in a style understood to be prestigious, luxurious, 
and sophisticated, one that particularly telegraphed its expense and even global ambition.480 
Even if not an intended “meaning” or referent for the stripes, the centralized structure of 
the Cathedral’s domed hexagonal crossing and its marble decoration may very well have 
                                                 
Lawrence in Genoa, 20-23; for a poetic interpretation of the colored marble see 31-32. Pisa’s baptistery was 
actually explicitly connected to Sardinia, where one of the 12th century’s two operaios for the baptistery made a 
voyages (in 1162) and whence he brought back marble columns for the Pisan project. Sardinia had come under 
Pisan control in the early 11th century and Smith rightly connects the voyage and use of spoglia as a political act 
of dominion. She notes in particular that the Sardinian columns were rough, and that their lower quality must 
have been tolerated only because the columns functioned as symbols of political power: Smith, "The Baptistery 
of Pisa," 55-58. The Sardinian churches were heavily (but not inaccurately) restored in the late 19th century: SS. 
Trinità di Saccargia: restauri 1891-1897,  (Roma: Gangemi, 2007). 
 
479 On the reception of the Dome of the Rock see Moore, "Textual Transmission and Pictorial 
Transformations: the Post-Crusade Image of the Dome of the Rock in Italy." Moore, following Maginnis, 
specifically writes about Duccio’s Entry scene on the Maestà as a representation of the Temple, as informed by 
the Dome of the Rock: ibid., 59-61; Maginnis, Painting in the Age of Giotto: A Historical Reevaluation, 113. For the 
identification of the Dome of the Rock as the Temple of Solomon, see Berger, The Crescent on the Temple the 
Dome of the Rock as Image of the Ancient Jewish Sanctuary, chapter 5, "The Christianization of the Dome of the 
Rock," 75-93. See also Ali Abu Ghanimeh, "Interpretazione e significati simbolici della Cupola della Roccia e la 
sua influenza sull'architettura europea e islamica" (Università degli Studi La Sapienza, 1997). 
 







called up images of the Temple, images to which Duccio may have referred when placing his 
Virgin within a suggested hexagonal space. 
Effects of the Stripes and the Hexagon on Cathedral Spatiality 
Whatever the intended reasons for the Cathedral’s unusual stripes and unique hexagonal 
crossing, both could be read as signals pointing towards the Dome of the Rock, which 
Europeans widely thought to be the Temple in which the Virgin’s early religious identity was 
formed. In addition, it is important to look beyond what meanings might be read into the 
architectural framework in which Duccio’s Maestà was placed and for which it was designed 
and to consider the phenomenological consequences of both the stripes and hexagon, for 
they also form an important framework for Duccio’s high altarpiece. 
 While any casual visitor will easily engage with the question of what effect the stripes 
have on one’s experience of the Cathedral, scholars have never discussed their visual impact. 
But in the Duomo’s interior, the stripes are overwhelming, packing the visual field and 
insistently asserting the presence of the building. The stripes are also formally problematic: 
they seem to create an environment in which the kinds of images and objects assumed 
necessary to a commanding Trecento Italian cathedral—altars, sculptures, candles, textiles, 
and paintings—would be at risk of being subsumed by their architectural frame.  
 In addition, intuition also tells us that these horizontal stripes counteract our 
perception of one of the most important aspects of the building: its height. The immense 
height of the Gothic cathedral has been long considered a symbol of power.481 So why would 
                                                 
481 The symbol can be practical as well as abstract, because the machines and techniques used to build 
cathedrals were fundamentally the same as those needed to build houses, city walls, sewers and fountains, and 
even war machines. Thus the engineering and funding of cathedrals spoke to a community’s ability to organize, 






the Sienese in some sense minimize the height of the Cathedral through the use of strong 
horizontals, when the city’s power was partly expressed through the magnificence of its civic 
Cathedral, which itself was impressive in no small part due to its great height? Siena’s stripes 
also appear to formally contradict the Cathedral’s Gothic models, which emphasize height 
by creating long vertical lines through the use of features like attached colonnettes, rib 
vaulting, pointed arches, and painted decoration that emphasized these vertical features. 
For one, the Duomo’s striped decoration forms a bridge between the local style, 
Tuscan Romanesque, and the most advanced, ground-breaking architecture in Europe: 
French Gothic.482 Siena’s colored marble, with its echoes of Pisa, effectively clothed the 
Gothic building in an assuredly Romanesque suit, mitigating the almost avant-garde 
architecture with a comfortable, traditional style. Furthermore, the strong impetus towards 
architectural horizontality seems particularly Sienese, as precedents are found in domestic 
architecture: the horizontal recinti that decorate the local palazzo architecture and that would 
come to be promulgated by Francesco di Giorgio Martini (Figure 85), were originally specific 
to Siena.483 The Duomo’s counterbalance of verticals, the Gothic’s main vector of emphasis, 
and the horizontal, a more Tuscan and Sienese interest, would be echoed in the design of 
Duccio’s Maestà, where a strong—even rigid—assemblage of vertical and horizontals created 
                                                 
building, being especially difficult to engineer, is seen as the most important dimension in this theoretical 
formulation.  
 
482 This point, as well as the stripes’ relationship to Sienese recinti, was generously suggested to me by Professor 
Francesco Benelli.  
 
483 See Gabbrielli, "Siena medievale: l'architettura civile."; Nevola, "Siena: Constructing the Renaissance City," 
243. For their later use see for example Francesco di Giorgio Martini, Trattato di architettura civile e militare di 
Francesco di Giorgio Martini: archittetto senese del secolo XV, ora per la prima volta, 2 vols. (Torino: Chirio e Mina, 1841), 







a visual cross-bracing that allowed Duccio to hold together a pictorial surface of 
unprecedented size.484 
It is impossible to determine the visual intention of Siena Cathedral’s stripes, but we 
should consider their effects. First of all, our intuition about the visual effects of horizontal 
stripes may simply be wrong. Recent optical research on horizontal stripes indicates that it is 
possible that the decoration of the Cathedral’s interior may in fact serve to make the building 
appear taller—and therefore narrower—than it really is.485 Contrary to intuition, it seems that 
horizontal stripes make the objects on which they are found appear both taller and thinner 
than those objects actually are. The first such indication came in 1867 from the celebrated 
scientist Hermann von Helmholtz. The Helmholtz Square Illusion (Figure 86), with two 
squares composed of the same number and width of stripes, one horizontal and one vertical, 
shows a clear effect: the horizontally striped image seems to constitute a taller and thinner 
rectangle than the vertically striped image. Rather amusingly, how stripes affect our 
perception of size has been investigated largely through the question of whether clothing 
with vertical or horizontal stripes makes the wearer appear thinner. Because the geometric 
solid that most resembles the human form is a vertical cylinder, the information derived 
from research on clothing neatly carries over into architecture.  
In 2007, Shuichi Taya and Kayo Miura postulated that the two-dimensional 
Helmholtz Illusion would not hold when applied to a three-dimensional cylinder because 
first, in 2-D images, vertical stripes convey greater depth information than horizontal stripes 
                                                 
484 See Chapter 5. 
 







and second, the deeper we perceive a cylinder to be, the narrower it appears.486 Vertical 
stripes on a cylinder theoretically do reveal more information about depth in space than do 
horizontal stripes, because the stripes around the outside of a vertically striped cylinder 
become more tightly spaced in the image received by the eye, telling us that the surface on 
which they are found is curved. However, in 2011, Peter Thompson and Kyriaki Mikellidou 
found that while subjects’ estimates of the widths of horizontally-striped 3-D cylinders were 
near veridical, subjects “systematically overestimated the diameter of vertically-striped 
cylinders,” indicating that the theoretically greater depth cues granted by vertical stripes in 2-
D are nonetheless outweighed by the Helmholtz Illusion.487 Thompson and Mikellidou have 
postulated that the fact that the Helmholtz Illusion outweighed the depth cues of vertical 
stripes may be partly due to another optical property, the fact that contrast around the 
surface of maximum curvature provides optimal depth cues. 
In 2000, Andres Li and Qasim Zaidi demonstrated that horizontal stripes on a 
vertical cylinder provide a texture that is significantly more determinative for depth 
perception than vertical stripes.488 Their results showed that “the perception of 3-D shape 
from 2-D texture cues (i.e. stripes) is most accurate when the orientation of the pattern lies 
parallel to the maximum curvature of the surface.” Put in lay terms, Li and Zaidi’s findings 
                                                 
486 Shuichiro Taya and Kayo Miura, "Shrinkage in the Apparent Size of Cylindrical Objects," Perception 36 
(2007).  
 
487 Peter Thompson and Kyriaki Mikellidou, "Applying the Helmholtz Illusion to Fashion: Horizontal Stripes 
Won’t Make You Look Fatter," i-Perception 2 (2011).  
 
488 Peter Thompson and Kyriaki Mikellidou, "Applying the Helmholtz Illusion to Fashion: Horizontal Stripes 
Won’t Make you Look Fatter," i-Perception 2 (2011); Shuichiro Taya and Kayo Miura, "Shrinkage in the 
Apparent Size of Cylindrical Objects," Perception 36 (2007); Andres Li and Qasim Zaidi, "Perception of Three-







make intuitive sense: a pattern that defines the greatest curvature of a surface will provide 
the best information on that surface’s depth. 
Whether or not the stripes increase or diminish the Cathedral’s perceived height, the 
stripes unquestionably serve as strong visual cues to motion. To a viewer standing at the 
entrance of the church, the lines seem to converge in depth just as the size of the columns in 
an arcade apparently diminishes as space extends further away from the viewer. The stripes’ 
marking of spatial recession towards the high altar pulls one forwards, and culminates in the 
viewer’s experience of the cathedral’s most potent, and oddest feature, its hexagonal 
crossing. It is arguable, however, if the “perspectival” effect of the stripes would have been 
felt by the designers of the Duecento Cathedral, since such a system of radiant, receding 
parallels, as well as the very notion of looking “through” a space, was codified during the 
Tre- and especially the Quattrocento.489 
 The Duomo’s stripes also create visual noise. They render the space of the Cathedral 
particularly unreadable and disorient the viewer along anything but the main forwards-back 
or z-axis of the church. The stripes might then reinforce the central axis of the Cathedral not 
only by serving as a cue to forwards motion, but by engendering visual confusion along 
other potential sightlines or paths of motion.490 It is difficult to read the interior layout of the 
                                                 
489 A thorough work on this question is Filippo Camerota, "La prospettiva del Rinascimento: arte, architettura, 
scienza," (Milano: Electa, 2006). See also Hans Belting, Florence and Baghdad: Renaissance Art and Arab Science 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap, 2011). 
 
490 The fact that the pattern of stripes changed might be telling. The Trecento constructions feature much less 
dense striping, comprising mostly white marble with about one-quarter the number of black stripes that 
decorate the earlier columns. The width of the black stripes remained fairly constant from the due- to the 
Trecento programs. Interestingly, the later Trecento Duomo Nuovo displays a pattern similar to that of the 
earlier Trecento choir extension, but with one notable difference: the black stripes are farther apart the higher 
they are located on the building, until in the highest register, they again become more closely spaced. Aesthetic 
consequences should be considered: The Trecento change towards a lighter pattern may also indicate that the 
Duecento pattern was too packed. Certainly the Trecento choir addition is significantly lighter feeling and less 







Duomo; the contours of the columns in particular are significantly harder to distinguish or 
fix than they are in churches with uniformly colored columns and walls. 
Perhaps the most important effect of the interior marble cladding of the Cathedral 
though, was its possible impact on the establishment of an image program within the 
Cathedral. The dense pattern of striped marble made the inclusion of an image program of 
frescoes and/or mosaics problematic. Some of the areas in which frescoes might normally 
be found (for example in the interior nave walls) were largely taken up by expensive marble; 
a large high altarpiece, however would have nicely exploited the visual potential of the 
Cathedral’s decoration.  
 The stripes would also have reinforced the strange, net-like spatiality of the 
Cathedral’s unique hexagonal crossing; the hexagonal crossing and stripes together would 
have emphasized the presence of the high altarpiece by delineating only one axis of 
movement—that leading to the altarpiece. Siena’s hexagonal crossing creates an acutely 
different architectonic space than the two common forms for major churches found in Italy: 
the tau-plan church and a church with a transept and a square, rectangular, or octagonal 
crossing. Unlike either of these, the Cathedral in Siena does not define, but rather suppresses, a 
left-right or x-axis of vision and movement (Figure 39). In Siena Cathedral, the massive side 
piers standing in the middle of the side aisles and in the middle of the transept arms severely 
restrict the visual connection between the space of the crossing and the space of the 
transepts and choir; the view of the space is further complicated and confused by the 
stripes.491 The side piers do not allow for an obvious left to right or x-axis. In fact this 
                                                 
491 The so-called “pieno in asse,” or a “filled” axis (ie, one with a column dividing it) was more common in the 
medieval period and became less used during the Renaissance, though Brunelleschi used it in the east end of 
Santo Spirito. See Renato Bonelli, "Il 'pieno in asse' e le due simmetrie," Prospettiva 33-36 (1985); Arnaldo 
Bruschi, "Brunelleschi e la nuova architettura fiorentina," in Storia dell'architettura Italiana: Il Quattrocento, ed. 






crossing is not a crossing, not the point of intersection of two lines or the overlapping space 
of two distinct architectural areas; instead, it an open center around with its own centripetal 
architectural force.492 
 The designers of the Cathedral may have been comfortable with a hexagonal 
crossing because the spatial sense it would create would in fact be in keeping with buildings 
that may have served as models for the Duomo in Siena. Indeed, the plan of the building 
whose architecture has been seen as most closely related to that of the Sienese Duomo, the 
cathedral of Notre-Dame-la-Grande in Poitiers, also defines only one major axis of vision 
and movement, and, like the Sienese Duomo, it is the forward-back or z-axis, which 
terminates in a rounded, net-like space (Figure 108).493 Churches without a transept were much 
                                                 
Francesco Benelli, The Architecture in Giotto's Paintings (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 
2012), 44. 
 
492 This effect may very well be more pronounced in the modern cathedral because during earlier periods the 
area may have been reserved for clergy. 
 
493 Milanesi, Documenti per la storia dell'arte senese: raccolti ed illustrati dal Dott. Gaetano Milanesi, I: 108. See also 
Wagner-Rieger, who thinks Siena was modeled on Notre-Dame-la-Grande in Poitiers as well; she also thinks 
the façades are related: Wagner-Rieger, Die italienische Baukunst zu Beginn der Gotik, II: 198, 205. Van der Ploeg 
disagrees and says Wagner-Rieger’s comparison is “not at all convincing.” van der Ploeg, Art, Architecture and 
Liturgy: Siena Cathedral in the Middle Ages, 45. The cathedral in Fidenza deserves mention here as well (Figure 
110-Figure 112). Though I have never seen it closely compared to the Duomo in Siena, the largely intact, 12th 
century cathedral of St. Dominus in Fidenza (also on the Via Francigena) shares some unusual characteristics 
with the Sienese cathedral. Some features are also shared with Notre-Dame-la-Grande in Poitiers. St. Dominus 
also has flanking towers and a tripartite façade (in this case it has three doors, unlike Poitiers’ two) and includes 
a fair amount of exterior sculpture. The form of the central portal at St. Dominus in particular is very like that 
in Siena. The proportions are similar, and are unusual, and the inclusion of a narrative lintel in each is also 
unusual (though Siena’s current lintel dates to around 1300). In Fidenza, the narrative on the lintel actually 
stretches across the voussoirs, whereas in Siena the level of the lintel is matched by the level of the portal’s 
capitals. In each, a strong horizontal defined by texture is drawn through the level of the lintel, emphasizing the 
depth of the sculptural decoration. This is not in fact a common detail in Italian or French portals, where it is 
more common that a narrative lintel should be located above the level of the portal’s supporting capitals. 
Interestingly, the lintel is level to the capitals of the supporting columns in the main, Duecento portal at Reims 
as well—which is also a stop on the Via Francigena (Figure 114). Bourges offers another example (Figure 113). 
Finally, both in Siena and in Fidenza, the innermost supports of the portal are piers rather than columns, and in 
each the side facing the façade is left blank, as is the capital. Reims has a similar blank capital and pier. In 
addition, St. Dominus in Fidenza was clearly was designed to cater to pilgrims: not only is there a frieze 
displaying pilgrims that charmingly runs around the corner of the cathedral ( 
Figure 112), but a prominent statue of Simon Peter on the façade holds a scroll on which is inscribed “I show 
you the way to Rome.” Another building that deserves mention is the cathedral of Saint-Pierre-d’Angoulême in 






more common in France, and Siena Cathedral was unusual in its early adoption of the 
French Gothic style.   
The Location of the High Altar 
If Duccio’s Maestà related the Virgin and Child Enthroned to the Cathedral’s actual space, 
the image implies that the high altarpiece was at least designed to be located within the 
crossing and under the dome proper. In fact, the location of the high altar in the early 
Trecento is an open issue in the scholarship on the Cathedral, but it seems likely that the 
high altarpiece was indeed initially located within the Cathedral crossing, as most scholars 
currently believe (Figure 70).494 Duccio’s representation may even provide evidence for such a 
location. 
 A new high altar was commissioned near the end of the Duecento Cathedral’s 
construction, as two documents from 1259 attest.495 Scholars have assumed that the altar 
                                                 
in 1128. It also includes flanking towers and extensive exterior sculpture. The sculpture here is extremely 
vivacious and animated, with figures interacting across the façade. Neither the plan nor the interior of Saint-
Pierre-d’Angoulême, however, are very similar to Siena’s Duomo nor to Notre-Dame-la-Grande in Poitiers. 
However, one interior feature here is similar and that is the treatment of the arch leading to the crossing. As in 
Siena, in Angoulême there is a blind arcade and a window. In Siena this was almost certainly occasioned by the 
roof being raised, whereas in Angoulême it appears to be original to the 12th century structure: Christian 
Gensbeitel, "L'architecture religieuse du XIe siècle en pays charentais et ses transformations à l'aube du XIIe 
siècle" (Université Michel de Montaigne-Bordeaux III, 2006). 
 
494 See for example Butzek, "Un dibattito sul luogo idoneo del coro dei canonici e sull'altare maggiore del 
Duomo di Siena (1492)," 171. De Marchi also states that Sible de Blaauw came to the same conclusion, but I 
have been unable to find the reference he names, which is Sible de Blaauw, Architectur en liturgie van Siena’s 
kathedraal, “Incontri,” n.s., VIII 1993, 113-119. See De Marchi, "Il programmo di l'allestimento delle pale per le 
‘cappelle de’ nostri avocati’ nel duomo di Siena," 584, footnote 57. Like Lusini, Bacci, and White, Struchholz 
also favors a hexagonal form for the choir stalls. De Marchi has presented the best (but to me nonetheless 
unconvincing) evidence against the hexagonal arrangement: ibid., 578, footnote 58. The idea of a freestanding 
altar under the dome is still not universally accepted: Gordon, for example, thinks that a document that records 
the demolishing of a wall behind the altar for the building of a new sacristy does not make sense if the altar 
were freestanding. However, “behind” the altar is so general a term that it does not necessarily conflict with the 
argument forwarded by Struchholz. Gordon, The Italian Paintings before 1400, 179; 185, footnote 57.  
 
495 In 1259, a donation to the high altar is recorded: ASS, Diplomatico S. Agostino, 1259 giugno 26, summarized in 







made just after 1259 was that on which Duccio’s Maestà would have been placed, because no 
other documents regarding a new high altar have been found pertaining to the period 
between 1259 and the late Trecento.496 However, the immense size of Duccio’s Maestà, 
around 15 feet long, argues for a concomitantly long altar, and it seems unlikely that the altar 
endowed in 1259 would have been made so large, without a specific need to do so. We may 
simply be missing the information for the extension of the high altar.497 The location of the 
high altar that was built in the mid-Duecento is a subject of debate. Some scholars, including 
van der Ploeg and Haas and Winterfeld, think the altar was located behind the hexagon, in 
the first bay of the choir.498 Other scholars, including but not limited to Middeldorf 
Kosegarten, White, Struchholz, Brogi, and De Marchi, believe that the Duecento high altar 
was located beneath the dome (Figure 69-Figure 71).499  
The primary piece of evidence for a location under the dome has been a document 
dated 28 November 1259, which states that “the altar of the Blessed Virgin and the choir of 
the cathedral must be built beneath the great dome, with steps on all sides so that people can 
ascend to the choir and altar of said church.”500 However, the document records a minority 
                                                 
496 See for example Maginnis, The World of the Early Sienese Painter, 137, footnote 99. 
 
497 Alternatively, the cathedral may indeed have required an especially large altar, since the high altar displayed 
decorated candles donated by client cities and feudalities at the Feast of the Assumption as symbols of Siena’s 
dominion. See especially footnotes 540-545. 
 
498 van der Ploeg, "Architectural and Liturgical Aspects of Siena Cathedral in the Middle Ages," 137; Haas and 
Winterfeld, "Baugeschichte," 415, 472, 467. 
 
499 Middeldorf Kosegarten, "Zur Bedeutung der Sieneser Domkuppel," 74; White, Duccio: Tuscan Art and the 
Medieval Workshop, 99; Struchholz, Die Choranlagen und Chorgestühle des Sieneser Domes, 24ff; Andrea Brogi, "Tempo 
e immagine del Duomo di Siena," in La ricerca delle origini: leggere l'arte della Chiesa, ed. Senio Bruschelli, Quaderni 
dell'opera (Siena: OPA, 1999), 57; De Marchi, "Il programmo di l'allestimento delle pale per le ‘cappelle de’ 
nostri avocati’ nel duomo di Siena," 593.  
 
500 “quod altare sancte Marie, et corum ipsius episcopatus fiant et construantur suptus metam majorem dicti 
episcopatus; et quod fiant gradi ad ipsum corum ex omnibus partibus per quos gentes accedant ad Corum et 
Altare ejusdem episcopatus.” Published in Milanesi, Documenti per la storia dell'arte senese: raccolti ed illustrati dal Dott. 






opinion expressed by three members of a nine-person civic committee; the other six 
members felt that the altar and the choir “must be built and completed as planned by the 
honorable canons of the cathedral and the officials of the Opera del Duomo.”501 While the 
wording of the text suggests that the majority of the committee favored an arrangement in 
which the altar was not located exactly under the dome, it is not clear that the majority 
opinion in this deliberation was followed; nor is it completely obvious that the “planned” 
arrangement did not include the high altar being placed “under the dome.”502 It is also not 
necessarily the case, as many scholars seem to have tacitly assumed, that if one aspect of the 
minority plan was eventually carried out, so was every other particular.503 Indeed, the most 
careful scholar working on the Cathedral, Monika Butzek, has argued that neither plan was 
carried out, due to a change in the leadership of the Opera.504  
There are other, indirect pieces of evidence that have been marshaled in support of 
an arrangement in which the Due- and early Trecento altar/choir complex was located under 
the dome: A parchment with a proposed plan for the later Trecento Duomo Nuovo shows 
the high altar located under the dome (Figure 72). Middledorf Kosegarten suggested that this 
proposed arrangement might have been a holdover from an earlier version of the church 
                                                 
Middle Ages, 83. Van der Ploeg correctly interpreted this not to be a decision but a record of two different sets 
of plans. In White’s reconstruction, the choir area included the hexagon and was raised and surrounded by a 
railing of some kind. Haas and Winterfeld, "Baugeschichte," 99. Van der Ploeg thinks White’s reconstruction of 
the choir stalls, which in his plan extend in front of the high altar, makes little formal or liturgical sense: van der 
Ploeg, Art, Architecture and Liturgy: Siena Cathedral in the Middle Ages, 84. 
 
501 See footnote above. 
 
502 Haas and Winterfeld make much the same point: Haas and Winterfeld, "Baugeschichte," 411. 
 
503 See especially Struchholz, Die Choranlagen und Chorgestühle des Sieneser Domes, 18 ff. 
 
504 Butzek, "Il Duomo di Siena: ipotesi su alcuni documenti del Duecento e sulle vicende costruttive della parte 
orientale della chiesa," 113; Giorgi and Moscadelli, Costruire una cattedrale: l'Opera di Santa Maria di Siena tra XII e 







interior, but such an idea does not take into account the fact that the high altar had been 
moved deeper into the choir by the later 1300s: Indeed, a new high altar was begun in 1366, 
when the altar would be moved into the now-expanded choir; this new altar was renovated 
already in 1375-6, by which time it had definitely been moved back into the choir. A new 
painted and gilded wooden baldachin was set up over the altarpiece, but installing it required 
removing the Maestà from the altar, and the Opera took the opportunity to also restore the 
stonework of the altar.505 The Maestà was reinstalled on the high altar in 1382, as documents 
attest. Since a similar situation can be seen in the 1483 gabella book cover attributed to Pietro 
Orioli, it is generally assumed that the altar was still in the last bay of the choir during this 
time (Figure 121). 
Although the late Trecento and probably the Quattrocento saw the high altar located 
in the eastern end of the choir, a later version of the altar/choir complex in the Renaissance 
Cathedral again favored the central concept. Early historian of Siena Sigismondo Tizio stated 
that in 1506 both the high altar and the choir were located under the dome in a passage 
referring to the Pisano pulpit: “Most noble marble pulpit ... in the great church of Siena next 
to the choir, which was under the dome...”506 The choir (but not the altar) was moved out 
from under the dome, Tizio claimed, against the will of the canons under the government of 
Pandolfo Petrucci (Petrucci consolidated power around 1500; Tizio lived from 1458-1528). 
Tizio’s text is the only documentary evidence for an obvious if usually unacknowledged 
issue: the Cathedral was a political space, and locations within it could—indeed almost 
                                                 
505 AOMS 206 (357), fol. 62r/v 65r, 66r, 69r, 70r, 74v; AOMS 209 (172), fol. 5v; published in Lusini, Il Duomo 
di Siena, I: 322; Butzek, "Chronologie," 81. 
 
506 “Nobilissimum pulpitum marmoreum…in Magnifica Ecclesia Senensi iuxta Chorum, quod sub Tolo erat, 
fuit hoc anno erectum.” Sigismondo Tizio, Historiae Senenses, 3 vols., Rerum Italicarum scriptores recentiores 







certainly were—tied to changing political realities. Culled from a long line of rich and 
powerful Sienese clans, the canons would have formed a political constituency—one that 
Petrucci may have sought to marginalize by exercising authority over the space of the 
Duomo. Records from the Balià claimed that the change in the position of the choir was 
made for reasons concerning the “proper” visual and spatial layout of the church, and that 
the canons would have to make do with the “chapel behind the altar,” almost suggesting that 
there was also an antechoir and a retrochoir immediately prior to 1506.507  
But the situation Tizio described in the early Cinquecento may have been changed 
again by the late Cinquecento: the historian of Siena, Bartolomeo Benvoglienti, claimed to be 
present in 1517 when Beccafumi laid the marble floor under the dome and, in the process, 
uncovered the crypt;508 Benvoglienti recorded that the crypt was located under the high altar 
and the dome.509 Finally, support for the theory of the late Duecento and early Trecento high 
altar’s location under the dome comes from the Trecento Florentine cathedral, where such 
an arrangement, and a surrounding polygonal choir, survived.510 However, a drawing of the 
                                                 
507 ASS, Balià 52, 58r, 59r-v. 
 
508 Benvoglienti, provost of the Cathedral canons, was directed to write his work by the archbishop Cardinal 
Francesco Todeschino Piccolomini as a means to “prove” Siena’s origin as a Roman colony; Benvoglienti 
approached the question by attempting to link Sienese and Roman architecture. Others also participated in the 
assignment, and those works were preserved in two Seicento manuscript copies, “Senensis Historia 
manuscripta ab Origine civitatis ad annum MCCCCLXXII,” Biblioteca comunale di Siena B. III. 5 and ASS 
Ms. D. 166. As a work of explicit campanilismo, it should be read with a strong critical eye and is of some, 
though limited, historical use. For a lucid discussion of the work in context see Fabrizio Nevola, "Revival or 
Renewal: Defining Civic Identity," in Shaping Urban Identity in Late Medieval Europe = L'apparition d'une identité 
urbaine dans l'Europe du bas moyen âge, ed. Marc Boone and Peter Stabel (Leuven: Garant, 2000), 118-120. 
 
509 Bartolomeo Benvoglienti, De urbis Senae origine et incremento opusculum (Senis: per Simeonem Nicolai, 1506), 12 
ff., 18. A relevant extract from the text is printed in Roberto Guerrini, "Parietes non deformiter picti (muri dipinti 
assai gratiosamente). Risultati e prospettive del cantiere sotto il duomo di Siena.," in Sotto il Duomo di Siena: 
scoperte archeologiche, architettoniche e figurative, ed. Roberto Guerrini and Max Seidel (Cinisello Balsamo, Milano: 
Silvana, 2003), 25. 
 







Siena Cathedral’s plan from 1658 again shows the high altar clearly located in the last bay of 
the choir (Figure 75).   
Taken together, the sources indicate that 1) from around 1260 to around 1375, the 
high altar was located under the dome proper or within the choir but very near the juncture 
of the choir and the crossing; 2) by 1375, after the Trecento expansion of the choir and 
transept was completed, the high altar was moved further back into the choir, where it 
stayed until at least 1483; 3) by 1508, the high altar was again located under the dome and 
stayed there at least until 1517; 4) by 1658, the high altar had once more been moved back, 
now into the last bay of the choir (Figure 69-Figure 75). How the altar and its altarpiece were 
protected during early construction and various reconstructions is unknown. 
 The issue of where the altar was located on the horizontal plane of the Cathedral also 
brings up the related question of where it was located vertically. The vertical location cannot 
be pinpointed exactly; the main difficulty in determining the original vertical location of the 
high altarpiece lies in the fact that the exact location and extent of the raised presbytery is 
unknown; at the same time, the presbytery was very high, and therefore would have had a 
major effect on the vertical location of the Maestà—and therefore on its visibility.  
The building for which Duccio made his high altarpiece included a high raised 
presbytery over a crypt or underchurch. Partly from the evidence of the frescoes that survive 
from the Duecento crypt, which have been cut off on their top edge, it is clear that the 
ceiling of the Duecento underchurch or crypt and necessarily the floor above it, was 
originally much higher (Figure 80-Figure 83). Enzo Carli early on suggested the height of the 
underchurch or crypt might have been quite significant, as much as 1.4 meters.511 Therefore, 
                                                 







the high altar may have been set over twelve feet or four meters above the floor of the nave; 
at around fifteen feet or five meters high when assembled, not including any cielo that may 
have stood above it, Duccio’s Maestà could have loomed more than twenty feet or nearly 
seven meters over the heads of the common visitor.  
 But where exactly was this raised presbytery floor? Did it include the hexagonal 
crossing or not? There is almost no physical evidence. There are no traces of a raised choir 
on any surface of any of the piers of the hexagon; as architectural historians Walter Haas and 
Dethard von Winterfeld charmingly but correctly note, this is impossible but nonetheless 
true.512 Thus the raised floor of the choir must either have never touched any of the pillars—
effectively impossible given the high crypt underneath—or, more likely, the foundation 
pillars exposed when the floor was sunk after 1317 were expertly disguised with new marble 
revetment.  
 There is only one other piece of physical evidence for the location of the raised 
choir, and that is the remnants of a striped marble staircase on the southern wall of the 
crypt, leading to the hexagon above (Figure 46).513 Partly because of the pitch of this staircase, 
and partly because of what is assumed to be the normal layout of a medieval Italian church, 
most scholars place the raised floor of the choir as beginning at the eastern edge of the 
hexagonal crossing. However, such an outlet could indicate that the raised choir was either at 
the juncture of the crossing and choir or that it extended to the hexagon; therefore, the 
staircase remnants cannot determine the exact extent of the raised choir or help narrow 
down the Duecento location of the high altar and the choir stalls. Furthermore, Siena’s 
                                                 
512 Struchholz, Die Choranlagen und Chorgestühle des Sieneser Domes, 28; Haas and Winterfeld, "Baugeschichte," 403. 
 







Cathedral is exceptional, and normal practices cannot be assumed to have been followed 
here. 
 The Maestà itself suggests that the raised area extended under the dome. The high 
altar must have been located in the high presbytery, and the image, as argued previously, 
suggests a location under the dome. In addition, because Duccio’s altarpiece was so big, the 
high altar might have made more formal sense under the dome; certainly the image of the 
Virgin behind her hexagonal footrest made the most formal sense if the high altar were 
located within the crossing.  
 Finally, the location of the high altar brings up isssues of access. Because of the 
height of the presbytery before 1317, the visibility of Duccio’s high altarpiece upon 
installation would probably not have been very affected by the presence of a cancello, though 
it is uncertain if the Trecento church even included one. The Duecento Cathedral probably 
did, and a Biccherna panel of 1483 appears to depict one (Figure 121).514 A cancello could have 
restricted physical access, however, as could a choir screen. However, it is not until 1367 that 
there is evidence for a proper choir screen.515 Even then, the presumably less-accessible back 
                                                 
514 Middledorf Kosegarten believes that the model for the cancello was that in Pisa. Middeldorf Kosegarten, 
Sienesische Bildhauer am Duomo Vecchio: Studien zur Skulptur in Siena 1250-1330, 53. See also Braun, Der christliche 
Altar in seiner geschichtlichen Entwicklung, II: 649 ff. Carli’s idea that a set of surviving carved stone panels 
originally came from the cancello has been generally accepted (Figure 54). van der Ploeg, Art, Architecture and 
Liturgy: Siena Cathedral in the Middle Ages, 90; A. Giorgi and S. Moscadelli, "Quod omnes cerei ad Opus 
deveniant. Il finanziamento dell'Opera del duomo di Siena nei secoli XIII e XIV," Nuova Rivista Storica 85 
(2001). One is mentioned in the c. 1215 Ordo: Trombelli, Ordo officiorum Ecclesiæ Senensis, ab Odorico, ejusdem ecclesiæ 
canonico, anno MCCXIII. compositus: et nunc primum a D. J. C. Trombelli ... editus, et adnotationibus illustratus, 
vindicatusque. For a discussion, quotes, and translation, see van der Ploeg, "Architectural and Liturgical Aspects 
of Siena Cathedral in the Middle Ages," 133, 152. As to the 15th century image, Van der Ploeg states that the 
image cannot “be convincingly interpreted as part of the enclosure under discussion here,” but provides no 
reason for this conclusion. Art, Architecture and Liturgy: Siena Cathedral in the Middle Ages, 91. 
 
515 A second screen was added to close off the chancel and the chapels of St. Ansanus and St. Victor in the 
1380s. Art, Architecture and Liturgy: Siena Cathedral in the Middle Ages, 118-119; Norman, Siena and the Virgin: Art 
and Politics in a Late Medieval City State, 219, ftnt 51. Gail Aronow, "A Description of the Altars in Siena 
Cathedral in the 1420s," in Sienese Altarpieces, 1215-1460: Form, Content, Function, ed. Henk W. van Os 







of the altarpiece was probably visible to most people in the Cathedral: in 1339, the 
government stipulated that a candle should light the back side of the altarpiece at all times, in 
addition to the three that already continuously illuminated the front side.516 A new 
candelabra by Ambrogio Lorenzetti was commissioned for this purpose.  
                                                 
516 Israëls also calls into evidence two much more tenuous points, the Quattrocento image showing St. 
Anthony praying behind Duccio’s high altarpiece (Figure 118) and the fact that Ghiberti referred to both sides 
of the altarpiece. Neither is true evidence for regular lay access to the back of the altarpiece. Israëls, "An Angel 
at Huis Bergh: Clues to the Structure and Function of Duccio's 'Maestà'," 130. Gordon also mentioned that the 
second Ordo refers to liturgical activity both in front of and behind the high altar. This is a somewhat odd piece 







Chapter 4: The City as Patron  
Duccio, as we have seen, expanded the monumental monastic Virgin and Child Enthroned 
into something that became much more than a maestà. The narratives on the front and back 
faces contextualized the Virgin within the story of Christ and emphasized her role in the 
Incarnation. The depiction of the Virgin, and particularly her relationship to the architecture 
of the Cathedral, presented her as a symbol of Ecclesia.  
 In addition, the inclusion of the attendant saints and angels, and the extremely 
unusual depiction of the donor-like civic saints, socially located the figure of the Virgin. For 
one, the position of the Virgin with her attendants resembles a court, positing her as a 
destination for the mobile viewer and bringing up the altarpiece’s role as the destination of 
the Feast of the Assumption processions. It may also refer to secular state power. Further, 
the relationship of the figure of the Virgin to those of the civic saints indicated the 
underlying power structure at play in the commissioning of the Maestà, and indeed implicitly 
refers to the larger issue at stake—why did the Maestà come to be made at all? Neither 
necessary for the liturgy or even for prevailing fashion, and accomplished in a different 
medium than the traditional luxury goods of a medieval Cathedral, it was hugely expensive 
and time consuming. The answer may lie in the political and economic history of the period, 
a moment when the government was enacting stricter control over many aspects of the city, 
not least over the funding of the Cathedral’s commissioning body, in the face of stiff 
sectarian opposition. 
 The position of the civic saints in Duccio’s Maestà is unique in Italian medieval art, 






implicitly politicized the main image of the altarpiece.517 Civic saints were normally 
represented as the central figures at their own altars, or as side figures in polyptychs, where 
they would have been framed within individual “niches.” In the stained glass window in the 
Sienese Duomo, for example, the four civic saints are represented in full length, frontally, 
flanking the main images of the Virgin.518 But Duccio’s civic saints occupy the same fictive 
pictorial space as the Virgin, rendering them physically and metaphorically closer to her. 
Since the efficacy of saints lies in their “proximity” to divine power, the high altarpiece’s 
depiction of the civic saints represents them as significantly more influential than prior 
representations.  
If the Maestà’s civic saints reject the normal representation of civic saints, they also 
meaningfully defy the normal form of a donor portrait. Donor portraits in the early medieval 
West generally share three fundamental attributes: the donor is shown kneeling, in profile or 
in limited three-quarter view, and is physically smaller than the main figure.519 In the 
Byzantine tradition, donors were usually shown kneeling or crouching, but could also be 
shown standing, and might gesture towards other figures. The same gesture could be made 
to a representation of a ruler in Byzantine art.520 In both pictorial traditions, donors might 
                                                 
517 Riedel was able to find a small handful of analogues in Byzantine art only: Riedl, Das Maestà-Bild in der 
Sieneser Malerei des Trecento: unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der Darstellung im Palazzo Comunale von San Gimignano, 30; 
plates 34-7. 
 
518 These saints are the same as those depicted on Duccio’s Maestà, with one exception. The painting replaces 
St. Bartholomew with St. Victor. Siena won a major battle against Montepulciano on his feast day in 1229.  
 
519 There are notable exceptions including the large, standing statues of donors at Naumberg and the stained 
glass window depicting Abbot Suger in St. Denis. The figure of Suger is small, but he is prostrating himself—
this is not kneeling and praying, but rather a more extreme iteration of the same idea. 
 
520 One might also kneel before a temporal ruler, but on one knee. Kneeling on both knees for a king or court 
would be considered a symbol of subjugation and penitence. J.A. Burrow discusses this and several other 
medieval texts that address the distinction between kneeling on one or both knees in J. A. Burrow, Gestures and 







offer a representation of the object of their patronage such as a model of a church: for 
example, in Giotto’s (likewise double-sided) Stefaneschi altarpiece, the donor kneels on both 
knees and holds a miniature altarpiece up to the Virgin (Figure 184). Donor portraits 
represented living or recently deceased human beings who were in some sense “responsible” 
for the work’s creation, the implication being that they or the institutions they represented 
had paid for it. 
The status of the civic saints as donors in the Maestà is equivocal, recalling donor 
portrait conventions but also straying from them: the civic saints kneel on both knees, and 
they are smaller than the Virgin, but they are not miniature, and there are other figures on 
the same scale as the civic saints.521 Strangely, the civic saints’ hands are not clasped in 
prayer, and they offer no object to the Virgin. Their gesture towards her seems to at once 
present to them to the Virgin, her to us, and us to her.  
By putting the civic saints in a donor-like position, Duccio suggested the basic 
political reality of the creation of the altarpiece, which the city both supervised and paid for 
via the government-controlled Opera del Duomo, with funds largely gleaned from the 
populace’s forced donation of wax from the Feast of the Assumption.522 The altarpiece in 
                                                 
521 There are a handful of examples of civic saints appearing as quasi-donors in Byzantine art. Riedl, Das Maestà-
Bild in der Sieneser Malerei des Trecento: unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der Darstellung im Palazzo Comunale von San 
Gimignano, 30, plates 34-37. 
 
522 On the civic nature of the Opera see Giorgi and Moscadelli, Costruire una cattedrale: l'Opera di Santa Maria di 
Siena tra XII e XIV secolo, 66, 68. The city made all recorded payments for the high altarpiece and the funding 
stream is untraceable. The Sienese method of record keeping merges all revenue and disbursement streams into 
a single pot. There are stories surrounding individual donations to support military needs, and a few 
contemporary examples of donations made for specific works: for example, the donation in 1259 specifically 
for the high altar: ASS, Diplomatico S. Agostino, 1259 giugno 26, summarized in Butzek, "Chronologie," 15. 
Document published in Andrea Giorgi et al., "Dokumente," ibid., doc. 14, 729. Another example are the 
interest-free loans given by several citizens for emergency funding for the Cathedral construction in 1320: 
Monika Butzek, "Chronologie," ibid., 36. It is possible that a certain revenue stream was tacitly earmarked for 
cathedral improvements or civic projects, and/or that individuals could help pay for public works. The period’s 
paucity of records of ostentatious donations suggest it was rare. The Trecento saw the rise of patronage in 
Siena. The only place in which we can really determine revenue streams and their specific allocation was in the 






turn presided over the rituals of the Feast, and was the backdrop to the donation of wax. In 
a way, then, the altarpiece is an unusual statement of civic power and governmental 
dominion: even in the heart of the bishop’s Cathedral, the symbolic city is implied to be a 
physical and economic intermediary, presenting the Virgin to us literally, in the altarpiece, 
and figuratively, through the commissioning of the altarpiece. The civic saints as quasi-
donors also replicate the representative nature of both salvation and governance in medieval 
Siena.  
Civic (Dis)Order and the Feast of the Assumption  
Duccio’s Maestà provided a monumental stage for the destination of the city’s largest and 
most important holiday, the Feast of the Assumption on August 15th. The main event of the 
Feast was a massive city-wide procession to the Cathedral, where the entire populace 
presented candles to the Virgin. The Feast of the Assumption was celebrated all over Italy, 
and often in Tuscany as an official holiday of civic membership, as it was in Siena.523 Indeed, 
Duccio’s Maestà may have been made partly or even largely to support the government’s 
attempt to increase the scale and magnificence of the Feast in the early Trecento. The 
Maestà’s status as the destination for and primary image of the state’s main ritual of social 
control argues that it must be considered an intensely political, politicized object. 
 As many scholars have suggested, locating the Virgin among the standing saints and 
angels and the kneeling civic saints in Duccio’s high altarpiece seems to suggest that she is 
                                                 
secured with specific revenue streams: Bowsky, The Finance of the Commune of Siena, 1287-1355, Chapter VII, 
"Forced Loans," 166-188; Chapter VIII, "Voluntary Loans and Pawning," 189-224. 
 
523 Thompson, Cities of God: The Religion of the Italian Communes, 1125-1325, see especially “Candles and the 







holding court. But the kneeling, gesturing saints especially suggest that we are in the midst of 
some kind of action, since their positions are not ones that could be easily held for very long. 
Indeed, the Virgin might be here depicted as the destination the altarpiece immediately 
became, as the monumental focal point for both the regular liturgy and the rituals employed 
on special holidays. 
 Scholars have stressed that the Maestà was the subject of its own procession upon its 
installation, but one should be careful to make the distinction between a procession, a 
“solemn” ritual act, usually one repeated according to a calendar, and a parade, a festive 
celebratory act that, like a procession, included a group of people moving together from one 
point to another.524 The distinction is, however, uneasy, as ritual processions like the 
Assumption might include instrumental music and dancing, and parades might mimic some 
of the organization of processions, for example in the order in which people gathered and 
manner in which they moved. The installation ceremony for Duccio’s Maestà should 
probably be considered a parade, since it was not part of a ritual calendar. 
 Financial documents attest that the parade was “official,” with the city paying 
musicians to accompany the festivities.525 The Trecento Sienese chronicler Agnolo di Tura di 
Grasso recorded the Maestà parade in detail. While some scholars including Garrison have 
dismissed the accuracy of Agnolo di Tura’s account, Bowsky pointed out that Agnolo di 
Tura was the commune’s keeper of the Biccherna books and that he seemed to have used 
primary sources for at least some of his statements.526 Bowsky judged the Agnolo di Tura 
                                                 
524 "Cronaca Senese conosciuta sotto il nome di Paolo Tommaso Montauri," 236. 
 
525 ASS, Biccherna 125, fol. 261r. Summarized in Butzek, "Chronologie," 34. Published and translated into 
English in Satkowski and Maginnis, Duccio di Buoninsegna: The Documents and Early Sources, No. 46. 
 
526 Bowsky, "The Impact of the Black Death upon Sienese Government and Society," 4-5. For Lusini’s 






text to have been written around 1350, relatively soon after the installation of Duccio’s 
Maestà in 1311.527 The account reads: 
The panel was painted outside the Porta a Stalloreggi in the 
Borgo a Laterino, in the house of the Muciatti. The Sienese 
took the panel to the cathedral at noontime on the ninth of 
June, with great devotions and processions, with the Bishop 
of Siena, Ruggero da Casole, with all of the clergy of the 
cathedral, and with all the monks and nuns of Siena, and the 
Nove, with the city officials, the Podestà and the Captain, and 
all the citizens with coats of arms, with lighted lamps in hand. 
And thus, the women and children went through Siena with 
much devotion and around the Campo in procession, ringing 
all the bells for joy, and this entire day the shops stayed 
closed for devotions, and throughout Siena they gave many 
alms to the poor people, with many speeches and prayers to 
God and to his mother, Madonna ever Virgin mary [sic], who 
helps, preserves and increases in peace the good state of the 
city of Siena and its territory, as advocate and protectress of 
that city, and who defends the city from all danger and evil. 
And so this panel was placed on the cathedral on the high 
altar. The panel is painted on the back with the Old 
Testament [sic] with the Passion of Jesus Christ, and on the 
front is the Virgin Mary with her son in her arms and many 
saints at the side. Everything is ornamented with fine 
gold…528 
 
 Vasari related that a parade accompanied the installation of Duccio’s Rucellai Madonna in 
Florence, but Wolfgang Loseries points out that Vasari was almost certainly recording the 
procession that accompanied the installation of Duccio’s Maestà.529 Vasari’s account is 
                                                 
 
527 Garrison, Studies in the History of Mediaeval Italian Painting, IV: 55.  
 
528 di Tura, "Cronaca senese attribuita ad Agnolo di Tura del Grasso detta la Cronaca Maggiore," 313. 
Translation from Stubblebine, Duccio di Buoninsegna and his School, I: 33-34, n. 25.  
 
529 Dr. Loseries brought up this issue during the defense of this dissertation on Oct 19, 2016 and explained his 
views on it. Mulvaney asserts that Vasari “perceived the city-wide procession and festival as a concrete example 
of a humanistic civil ideal: an event uniting art and society,” and references van Os. However, van Os (who 
mentions the procession on p. 39, not p. 40) only quotes the Agnolo di Tura account of the procession leading 
to the installation of Duccio’s Maestà and then states that “This spectacle of an urban community bearing an 
image of the Madonna to its cathedral has fired the imagination of many a romantic, for it was a perfect answer 
to a deep-seated desire–the complete integration of art and society. A story of this kind proved that the 






entirely uncorroborated (while the Sienese case is supported with multiple sources including 
payments); Vasari also believed that the Rucellai Madonna was made by Cimabue. Loseries 
argues that Vasari probably knew that the painter of the Rucellai Madonna had been honored 
with a procession in his hometown and transposed Duccio and Siena onto Cimabue and 
Florence. 
 Duccio’s massive work must have presented especial logisitical issues—its weight 
must have been enormous and its size could have made it extremely difficult to move into 
the Cathedral—not to mention the fact that moving the work would have risked damaging 
it.530 One must consider the possibility that only part of the work was paraded—probably the 
great central panel—and then set up within the altarpiece’s larger framework.  
 If not uncommon, the implications of processions or parades for the installation of 
art works are profound. Processions were frequently undertaken by the Cathedral clergy, as 
is evident from a bull issued by Pope Celestine III Orsini on 17 April 1194, which stipulated 
that all Sienese chaplains must be present in the city for major feasts, expressly so that they 
might participate in processions.531 Processions bonded participants but also displayed them 
and their affiliations and allowed for people to publicly perform social roles.532 Wedding 
                                                 
actually executed a painting based on Vasari’s description of the Rucellai Madonna being carried in procession 
through Florence…” Vasari’s account of the procession is straightforward and nowhere does he muse upon 
the conjunction of art and society: indeed, it is very difficult to read this interpretation into this section of his 
work. See Mulvaney, "Duccio's Maestà Narrative Cycles: A Study of Meaning," 95. Os, Sienese Altarpieces, 1215-
1460: Form, Content, Function, I: 40. Giorgio Vasari, The Lives of the Artists, trans. Julia Conway Bondanella and 
Peter Bondanella (Oxford: Oxford Paperbacks, 1998), 11.  
 
530 Professor Hood brought up this issue in the defence of this dissertation, Oct 19, 2016. 
531 The manuscript documents are published in Nanni, "La canonica della cattedrale senese nei secoli XI-XII," 
257; Paul Fridolin Kehr, ed. Italia pontificia, sive, Repertorium privilegiorum et litterarum a Romanis pontificibus ante 
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processions, for example, became a primary means of communicating social status: the bride, 
surrounded by her family, processed to the groom’s family home in a ritual that presented a 
unique opportunity for the display of wealth and status through the public viewing of the 
wedding clothing and jewelry.533 Burials included processions as well; as confraternities, 
which processed regularly, increasingly took on duties and rituals surrounding death in the 
late Duecento, members would have been witnessed not only processing on their order’s 
important holidays but on the death of a member. Given the social use of processions, 
parading the Maestà upon its installation, an image of a life-sized “woman” from her “natal” 
house to the church, which was the “house” she represented as Ecclesia, could imply a kind 
of animation of the figure into the human world. 
 But Duccio’s Maestà was involved in an annual procession, as the destination of and 
backdrop to the culmination of the Sienese state’s effective national holiday, the Feast of the 
Assumption.534 Main holidays throughout Italy fell on the feast of the civic patron saint. The 
Feast of the Assumption was the primary civic holiday in many towns including in Pisa, 
where its celebration was very similar to that in Siena.535 In Florence, the largest feast was 
that of the city’s patron St. John the Baptist.536 Generally, however, the civic holidays all 
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involved processions and the presentation of tribute on the part of citizens, and were run 
not by the Church but by the government. 
 The first document recording the Feast of the Assumption in Siena is a copy of a set 
of legal provisions for the holiday from 1200, which also reproduces a later addition made 
after 1287, but which is almost exactly reproduced in the statutes of 1337.537 The main 
recorded ritual of the holiday was a procession on the evening before the Feast that ended 
with the presentation of candles in the Cathedral. The exact parade route is unknown but 
seems to have begun at one of the gates of the city, as a statute in 1262 ordered the clearing 
of low-hanging balconies from two main streets stretching from the Porta Camollia and 
Porta Romana (formerly called Porta Nuova and Porta San Martino) to the Porta 
Stalloreggi.538  
 All citizens and dependents of the Siense state were enjoined by law to attend and to 
present tribute in the form of candles; citizens of the contado and settlements in the masse had 
to send representatives. Within the city, everyone from ages 18 to 70 was obliged to 
participate, and exceptions were made only for those who were ill, destitute, or who had a 
price upon their head resulting from a clan feud. By the mid-Trecento, the Assumption was 
often (but not always) the only feast for which the men serving as the highest magistrates, 
the Nine, were allowed to leave the public palace, where they were cloistered during their 
tenure.539  
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 The procession seems to have been headed by the communal government’s 
enormous, 100-pound candle in a painted barrow, which was accompanied by musicians and 
directly followed by members of the government itself. Important members of the 
government carried 12-pound candles in decorated holders. The government’s retainers 
wore new uniforms for the festival, all paid for by the commune.540 After the government 
and its household came representatives of towns within the Sienese contado and the city-
state’s subject nobles, all of whom carried banners they would eventually present to the 
Cathedral. Finally, the urban Sienese populace followed, divided into neighborhood, with 
each contrada (neighborhood) headed by their local sindaco, or mayor, along with the local 
milizia, or militia. Failure to process with one’s contrada could incur a relatively steep fine of 
20 soldi.541  
 Once the procession reached the Cathedral, citizens were required to offer candles to 
the Virgin, the value of which was stipulated by law and varied according to rank and social 
position; the basic candle weighed one pound.542 The use of candlesticks was strictly reserved 
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542 Surviving records allow us to make a rough calculation as to the cost of one of these candles: in 1267 (from 
August to October) a pound of wax cost 66 denari, while the daily wage of a construction worker at the Opera 
was 24 denari. Hence a pound of wax was 2.75x the value of a day’s blue-collar labor. The median wage for a 
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relative cost of wax (or a decline in the relative value of labor) in the period in question, so this calculation 
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see Giorgi and Moscadelli, Costruire una cattedrale: l'Opera di Santa Maria di Siena tra XII e XIV secolo, Tabella III, 
“Il prezzo di cera acquistata dal Comune per l’Opera di Santa Maria nel corso del Duecento (1227-1281)," 328 
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for members of the government. At some point, several prisoners were released and 
dedicated to the Virgin (a practice that could have resonated with the Trial sequence in the 
Passion cycle of Duccio’s Maestà).543 At the end of the procession, the government held what 
must have been a quite exclusive banquet in the sacristy, while wine bought by the commune 
was distributed to the larger crowd in the Cathedral piazza.544  
 The pacified nobles from the contado and masse also had to offer an additional tribute 
the next morning: this included their banners, which were hung in the nave, and a larger wax 
tribute.545 The subjects had to donate a pound of wax for every 100 lire of assessed tribute 
owed; with three quarters of the wax they were to make a decorated candle called a fogliato 
and with the rest, one-pound wax candles, which were to be individually donated by 
representatives of the estates. The decorated candles were to remain on the high altar all 
year, replaced only by the candles brought as the next year’s tribute. The Duomo therefore 
guarded a lasting, if changing, memorial to Sienese dominion; in fact, it is possible that the 
high altar constructed around 1260 may indeed have been especially long—and therefore 
able to support the Maestà—in order to provide room for the tribute candles to be 
displayed.546 
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 Many of the rituals surrounding the Feast had their origin in earlier forms of feudal 
submission. In the earliest surviving document regarding a submission of nobles to the 
Sienese state, dating from 1147, the three brothers who were Lords of Montepescali were 
required to pay a tribute to the Cathedral in the form of two candles whose value was 
specified in the contract at five soldi lucchesi each.547 Subsequent submissions also invariably 
required a wax tribute to be paid to the Cathedral; its value was contractually stipulated.548 
But why wax? For one, wax was a non-perishable commodity and a liquid asset that could be 
easily turned into cash. But it was also not cash. Donating wax was, probably most 
importantly, a way to disguise pure payment, to ritualize and camouflage it. Though clearly a 
tax, the wax was presented, both by the citizens to the Virgin and to the citizens by the 
government, as a gift. 
 The festival appears to have been highly regulated, and the pre-eminent value was 
placed on attendance. The government paid messengers and criers to announce the 
festivities not only within the city but also in the outlying towns and subject fiefs, and the 
government was legally required to publish the ordinances in the first days of August and 
again on the day of the event.549 Contrada representatives were directed to denounce anyone 
who did not attend directly to the podestà, and delinquents were to be fined 100 soldi.550 
Another 100-soldi fine was levied on anyone who removed the candle from the hand of a 
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celebrant or prevented a citizen from attending the ritual. Probably in part to encourage 
participation in the ritual, a general amnesty was granted for two weeks before and two 
weeks after the Feast, i.e. the entire month of August. Those currently involved in lawsuits, 
for example, could not be arrested. The amnesty was not full, however, and the crimes 
excepted from it are interesting: exiles, traitors, rebels, forgers, and those guilty of capital 
offenses were not included in the reprieve.551  
 By the Quattrocento, the Feast of the Assumption came to include a play with 
elaborate machinery that was held in the Campo.552 By the mid-Quattrocento, there are 
definitive records of a large apparatus made of iron that was used in such plays.553 By this 
time, plays surrounding festivals were common.554 But when a play was first enacted, where, 
what form it took, and the entire festival’s early use of dramatic machinery is unknown. In 
Padua, a sacra rappresentazione of the Annunciation was produced from at least 1278; sacred 
plays might very well have been put on in Siena much earlier than surviving records allow us 
to pinpoint.555 Many scholars have posited relationships between the Maestà and plays, 
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whether performed on the Assumption or not.556 There are a few surviving Italian 
Assumption plays that predate Duccio’s Maestà, but most exist only in fragments and the 
particulars of their performance are unknown.557 Again, the plays may have had their origin 
in monastic communities and/or confraternities, for whom the staging of sacred plays would 
become a major preoccupation in the Quattrocento.558 By that time, plays must have been 
staged in the Cathedral complex, as a decorated botola (called a Himmelsloch in Northern 
European sacred architecture) connected the choir of the Cathedral to the baptistery and was 
probably used to draw scenery or costumed players upwards and “disappear” them—though 
whether the drama would unfold in the Cathedral or the baptistery itself is unclear (Figure 
127-Figure 129).559  
 A palio or horse race was also part of the Feast by the early Trecento. The famous 
Palio of Siena developed out of nobles’ horse races but became used for religious festivals.560 
Horse races de facto involved the most violent and politically dangerous social classes, the 
nobles, with whom the expensive and time-consuming practices of horse keeping and 
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horsemanship were definitively associated.561 The same people were especially involved in 
military activities, as well. And the Sienese Palio is thought to be derived more generally 
from knightly tournaments, of which there are Duecento records in Siena: In an entry dated 
1225, the Anonymous Chronicle of 1202-1362 tells us that “a noble and beautiful game” was 
held in the field at the northern end of the city near the Porta Camollia. The awards were 
impressive and costly: a horse with equipage and a suit of armor for first place, a helmet with 
the arms of the commune for the second-place winner, and a sword and steel gauntlets for 
the third prize.562  
 In Siena, the Palio of the Assumption seems to have been regulated by the 
government from very early on, even though it was not part of the “official” festivities until 
around 1310.563 Games were an essential part of civic holidays throughout medieval Italy, but 
were often suppressed by governments because they could quickly turn violent and spiral 
into large-scale riots. Games were destabilizing forces by their very nature, creating 
“winners” and “losers,” who were ritually shamed. In Siena, for example, one of the earliest 
indications of what is assumed to be the Palio is a 1238 document recording the fine of a 
noble who refused to “take the pig,” probably a reference to the “prize” given to losers of 
races.564 Notably, his fine was reduced because “of the quality of his person,” or rather, his 
high class.565 
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 In Siena, several other more violent games were part of the Assumption holiday (as 
well as other holidays), including animal baiting and the giuoco delle pugna and giuoco 
dell’elmora.566 None of these were part of the official Assumption festivities at any time; 
indeed, they were at best an irritation for the government and at worst a distinct danger to it. 
The elmora and pugna were both mock battles, the former fought by teams with helmets, 
wooden sticks, and shields, and the latter a similar game but fought without weapons and 
probably with less protection. Injuries were par for the course and deaths common, and as 
the great Palio historian Cecchini writes, “on many occasions the militia of the Commune 
had to be called out to clear the Piazza and arrest the ring-leaders.”567  
 The government continually tried to regulate and even eradicate these unofficial 
games but without success. In 1285, for example, the elmora was totally prohibited, but by 
1291 again allowed on the condition that the public peace was kept.568 It wasn’t, and the 
1309-10 constitutiones shows that the elmora was outlawed not only in Siena but within a mile 
of the city gates as well.569 But the government did not try to ban the games because they 
were dangerous per se—so was the Palio, enough so that participants were granted legal 
exemptions for homicide.570 Rather, the government wanted to abolish these games because 
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they were popular, i.e. of the lower classes, and most importantly, because they tended to 
take the government itself as a target for their violence. According to the chronicler Agonolo 
di Tura, for example, writing on the 1291 games held on All Saint’s day (italics mine):  
In Siena there was a great battle of Elmora…the Terzo of San 
Martino and the Terzo of Camollia fought with the Terzo di 
Città on such wise that the the Terzo di Città was driven back 
even to the Chiasso delle Mora. And there did they receive 
succor from the Casato, and from the Piazza Manetti, and of 
Casa Scotti and of the Forteguerri [note the involvement of 
the casati or nobles here]. They began to cast stones, and 
afterward they fought hand to hand with great assault of 
battle. And thither came well nigh all of Siena; either to join 
the fray or to interpose to separate the combatants…it befell 
that there were slain ten gentlemen, besides many of the baser 
sort; and many were wounded….and in good sooth, if Misser 
Pino, the Potestà, had not forced his way into the melee with 
his folk and compelled those men to lay down their arms, 
there would have been a greater slaughter…And it was 
perilous; and it seemed the state itself was endangered.571 
 
The pugna too appears to have caused violence against the government, with an anonymous 
chronicle reporting a major disturbance in 1318 (italics mine):  
company to company, they fought so fiercely that on no wise, 
might either side obtain any advantage…Then they began to 
throw stones, and many heads were broken…Now, when he 
saw this, Otaviano della Branca da Gobio, the Potestà, and 
likewise the Signori Nove, commanded that every man 
should go to his own house or suffer such penalties as they 
should ordain. But their proclamation availed nothing 
…Whereupon, the Potestà, fearing lest the City should rise in 
tumult, came forth with his attendants and strove to part the 
combatants…but they obeyed him not. Also they began to 
cast stones at him, so that the heads of some of his 
household were broken.572 
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Cecchini actually characterized the lower-class games as “at times… nothing more than an 
excuse to riot against the government.”573 Contemporaries clearly agreed: In 1324 again, 
Agnolo di Tura’s chronicle records another violent pugna, this one around Carnival: 
Those of the Terzo of San Martino with those of Camollia 
numbered 600 each; and there came against them the Terzo 
di Città… the two Terzi cast out the Terzo di Città from the 
Campo; and they commenced to throw stones…Thereafter, 
they armed themselves with shields and helmets and with 
lances and swords and spears…And all the soldiers of the 
Commune came into the Campo, and likewise the Potestà of 
Siena with his attendants. And the Signori Nove made the 
proclamation that the battle should cease; but so great was 
the uproar that they took nothing thereby, nor could they 
separate the combatants. The Capitano della Guerra with his 
folk and the Potestà of Siena thrust themselves between those 
that fought, but nothing they could do could stop the 
conflict. There were slain certain horses of the soldiers, and 
thereafter died one of the soldiers also…And the battle even 
increased…Wherefore the Bishop of Siena, with the priests 
and friars of all the orders in Siena, came into the Campo in 
procession bearing the cross before them…And so the battle 
ceased.574 
 
Even if ultimately quelled, such incidents would have been an embarrassment for the 
government, but particularly detrimental during the Assumption festival, as it was the official 
state holiday. The attempted regulation of the games, and the fact that they could take the 
government as a target, tells us something important about these festivals, that they were in 
fact understood as rituals by which the government and/or the city elite exerted control. 
Indeed, the ritual could be consciously co-opted to explicitly political ends: after the fall of 
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the Ghibellines cleared the way for a new government, Siena’s Guelf exiles chose the Feast 
of the Assumption as the day to return to the city in 1270.575 
Scholars of the Sienese Due- and Trecento usually characterize the Assumption 
festivities as a unifying event: almost everyone in the city apparently participated, and all of 
them were in some sense joined and equalized by honoring and presenting themselves 
before the same “authority” of the Virgin in her “house.” The procession may have been an 
activity undertaken as a community, but rather than level the playing field, it displayed social 
stratification and individuals’ financial and political status.576 It carefully depicted and indeed 
reinforced social distinctions through the values of candles each class of citizen was 
supposed to present, the public mode of presentation, the location of the individual within 
groups, the location of the various groups at the head or tail of the procession, and of course 
by the special marking of members of the government through clothing, banners, 
candleholders, etc. This social marking of the processions would have activated the political 
implications of Duccio’s high altarpiece.577 
One of the most unusual and indeed most important functions of the Assumption 
festivities must have been the very rare opportunity to witness the state itself. The highest 
magistracies were cloistered during their tenure, and were not even allowed to eat with 
citizens.578 While some functionaries of the government would normally have been 
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accessible, for example in the courts, many were not seen even by their families once they 
were performing official duties. The procession, headed by the government and its subjects, 
allowed the Sienese state to be embodied and symbolized. As political scientist Michael 
Walzer famously wrote in 1967, “The state is invisible, it must be personified before it can 
be seen, symbolized before it can be loved.”579 The Feast of the Assumption, therefore, was 
truly a means by which the city—its governance, citizens, and states—could be made 
manifest to itself. Or more particularly, by which the power structure of the Sienese state 
could be made manifest.  
 The power structure of the procession is made clear by who was visible to whom 
and who was witness to what, with the state itself as the primary viewer. If all adults took 
part in the procession and candle tribute, it is hard to understand who may have witnessed 
the entire procession proper. Children perhaps would have been able to, but the Sienese 
seem to have been mainly participants rather than spectators. The further back one was in 
the procession, the more one might have been able to see as the parade wound around the 
sinuous and hilly city streets; probably more importantly, the further back one was in the 
procession, the more one would have seen of the accumulation of candles at the Cathedral. 
The accretion of candles would have physically quantified the citizenry of Siena and 
presented a memorial embodiment of the procession itself.580  
 The citizens of Siena therefore, as opposed to the representatives of the contrada and 
masse, witnessed the greatest display of power in that they saw the largest pile of candles. 
They also would have witnessed the greatest subsuming of individual power into the 
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commune: their candles would have been one among many thousands. It would be 
fascinating to know which contrada was last in line. Only those at the head of the 
procession—that is, the government, and probably the bishop and Cathedral canons—
would have had the opportunity to witness the entire ritual of the offering of the candles. Thus 
this communal display was fundamentally a display to the government, which, combined 
with the heavily regulated nature of the Festival and the legal penalties inflicted upon 
dissenters, created a ritual of obedience, of submission to power.  
 Finally, we must not lose sight of the significant financial effects of the festival. As 
Carlo Falletti-Fossati recognized in the late 19th century, the forced donation of wax to the 
cathedral seems like a tax whose benficiary is the Church.581 However, the wax was in fact 
claimed by the Opera del Duomo, a civic organ, whose members were appointed by the 
government, which was clearly politicized, and which was responsible for the physcial 
upkeep and development of the entire city.582 Some of the candles offered were used in the 
Cathedral throughout the year, but ultimately most of the wax was turned into cash. By the 
late Duecento, the Assumption “donations” provided the primary means of financing the 
Opera, with additional income coming from the Cathedral’s real estate holdings and 
individual bequests.583 By the 1330s, whence more specific records survive, the wax donation 
provided between 40 and 80 percent of the Opera’s annual funding.584 
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The Opera del Duomo became bureaucratized during the era of Ghibelline rule in the 
mid-Duecento.585 Their funding however was somewhat chaotic, with loans being constantly 
taken from canons and their families, even as the commune’s direct funding of the Opera 
grew.586 As Andrea Giorgi and Stefano Moscadelli note in their monumental and sensitive 
history of the Opera, it should come as no surprise that the government began to exert 
control just as it provided the highest level of direct financing to the Duomo.587 It is, also 
unsurprisingly, the period in which the east end of the Cathedral was finished, and a period 
in which the rate of construction seems to have been quite rapid.588   
Indeed, the operaio during the Ghibelline regime—who managed to hold onto his 
position even after the shift to the Guelf government in 1270—was deeply tied to the 
Ghibelline power structure: he was repeatedly called in to negotiate with Ghibellines on 
behalf of the Guelf government.589 While art historians, who stress the city’s frequent use of 
monks from San Galgano as operaio, usually characterize the position of operaio as 
determinedly a-political, Giorgi and Moscadelli rightly point out that even hiring monks 
from San Galgano was political, because San Galgano was a powerful institution.590 Rich and 
reputable, it sat on the edge of the city’s southwestern boundary, the very frontier of state 
control. Another way in which the operaio was politicized was through funding: the 
government could raise or dock the operaio’s pay. The (now Guelf) statues of 1274 even 
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stipulated that the commune’s offering of candles was to go directly to the operaio himself, 
probably a prime opportunity for skimming civic revenues.591  
Even as the government increased its financing to the Opera, providing the equivalent 
of around 3,000 days’ labor around 1250 to 10,000 by 1263-1264, nonetheless the Opera also 
became inreasingly indebted.592 Private loans were granted: the Opera offered the extreme 
security of an almost perfectly-guaranteed revenue stream because of the Feast of the 
Assumption.593 However, the increase in private loans used as bridge financing must also 
have opened the Opera to greater de facto control by the most solvent members of the 
community, and by the end of the 1270s, during the shift to a Guelf government, loans were 
no longer used, with the next one offered only in 1320.594  
It was in the Guelf era and particularly under the Nine that the Opera’s financing was 
regularized and streamlined. The Commune still offered a direct payment to the Opera, but 
the offerings of candles also grew.595 The pre-Nine, Guelf government reforms of the Opera 
system in the 1270s were based on the sale of wax from the Assumption feast and stabilized 
the Opera’s finances substantially.596 Concomintantly, the government also regularized the 
offerings, forming clear and strict guidelines for their value and manner of offering. Further 
reforms in 1287, the first statutes regarding the Feast of the Assumption under the 
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government of the Nine, were aimed at enforcing attendance.597 The Nine also enacted 
stricter control on the appointment of the operaio, who increasingly came to be appointed 
directly by the Nine themselves, as well as the operaio’s staff.598 In 1296 (notably just as the 
Palazzo Pubblico project was begun), the appointment of the operaio by the Nine and the 
consuls of the Mercanzia was enshrined in law.599 The Nine even directly regulated the 
workshop of the operaio.600 
 The post-1270 Guelf government first sought to fund the Opera through 
incremental revenue from Siena’s subject territories rather than from the city proper. The 
1274 and 1287 statues increased the financial burden of the Feast on the masse. But in the 
late Duecento and first decades of the Trecento—the moment in which Duccio’s Maestà was 
made and of course funded—the government instead increased the offerings of the signoria 
or the city’s direct government, and of the commune.601 Duccio’s high altarpiece, suggesting 
the city as donor, therefore approached the financial reality of the taxation structure. Citizens 
were being taxed more heavily, but the tax was directly paid for the upkeep and 
beautification of the city fabric. In the 1330-1331 reforms, which would provide the financial 
backdrop to the patronal altarpieces, the relative taxation of the contado and masse was again 
increased.602 
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 In fact, it is clear from the very instigation of the Guelf-dominated government in 
1270 that they sought to reform the financing of the Cathedral, primarily through amplifying 
the Feast of the Assumption and minimizing direct payment to the Opera. Thus the Guelf 
government deflected both money and attention away from themselves, while regulating 
both Duomo and Opera more and more closely, promulgating a direct tax that would not 
technically pass through the central government’s own hands, but rather was “donated” (on 
point of law) directly by the people to the Cathedral through the Virgin. If this distinction 
seems nugatory, consider that it is a political gambit used to this day: see for example the 
new US healthcare laws, which require (on point of a fine) every citizen to purchase health 
insurance. The new health insurance law is effectively a tax, but does not pass through the 
government’s hands. This decreases the ability of the government to control either the 
policies or the disbursement of the revenue. 
The Virgin was thus a figure of displacement, a means for the state to shield itself from 
visibility while nonetheless reinforcing its own power and control. Falletti-Fossati recognized 
this crucial political dimension of the festival, comparing the city’s paying of census tribute 
to the emperor to the populace’s paying of (wax) tribute to the Virgin: “Now, while the town 
held the Emperor as lord, from a very early period the people recognized the Virgin directly 
as their lord. And therefore the town, paying the census, gave tribute to the Empire; the People, 
with the offering of candles, paid homage to the Patron of the city.”603  
Indeed, it is surprising that so many art historians have accepted the Assumption 
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procession at face value as a vision of civic harmony, for the study of ritual as means to 
develop, expand, and enforce political power was taken up strongly by historians in the 
1970s and 80s, with Richard Trexler and Edward Muir at the forefront.604 They followed key 
anthropologists, notably Arnold Van Gennep, Clifford Geertz, and Victor Turner.605 Siena’s 
Feast of the Assumption, however, deviates from the most robust explanations of ritual 
process—those of van Gennep and Turner.606 Van Gennep and Turner characterized ritual 
through rites de passage, as a process by which individuals are “removed” from the everyday, 
“stripped” of social markers to allow for “transcendence” from the normal order, and finally 
integrated into a subsuming “communitas.”607 
But in Siena, the Feast of the Assumption clearly and insistently codified, rather than 
masked, social order. The Feast of the Assumption might be ultimately characterized 
according to Émile Durkheim’s concept of “solidarity,” which rests upon the marking of 
“in” and “out” groups.608 In such a formulation, the community fostered was that of 
economic class and neighborhood. But if the Feast could not truly reach communitas, perhaps 
its eventually twinned ritual of the Palio did. Here, citizens were part of a relatively 
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undifferentiated crowd, participating as witnesses and celebrants. 
But what was the ultimate purpose of the Assumption ritual? As Muir writes, “Political 
ritual or ritualized politics tends to camouflage tensions, especially by representing more 
political harmony than may actually exist.”609 And as Geertz argues, the repeated ritual 
performance of the state—resembling not reality but simply previous ritual enactments—
was a means by which the state was postulated to be “above” and “more than” an individual 
or faction, a transcendent, timeless, inescapable system.610 Muir recognized the displacement 
value of such rituals, especially when made festive with music, dance, theater, etc, which 
render “coercion less evident, submission more palatable, and the banality of power more 
glorious.”611 Rituals accomplish this in part by deflecting attention away from the state, 
instead “framing some objects more prominently than others, focusing attention on certain 
objects, and enhancing some characteristics of a person and suppressing others.”612 Siena 
framed the Virgin and the Assumption holiday as truths that transcended politics and 
economics, when of course the holiday both enforced and furthered the very divisions it 
sought to mask. 
Political ritual, writes political scientist David Kertzer, allows us to believe that “the 
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order we see is not of our (cultural) making, but rather an order that belongs to the external 
world itself.”613 It accomplishes this flight into reality paradoxically, as, Kertzer notes, 
although ritual appears obviously constructed, “it discourages critical thinking. As a form of 
formalized communication, it presents us with a well-defined course of action.”614 Ritual 
then, gives us our place in our world—indeed, a literal, a physical place. And in medieval 
Siena, that place was with your family, your neighbors, behind your state and its affiliated 
Church, all under the fictitious leader, the Virgin. 
It is therefore entirely possible that the commissioning of Duccio’s high altarpiece was 
one among other means of enforcing the control of the state, both by amplifying its 
magnificence and by displacing perceptions of power onto a fictive figure. Clearly it was part 
of the government’s attempt to increase the splendor of the Feast of the Assumption, which 
seems to have been a priority for the Nine in the first decade of the Trecento. The issue of 
the political circumstances surrounding the commissioning of the high altarpiece will be 
considered next. 
The Politics and Economics of Duccio’s Maestà 
Just as the Maestà formally seems to arise out of thin air, so does the very fact of its 
commissioning. There is no obvious reason why the Maestà was commissioned when it was. 
It was not, apparently, connected to architectural changes, but was made during a rare lull in 
Cathedral construction and reconstruction. There was no religious or secular outside event, 
like a major change to the liturgy or a victory on par with Montaperti, which necessitated or 
                                                 









inspired it. It cannot be a case of direct copying or specific one-upsmanship, because no 
other church in no other city had anything like it. However, several important internal 
political events cluster around the date of Duccio’s new high altarpiece, which suggest a 
turning of old alliances and a new political order, probably spurred by two bouts of severe 
destabilization from magnate feuds, and which play out around the Opera and the Feast of 
the Assumption, in particular. The notably elaborate Trial sequence on the back of the 
altarpiece may have responded directly to these new alignments. 
 In 1305, a major feud between two of the most powerful magnate families, the 
Tolomei and Malavolti, threatened the stability of the entire city. Though a treaty was 
compacted between the two—with the intervention of the government—in 1306, in 1307, 
the Malavolti bishop died, threatening to undo the tenuous peace. Unusually, the 
government involved itself in the election of the new bishop, at the request of the Cathedral 
canons, and a non-Malavolti bishop was elected for the first time in decades. In the spring of 
1308, the government undertook a major reform of the Opera and its funding. In August 
1308, the new high altarpiece was commissioned. In 1309, another major feud, this time 
between the Salimbeni and Piccolomini, both broke out and was concluded. In 1309, the 
government enacted laws designed to enforce participation in the Assumption rituals and in 
1309, the main body of civic law was, for the first time, partially translated into the vulgate, 
first appearing in 1310. In early 1310, there was a funding crisis in the Cathedral and Opera. 
In the same year, the Palio that had come to be run on the Assumption was absorbed by the 
government into the official holiday, and was therefore newly regulated by the government. 
1310 also saw another especially bad feud, this time between the Salimbeni and the Tolomei, 
which forced the city to call out militias; worse, the entire group of magnates seems to have 






order may have been supported by civic commissions and the magnification of the city’s 
most important holiday.  
Socio-Political Groups and Political Factions in Trecento Siena 
Before embarking on a sustained discussion of the social, political, and economic 
circumstances surrounding the commissioning and use of Duccio’s high altarpiece, it is 
necessary to understand what the major socio-economic divisions were and how their 
affiliations and alliances had shifted over the past century or so. 
 Throughout the entire period under discussion here, Siena’s political landscape could 
be generally reduced to three main groups, who would ally with and against each other to 
form governments. The first group was the popoli minuti, made up by what we might call the 
blue-collar workers and the urban poor. The next group was the popoli grassi and the mezza 
gente, which were professional classes, comfortable-to-prosperous upper-middle class 
families. The popoli grassi were usually smaller-scale financiers and merchants, while the mezza 
gente might include spicers, goldsmiths, and retailers.615 Their most important organization 
was their professional association, the chamber of commerce-like Mercanzia.616 Finally there 
were the exceptionally rich casati, the magnates, stemming from around three dozen families, 
but truly controlled by a small handful, foremost among which in the relevant period were 
the Bonsignori, Gallerani, Malavolti, Tolomei, Salimbeni, and Urgugieri. It is impossible to 
overstate the importance of the casati, because the concentration of wealth in their hands was 
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spectacular: by 1320, a full third of all Sienese real estate—both in the city and in the 
contado—was owned by 2% of the families in Siena. Together, the Gallerani, Malavolti, 
Tolomei, and Salimbeni controlled 20% of the commune’s real estate.617 
 The groups’ relative powers were also related to the larger evolution of government, 
which moved from nobles to bishop to commune (from perhaps the 10th to the 12th 
centuries) and then from commune to signory (from the mid-Duecento into the Trecento): 
The period treated here is one in which power was slowly but systematically concentrated at 
the top of the governmental structure. The socio-political groups coalesced around 
economic interests, as would be seen in their relative positions on taxation and regulations 
concerning various industries: for example, the butchers or carnaioli, an important profession 
in Siena because the city was a major exporter of beef, always faced legislation limiting where 
they could set up shops and abattoirs; they also had a long association with the casati, who 
tended to defend and promote the butcher’s access to markets and their general position 
within the town.618 
 In terms of taxation, a major method of control was in the appointing of tax 
assessors. During the early Duecento popular government that led the city in the run-up to 
Montaperti, for example, tax assessors culled from the popolo were added to the rolls as the 
councils asserted that the rich had not been taxed on their net worth, as had the poorer 
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classes (whose property would also have been much easier to identify).619 The assessors were 
directed to, in the words of the statues, “aim to the best of their ability at equality for all.”620 
 Indeed, the popolo is probably the most important group to trace, as they were 
certainly the largest group, but also the least visible because the least economically 
empowered. In the late 1230s, the popolo constituted a popular government, that of the 
Twenty Four Priors.621 In this period, the popolo should probably be considered to include 
what would later be termed the popolo minuto and the mezza gente. By 1253, the government 
instituted the position of the Capitano del Popolo, a single representative for the group. The 
position would come and go throughout the years, and its responsibilities and prerogatives 
would change. The popolo waged a major constitutional battle in the years immediately 
preceding Montaperti (1255-57) and they were largely successful, gaining a much greater 
share of governmental representation. But their power would peak in the early 1260s, during 
the Salvani regime, and by 1271 the office of the Capitano del Popolo had not been 
renewed.622 As Waley writes, although the captaincy was “revived briefly in 1278-79 and 
more lastingly in 1289, it never regained its former authority.”623  
 The casati were the truly rich, members of a handful of large clans that had made 
early fortunes in merchant banking. The casati controlled entire areas of the city, the nucleus 
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of which was the clan castellare, a compound that would include a fortified residence, towers, 
houses, apartment blocks, shops, and storage facilities.624 Some included inns, suggesting that 
the casati may have been particularly aligned with the travel industry.625 The castellari were 
used as centers for offense and as a defensible redoubt during painfully frequent urban 
battles; the history of these compounds, as historian Edward English writes, “show the 
weakness of urban public order and the struggle for security and sovereignty between the 
commune and its richest citizens, on whose consent the survival of the policies of the 
government often rested.”626 The casati’s large households also included what amounted to 
miniature private armies. The casati tended to ally with the lower classes, and were invariably 
the organizing power behind revolts against the government.627 Not only did the upper 
magnates have the means to fund insurrections, they had long-term training in weaponry and 
fighting and existed in a more bellicose subculture of Sienese society, given as they were to 
feuds of honor—which often were fought over issues concerning access to women (and 
their legally-sheltered dowries) for marriage.628  
 The casati would be removed from the highest body government in 1277, apparently 
usurped by the smaller merchants and financiers beginning in 1270.629 Nonetheless, the 
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political rise of the popoli grassi and mezza gente was beholden to the casati, who were crucially 
involved in communal financing. Moreover, the wealthiest magnates were only excluded 
from the highest magistracy in the post-1270 government; but they nonetheless continued to 
occupy many positions of substantial power. 
 Finally, it is important to note that the bishop and canons were historically separate, 
and not necessarily aligned, political factions. In the early medieval period, bishops were 
foreigners elected to the position from outside the canons’ ranks, and as such, canons 
claimed a kind of patriotic role for themselves. The Pisan canons, for example, styled 
themselves “rectors and custodians” of their Cathedral in 975.630 But by the 12th century, as 
music historian Benjamin Brand noted, “the distinction abated,” as canons came to elect the 
bishop themselves, yielding “prelates who had obtained their positions via their service to 
their cathedral rather than their ties to the emperor.”631 By the period in question here, the 
chapters had also experienced a wave of privatization, with canons being paid directly for 
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services, patrons endowing positions, and the canons outsourcing many duties to salaried 
chaplains.632 Chaplains also ran Siena Cathedral’s school.633 
 In Siena, our first record of these groups as distinct entities comes from a document 
drawn up in 1190, the result of a negotiation settling a dispute between a recently installed 
bishop and the Cathedral’s canons over income, largely that of the three major altars, 
dedicated the Virgin Assumptive, St. Savinus, and St. Ansanus.634 The bishop claimed sole 
possession of the candles donated to the high altar on the Feast of the Assumption (a 
privilege later crucially granted to the Opera). He agreed to split the income from the high 
altar and the altar of St. Savinus, which was probably located near the high altar in the choir 
of the Cathedral, with the canons. But the income of the altar of St. Ansanus was to be 
divided three ways, among the bishop, canons, and the Opera. St. Ansanus’s relics were 
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Capitula Nova are additions dating from 1367: 70-79 in ibid. See D'Accone, The Civic Muse: Music and Musicians in 
Siena during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, 28. 
 
633 The Cathedral school provided education appropriate for aspiring clergy and also trained professional 
musicians who did not take orders. The Cathedral would have provided probably the only stage for what would 
have been high classical music in Siena; the use and importance of music is only beginning to be studied by art 
historians. For a discussion and documentary sources of Siena’s school see: The Civic Muse: Music and Musicians in 
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Relic Cults and their Liturgies in Medieval Tuscany. 
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moved to Siena in the 8th century after a serious dispute with the Bishop of Arezzo; the 
saint’s translation account stressed the laity’s responsibility for acquiring the relics, failing 
even to mention the final resting-place of the relics in the Cathedral. The text is decidedly, 
resolutely focused on the cult’s popular nature.635 Brand emphasized the distinction made in 
the 1190 document among the rights of different groups over different altars, pointing out 
that the Opera, a lay power, “staked claim to the newest and most popular cult of the 
cathedral.”636  
 The fact that different altars paid different groups different amounts, and the fact 
that income from different feasts also could be divided differently among these groups, 
means that there were necessarily economic interest groups underlying devotional practices 
and trends. In Lucca, for example, the income from the Feast of the Volto Santo was 
claimed entirely by the Opera, though on other major feasts the Opera was obliged to split 
the proceeds with the canons.637 The Sienese Opera in 1190 would have been incentivized to 
promote the cult of St. Ansanus, while both clergy and bishop would be incentivized to 
diminish it and promote, for example, the Feast of the Assumption, in its stead. 
 The canons, a small group numbering just around a dozen, held lifetime 
appointments and were largely culled from the city’s aristocracy.638 Some canons hailed from 
towns under Siena’s sphere of influence, and occasionally from cities outside Sienese 
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dominion.639 The canons (theoretically) lived communally, in the still-extant black and white 
marble faced palace on the north side of the Piazza del Duomo.640 By the late medieval 
period, they were administered by a provost and archdeacon, rather than the bishop; it is 
likely that this was true by the 12th century, given the 1190 document.641 Canons enjoyed 
several sources of income.642 Most importantly, they shared in the income from the 
Cathedral’s possessions through their individual prebends.643 Along with chaplains and 
clerks, canons were also paid for services in which they participated.644 Important feasts 
payed double, but required more work, as longer and more difficult music was sung on feast 
days.645 Donations and benefices might augment the income. The priests were all responsible 
for their own tithes, though they were exempted from civic taxation.646 In the period in 
question here, the lay-controlled Opera del Duomo was responsible for paying all the salaries 
of church officials and provided their substantial candles for the Feast of the Assumption 
celebration.647 
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The Malavolti-Tolomei Feud: Reforming the Bishopric and the Opera  
The great magnate clans could be a destabilizing social group: on the whole rich, educated, 
and powerful, many members of the magnate families were active in governance, serving on 
important committees and in key offices like the Biccherna even though they were excluded 
from the highest body of governance, the Nine. Any violent dispute among the magnates 
not only threatened the civic peace, but could spill over and imperil the government itself, as 
the magnates were historically interested in gaining more political power—exactly what 
happened in the 1355 revolution that finally felled the Nine.648  
 In 1305, the Malavolti and Tolomei began a feud that seems to have been one of the 
worst in Sienese history, as it was included in the Chronicles, which are generally limited to 
recording the tenure of the highest government officials and the basic chronology of wars. 
The chronicler who recorded the Malavolti-Tolomei feud characterized it as a “daily uproar” 
that proved “a menace to the peace of all Tuscany.”649 The government clearly seriously 
believed the feud could spark a larger uprising, for it was granted special military powers to 
respond to the situation. It ordered “a thousand men from each terzo … to be prepared for 
violence.” That number might have comprised nearly a tenth of the city’s entire 
population.650 A peace between the two clans was finally brokered by the government in 
1306.   
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 However, in 1307 the Bishop, a Malavolti, died; from 1282 the Malavoltis had 
controlled the bishopric and the single most common surname for a Cathedral canon was 
Malavolti.651 Set against the extreme unrest of the previous year and a half, the death of the 
Malavolti Bishop created an especially sensitive situation. Deliberations show that the 
government feared violence and the breakdown of property rights, as did the canons, who 
actually asked for the government’s help with the election of a new bishop, which was 
normally and legally entirely under their own purview.652 The city took the markedly unusual 
step of involving itself, a decision that in and of itself would have been political: at one 
meeting, of the three men who gave speeches in favor of the commune becoming involved, 
one was a Tolomei, Mino di Simone.653 
In the end, the Sienese government and canons broke with a long tradition and did 
not elect a Malavolti to the bishopric but the Dominican Ruggiero da Casole, who would be 
the only non-Malavolti bishop to serve Siena for 88 years. Dominicans were inextricably 
linked to the Sienese government: During the Duecento, the city’s seal was kept at San 
Domenico, as was the main communal archive.654 Communal funds were stored at San 
Domenico during the construction of the Palazzo Pubblico (beginning just before the turn 
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of the 14th century) and during subsequent expansions. Dominicans served as official Sienese 
ambassadors on several occasions in the Trecento, and even aided tax collection. While 
records were kept at other religious institutions as well, especially before the construction of 
the Palazzo Pubblico, none were involved in government in quite the same way. Dominicans 
were especially high educated, which may have made them invaluable bureaucratic partners 
especially before the Trecento, when educational opportunities were more restricted. 
Dominicans also seem to have been most active in the establishment of confraternities in 
Siena.655 
Though the election of the new bishop was obviously political, its meaning is 
unclear. Were the Malavoltis sacrificing personal interests for public good? Were the 
Tolomei effectively ascendant in local politics?656 Was Ruggiero a compromise candidate that 
neither clan actively desired but both could support? It seems likely that Ruggiero was in 
some way positively associated with the Malavolti, for the Malavolti were the major patrons 
of the Dominicans in Siena; San Dominico was built on Malavolti-provided land in 1226.657 
 Duccio’s Maestà was commissioned under Ruggiero in 1308, soon after his election 
in 1307, and certain aspects of its iconography may have been influenced by or understood 
through the lens of these social issues. As we have seen, the Nine was expert at deploying 
Marian propaganda, of which the Cathedral’s high altarpiece is a prime example. The 
imagery on the front of the Maestà has been read by contemporary scholars as a statement of 
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peace and unity, possibly because the government itself was so insistent upon these values. 
However, it was insistent because Siena was neither peaceful nor unified. 
It has been suggested that Bishop Ruggiero may have been influential in artistic 
production and construction: the now-lost Cathedral mosaics were begun during his tenure, 
in the same year that the Maestà was commissioned.658 In addition, Dominicans were the 
great patrons of Marian imagery and were among her most strident promoters.659 Ruggiero 
probably did not have any fiscal discretion, however, so his power over the high altarpiece 
may have been very limited. Though the commissioning of the altarpiece and the mosaics 
under Ruggiero might be correlative or a true coincidence, the state’s munificence to the 
Dominicans during Ruggiero’s tenure seems more suggestive. In 1309, the government 
granted an enormous amount of building materials to Ruggiero’s former community in order 
to rebuild their church.660 It would be over twenty years before another order in Siena 
received such benefits from the state.  
Just a few months after Ruggiero took up his bishopric in 1307, endemic abuses of 
the Opera system and its operations were apparently uncovered.661 In April of 1308, less 
than six months before Duccio was commissioned to make a new high altarpiece, the 
Consiglio Generale made a lengthy set of resolutions suggesting anything from outright 
corruption to extraordinary negligence in the running of the Cathedral’s construction 
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office.662 Giorgi and Moscadelli relate it to the inquiries made as the government explored 
whether to pursue the rebuilding of the baptistery or the amplification of the Duomo.663 The 
new, corrective legislation included rather amusing directives, one of which was to prohibit 
the operaio from distributing wine to the workers. That particular resolution was soon 
undone: in late December 1309, the Opera successfully petitioned the government to 
reinstate the wine provision, arguing that the workers were spending so much time going 
back and forth to pubs or their houses that it significantly affected the time available for 
them to work!  
 The other regulations were: the Opera’s advisors and the operaio must come together 
every week or two weeks to discuss work, and the operaio must not begin any new work 
without the consent of not only the advisory committee but also the master of the works 
and at least six of the most capable stone masons. At least a majority vote was required. The 
Opera had to lay away as security 1000 lire, to be deposited with the executors of the tax 
office of the commune, and must continue to do so every year so that there would always be 
enough money for construction projects. The operaio could only use the money with the 
agreement of the majority of his committee of advisors.  
 The operaio was also instructed to cut costs: he could hire no more than 20 stone 
masons and was required to dock two soldi a day from the pay of any master who worked 
another job, “in order to stop the deception and fraud that these said masters committed 
against the Opera.”664 He was enjoined further to keep precise records for how long workers 
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were off the job to calculate how much to withhold from their wages. The Opera was 
disallowed from loaning any master or mason more than 20 soldi. The masters weren’t the 
only ones accused of graft: At no time, said the council, even on the feast day of the 
Madonna, was the operaio allowed to invite anyone to eat, and he must not keep any horses at 
the expense of the commune. He must not harbor any dependents in the Opera house or 
care for them at the expense of the office. 
Other provisions impute both fraud and neglect: the operaio was not to let anyone 
who was not part of the construction crew break marble in the city-owned quarries. Again 
“to prevent fraud,” the operaio must have the stone guarded by a trustworthy person. He was 
to “personally” keep watch over the financial affairs of he construction office and was 
explicitly disallowed from delegating this task. Further, the notary of the Opera was only 
allowed to keep the office for 6 months and afterwards could not be reelected for 2 years. 
The operaio was warned against taking on third-party work during his tenure—but if he 
insisted on pursuing his own business on a short-term basis, his wages should be docked. 
Finally, the he was enjoined to maintain a “constant and firm” relationship with the Opera. 
Also in 1308, the canon’s house was renovated, probably a way for the Opera to reach out to 
this powerful constituency, which was formed largely from the ranks of the magnate clans.665  
To a political mind, the resolutions of 1308-1310 regarding the Opera smack of 
regime change. Someone was cleaning house and clearing out old alliances, forcing (or trying 
to force, or making a show of forcing) the Opera to clean up its communal act. But the 
allegations implicit in the Consiglio’s resolutions could of course have been trumped up, too. 
                                                 
 







Did the new bishop, less attached to the Malavolti’s patronage networks, uncover serious 
problems? Or were the resolutions political cover for undoing those old networks? Was the 
Council able to attempt an anti-corruption campaign because breaking the Malavolti 
stranglehold on the bishopric presented a fresh opportunity to rework a system? Was it a 
way to undermine or punish the new bishop or his supporters? Without more detailed 
political records, the real story is impossible to piece together.  
1309 and 1310 were especially active. Also in 1309, the government enforced the 
holiday of the Assumption, decreeing the closure of all shops; in 1310, the city recognized 
the Palio as part of the official festivities at the Feast of the Assumption. Also in 1309-1310, 
parts of the constitutiones were for the first time translated into the vulgate. 666 These latter two 
facts suggest that the government was reaching out to certain constituencies; the former two 
show that the Nine were expanding their purview over the Assumption holiday. The 
incorporation of the Palio into the official holiday may have been a recognition of popular 
interest, but the specifics of the rubrics suggest that it was a new enactment of social control. 
After stating the establishment of the prize, a palio or piece of cloth worth 50 lire, the 
document continues: “And this palio will be run solemnly in the same city of Siena, 
according to the will of the office of the signori Nine it proceeds and at their will it is 
convened. And this palio the camarlengo and the four Provvenditori of the commune of 
Siena will buy at the cost of the same Commune, without any other provision or 
allocation…”667 The government, and nobody else, was now the patron of the aristocratic 
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horse race. The government also now moved into its new headquarters in the Palazzo 
Pubblico in 1310, literally institutionalizing the state and the government in the heart of the 
city, at the same time as the host of new regulations was forced upon the Opera.668 
A Crisis of Communal Funding 
The Opera faced a funding crisis by early March 1310, when Bishop Ruggiero petitioned the 
government to allow him to grant indulgences in order to fund the Cathedral’s various 
artistic projects.669 This revenue stream could allow for the transfer of political influence, 
since the Bishop would know who was buying the indulgence. In addition, the selling of 
indulgences might be partly tied to the Bishop’s effectiveness as a politician, fundraiser, 
theologian, or councilor. 
 In addition, by the early Trecento, Siena’s economy had drastically altered, and 
changed in a way that probably increased the casati’s control over Siena. Several of the city’s 
largest commercial concerns went bankrupt; as there was no established legal system of 
bankruptcy for anything like this scale of default, the failures took years to address.670 The 
delay and inability of the banks to repay creditors permanently damaged the Sienese 
reputation internationally and was one factor that prevented further economic growth. Most 
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detrimental, however, were Florentine companies, which had leapfrogged Sienese merchant 
banks during the Guelf and Ghibelline conflicts by allying with the rich Angevin kingdom. 
By this point, Siena’s oldest markets of the Champagne fairs and Northern European 
kingdoms had dried up and defaulted. Deprived of sources of new revenue abroad, Siena 
concurrently invested more and more in the city itself. Some of this was visible, in the vast 
building projects undertaken during the reign of the Nine. Investment in the urban fabric 
may have itself been understood as a means of pulling revenue into the city through 
increased tourism—an anachronistic but not necessarily inaccurate concept. In a world of 
fewer attractions, Siena was a magnificent destination. The contemporary Sienese economy 
still runs partly on the profits brought in by these very buildings and the images made to 
adorn them. 
But as we have seen, the images increasingly used by the Nine, and their strident 
Marian propaganda, may well have been methods of deflection, attributing governance to an 
unreal ruler and diverting attention away from not only their political, but probably more 
importantly, their financial control and even exploitation of the Sienese state. For much of 
the Trecento casati’s civic investment was invisible; it was also both more lucrative and much 
less risky than other forms of investment abroad.  
Increasingly, the city’s finances depended upon loans—both forced and voluntary—
from its wealthiest citizens. The city increasingly also pawned communal property. In 
pawning, communal property was exchanged for tax farming or other lucrative rights.671 
Pawning reached a peak in the 1320s, when a disastrous war against Henry VII had not only 
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devastated the countryside but substantially weakened Sienese control over its territory.672 
The rate of return on an investment in the case of pawning is basically impossible to 
calculate, since no individual’s records of income from a property he or she had “bought” 
survives. However, we can reconstruct the rate of return that could be made on loans to the 
state. While there was such a thing as a no-interest loan to the commune (usually made 
specifically to the Opera), it was much more common to charge standard rates of interest, 
ranging from 5% to 30%.673  
However, in the case of voluntary loans, the city might even pay double interest, a 
financial scheme wherein the city would record the value of a loan as being twice as high as 
it actually was, and pay interest on the stated value.674 This would have allowed the 
government to appear to pay “normal” rates of interest while actually paying double (instead 
of, for example, simply taking out a larger loan or extending the payment period, etc). While 
the rate of return on a government loan was therefore at least as good as ordinary lending—
and sometimes quite a bit better—what may have made it even more attractive was its 
relative security. Medieval banks tended to fail because a major client, usually a prince, 
defaulted on a series of massive loans, usually after losing a war or conveniently finding a 
higher plane of faith that incidentally precluded rewarding sinning usurers. The problem was 
always the enforceability of any given loan, and the inherently high risks that large lending 
entailed.  
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But lending to the city was almost foolproof. On the one hand, the lenders were 
among the most powerful citizens, and moreover they served in the government. Effectively, 
they could enforce control over their own repayment. Lending to the local government was 
also easier because it did not necessitate long, dangerous, inefficient travel: staying near to 
possessions was also a boon. Moreover—and most importantly—the security of the loans 
was greater because there were highly dependable revenue streams attached to them.675 The 
Opera, for example, could count on a predictable yearly payment on the 15th of August. In 
modern business it is such dependable, recurrent, and predictable payment that generates the 
steadiest returns; by producing cash regularly, these strategies also serve as a fuel to further 
investments.676 In Siena, specific revenues could be earmarked for repayment of particular 
loans, a process which could theoretically be overseen by a lender or his associates and 
friends, and it could also be double-receipted: communal officials would be personally liable 
for loans, as well as the state itself.677   
Moreover, the state could absorb large amounts of capital. The loss of markets like 
the Champagne fairs and the Northern European principalities represented the loss of large 
investment opportunities for the biggest lenders. Holders of great fortunes would have a 
hard time deploying enough capital to constitute real investments without large borrowers—
it would be inefficient and ineffective, for example, to deploy $100m in today’s money with 
1000 loans of $100,000; a holder of $100m who wants to invest it is more likely to want to 
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make 10 investments of $10m. But the state—like a prince—might need very large amounts 
of money. In short, lending to the state was good business; but it also must have driven 
spending, as it would have been in the interest of the ultra-wealthy to see expenditures high 
enough that loans would be required.  
And so we reach another, entirely practical possible reason for the commissioning of 
the great high altarpiece: spending money on the city not only could bring in new revenue, 
but the very financing of art and particularly architecture could generate income for the 
richest of Siena’s citizens. That income would probably not be direct: the Opera would not 
take out the loans. Rather, it would take money that might be spent on other things, leaving 
a vacuum of funding that could then be filled by loans. 
The commune would not stop spending money on its Cathedral: just four years after 
Duccio’s high altarpiece was installed, a new construction project was begun, one that would 
morph into the extravagant and ultimately doomed project for the Duomo Nuovo. This 
project unified the space of the church, brought the patronal altars together and occasioned 
the commissions for four new altarpieces. Duccio’s Maestà, influenced as we have seen by 
architectural and decorative decisions that created pressures on the almost encyclopedic high 
altarpiece, now became part of that environment and exerted its own pressures as well as 
opened new possibilities for the artists who would make the patronal altarpieces. The later 
Trecento artistic responses to the Cathedral architecture and the new high altarpiece would 
likewise prove groundbreaking, revealing Duccio’s enormous impact upon later artists’ 






Part III: Spatial Solutions in Duccio’s Maestà and Siena’s Patronal Altarpieces 
Duccio’s Maestà responded to particular pressures imposed by the space for which it was 
made, Siena’s civic Cathedral; those pressures were spatial and architectural, as well as 
political and economic. Challenged to channel panel painting into an architectonic work of 
unprecedented complexity, Duccio’s most transformative solutions would themselves be 
spatial innovations. In the second part of this dissertation, we examined how Duccio used 
the juxtaposition of narrative cycles and more iconic imagery to contextualize earlier image 
types and integrate them into the Cathedral context, and also considered the function of the 
high altarpiece and how it fit into the government’s use of the Cathedral and its deployment 
of Marian imagery. 
 In this part, we consider how Duccio (and any others involved in the design) 
responded to the unique exigencies of the commission for the high altarpiece, solving the 
riddle of the altarpiece’s many narrative cycles by keeping figure size more or less constant 
and creating a unified, coherent space. Disruptions in this cohesive spatial logic allowed for 
Duccio to question the efficacy of vision, to spur contemplation, and to interrogate painterly 
means of representation. Finally, the extraordinary patronal altarpieces, which included the 
first narrative altarpiece and the first altarpiece without a gold ground, all made within 40 
years of Duccio’s Maestà, afford us the opportunity to analyze Trecento artists’ responses to 
Duccio’s innovations. The form of the patronal altarpieces supports the argument that the 
most important inventions in the high altarpiece were spatial depictions that allowed for a 
clearer representation of narrative through the depiction of passing time, encouraged and 







 Ultimately, Duccio and his contemporaries discovered how to make what was an 
impediment to the use of narrative in painting, the lack of time presented by painting as a 
medium, into an attribute. Painting’s a-chronism could actually present new opportunities 
for narration through anachrony, an opportunity that must have become apparent when so 
many episodes were pushed so close together that they might be perceived together in the 
Maestà. One must consider that this is exactly why Brunelleschi’s later, Quattrocento system 
of perspective took so long to catch hold: it was one of several competing systems of image 
construction in a period in which artists were exploring the possibilities and limitations of 






Chapter 5: The Composition of Duccio’s Maestà 
Although Duccio’s Maestà is unprecedented as an object, and its existence explained better 
by the dual forces of the civic Cathedral and its socio-political contexts than by the 
altarpiece’s pictorial predecessors, its central, monumental Virgin and Child Enthroned at 
least can be traced to the Duecento Madonnas made for monastic orders and their 
confraternities. The altarpiece’s narrative cycles, on the other hand, are even more 
exceptional, in part because their imagery is so much more rare. In addition, almost all of the 
clearest models for these cycles are found in different media: manuscript miniatures, mosaic, 
and especially in fresco. This encyclopedic conglomeration of narrative cycles on a single 
panel created major compositional questions. One was simply how to apportion the two-
dimensional surface of the work, how much of the picture to give to what narrative or 
episode. The nearness and relative size of each narrative panel—small enough that one can 
be aware of more than one scene at once—may have spurred the development of Duccio’s 
own extraordinary exploration of depicted space and the way in which it can be used to drive 
and enhance narrative. Suddenly, narrative episodes could easily, intuitively speak to each 
other. 
 The particular pressures occasioned by the extraordinary commission and the 
demands of so many narratives being placed together on the same large object created a 
crucible in which Duccio and his collaborators would create a depicted spatiality more 
coherent than those found in prior narrative cycles, and a system that moreover recognized 
the different visual and narrative effects of different modes of spatial construction. As in 
Giotto’s work, settings not only became an integral part of the picture, but in Duccio’s high 






of the most important pieces of evidence for these innovations is actually the works that 
were made after Duccio’s Maestà but for the same Cathedral space, the patronal altarpieces 
by Simoni Martini, the Lorenzetti brothers Pietro and Ambrogio, and Bartolommeo 
Bulgarini. The patronal altarpieces, too, were predicated upon the Cathedral itself, as they 
were only commissioned when patronal altars previously in the crypt were relocated into the 
main body of the Cathedral due to the destruction of the crypt necessitated by the 
construction of the baptistery under the east end of the building. This chapter examines the 
composition and depicted spatiality of Duccio’s Maestà, while the next reaches to the works 
that came after it to gauge contemporary artists’ responses to Duccio’s high altarpiece. 
 Before delving into the work, it is important to note that the Trecento 
documentation does not record the involvement of any other designer than Duccio and his 
workshop or affiliated artists. Since we know that the government could be closely involved 
with the works it was paying for, and since the surviving contracts surrounding the Maestà do 
mention specifics of the work—in particular the small narrative scenes and the attention of 
the master himself—it is possible that the government or certain members of it had some 
say in the design or making of the altarpiece.678 But it is impossible to know for certain. Even 
a contract stipulating a specific subject or layout, written by a government-paid notary, is 
that and nothing more. It does not tell us who invented the ideas recorded, nor who 
persuaded the powers that be to go along with them.  
 In the case of Duccio’s Maestà, not only a immensely complex work physically, but 
also philosophically, ideologically, and theologically, it is reasonable to wonder if there might 
                                                 
678 The primary contract is published and translated into English in Satkowski and Maginnis, Duccio di 
Buoninsegna: The Documents and Early Sources, 69-72, document number 39. Secondary contracts concerning the 
high altarpiece can be found in the same publication, 72-75, documents number 40 and 41. Stakowski also 






have been ecclesiastical involvement. Again, there is no record of any specific consultation. 
Though other works in the same period sometimes required a translation of a saint’s life 
from the Latin for the artist to follow, Duccio’s altarpiece was so complex, and took so long 
to make, that any resources he used or consultations he recieved were probably examined or 
offered over a period of time and went through many iterations.679  
 The two people who might most obviously have served as Duccio’s collaborators or 
advisors were the operaio in 1308, Iacopo Marescotti, and the recently elected Dominican 
Bishop Ruggiero. Marescotti was party to the altarpiece’s contract.680 Middledorf Kosegarten 
and Mulvaney both have suggested that Ruggiero may have been involved in artistic 
decisions, especially since his background as a Dominican may have made him especially 
sensitive to the power of visual propaganda.681 Mulvaney argues the point at greater length 
than any other scholars and believes that the imagery of the Maestà accords with Dominican 
Sienese panels in particular. The involvement of either or both the operaio or the Bishop 
Ruggiero seems entirely plausible but ultimately unknowable. It is also possible, even 
probable, that the artists themselves, those who knew the language of images and symbols 
most intimately, were the work’s primary designers, and also that the design evolved over a 
period of time in an iterative dialogue between master and workers, workshop and 
institution, employees and employers. 
 
                                                 
679 For example Pietro Lorenzetti for his Birth of the Virgin in Siena Cathedral in 1335: See Butzek, "Le pale di 
Sant' Ansano e degli altri Protettori della città nel Duomo di Siena. Una storia documentaria."; Andrea De 
Marchi, "B.1: Pietro Lorenzetti," in Le arti a Siena nel primo Rinascimento: Da Jacopo della Quercia a Donatello 
(Milano: Motta, 2010), 148.  
 
680 Satkowski and Maginnis, Duccio di Buoninsegna: The Documents and Early Sources, 69-72, document number 39.  
 
681 Middeldorf Kosegarten, Sienesische Bildhauer am Duomo Vecchio: Studien zur Skulptur in Siena 1250-1330, 28-33; 








Creating Coherence: Formal Choices and Visual Stability in the Maestà 
The commission of the new high altarpiece presented a number of challenges to Duccio and 
any other designers, not the least of which was the work’s unprecedented size and formal 
complexity. Holding together the enormous front and back faces independently of each 
other, let alone the combined design of the two faces in relation to each other, would have 
tested the designers’ ingenuity. Furthermore, the layout of the Passion narrative de facto 
included a formal puzzle—how to integrate the crucifixion, a normally vertical scene, into a 
series of narrative episodes, which were normally horizontally oriented.  
 The structure of the entire altarpiece, as an independent and coherent object, was 
accomplished by the integration of iconic and narrative imagery and the pairing of strong 
vertical and horizontal axes that are symmetrical on each face: a design that echoes, in fact, 
the architecture of the Cathedral, where strong Gothic verticals are counteracted by 
Romanesque horizontal striping. The composition of the Passion cycle may have been 
accomplished with reference to important models, in particular Old St. Peter’s in Rome; the 
Passion cycle’s composition privileges coherent depicted space over a regularized 
compositional space and therefore privileges a smooth spatio-temporal reading of the 
narrative sequences within the image.682  
 The narrative scenes together temporally define the altarpiece as a single spatial unit, 
rather than an object with two faces, by embedding the iconic central maestà in a coherent 
physical narrative and metaphorical framework. By wrapping a continuous narrative 
                                                 
682 It also echoes striking aspects of the decoration of the lower church of St. Francis in Assisi, though the 







sequence around the object, the narratives move the viewer in a spiral pattern, conjoining the 
two faces of the altarpiece and solidifying the object. The narrative begins on the lower left 
side of the front face with the Annunciation and wraps around the lower left back predella, 
moves up through the Passion cycle and to the coronamento post-Resurrection scenes (Figure 
167-Figure 170). The story then wraps around the panel again to the coronamento on the front 
face, beginning on the upper left side with the Annunciation of the Death of the Virgin and 
ending on the upper right with a now-missing scene, probably the Resurrection of the 
Virgin. 
 The basic layout of the individual faces, front and back, is very similar, and creates 
visual stability by pairing strongly horizontal narrative cycles in the predellas and coronamenti 
with stark vertical axes on both the pinnacle panels and in the central panels—the Virgin on 
the front, and the Crucifix and Garden scenes on the back. These paired horizontal and 
vertical axes act as a visual cross-brace, creating a structure within the work that 
communicates solidity and transforms the superficial picture into a three-dimensional object. 
The objecthood of the altarpiece might have been supported by its placement, which before 
1317 was very high above the floor level of the nave and probably under the dome.  
   Unfortunately, any central pinnacle panels on both faces of Duccio’s Maestà are 
missing. To begin with the front face, most scholars believe that the pinnacle panels showed 
a narrative cycle comprising between one and three scenes of the apotheosis of the Virgin. 
In conjunction with these pinnacle panel or panels, the Death of the Virgin cycle seems to 
be missing a scene, with the original location of the Dormition of the Virgin presenting a 
particular puzzle (Figure 150). 
 Scholars have not agreed on the arrangement of the Death of the Virgin cycle that 






Dormition to the right side of the missing central pinnacle panels, an arrangement that fits 
the narrative sequence of the scene but which also leaves some questions (Figure 180). One, 
if we place the Dormition panel to the right of the central pinnacle and restore the presumed 
missing centimeters on the obviously-reduced right side of the Dormition panel such that it 
matches the size of the other surviving Death of the Virgin panels, Christ stands slightly to 
the left of the central vertical axis of the panel, although the Dormition of the Virgin is 
invariably a centralized scene. More troubling is the position of the Virgin’s body. In the first 
three panels on the top narrative, she faces left. In the last two, she faces right. Given the 
extraordinary thoughtfulness with which the interiors and directionality of the narrative are 
drawn throughout the work, the Virgin facing to the left in a panel located on the right-hand 
side of the Maestà’s recto face is extremely jarring, and there is no clear reason for it.683 
 Stubblebine’s reconstruction, on the other hand, puts the still-extant Dormition of 
the Virgin directly above the main central maestà panel (Figure 180). Stubblebine’s 
reconstruction is based on his sense that Duccio’s work recalls French cathedral portals, 
where such an arrangement is well known.684 As DeWald argued, it is also a common layout 
in French ivories.685 However, the Dormition scene seems too small for the pinnacle panels. 
Stubblebine concludes that the missing centimeters would have been made up for by 
framing elements. But even when we restore the part of the Dormition that is presumed 
missing by adding enough to the right side of the panel to put Christ in the middle of the 
                                                 
683 For these formal reasons, I think that the Dormition must have been on the central vertical axis.  
 
684 Stubblebine, Duccio di Buoninsegna and his School, I: 45-47. Stubblebine also connected two Parisian documents 
concerning a “Duch de Siene” with Duccio.  
 
685 DeWald first made the connection: DeWald, "Observations of Duccio's Maestà," 384, footnote 52. For 








image, the panel is still almost 23 cm too small. And it is hard to imagine what else might 
have been depicted within the scene, since all twelve apostles are preserved in the panel as it 
stands. Architecture is a possibility. Stubblebine’s solution also leaves the question of what 
other scene might occupy the right-most image in the Death of the Virgin cycle. DeWald 
argued that “missing” rightmost scene must have been what he called a “Resurrection of the 
Virgin,” the same scene as the bottom image in the Cathedral’s stained glass oculus.686 We 
might take issue with a the odd notion of a Marian Resurrection as such, but Tronzo showed 
a similar impulse in naming the extremely unusal imagery of the lowest central vertical scene 
of the Cathedral’s stained glass window a “calling forth.”687 DeWald’s decisive evidence is 
Taddeo di Bartolo’s Quattrocento fresco cycle in Siena’s Palazzo Pubblico, which includes 
the same sequence; Taddeo was perhaps the greatest and most prolific interpreter of the 
works in question here, one of the primary artistic voices determining the distinct Sienese 
style of the following century.688 
 DeWald, also noting the Maestà’s affinity with French cathedral portals, thinks that 
there were three pinnacle panels (Figure 177). In ascending order DeWald postulates the 
presence of the extant Dormition, a lost Assumption, and a lost Coronation.689 DeWald’s 
proposed format would exactly mimic the arrangement of the Sienese Duomo’s stained glass 
                                                 
686 DeWald, "Observations of Duccio's Maestà," 383.   
 
687 Tronzo, "Between Icon and the Monumental Decoration of a Church: Notes on Duccio's Maestà and the 
Definition of the Altarpiece," 43-46.  
 
688 Taddeo’s exquisite work remains understudied, probably because he worked in period in which art 
historians’ interest shifts to Florence. Gail Solberg’s dissertation remains the best work on Taddeo: Gail E. 
Solberg, "Taddeo di Bartolo: His Life and Work" (New York University, 1991). See also"Altarpiece Types and 
Regional Adaptations in the Work of Taddeo di Bartolo," in Italian Panel Painting of the Duecento and Trecento, ed. 
Victor Michael Schmidt, Studies n the History of Art (Washington, D.C.; New Haven; London: National 
Gallery of Art; Distributed by Yale University Press, 2002). 
 







window. Stubblebine and White both posit two top pinnacle panels: Stubblebine crowns the 
extant Dormition with a Coronation, while White thought the two pinnacle panels depicted 
an Assumption and a Coronation.690 Stubblebine rejected White’s pinnacle reconstruction 
because Stubblebine knew of only one other contemporary Italian panel painting using this 
layout; however, it is exactly the same arrangement as the two top panels in the Cathedral’s 
stained glass window.691 Gardner von Teuffel also places two panels above the main maestà: 
reading upwards, she places a Coronation and then an Assumption. Norman points out that 
there is an “illogicity in having the Coronation of the Virgin below her Assumption”692 and 
prefers the placement of an Assumption in the central pinnacle panel.693 
 There have been other reconstructions that posit merely one very large pinnacle 
panel; these usually assume a Coronation alone. However, given that the Cathedral is 
dedicated to the Virgin of the Assumption, it is impossible that this extraordinarily grand 
high altarpiece would not have included an Assumption. Many roughly contemporary, and 
very similar Assumptions by Sienese artists survive (for some examples see Figure 242-Figure 
243). It may be the case that all of these Assumptions were inspired by one of the pinnacles 
on the Cathedral’s high altarpiece. 
                                                 
690 White, Duccio: Tuscan Art and the Medieval Workshop, 120. 
 
691 Stubblebine, Duccio di Buoninsegna and his School, I: 46-47. Mulvaney rightly points out the contradiction 
between this conclusion and Stubblebine’s “heralding the Maestà as the first Italian work to display the 
resurrection of the Virgin and the French iconographic schema of the Virgin’s last days, followed by her 
coronation.” Mulvaney, "Duccio's Maestà Narrative Cycles: A Study of Meaning," 146.  
 
692 Norman, Siena and the Virgin: Art and Politics in a Late Medieval City State, 217, ftnt 3. Norman also states that 
Gardner von Teuffel’s solution is also found in Pietro Lorenzetti’s 1320 Arezzo polyptych, but in fact this 
altarpiece has no Coronation, but an Annunciation topped by an Assumption. The illogicity occurs in the 
sequence between the lowest panel, the Madonna and Child, and the Annunciation above it. 
 
693 Norman suggests that the Assumption was topped by a gable showing Christ welcoming the Virgin into 
heaven. Norman provides no reasoning for this latter point, but White also postulated a small top gable 
showing Christ in Majesty: White, Duccio: Tuscan Art and the Medieval Workshop, 80-95, 201-8; Gardner von 







 Finally, one piece of primary textual evidence should be considered, especially as it 
seems to have been routinely passed over by scholars: the testimony of Lorenzo Ghiberti. 
Ghiberti, who was a passionate admirer of Sienese painting and among its earliest recorders, 
wrote that “on the front [of Duccio’s high altarpiece] is shown the Coronation of Our Lady, 
and on the back New Testament scenes.”694  
 The back of the high altarpiece contains a strong vertical axis that cuts through 
almost the entire work, comprising the double-height crucifixion, which, like the two Passion 
scenes directly below it, is also wider than the other Passion scenes. As for the back face’s 
pinnacle panels, they probably comprised the Pentecost, the Ascension of Christ, and a God 
the Father as a crowning panel, as DeWald first suggested. DeWald had concluded that the 
central panel on the front coronamento must have been the Death of the Virgin, as we have 
seen.695 The Death of the Virgin and the Pentecost originally occupied the two sides of the 
same panel, though they are now separated. The surviving panels are both the same size, and 
though both are invariably centralized scenes, with Jesus in the middle and the Virgin in the 
middle, respectively, the surviving panels are each skewed: the Death of the Virgin is missing 
part of its right side, and the Pentecost part of its left.696 Therefore, if there Death of the 
Virgin was the central image on the front coronamento, then the Pentecost must have been the 
central panel in the back coronamento. However, the great attraction in DeWald’s arrangement 
of the back pinnacle panels is that it presents the Trinity: God the Father is set above Christ 
                                                 
694 White, Duccio: Tuscan Art and the Medieval Workshop, 11. Satkowski includes the Ghiberti text: Satkowski and 
Maginnis, Duccio di Buoninsegna: The Documents and Early Sources, IV.1, 125. See also Julius Schlosser, ed. Lorenzo 
Ghiberti's Denkwürdigkeiten (I commentarii) zum ersten male nach der handschrift der Biblioteca nazionale in Florenz 
vollständig (Berlin: J. Bard, 1912), 43. 
 
695 DeWald, "Observations of Duccio's Maestà," 380-383. 
 







ascendant, who is in turn located above the dove of the Pentecost—which itself is above the 
Crucifixion.697 The formal coherence of the arrangement persuades me to support De Wald’s 
reconstruction. 
 DeWald’s reconstruction of the pinnacle panels gives the central vertical axis on the 
back face of the Maestà extraordinary importance. The wider fields of the Passion scenes 
located on the vertical axis, the Crucifixion, Betrayal, Agony, along with their centrality, draw 
the viewer’s attention, relate the Betrayal and Agony closely to the Crucifixion above, and 
instill a strong vertical axis throughout the whole face, which is mirrored by the vertical 
figure of the Virgin on the front. Since Passion cycles were flexible, and since there is no 
single clear order in which Duccio’s Passion cycle was designed to be read, we must 
conclude that the scenes put in the wider fields at the bottom of the Passion—the Betrayal 
and the Agony—were a deliberate and meaningful choice on the part of the designer(s) of 
the high altarpiece. These scenes are also ones in which ambiguous perspective with a great 
deal of gold ground are employed, relating them to the final representations of Christ’s 
death, Resurrection, and Apparitions—the most mysterious, and transcendent, of the panel’s 
scenes.698 The reflective quality of the gold necessarily brings to mind a mirroring, the ability 
of the image to force the viewer into contemplation and comparison.  
 Indeed, the Betrayal and the Agony are probably the most existentially fraught of all 
the Passion scenes, the moments of Christ’s greatest solitude and greatest terror. The central 
vertical axis on the back face therefore makes a fascinating statement on the process of 
transcendence, which unfolds as we move upwards: the most rooted and human moments in 
                                                 
697 Ibid., 385. 
 







Duccio’s Passion center on mental rather than physical anguish. Though it is Duccio’s great 
reputational usurper Giotto who is so well known for his complex psychological statements, 
it is difficult to find any contemporary parallel for Duccio’s subtle exposition of the true 
nature of human suffering.  
The Composition of the Passion Cycle 
The composition of the Passion sequence also created visual coherence by using consistent 
depicted space. Duccio and his possible collaborators effectively solved the Passion 
sequence for figure size: the geometrical puzzle holds the scale of figures, architecture, and 
landscape constant while inserting a strong vertical axis in the extra-wide central column of 
scenes and providing for the vertically-oriented Crucifixion within the horizontal narratives.  
The double-height Crucifixion on the verso of Duccio’s Maestà was not a standard 
format in Passion cycles, but it makes a great deal of formal sense. A Crucifixion within a 
Passion cycle constitutes a formal challenge: the crucifixion is necessarily a primarily vertical 
image, but within the Passion cycle, it forms one narrative moment among many, and 
narrative scenes were almost always made in a horizontally rectangular field. Of course, one 
could place the crucifixion in a horizontal rectangle, but if a given area was divided into more 
or less equally sized narrative fields, the consequence of using a horizontal rectangle to 
contain a primarily vertical image would be to reduce the size of the scene relative to its 
frame, and it would furthermore reduce the absolute size of the figure of Christ. Since both 
the crucifixion scene and the crucified Christ would be among the most important episodes 
and figures in the Passion cycle, this seems an unacceptable option. A second possibility 






panel would disrupt the layout of a narrative cycle that had been designed with standardized 
scene sizes. 
A third option would be to change the format of the crucifixion scene to a vertical 
rectangle, as we see in Duccio’s Maestà. This solution theoretically solves the problem of the 
relative size of Christ. On the other hand, a crucifixion scene in a vertical rectangle creates a 
different problem: integrating a vertical-format field into a sequence of more or less equally 
sized horizontally-formatted fields. An obvious method of combining these shapes would be 
to double or triple the horizontal register–exactly the arrangement we see in Old St. Peter’s 
(Figure 185) and on the back of Duccio’s Maestà.699 A similar solution is found in earlier 
Northern Italian panels that display highly-articulated Passion cycles, but St. Peter’s would 
almost certainly have been a clearer referent for most viewers in Siena.700 
Old St. Peter’s was entirely frescoed along the length of its nave: the left-hand side 
was decorated with images of the New Testament and the right with scenes from the Old 
Testament. The basic arrangement and size of the scenes on each side of the nave were 
similar, with two tiers of narrative images surmounted by windows and images of saints. The 
Crucifixion, however, was depicted in a double-height and double-width field.701 Though 
                                                 
699 Mulvaney also draws this comparison but also rightly notes the many differences between the two cycles. 
Mulvaney, "Duccio's Maestà Narrative Cycles: A Study of Meaning," 165. I had come to the same conclusion 
before reading her work and there are several points where we agree, including the potential for the crucifixion 
on Duccio’s Maestà to refer to Old St. Peter’s, the potential for the crucifixion on Duccio’s Maestà to refer to 
monumental painted and/or crucifixes, and the parallel between Duccio’s Maestà and French cathedral portals. 
I believe the fact that two writers have independently had similar associations might bolster the common 
argument. 
 
700 Generally, these panels have been taken as evidence of the Maestà’s influence on northern Italian painting 
but Seiler took exception to this, correctly calling the northern pictures “witnesses for the reception of 
Byzantine icons in the West.” Seiler, "Duccio's Maestà. The Function of the Scenes from the Life of Christ on 
the Reverse of the Altarpiece: A New Hypothesis," 259. Seiler includes a solid bibliography. 
 
701 The relationship between the narrative sequence and the double-height crucifixion is different in Siena and 
at St. Peter’s: in St. Peter’s, the “Crucifixion interrupts the sequence of the upper register, but not that of the 
lower register.” In Siena, the double-height crucifixion is stacked on top of two other registers of images, and 






nothing remains of the frescoes in Old St. Peter’s, we have some sense of what the building 
looked like primarily from Giacomo Grimaldi’s drawings and explanations of the building 
compiled in 1620. Grimaldi’s drawings of the left-hand side of the nave clearly show a 
double-height and double-width crucifixion scene over a rather elaborate altar.702 More 
evidence about the content and form of the frescoes in Old St. Peter’s can be gleaned from 
surviving image programs that are thought to replicate that of Old St. Peter’s, those of San 
Giovanni a Porta Latina and Sant’Angelo in Formis.703  
 Given the prominence of Old St. Peter’s, it seems possible that the arrangement of 
the Passion scenes on the verso of Duccio’s Maestà may have been intended to echo that of 
Old St. Peter’s. Even if Duccio’s crucifixion was not designed with St. Peter’s in mind, it may 
nonetheless have recalled Old St. Peter’s to visitors who had been to Rome. Or it may 
simply have reused a solution found in other buildings, a case of convergent evolution. 
 Like the Crucifixion, the unusual Entry to Jerusalem is also double-height (Figure 
162) and constitutes one of the most significant breaks in the highly regularized layout of the 
Maestà. The Entry panel is obviously, both in format and content, the literal and figurative 
                                                 
that make up the double-height crucifixion only, then the image links the panel on its upper left with that on its 
lower right. William Tronzo, "The Prestige of Saint Peter's: Observations on the Function of Monumental 
Narrative Cycles in Italy," in Pictorial Narrative in Antiquity and the Middle Ages ed. Herbert L. Kessler and 
Marianna Shreve Simpson, Studies in the History of Art (Washington: National Gallery of Art, 1985), 98.  
 
702 Tronzo argues that the double-height crucifixion here was related to the importation of a Christological 
liturgy to the West from Byzantium in the 7th century and specifically links the image with the Exultation of the 
Cross. This is somewhat interesting given the fact that Siena cathedral also had a liturgical association with the 
Exultation that was also linked with an image. However, the Crucifixion is perhaps the most common image in 
medieval art and we cannot place too much store in the possibility that there was a causative link between the 
worship of the cross at St. Peter’s, perhaps as early as the 7th century, and in Siena in the 13th. Ibid., 100-101.  
 
703 Ibid., 94, his ftnt 6. The frescoes in Old St. Peter’s as recorded by Grimaldi probably dated from at least two 
separate artistic campaigns: the scenes from the Old Testament on the right hand side of the nave were 
completed in the mid-fifth century under Pope Leo the Great. Most scholars date the New Testament cycle to 







entry into the Passion cycle. Emphasizing it provides a clear initial structure to the otherwise 
quite confusing ordering of the Passion sequence. 
 The size and shape of the Entry visually ties it to the Crucifixion scene and brings 
the meanings of the two panels into association. The Entry is of course the moment that 
begins a story whose culmination is the Crucifixion, but its enlargement here also 
emphasizes the Entry’s theme of agency and paradoxical power, as Jesus willingly accepts—
even drives forwards—what is to come. The large Entry strongly casts Jesus as the conscious 
actor of his own drama. The Crucifixion, by association, constitutes another entry, the 
means by which Jesus becomes Christ and by which humans may escape death and achieve 
divine salvation. Formally, the double height Entry also allows for the viewer to visually 
“enter” the Passion sequence through both the lower and the lower middle registers by 
including depictions of Jesus’ path into Jerusalem but also the strange door below him and 
to his right. Examining the Entry leads us into the issue of the space depicted within each 
scene, an aspect of the high altarpiece that was particularly innovative: Duccio used different 
modes of spatial construction to drive the narratives, to draw attention to important 
moments in various scenes, and even more abstractly, as a metaphor for an invitation for 
contemplation of the meaning of the stories shown. 
Depicted Space and Visual Contemplation 
Many scholars have recognized odd formal qualities in the spatiality of the Entry scene, in 
particular the textually unnecessary and visually awkward door on the lower right side of the 
panel (Figure 163). Indeed, Duccio’s Maestà includes several odd doorways, not only the 
indeterminate lower doorway of the Entry scene, but two doorways in the Passion cycle that 






doorways found elsewhere in the altarpiece or the black spaces behind other, marginal 
doorways that serve as visual routes on the front of the altarpiece. Combined with the 
portrayal of physical blindness and vision as a metaphor for spiritual illumination or a lack 
thereof, especially in the unusual scene of the Man Born Blind, Duccio’s use of intentionally 
obscuring doorways uses depicted space—or rather the absence of depicted space—as a 
means to move his narrative beyond the visible. In the words of Gervase Rosser, Duccio’s 
doorways offer a “…distinction between what appears and what exists, of the powers and 
limitations of human sight as a means to grasp divine truth.”704 
 Formally, the door in the Entry to Jerusalem allows the viewer to “enter” the Passion 
cycle on the lower register of the Passion scenes, while the figure of Christ, who is headed 
upwards to the far right-hand side of the Entry scene, allows the viewer to “enter” the 
Passion on the second of the cycle’s four registers. Technical examinations have shown that 
the door in the Entry scene is one of the rather rare areas of significant reworking in the 
high altarpiece: the door was not part of the original composition, which included no lower 
wall and which rather showed the cobblestone road extending from the lower left hand side 
of the panel at a much more acute angle.705 The change in design must have meant that the 
door was not only an afterthought, but probably a conscious solution to a perceived 
problem. As Gavin Wiens writes, “one can assume the reworking…pointed towards an 
increased level of significance for this door.”706 
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 Art historian Mary D. Edwards interpreted the door as a metaphor for the “various 
apertures in the scriptures that lead the Christian to Jesus, to faith, to salvation, and to 
Paradise.”707 Wiens considered it a “devotional catalyst.” The space “behind” the door is not, 
as he rightly notes, a hortus conclusus, because there is no wall behind the one in which the 
door is found. Rather, he says, the doorway “seems to provide an opening for a passageway 
that, through its irresolvability, leads in some way into the fabric of the painting itself, 
somewhere beneath the painted surface.”708 Wiens’ formal reading is bolstered by another 
strange aspect of the Entry, the fact that the door to which he refers is located beneath the 
vertical level on which the figure of Jesus is placed. The lower stone wall in the scene does 
not have a lintel, and therefore appears to be a retaining wall, holding up the road itself; thus 
the door opens not onto the road, but to a path beneath—even underneath—the road.  
 Wiens considers the door one among various ‘points of entry’ for the contemplation 
of the figural dimensions behind Christ’s Passion,” which “urged the spectator to think 
beyond the surface appearance of things.” These cues “appear in the form of disruptions in 
the logic of the field of representation,” and “tend to be represented through the 
manipulation of architectural elements within the scenes.”709 Illogical or unreadable spaces in 
the Passion sequence are not “mistakes,” according to Wiens, but deliberate modifications 
meant to shock the viewer into taking notice of an important gesture, or to invite the viewer 
into deeper intellection and devotion. Wiens argues the space behind the door in the Entry is 
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one of contemplation, a “non-representational place that must always remain slightly hidden 
from view, something that cannot be revealed by corporeal vision except through 
contemplation of what lay hidden behind the visible aspects of the world.”710 Thus Duccio 
states that the figurative meaning of the literal images can only be understood through the 
intellect by using “a purely painterly device that is specifically the artist’s way of interpreting 
a conceptual theology.”711  
 Wiens musters contemporary theories of vision and guides for contemplative 
devotion to show that the concept of using vision as a concrete means to an entirely abstract 
end was current and widespread. In particular, he cites the well-known 1259 text by St. 
Bonaventure, the Journey to the Mind of God, in which Bonaventure writes that “all creatures in 
this visible world lead the spirit of the contemplative and wise man to God…they are 
exemplars…so that through these sensible things that they see they may be transported to 
the intelligible which they do not see, as through signs to that which is signified.”712 The link 
between physical and spiritual vision is drawn directly in the altarpiece through the panel of 
the Man Born Blind on the back predella, as Christoph Wagner demonstrated. Wagner 
described Duccio’s careful use of light and shadow, color and drab, as a metaphor for 
spiritual clarity and obscurity in this panel.713 The Man Born Blind is an arresting image in 
the narrative cycles because it is a continuous narrative, including both the scene of the man 
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being healed by Jesus and the scene in which he employs his new sight to look upon the 
transfigured Jesus in the next panel.  
 Another strange aspect of the Entry scene, the prominent masonry wall behind 
Jesus, uses the metaphor of vision to engage with text and with orality. The wall creates a 
narrative “space” within the panel that evokes the importance and interrelatedness of vision, 
speech, and gesture, setting up a framework for the interpretation of the entire Passion 
sequence. The wall further provides a formal precedent for Simone Martini and Lippo 
Memmi’s revolutionary Cathedral altarpiece of the Annunciation, which places space at the 
center of the main field of a panel painting. In Duccio’s Maestà, the light gray wall behind 
Jesus occupies the geographical and the compositional center of the Entry scene. It creates 
dimensionality by providing a backdrop against which figures are layered, but it also refuses 
to recede into the background, partly because of the masonry lines of the depicted stone of 
the wall. The sharp upwards angle of the wall connects Jesus to the crowd on the right, and 
the masonry lines themselves directly connect Jesus to two individuals within the scene: one 
stretches between Jesus’ mouth and the eyes of a white-bearded man, and beneath that 
another stretches from Jesus’ hand, which is raised in blessing, to the mouth of a younger 
man. The first connection is extremely precise, as the dark pupil of the older man’s right eye 
is exactly at the level of the dark masonry seam, which is broken by Jesus’ halo but which is 
continued—again exactly—by the dark line of Jesus’ mouth. The upper line might be read as 
another indication of the Incarnation, as the older man “sees” Jesus, and specifically the site 
of his speech: the word is made flesh, and visible.  
 In an article comparing motifs of doorways and openings used by both Duccio and 






Passion cycle.714 These are found in the Harrowing of Hell (Figure 161) and in the Road to 
Emmaus, the scene that ends the Passion cycle and leads therefore into the post-
Resurrection scenes (Figure 162). These openings, giving “such limited access to an invisible 
place on its other side,” stand in stark contrast to the carefully-drawn doors elsewhere in the 
altarpiece: in the Infancy and Death of the Virgin cycles on the front face, in much of the 
Passion sequence, and—now emphatically closed—in the Apparitions (Figure 167-Figure 
168).715 
 For Rosser, the non-door non-gateway openings “subvert the visual realism dominant 
hitherto and, by denying narrative closure…prompt the viewer to reflect…on the nature and 
meaning of the epiphany beyond.”716 Even more broadly, Rosser believes that particularly 
through Duccio’s use of spatial depiction, accomplished in large part through the careful 
deployment of depicted architecture, “that the artist was wrestling, and wished the beholder 
in turn to engage, not only with the depicted elements of historical subject matter more or 
less convincingly represented, but in addition with a bigger and much more modern 
question, “the ontological nature of the painting as a material image,” one “whose 
iconographic theme was precisely the transience of material things and the immateriality of 
the eternal.”717 
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Centralized, Oblique, and Ambiguous Perspective 
Another means by which Duccio and his possible collaborators communicated meaning was 
in the depiction of pictorial space. Duccio employed three main types of perspectival 
construction throughout the Maestà: The first, centralized perspective, in which orthogonals 
diminish towards central vanishing points, and which creates a sense of naturalistic depth in 
the picture plane, is found in 14 of the surviving panels. This system is not “perfect” one-
point perspective in that the orthogonals do not all diminish to a single point, but rather to 
at least two different ones. The second type of perspective, oblique perspective, in which 
orthogonals diminish towards a vanishing point on the left side, in which architectural 
elements are depicted from the left side, and which urges the viewer to move from left to 
right and “read” the narrative as it unfolds, is found in 20 surviving panels. The third type of 
perspective is ambiguous and architecturally undefined, is usually found in landscape 
settings, and is used in 18 of the surviving panels. It is perhaps best defined by its absence of 
architecture and the presence of large areas of gold ground. Positioned next to the many 
scenes with a more defined spatial setting, this third type of perspective, or perhaps it is 
more accurate to say lack thereof, seems to evoke a sense of being “outside,” both physically 
and metaphorically. These scenes appear almost as apparitions of figures against the 
heavenly golden ground of their panels, which, in the words of Rosser, “projects an 
unnatural radiance outwards from the surface of the panel towards the viewer. This ambient 
glow surrounds this as it does, in particular, all of the final series of representations of 
Christ’s death, Resurrection and subsequent miraculous appearances.”718 Only one surviving 
panel, the extraordinary Temptation in the Temple, uses a fourth method of perspective, 
                                                 







dual vanishing point perspective, in which orthogonals recede towards two vanishing points 
on the left and right of the image (Figure 153). 
 No discussion of pictorial spatial construction can fail to acknowledge Panofsky’s 
characterization of one-point (also known as linear or mathematical) perspective as a 
“symbolic form,” even though Duccio uses no such construction anywhere in the high 
altarpiece. Panofsky saw perspective as a system of pictorial construction that in and of itself 
stood for a set of meanings, making Western art its own, fundamentally unique project.719 
The philosophical implications of one-point perspective have been much discussed: 
Heidigger wrote that perspective made the world into a picture, transforming, in Hans 
Belting’s words, “the world into a view of the world.”720 Gottfried Boehm famously argued 
that one-point perspective’s centralization of the viewer made the viewer metaphorically 
central in his world as well.721  
 The space depicted in one-point perspective is dependent upon the flat surface upon 
which it is theoretically “projected.” As Belting writes, “this depicted space cannot be 
removed from the gaze because it is a function of that gaze and not the other way 
around.”722 Western one-point perspective is dependent upon optics and mathematics 
deriving from the Muslim world, and the space it constructs is fictitious in the sense that it is 
artificially homogenized. Indeed, as Panofsky himself recognized, “the structure of an 
infinite, unchanging, and homogenous space—in short, a purely mathematical space—is 
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quite unlike the structure of a psychophysiological space.”723 The space constructed by 
perspective is just that, an artificial and by no means “true” record of perception itself, 
though the notion that it reflects some scientific truth about vision has proven extremely 
persistent. 
 However, the question relevant to this discussion is not Duccio’s relationship with 
Arab optics or how his pictorial construction particularly relates to the later invention of 
one-point perspective, but rather the effects of his perspectival systems upon the viewer. We 
are concerned with the internal spatiality of the image. That being said, the use of various 
types of pictorial spatial construction within the elaborate Passion narrative does suggest a 
move closer to the Renaissance conceit in that Duccio acknowledges not only the viewer and 
his or her position regarding the picture—and indeed regarding the narrative—but clearly 
also understands that different modes of pictorial construction engender different effects.724 
If not “symbolic forms,” Duccio certainly saw different forms of perspectival construction 
as functionally different pictorial methods. Or, in the words of Rosser, “Duccio was an artist 
disposed to use diverse juxtaposed modes of depiction as a means to jolt the viewer into a 
phased encounter with the image, leading from an initial recognition of the this-worldly 
narrative subject to a subsequent, deeper and more reflective, perception of the story’s 
context and meaning.”725 
 The different types of perspectival construction in Duccio’s Maestà have extremely 
important effects on how the viewer reads the scenes, but also on the relationship of the 
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viewer to both the particular image and to the work as a whole. Central perspective draws a 
viewer in physically, slows down the narrative visually, and suggests a metaphorical depth to 
the story depicted; oblique perspective tends to move the viewer more quickly across the 
scene, to speed up the narrative visually. The scenes with ambiguous perspective, set in a 
landscape, sit somewhere between the scenes drawn using central and oblique perspective: 
here, the viewer is invited to linger, and the eye to range over the surface of the scene. 
Perhaps the reflectiveness of the gold ground also brings the viewer’s sense of self into play, 
or stands a metaphor for impenetrability. The choice of perspective type, though partly 
textually determined by the biblical setting of any given scene—ie, interior, exterior, or 
landscape—is itself a commentary on the scenes and stories depicted, and are also one of the 
primary means by which the narratives are paced. 
Space and Pace in the Narrative Cycles 
On the front predella, only the first and central scenes (the Annunciation and the 
Presentation) have a strong sense of spatial depth within the picture plane, while the other 
scenes are relatively ambiguous spatially, slowing down the visual narrative somewhat and 
thus visually weighting and stabilizing the front predella. The spatiality of the central maestà 
scene is uses centralized perspective to open the Virgin and Child to the viewer and to 
suggest that they may be located within the Cathedral. The coronamento narrative of the Death 
of the Virgin uses a centralized perspective in the first four scenes; the fifth and sixth use 
ambiguous and oblique perspectives, slowing down the reading of the left-hand images while 
speeding up the reading of the right-hand side of the front upper narrative. The Death of the 






 On the back predella, the spatiality is highly inconsistent: included are the only 
surviving example of dual-point perspective in the altarpiece, in the Temptation in the 
Temple scene, and the only scene in which central and oblique perspective are combined, in 
the Christ and the Woman of Samaria (Figure 157), where the town is shown in oblique 
perspective but the well on which Jesus sits is shown in a very irregular centralized 
perspective.  
 The Passion sequence employs a more regular use of perspective than the predella 
scenes. The Entry scene is shown in oblique perspective but strikes a balance by drawing the 
viewer into the panel through the odd depiction of the small, mysterious doorway on the 
lower right. The Passion narrative begins with scenes that mostly use centralized perspective: 
the Washing of the Feet, Last Supper, and Christ Taking Leave of the Apostles, interrupted 
by the oblique Judas Taking the Bribe. Judas Taking the Bribe is set apart from all of the 
other panels by its exceptionally light color, which is so different from all the other scenes’ 
that it absolutely leaps out at the viewer (Figure 136). The bribing scene is clearly meant to 
be especially notable and visible, and probably was a caution against corruption aimed at the 
clerics and other powerful Cathedral visitors. It may even be connected to the shakeup in the 
Opera del Duomo that occurred just around the Maestà’s commissioning.726 
 The Trial scenes almost all use oblique perspective, speeding up the unfolding action 
and intense drama of this section of the Passion story. In these scenes, the thrust of the 
pictorial construction is counteracted by the viewer’s need to determine the correct order in 
which to read the panels. Unlike the Trial scenes, the post-Crucifixion images are all set in a 
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landscape whose depicted spatiality is less defined than earlier scenes’. Suddenly, after so 
much careful depiction and repetition of architecture, the viewer feels out of place, in a 
different, unlocated realm. Thus all together the Passion sequences draws in the viewer in 
the Entry, moves the viewer across with the Trial and upwards with the central vertical axis 
of the Crucifixion, and finally invites the viewer to a more abstract contemplative space in 
the post-Crucifixion scenes.  
 The spatiality of the narrative cycle on the back coronamento, the Apparitions, are again 
more regular, pairing central perspective in the outer two scenes on either side with scenes 
using ambiguous perspective in the middle, flanking that now-lost pinnacle panels, thus 
stabilizing the upper narrative (Figure 167-Figure 170). 
Space in the Back Face: Temptations, Trial, and Sienese Political History  
Spatial systems are particularly important in the back face of Duccio’s high altarpiece, where 
different representational modes draw attention to specific panels and to different 
placements of figures within panels. Unique spatial depictions are found in the Temptation 
cycle, which are charged images that might be used as contemporary cautions; in the Trial 
sequence, architecture helps mark the position and movement of figures and key gestures. 
The figures themselves carry an important social and political message, demonstrating the 
physical and moral danger of mob rule. 
 The unusual inclusion of the prominent Temptations and Miracles in the lower back 
predella communicated the dangers of power and wealth (Figure 153-Figure 160), partly through 
their spatial settings. The Temptations are some of the most subtle images in the high 
altarpiece, with the Temptation on the Mountain depicting a delicate dance between Jesus, 






the Temple is notable because it contains the most complex spatial setting in the entire 
Maestà, displaying an extraordinarily sophisticated recession and geometry in the interior of 
the Temple, especially through the depiction of the complex intarsia floor. The architecture 
clearly refers to contemporary Tuscan buildings and specifically baptisteries, political 
buildings that were deeply associated with, even that defined entry into, citizenship. The 
columns in Duccio’s painted Temple interior are of green and white striped marble, a clear 
reference to the civic Cathedral, and possibly to the early communal baptistery, which was 
still standing at the time of the Maestà’s commissioning and installation. Placing the scene in 
a contemporary setting, one that specifically may have recalled architecture in Siena itself, 
argued that the dangers faced by Jesus were relevant to a contemporary local audience.  
 The Temptation in the Temple is, as previously mentioned, the only surviving panel 
in which a dual point perspective is used: there are two vanishing points, one on each side of 
the panel. The system of spatial construction sets the image apart from any other narrative 
scene. Its depicted architecture is also especially prominent: the temple takes up almost the 
entire field, and seems to project outwards from the picture plane. The framing and 
perspective conspire to make the temple feel as if it is bulging into the space of the viewer 
with a kind of coiled energy. Formally, then, the Temptation in the Temple is unlike any 
other scene in the entire altarpiece, and in particular, its spatial meanings mark it out as 
worthy of attention. The unusual construction of this seldom-represented scene 
demonstrates that it was meant to be special to the viewers of the back face, and indeed 
supports the theory that the primary viewers of the back of the Maestà were the canons 
and/or the bishop, for whom the temptation towards power in the Church was most 






altarpiece also suggest a special role for the back face of the work as an exemplar and 
warning to the canonry and bishop, especially in the deployment of the Trial scenes.  
 Duccio’s Passion sequence is notable for its intense, and apparently unprecedented, 
concentration on the Trial of Jesus, with 11 scenes devoted to the theme out of an original 
58 narrative scenes in the entire work. For comparison, Giotto’s Scrovegni chapel, a 
commensurately image-rich work, included 39 scenes, of which only two were devoted to 
the Trial. Jules Lubbock, who published the most in-depth visual analysis of the Maestà’s 
Passion cycle, has shown that the Trial sequence deploys depicted space as a means to 
“convey the way justice and authority are undermined by cowardice and compromise with 
the mob.”727 Lubbock comes to this conclusion largely through his realization that, as the 
Trial scenes progress, the space given over to Pilate becomes smaller as the amount of space 
given to the mob of Jews increases.  
 Lubbock’s reading rests on a particular sequencing of the Trial scenes, although 
scholars are not in agreement on the intended order of the scenes for the entire Passion 
cycle. Lubbock’s reading therefore opens two important possibilities: one, that Duccio may 
have used depicted space to help the reader follow the story, and two, that the difficult in 
determining the order of the scenes might itself have engendered important devotional and 
intellectual effects.  
 The Passion cycle follows no single Gospel text, but is an amalgamation of scenes 
from all four Gospels.728 Generations of art historians, armed with the text of multiple 
Gospel accounts, have been unable to agree on a single correct order for the Passion 
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sequence (Figure 182). Duccio’s Passion cycle is not, therefore, an illustration of a text, but a 
creative interpretation and representation, even a re-telling, of the central Christian story in 
which the viewer is implicitly engaged and necessarily involved. The Miracle scenes are 
likewise demanding to a viewer’s memory, as they too pull images from various Gospels, and 
unlike the Passion sequence of the various Gospel accounts, the order of miracles even 
within a single Gospel is ambiguous. 
 The complexity of the unprecedented Passion cycle forced an extreme engagement 
with memory and even with text. A great deal of thought must be given to the scenes’ 
correct ordering. Daniel Arasse famously saw memory as the primary ordering system of 
medieval imagery rather than perspectival spatial construction, which as Jill Bennett 
explained, “effectively counters conventional teleological accounts of naturalism (which see 
it simply as a primitive form of realism) by relating medieval spatial construction to 
contemporaneous understandings of memory.”729 Mary Carruthers, writing on medieval 
memory systems, argued that medieval images worked not by reproducing the visible world 
as such, but “by virtue of recalling something that is past to memory.”730 They are mnemonic 
and heuristic, Carruthers argues, rather than hermeneutic: that is, medieval images are 
primarily aimed at aiding retrieval, not at encouraging interpretation. Memory is not rote, but 
active, a “process of recollection occurring through the ‘investigation’ or tracking down of 
stored memory impressions through the use of associative imagery.”731 Duccio’s Passion 
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sequence, however, may have used depicted space to help the viewer work through the 
process of remembering—or even reconciling—the information given in the various Gospel 
accounts. 
In the first panel in which Pilate appears, Christ Accused by the Pharisees, Pilate 
stands at the front of his audience chamber, just to the right of the column that connects it 
to the forecourt in which the Jews are assembled (see Figure 165 for this discussion). Pilate’s 
figure occupies the exact central vertical axis of the scene. In the next panel, Christ before 
Pilate, Pilate sits against the far right wall of the audience chamber and gestures towards 
Jesus, who stands in front of the middle column. The Jews remain in the forecourt, and their 
leader turns away from the audience chamber, towards the mob, thus formally restricting the 
group of Jews to the left side of the panel. By the third scene with Pilate, the Jews gesture 
towards and now into the audience chamber. In the fourth Pilate scene, the Flagellation, the 
mob gestures upwards and two of the figures’ arms are totally within the space of the 
audience chamber; Pilate now must stand to exercise authority. The mob here is also denser, 
as the soldiers who had been standing in the chamber in the previous scene have been 
displaced to the forecourt during the flagellation.  
 By the fifth scene with Pilate, the Crowning with Thorns, the mob has broken 
through the space of the audience chamber, which they almost fully occupy; the level to 
which the heads of the mob remaining in the forecourt reach is also suddenly lower, as 
though the mob’s tension has been relaxed as it surges, like a flood breaking through a dam, 
forwards and down. In this scene, Pilate is shoved up against the right side of the room, 







 The next scene with Pilate, Pilate Washing his Hands, contains one of what Wiens 
called spatial “disturbances”: Pilate is clearly standing well behind the depicted columns, but 
his hands stretch in front of one column as he washes them. Wiens argues that this is not a 
mistake but rather a means for Duccio to draw attention to this important gesture.732 Even 
more profoundly, Wiens ties the spatial incongruity of the scene to contemporary “discursive 
obsessions with the moral relevance of visual error.”733 Theologians, as he shows, frequently 
used optical errors as evidence for the difference between appearance and reality, so “the 
ambiguous spatiality of the Passion panels draws attention to the fallibility of corporeal 
vision in this life.”734 Or, as Rosser puts it, Duccio “was capable of reflecting on the 
challenge of the materiality of his medium, and able to invent visual devices capable both of 
addressing and potentially overcoming that limitation.”735 
In Pilate Washing his Hands, the Jews threaten to overtake Pilate’s space completely, 
as a continuous mass of Jews and soldiers occupies the entire first two-thirds of the depicted 
space. The increasing claustrophobia of the Trial scenes is partially constructed through the 
notable absence of doorways in Pilate’s palace, as opposed to most of the architectural 
spaces depicted throughout the high altarpiece.736 But as Pilate’s authority weakens through 
his diminishing physical space, Jesus’ authority increases through other formal means, 
particularly through visual centralization accomplished by the placement and clothing of His 
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figure. In the Mocking, the scene in which Pilate is most meaningfully marginalized, 
Lubbock points out that “Jesus appears for the first time in the sequence clothed in a cloth 
of gold and, also for the first time, looks out at the viewer . . . Although it is a mock 
coronation, Jesus is now the central commanding presence, he emerges as the true king, the 
embodiment of real justice.”737  
The Trial sequence is not just an allegory on the importance of administrative justice 
but one that also emphasizes the moral rectitude of the Christian value system that aims to 
protect the weak. To those versed in Trecento Sienese government, the notion would have 
been familiar, for the Sienese government was not only careful to provide somewhat for 
social welfare, but was quick to advertise it. In 1310, just before Duccio’s altarpiece was 
installed, the Sienese constitutiones were translated into the vulgate from Latin at the behest of 
the government, “so that the poor persons, and other persons who do not know [Latin] 
grammar, and the others who wish can see it and make and have copies made from it at their 
will.”738 The decree may present a rare instance of political truth: allowing the less educated 
to read a society’s laws really does help to protect the lower classes. They might not be able 
to obtain or defend their rights, but simply knowing what those rights might be would be 
empowering.  
In Siena, the bourgeois Nine might have been courting the support of the popolo, who 
were the traditional allies of the often-rebellious magnates, and who were probably involved 
in the 1310 unrest that seems to have involved all of the magnate clans.739 According to the 
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Agnolo di Tura di Grasso account for the year 1310, “the great ones of Siena made many 
associations among themselves,” to which the government responded by removing magnates 
from any and all state offices and banning Ghibellines from accepting or exercising any civic 
office as well.740 This followed on the heels of the Salimbeni and Tolomei feud so severe that 
the city had to call out not only the city militia, but the captains from the contado and masse. 
The feud between the Salimbeni and Tolomei was (probably not coincidentally) resolved just 
over three weeks after all the nobles were banned from office.741 
As Lubbock lucidly concluded, the Maestà offered a reflection: 
on the nature of human rights and true justice, its 
independence and impartiality symbolized by clear boundaries 
between judge, accused and plaintiffs but, more important, 
dependent on the ideal of divine justice for its standards and 
the courage to maintain those standards against the blackmail 
of mob rule and violence. This is perhaps the most serious 
responsibility of any state, but when Duccio made his Maestà 
it was of overriding importance to Siena struggling to sustain 
a just government of the merchant class in the fact of the 
constantly conspiring nobility, with tyranny as the extreme 
solution to the breakdown of social order.742 
  
 One might take exception to Lubbock’s facile characterization of the Nine as just, 
but his larger point holds. The depiction of justice overrun by clan-based power plays and 
the explicit warning against the dangers of political and social power was one that must have 
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resonated with the Trecento Sienese; not only had much of the previous century been given 
over to suppressing a similar kind of rule by violence and intimidation by noble clans, but 
the recent and particularly destabilizing dispute between the Tolomei and Malavolti was still 
fresh in the civic memory, as were the 1307 bishop’s election, the 1308 political 
reorganization of the Opera, the 1309 Salimbeni and Piccolomini feud, and the widespread 
rumbling by the magnates in 1310. 
 The gathering of so many narrative cycles on a single panel created challenges but 
also afforded new opportunities to Duccio and his potential collaborators on the Maestà. The 
placement of images relative to each other allowed for the creation of new meanings as 
panels could be read in different sequences. Now that several panels could be visible to the 
viewer at once, the depicted space within the picture plane could also now be marshaled to 
drive narrative and even, as in the Trial sequence, to create its own, new meanings. Settings 
not only became an integral part of the scene, but became part of the story, and the means 






Chapter 6: Duccio’s Maestà and the Patronal Altarpieces of Siena Cathedral  
Within forty years of the installation of Duccio’s high altarpiece, a set of four altarpieces 
were commissioned for the altars of Siena’s patron saints. These images were designed to be 
placed near Duccio’s high altarpiece and together formed a narrative cycle of the Life of the 
Virgin and included the Annunciation of the Birth of Christ, the Birth of the Virgin, the 
Presentation, and a combined Annunciation to the Shepherds and Nativity. Save for the 
Annunciation, these scenes had not been part of the Maestà. They were necessarily responses 
to Duccio’s high altarpiece and when examined alongside the Maestà, they tell us something 
about how other artists and designers understood Duccio’s work.  
 What Duccio’s near contemporaries took from the Maestà was a new way of 
depicting narrative that was integrally tied to pictorial space. In addition, the four patronal 
altarpieces again highlight the interrelatedness of architecture and painting, an interaction to 
which the high altarpiece so eloquently speaks itself: The patronal altarpieces were 
commissioned after the crypt was destroyed and the patronal altars were grouped together in 
the nave: the patronal altarpieces were therefore not just dependent upon architecture but 
predicated upon it. In both the high altarpiece and the patronal altarpieces, real architecture 
created the conditions for the creation of the paintings, and affected the presentation and 
reception of the work, while depicted architecture was used to define an expanded pictorial 
space that created a stage in which the drama of momentary time was newly captured.  
The first altarpiece, Simone Martini and Lippo Memmi’s Annunciation for the altar of 
St. Ansanus, was completed and installed in 1333 (Figure 3). Two more images by the 
Lorenzetti brothers, the Birth of the Virgin by Pietro (Figure 4) and the Presentation by 






Crescentius, respectively. The last, a combined Annunciation to the Shepherds and Nativity for the 
altar of St. Victor, was made by Bartolommeo Bulgarini after the 1348 plague, and was 
completed around 1351 (Figure 6). The altars were conceived as a group and formed a 
cohesive program, not just iconographically but physically: each was about the same size and 
comprised a tripartite central field flanked by two more fields showing standing patron 
saints, one male and one female (Figure 187).743 Most unusually, they all gave pride of place to 
a narrative of the Virgin, rather than the iconic image of an altar’s patron saint as was usual.  
 The marginalization of the civic saints demonstrated not only Siena’s increasing 
obsession with Marian imagery but also the rather unprepossessing character of its probably 
relatively unpopular patron saints. Siena’s civic saints formed, as Hayden Maginnis wryly 
noted, “to put it mildly, a strange group.”744 As Maginnis pointed out, it is notable that there 
is not more indication of the lives of the city’s patron saints being illustrated in this era: they 
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von Zabern, 2004); Judith Steinhoff-Morrison, "Bartolomeo Bulgarini and Sienese Painting of the Mid-
Fourteenth Century" (1990); Judith Steinhoff, "A Trecento Altarpiece Rediscovered: Bartolommeo Bulgarini's 
Polyptych for San Gimignano," Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte  (1993); Judith B. Steinhoff, Art and Patronage in Siena 
after the Black Death (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005); Sienese Painting after the Black Death: Artistic 
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were supplanted by the state-sponsored cult of the Virgin.745 Even on their own altars they 
were sidelined.746  
 Crescentius, the most important saint mentioned in the first, c. 1215 Ordo, was a 
child martyred in Rome. Ansanus, also young and also Roman, supposedly baptized many 
Sienese before being decapitated. In Schevill’s words, Ansanus worked “miracles of—it must 
be confessed—a disappointingly unoriginal character.”747 Ansanus’ remains were the most 
contested in Sienese history, as his burial place lay on the border between the bishoprics of 
Siena and Arezzo.748 Ansanus’ relics reached Siena in the early 12th century.749 Because of his 
personal connection with Siena, Ansanus was by far the most popularly revered of the four 
saints—and it was his altar that received the first of the new patronal altarpieces.750 Savinus 
was a more widely popular saint, enjoying interest throughout central Italy. He was an early 
bishop and was martyred at Spoleto and proved popular in both Spoleto and Arezzo.751 St. 
Victor, of Sts. Victor and Corona, was likewise neither indigenous to Siena nor particularly 
enthusiastically worshipped there, and enjoyed widespread interest. He, a Roman soldier, was 
martyred in Syria with Corona, variously styled as his wife or the wife of one of his 
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colleagues. Given Siena’s sustained focus on the figure of the Virgin, both in the Cathedral 
and indeed through Siena’s major religious institutions, the civic saints’ patronal altars were 
by far the most important sites in the city for their worship. But even here, their odd, 
undramatic personae would be upstaged by Marian imagery.  
The Civic Saints in Siena Cathedral 
The relics and altars of the Siena’s patron saints probably were not grouped together until 
after the installation of Duccio’s Maestà, though they were clearly considered a group before 
their altars were placed together. The c. 1215 Ordo grouped the four saints in the formula for 
the Confession: “Confiteor Deo Omnipotenti Patri et Filio et Spiritui Sancto, beate Mariae 
semper vergini, sancto Michaeli Arcangelo, sancto Joanni Baptistae, sanctissimis apostolis 
Petro e Paulo, sanctis martyribus Crescentio, Ansano, Savino et beato Victori et omnibus 
sanctis….”752 The late Duecento stained-glass oculus in the Cathedral includes the same four 
patron saints arranged around the Virgin, though with St. Bartholomew instead of Victor. 753 
Duccio’s high altarpiece showed the four saints Savinus, Ansanus, Crescentius, and Victor 
together at the foot of the Virgin. 
 It was not until 1317, when a major Cathedral construction project destroyed the 
building’s crypt, that the altars and relics of all four patron saints would be moved into the 
nave proper; throughout most of their history, it seems that two patronal altars had been 
located in the presbytery and the other two in the confessio or crypt. In the 12th-century 
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Cathedral, the altar of St. Crescentius was located in the crypt, as the c. 1215 Ordo clearly 
states. Because this was the most liturgically important of the patronal altars, it is thought 
that the altar of St. Crescentius was also the most architecturally prominent altar in the crypt 
(Figure 49).754 The only direct evidence for any activity in the Duecento underchurch or crypt 
is the archaeological indication of the placement of a freestanding altar that was located in 
the middle of the crypt, between two columns, assumed to have been the altar of St. 
Crescentius.755 The Ordo also explicitly states that the altar where Sts. Fabien and Sebastian 
were worshipped was located in the confessio.756 The confessio in the 12th-century building 
recorded in the c. 1215 Ordo must have been quite crowded, as it included several other 
altars.757 The altars of St. Savinus and St. Ansanus, on the other hand, were probably located 
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in the presbytery, and St. Victor’s relics may have been contained in the altar of St. 
Ansanus.758  
 Argenziano argued that in the period of the first Ordo, the altars of St. Savinus and St. 
Ansanus flanked the high altar (Figure 50).759 First, Argenziano notes that a document from 
1190 groups the three altars financially. The document concerns the allocation of revenue 
from various altars to the bishop, canons, and Opera and designates the altars of St. Savinus 
and St. Ansanus as the most important altars in the Cathedral besides the high altar.760 
Argenziano furthermore notices that the writer of the Ordo never uses verbs of motion when 
describing these two altars, as he does with all the others. Argenziano takes this as evidence 
that the altars were located in the same general area as the high altar, and that the celebrants 
didn’t need to “move” to them.761 In fact, the altar of St. Ansanus is never even mentioned 
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in the Ordo, only the relics of St. Ansanus; the Ordo states that the Feast of St. Ansanus was 
considered to have been celebrated “most devoutly” for a very long time.762 
 Because the Duecento Cathedral reconstruction included a lower church or crypt, 
scholars have tacitly assumed that the practices and places in the confessio that were named in 
the c. 1215 Ordo continued throughout the Duecento.763 The mostly-similar Trecento version 
of the Ordo lends support for this idea of continuity, but of course the fabric of the church 
changed dramatically in-between. Perhaps, as Argenziano suggested, the relative disposition 
of the liturgical space was more or less stable, even as the building was being constantly 
remodeled, rebuilt, and redecorated.  
 Already in the late Duecento, the Opera had planned to reconstruct the civic 
baptistery, which was reported to be in disrepair. Clearly the plan at that time included an 
enlargement, as in 1296 the operaio was directed to purchase land and houses around the old 
baptistery, to the south of the Cathedral and near its western end.764 However, there was a 
delay of twenty years: the order was repeated in 1297, considered in 1298, and again enjoined 
in 1309, before a totally new plan was carried out in 1317.765 The delay probably had partly to 
do with the fact that the Palazzo Pubblico was constructed in the same period, and may have 
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taken focus and funding away from Cathedral projects.766 All civic projects, after all, were 
funded and administered through the Opera. The initial impetus for the new Cathedral 
construction may also have been partially competitive: in 1296, Florence began its new 
cathedral.767  
Eventually, Siena’s Cathedral authorities decided to demolish the old baptistery, and 
build a new baptistery under the east end of the Cathedral, where the ground fell away 
sharply; the new baptistery was therefore an elegant response to a difficult topography (Figure 
56). The eastern end of the Duomo had long been used as an important entry-point to the 
Cathedral—one specifically associated with the bishop in the 12th century.768 The plan for the 
new baptistery echoed the earlier position of the crypt, which had offered an entrance to the 
Cathedral complex a floor below the height of the main nave, on the east end of the 
church.769 Likewise, the entrance to the new baptistery would be located at the back, or east 
end of the Cathedral, directly opposite to the church façade, but at a lower elevation than the 
western façade or the earlier eastern façade that included the three doorways to the crypt 
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(Figure 48). The choir of the main building was concomitantly extended over the new 
substructure, and the baptistery would now be part and parcel of the Cathedral itself.770  
 At this point, the patronal altars that had been in the crypt were removed into the 
main body of the church, an occasion that provided the opportunity for the commissioning 
of altarpieces for each altar. However, the patronal altarpieces were commissioned, made, 
and installed in a construction zone, one reason that their initial location was not their 
ultimate or even intended destination. The large number of workers, 608 at its recorded 
highest, must have allowed the construction to proceed relatively quickly.771 But it was 
expensive, and by 1320, the Opera had to tell the city’s council that work could not proceed 
unless emergency funding was secured: the workers had not been paid in three months.772 
Short-term interest-free loans were granted by private individuals and the construction 
continued. 
 The question of why the Sienese undertook the Trecento reorganization, which was 
not only time-consuming and costly but which altered the spatiality of the building so 
profoundly, is probably not really answerable. One impetus may have been a desire for a 
more modern—i.e. Gothic—spatiality, to match the Gothic forms of the Duecento 
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building.773 Several scholars have traced the 1317 architectural reorganization to a desire on 
the part of the Cathedral’s patrons to compete with the increasingly popular and powerful 
mendicant churches and confraternities by making the civic relics more accessible.774 
Bringing more of the relics of the city’s patron saints up into the main space of the church 
appears to be a democratizing move, especially when we consider that when some of the 
patronal altars were located in the crypt, the relics were only displayed to the public on the 
Feast of the Assumption, when they were placed on the high altar.775  
 In fact, the Feast of the Assumption may itself have been the driving factor in the 
Trecento Cathedral expansion. The city may have needed more space for a ritual that 
involved the entire adult population of the city. The only scholar who has considered that 
physical enlargement might really have been the point of the early Trecento expansion is 
Andrea Brogi.776 Brogi also recognized that the fact that the high altar was moved to the 
back of the choir in the later Trecento would have allowed for more room for the layity—
again, especially important for the Feast of the Assumption. 
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The Sienese seem to have been constitutionally incapable of letting their Cathedral 
alone, and soon after 1317 began another major reconstruction, this one so ambitious it has 
been called “megalomaniacal:” they proposed to build what would have been among the 
largest churches in the world by erecting a new nave located 90 degrees to the right of the 
current one, against the southern flank of the building (Figure 66). The extant nave was to 
serve as the transept of a gargantuan new structure, the “Duomo Nuovo.”777 In fact, the 
extension of the choir to the east over the new baptistery may have been part of the Duomo 
Nuovo plan. 
 In the 1330s, as the choir was being built over the baptistery, there was a 
concomitant extension of the Cathedral’s northern transept (Figure 64). By this period, the 
Cathedral planners had envisioned the creation of new altarpieces for the altars of the civic 
saints, for in 1333 Simone Martini was paid for work on his Annunciation, and payments in 
1331 and 1332 were also recorded.778 Although multiple experts cautioned against the 
construction project in the Cathedral as early as 1322, the city had gone ahead, buying 
houses in the area in 1325 and 1329, building the new nave and aisles, and even roofing the 
aisles, before finally being forced to admit that the project was structurally unsound in 1357, 
after the plague wiped out over 50% of the city’s population (Figure 67).779 At this point, all 
four of the patronal altarpieces had been made and delivered.  
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"Baugeschichte," ibid., 462-471. The 1322 document specifically refers to the extension over the new baptistery 







 One glaring problem with the Duomo Nuovo plan had been apparent from the 
beginning: it required the demolition of one of six piers of the crossing in order to join the 
immense new nave to the extant crossing. Because the crossing was hexagonal, rather than 
octagonal, its southernmost pier would otherwise impede the connection of the new nave 
with the crossing. The Sienese commissioners who began the Duomo Nuovo campaign 
must have hoped that it was a problem that would eventually be solved. However, even the 
main body of the Duomo Nuovo was structurally unsound. Oddly, because the marble 
cladding of the building was integral to the walls and was therefore placed as the building 
was going up, the listing walls of the Domo Nuovo looked quite polished—if not safe. As 
the Duomo Nuovo was abandoned, the southern transept was extended to more closely 
match that to the north, the general space of the Duomo as we know it today had coalesced, 
and the patronal altarpieces were finally left in place. 
Because of construction and also the non-concurrent commissioning of the patronal 
altarpieces, the locations of the patronal altars and altarpieces within the main body of the 
Cathedral changed several times. Their initial placement after the destruction of the crypt 
can be inferred from documents recording the transfer of the altars to new locations after 
the expansion of the choir in the mid-Trecento. It is interesting, as De Marchi has pointed 
out, that a program of altarpieces, whose spatial distribution was important because of the 
narrative content of the images and the fact that each illustrated a different moment in a 
particular story, were completed before their planned destinations were finished and were 
therefore located in a provisional manner.780 There are records of the altarpieces being 
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moved in 1359 and 1361; the records of these movements, which can be differentiated 
because they specifically entail deconstruction, indicate that the probable placement of the 
patronal altars before 1359 was out of sequence with the images (Figure 189).  
 It seems that before 1359, the 1333 St. Ansanus Annunciation altarpiece was located 
behind and to the left of the high altar on the rear wall of the choir (if looking eastwards 
towards the high altar). The 1342 St. Savinus Birth of the Virgin, probably the second painting 
commissioned, was in a parallel spot to the right of and behind the high altar. The altar of St. 
Crescentius, with Ambrogio’s 1342 Presentation, was in the northern transept, and the altar of 
St. Victor, with its c. 1351 Bulgarini Annunciation to the Shepherds and Nativity, in the southern. 
De Marchi makes sense of the non-sequential ordering by arguing, quite reasonably, that the 
altars of St. Ansanus and St. Savinus probably were the priority commissions (and that of St. 
Ansanus the primary) because it was these two altars that had traditionally stood alongside 
the high altar in the presbytery.781 The altar of St. Ansanus, by far the most important of the 
civic saints, stood to the right hand of the Virgin, i.e., to the left of the high altar when 
viewed from the nave. 
 De Marchi also points out that the parchment for the unrealized Duomo Nuovo with 
radiating chapels arranges the chapels in yet a different order, but also in a manner such that 
the altarpieces would not follow their proper sequence: the left-hand chapel nearest the 
crossing is that of St. Crescentius, with St. Savinus’ behind it. St. Ansanus’ chapel is parallel 
with the chapel of St. Savinus and directly to the right of the high altar, and the St. Victor is 
across from the chapel of St. Crescentius (Figure 192). The fact that the altarpieces’ narrative 
scenes would be out of sequence in this plan reinforces De Marchi’s claim that the 
                                                 







architectural plan was drawn up before the program of patronal altars was fleshed out, and 
therefore before 1330. Scholars have generally dated the plan to 1339, because there are 
records in this year of the purchase of several sheepskins for drawings for plans for the 
Cathedral.782  
 A series of increasingly descriptive inventories in the early Quattrocento allows for 
more accurate locating of altars, as does the installation of the Cathedral’s elaborate marble 
pavement, which allows for exact references to position and location.783 By the early 
Quattrocento, the situation of the patronal altars is relatively clear (Figure 191):784 Looking 
eastwards towards the apse, on the left we would find the altar of St. Savinus in the transept 
and the altar of St. Ansanus in the corner just in front of the high altar. Facing the apse on 
our right we would find the altar of St. Crescentius in the south transept arm and the altar of 
St. Victor in the corner in front of the high altar. Thus the altars St. Ansanus and St. 
Crescentius, the most important secondary altars in the pre-Duecento presbytery and crypt, 
respectively, were given pride of place in the Cathedral after 1361. The Altar of St. Ansanus 
was still located to the Virgin’s right hand, as was now the altar of St. Savinus, which, along 
with the the altar of St. Ansanus, had traditionally occupied a place in the presbytery, as we 
have seen.  
 However, the eventual position of the patronal altars switched the positions of the 
                                                 
782 Ibid. De Marchi also thinks that the arrangement of the chapels of the patron saints, which are listed on the 
parchment, argues for a date before the patronal altarpieces were planned, because the order of the chapels is 
out of sync with the images that came to be made for them. The altar of St. Crescentius, on which Ambrogio’s 
Presentation of Christ in the Temple would have been placed, is spatially the first, while the image is actually 
the last in the presented sequence: ibid., 577. 
         
783 Aronow offers a good description and analysis of the inventories, around which her article is based. See 
Aronow, "A Description of the Altars in Siena Cathedral in the 1420s," especially 229. 
 







saints relative to their placement in Duccio’s Maestà, where the two saints closest to the 
Virgin are, to the viewer’s left and the Virgin’s right, St. Savinus, and the viewer’s right and 
the Virgin’s left, St. Crescentius. The positions of St. Savinus and St. Ansanus have been 
flipped in the position of the patronal altars relative to Duccio’s Maestà. In fact, it seems 
most likely that St. Ansanus should have been given the pride of place in the high altarpiece, 
closest to the Virgin and to her dexter side, due to the importance of his cult relative to the 
others’. But Savinus was a bishop, so perhaps his honorific placement in the Maestà was 
some kind of homage to Siena’s episcopal seat; St. Ansanus, on the other hand, was the 
popular saint, whose translation account specifically focused on the Sienese “populace” and 
its canons.785 
As the images that would grace the patronal altars are narrative and show strong cues 
to motion, the evidence of the images on their altars points to the altars all being similarly 
aligned facing east. However, the specific orientation may not have mattered much to the 
visitor, because the spaces between the altars was relatively great and because there is almost 
no position within the Cathedral from which one would have been able to see both of the 
left hand or both of the right hand altars, no matter what their orientation. In short, the only 
way to perceive the images as a set would have been to walk around the transept and choir. 
Thus they were separated in space in a manner that forced them to be separated in time. The 
location of the images would have encouraged a viewer to enact narrative time by walking 
between the episodes depicted in the four patronal altarpieces. The separation of narrative 
episodes into physically discrete moments stands in contrast to many of the narratives on the 
Maestà, but was similar in the sense that the front and back images of the Maestà were 
                                                 







necessarily separated in time; because of the altarpiece’s double-sidedness, however, even the 
front and back images were joined, rendering images into an independent object. 
 Though the positions of the patronal altars were not apparently altered during the late 
Trecento, other secondary altars were re-arranged. The 1389 inventory lists 20 altars, of 
which six are missing from the 1420 inventory; the Opera may have been trying to free up 
space by reducing the number of altars in this period.786 The documents attest to a particular 
clearing of the altars surrounding the choir stalls: a deliberation from 1404 states that in a 
committee meeting, the operaio Caterino di Corsino ordered the removal of “the altars that 
were against the choir, that is, the walls of said choir.”787 At the same time, the chapels of the 
patron saints were embellished, with painted and gilded wooden baldachins and frescoes 
added. Interestingly, then, the later Trecento and Quattrocento may actually have seen an 
even greater focus on the patronal altarpieces as nodes of primary visual interest and civic 
meaning.788 
The History of the Patronal Altarpieces as a Group 
The patronal altarpieces were designed as a coherent group, making them an early example 
of a coordinated cycle in Western panel painting (Figure 187). 789 However, it was only in the 
                                                 
786 Aronow, "A Description of the Altars in Siena Cathedral in the 1420s," 230. The inventories are 1389: 
AODS 864, 12r-v; 1420: AODS 867 and AOMS 28. All are now published in Butzek, Gli inventari della sagrestia 
della Cattedrale senese e degli altri beni sottoposti alla tutela dell'operaio del Duomo: 1389-1546, 4. 
 
787 “gli altari che erano appoggiati al coro, cioe a le more del decto coro.” See Aronow, "A Description of the 
Altars in Siena Cathedral in the 1420s," 230. The documentary reference is AODS 707, 10r, published in 
Milanesi, Documenti per la storia dell'arte senese: raccolti ed illustrati dal Dott. Gaetano Milanesi, II: 17-18. For a 
discussion see De Marchi, "Il programmo di l'allestimento delle pale per le ‘cappelle de’ nostri avocati’ nel 
duomo di Siena," 579. 
 
788 "Il programmo di l'allestimento delle pale per le ‘cappelle de’ nostri avocati’ nel duomo di Siena," 579-580. 
 
789 Several scholars have suggested that the altarpieces may have been planned as a program as early as 1317 
when the construction on the new baptistery was begun, but there is no direct evidence for the timing of such a 






1980s that scholars realized the four paintings had a consistent design scheme, since all but 
one has been cut up and since all four have been held in different places for many hundreds 
of years. Weigelt associated the altarpieces with each other but van Os was the first, in 1969, 
to argue that the altarpieces formed a group that was physically, formally, and liturgically 
connected.790 In 1983, Kavin Frederick demonstrated the altarpieces’ connections through a 
close physical analysis of the works, backed up by interpretations of the primary 
documents.791 More recently, De Marchi has noted the coupling of the first two altarpieces 
commissioned; these are most similar, and were made for the most important patronal altars, 
those of St. Ansanus and St. Savinus, which had long stood with the high altar in the 
presbytery.792 
 Physically, the four patronal altarpieces are all very similar: they are all tripartite 
polyptychs and at least three originally included a predella; the patronal saints, the titulus and 
a companion, were represented as iconic, gold-backed standing figures flanking a central 
narrative Marian image; the central image was also divided into three subfields, and the 
spatiality of the main panel was centralized.793 But the content of these altarpieces is 
extremely unusual, not only because narrative scenes were allowed to take the central place 
                                                 
Sienese Painting of the Mid-Fourteenth Century," 62; van der Ploeg, Art, Architecture and Liturgy: Siena Cathedral 
in the Middle Ages, 109. 
 
790 H. W. van Os, Marias Demut und Verherrlichung in der sienesischen Malerei: 1300-1450 ('s-Gravenhage: 
Staatsuitgeverij, 1969), 6-7; Curt H. Weigelt, Sienese Painting of the Trecento (New York: Hacker Art Books, 1974), 
55, 90, note 101. 
 
791 Frederick, "A Program of Altarpieces for the Siena Cathedral." 
 
792 De Marchi, "Il programmo di l'allestimento delle pale per le ‘cappelle de’ nostri avocati’ nel duomo di Siena," 
577. 
 
793 A record of a payment to a woodworker for a predella for Ambrogio Lorenzetti’s Presentation survives, as 
does a record of a payment for the translation of the vita of St. Savinus from Latin into the vernacular for 







in the work, but because the altarpieces did not focus on the saints to which the respective 
altars were dedicated. The patron saints have been physically pushed aside by the story of the 
Virgin.  
 The patron saints’ importance was probably contextualized by predella scenes, which 
probably showed the saints’ martyrdoms; at least one predella also included a crucifixion. 
The St. Asanus altarpiece by Simone and Lippo may not have included an original predella, 
because in 1404 Paolo di Giovani Fei was paid to make a new one for the same altarpiece.794 
Because only three panels thought to be from two of the putative predellas have yet been 
identified, the iconography and function of the predella panels must remain an open 
question.795 Those that have been identified, however, suggest a connection with Duccio’s 
Maestà: like the high altarpiece, the predellas may have contextualized both the Virgin and 
the patron saints within the Passion. 
 Furthermore, like the narrative cycle in the front predella of Duccio’s high altarpiece, 
the patronal altarpieces explicitly characterized the Virgin in her role of the mother of Christ. 
While three of the panels all celebrate major Marian feasts, the altarpiece of St. Victor, with 
the Nativity and the Annunciation to the Shepherds, celebrates the birth of Christ; however, 
the Ordo names the Nativity as one of the five feasts of the Virgin, and the logic of the image 
                                                 
794 De Marchi, "Il programmo di l'allestimento delle pale per le ‘cappelle de’ nostri avocati’ nel duomo di Siena," 
582, endnote 50. De Marchi does not believe Hueck’s assertion that the original predella may have been 
damaged: Irene Hueck, "L'Annunciazione e Santi di Simone Martini e Lippo Memmi," in Simone Martini e 
l'Annunciazione degli Uffizi, ed. Alessandro Cecchi (Milano: Silvana, 2001), 16. 
 
795 Pietro Lorenzetti’s St. Savinus before the Governor of Tuscany (?) at the National Gallery in London, for the altar 
of St. Savinus, and Bartolommeo Bulgarini’s Crucifixion in the Louvre and the Blinding of St. Victor at the 
Städelsches Kunstinstitut in Frankfurt for the altar of St. Victor. For the former by Pietro, see Davies, National 
Gallery Catalogues: The Earlier Italian Schools, 234-235; Maginnis, "Pietro Lorenzetti, a Chronology," 190, no. 27; 
Gordon, The Italian Paintings before 1400, 287-300. Meiss linked the Bulgarini Crucifixion and Blinding to each 
other as early as 1956: Meiss, Nuovi dipinti e vecchi problemi, 107-45. For the latter panel by Bulgarini see Beatson, 
Muller, and Steinhoff, "The St. Victor Altarpiece in Siena Cathedral: A Reconstruction," 621-630; Hiller von 







confirms its Marian content: the Virgin looks at the shepherds, the surviving single image of 
which is apparently adoring the Virgin rather than the Child.796  
 The issue of who might have been responsible for what was clearly a defined, 
coherent program of altarpieces is a persistent question in the mind of any researcher of the 
works. Unfortunately there is no record, and speculation cannot really solve the mystery, but 
Duccio himself must be considered as an option. The longue durée of Cathedral planning 
allows for the possibility that the program of the patronal altarpieces might have been 
designed or at least planned alongside the Maestà; one attractive aspect of this hypothesis is 
that the radical inventiveness of spatial and narrative construction seen in Duccio’s high 
altarpiece is echoed not only in the content and form of the patronal altarpiece but in their 
very conception as a group and as a program. Besides Duccio himself, another possible 
designer might be Simone Martini, Siena’s most intellectual painter, who also made the most 
obviously ground-breaking piece for the patronal altarpieces, the narrative Annunciation. 
 The idea of the program might also have been tied to architectural decisions taken in 
the years soon after Duccio’s high altarpiece was installed and might be the result of a 
designer working with architecture, rather than a painter. The attraction of an architect as the 
ideator of the program of the patronal altarpieces is that an architect or builder would have 
been particularly attuned to the works’ distribution in space. Given that altars produced 
income that could be apportioned to different interest groups, the impetus to surround the 
high altar with the patronal altars might have been politically or financially motivated. Even 
if this were the case, though, the decision to decorate the altars with not only a Marian cycle, 
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but a narrative Marian cycle was an enormous and radical one. It seems most likely that such 
an idea would have come from the mind of those closest to the images and objects—a 
painter, rather than a bureaucrat, banker, or a canon.  
 Certainly, the basic notion of a Marian life cycle fit the Cathedral’s iconography; in 
addition, the Trecento was the heyday of Marian imagery in Siena, especially used and 
promoted by the government of the Nine. More proximately, a high profile but now-
obliterated multi-panel monumental fresco on the façade of the Ospedale Santa Maria della 
Scala across the piazza from the Duomo was made around the same time, probably 
individually by Simone Martini, Pietro and Ambrogio Lorenzetti.   
 The Ospedale façade frescoes are known through textual records, though these 
provide conflicting information; the frescoes are also known through images that were made 
to explicitly reproduce them. The textual records are unclear on the issues of authorship and 
the date of the frescoes, but it seems most probable that there were five scenes, painted as 
part of single program, comprising the Birth of the Virgin, the Presentation of the Virgin in 
the Temple, the Marriage of the Virgin, the Return of the Virgin to the Home of her 
Parents, and the Assumption, which were probably painted individually by Simone Martini, 
Pietro Lorenzetti, and Ambrogio Lorenzetti in the mid-1330s.797 The only scene exactly 
                                                 
797 The issue on authorship stems from the fact that Ghiberti and Vasari (who is unreliable in Siena in any case) 
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back to Vasari in particular. For a detailed overview of the issue of authorship see Hayden B. J. Maginnis, "The 
Lost Facade Frescoes from Siena's Ospedale di S. Maria della Scala," Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte 51 (1988): 180-
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of the Palazzo Pubblico in Siena: '... tales figure sunt adeo pulcre ...'," The Burlington Magazine 123 (1981). See 
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shared between the Ospedale frescoes and the Cathedral’s patronal altarpieces was the Birth 
of the Virgin. However, the Ospedale frescoes included a scene whose setting is the same as 
one of the patronal altarpieces: both the Presentation of the Virgin in the frescoes and the 
Presentation of Christ in the Cathedral altarpiece take place in the Temple, and therefore a 
preceding version of either scene might influence the other. 
 The subject of the images is known because of a surviving 1448 contract with the 
Sienese painter Sano di Pietro; the contract stipulated that the painter model five predella 
panels on the façade frescoes of the Ospedale and named the above five scenes (Figure 204-
Figure 207).798 The contract stipulated the Assumption should be in the center, which Loseries 
reasons indicates that the Assumption was placed in sequence (that is, last) in the frecoes—
otherwise why would the contract mention its placement?799 The predella was for a newly-
updated frame for an earlier polyptych from the Cappella dei Signori in the Palazzo 
Pubblico, probably by Simone Martini.800 Other Sienese images clearly follow those recorded 
by Sano, including, interestingly, the early Quattrocento frescoes by Benedetto di Bindo in 
the Cathedral sacristy (Figure 208-Figure 212), and another set of mid-Quttrocento predella 
scenes by Giovanni di Paolo (Figure 223) and also a dispersed mid-Quttrocento set by Matteo 
di Giovanni.801 The Asciano Altarpiece by Sano di Pietro is considered another interpretion 
of the Ospedale scene of the Birth of the Virgin (Figure 227). 
                                                 
798 Eisenberg provided a transcription of the contract; Maginnis also published an extract: Eisenberg, "The First 
Altar-Piece for the 'Cappella de' Signori' of the Palazzo Pubblico in Siena: '... tales figure sunt adeo pulcre ...'," 
148, note 1; Maginnis, "The Lost Facade Frescoes from Siena's Ospedale di S. Maria della Scala," 180. For the 
Sano di Pietro panels see Loseries, "Sano di Pietro."  
 
799 Dr. Loseries brought this up in the defense of this dissertation, Oct 19, 2015. 
 
800 Norman, Siena and the Virgin: Art and Politics in a Late Medieval City State, 91. 
 
801 On Benedetto di Bindo see Loseries, "Gli affreschi di Benedetto di Bindo nella sagrestia del duomo."; "The 
Presentation of Relics in Late Medieval Siena: The Cappella della Reliquie in Siena Cathedral," in Matter of Faith: 






 The authorship and date of the lost Ospedale frescoes is less clear than their 
contents. Vasari attributed two scenes each to Ambrogio and Pietro Lorenzetti. Lorenzo 
Ghiberti, who visited Siena at least twice and is generally a more reliable source on Siena, 
attributed the scenes “when our lady is born” and “when she goes to the temple” (the Birth 
of the Virgin and the Presentation of the Virgin) to Ambrogio Lorenzetti; Ghiberti 
attributed to Simone Martini the scenes “when our lady is betrothed” and when she is 
“visited by many women and virgins,” (presumably the Marriage and the Return of the 
Virgin to the Home of her Parents). Ghiberti fails to mention an Assumption.802 In 1625-6, 
Fabio Chigi included the frescoes in a catalogue of Sienese art and recorded that two scenes 
by Pietro and Ambrogio dated from 1337.803 Sometime before 1649, Giulio Piccolomini also 
stated that the date of the frescoes was 1335, as did Buondelmonte, awriting in the 17th 
century.804 However, in 1649, Isidoro Urgugieri-Azzolini transcribed the inscription on the 
façade as: “HOC OPUS FECIT PETRUS LAURENTII ET AMBROSIUS EUIS FRATER 
M. CCC. XXX V”.805 Of course the issue here is that the “V” theoretically may have 
originally read “VII,” with the two last numbers being lost, in which case the date would 
agree with Chigi’s record.806   
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802 Norman, Siena and the Virgin: Art and Politics in a Late Medieval City State, 88. 
 
803 Fabio Chigi, L’Elenco delle Pitture Culture e Architetture Di Siena Compilato Nel 1625-26, in ed. Pèleo Bacci, 
"Elenco delle pitture, sculture e architetture di Siena compilato nel 1625-26 da Mons. Fabio Chigi poi 
Alessandro VII," Bullettino senese di storia patria 10 (1939): 302.  
 
804 Giulio Piccolomini, Siena illustre per antichità celebrata, BC, C.II.2, 39r; F. Buondelmonte, BC, A.IX.10, 267r.  
Cited in Maginnis, "The Lost Facade Frescoes from Siena's Ospedale di S. Maria della Scala," 180-182. 
 
805 Isidoro Ugurgieri-Azzolini, Le Pompe sanesi, o' vero, Relazione delli huomini, e donne illustri di Siena, e suo stato, scritta 
dal padre (Pistoia: P. A. Fortunati, 1649), 338. 
 
806 On the evidence above, Norman thought that the original Ospedale fresco scheme was made individually by 






 Though the written sources differ on attributions, Leone De Castris contextualized 
the work within Simone’s known activity during the period, when he was particularly active 
in the service of the government—a period De Castris extends between 1330 and 1335.807 
He believes that the Assumption was absolutely part of the original Ospedale fresco scheme 
(see Figure 193 and Figure 203 for possible reconstructions). Perhaps most interesting of these 
many now-lost works on which Simone worked from 1330 on were the frescoes on the 
façade of the Opera building, behind the Duomo, which have often been thought to have 
been completed by Lippo Memmi.808 On the façade of the Opera building, and protected by 
a baldachin, were images of the Madonna and saints, plus a view of the campanile and 
Duomo, and, according to Della Valle, marble depictions of “i quattri Santi incoronati” in 
four separate fields.809 Simone also was reported to have begun the large fresco of the 
Coronation of the Virgin on the Porta Romana to the South, and another—also left 
unfinished when he moved to Avignon—on the anteportal of the northern Porta 
Camollia.810 With this wealth of major public commissions, probably no other painter ever 
defined the city of Siena to itself as strongly as Simone did.  
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 Wolfgang Loseries, in a catalog entry on the Sano di Pietro panels, also argues that 
the Assumption was original to the scheme on the façade of the Ospedale, which he 
connects to the probable form of the Assumption (presumably) on Duccio’s Maestà.811 
Loseries thinks that the formal similarity between the surviving Sano di Pietro Assumption 
(Figure 200) and another roughly contemporary manuscript illumination of the same scene 
by Niccolò di Ser Sozzo for the Caleffo dell’Assunta (Figure 240), the civic record book of 
subject towns and clans, indicates that both Sano di Pietro and Niccolò di Ser Sozzo were 
working from the same model—probably the Ospedale façade frescoes, which may 
themselves have followed Duccio’s putative model from the Cathedral’s high altarpiece.812 
 Because the dates of both the Ospedale façade fresco cycle and the commissioning 
of Pietro and Ambrogio’s altarpieces for the patronal altars of Siena Cathedral are 
ambiguous, it is difficult if not impossible to know which cycle may have preceded—and 
therefore potentially influenced—the other. Payments for Simone’s altarpiece are found in 
1321 and 1332, and it was delivered in 1333.813 The first surviving payment for Pietro’s Birth 
of the Virgin, a payment to translate the saint’s story into the vernacular, dates from 1335; 
Ambrogio was paid in 1340, but wood for his altarpiece was bought much earlier, in 1337. 814 
Both Pietro and Ambrogio’s altarpieces were delivered much later: both are inscribed with 
the date 1342.815 If the recorded inscriptions on the Ospedale frescoes are correct, and the 
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813 For the documentary history see the thorough work by Butzek: Butzek, "Le pale di Sant' Ansano e degli altri 
Protettori della città nel Duomo di Siena. Una storia documentaria." 
 
814 See the above Butzek and De Marchi, "B.1: Pietro Lorenzetti," 148. 
 
815 The inscriptions read: “SIMONE MARTINI ET LIPPVS MEMMI DE SENIS ME PINXERVNT ANNO 






Cathedral altarpieces date from 1335 or 1337, then the Ospedale frescoes might have been 
planned either before or after the altarpieces and they might even have been planned before 
Simone’s Annunciation altarpiece for the Duomo. Unfortunately, what we know of the dates 
of both the frescoes and the patronal altarpieces ultimately does not disentangle the issue of 
potential influence of one set of images on the other. It seems unlikely, though, that the 
close timing was a coincidence: somehow, the commissioning of these images must be 
related, though whether causally or not is fundamentally unclear.  
 However, the content of the images, and particularly their spatiality, may suggest that 
the Cathedral’s patronal altarpieces preceded the Ospedale façade frescoes. None of the four 
predella panels by Sano di Pietro really display the same spatiality as the Cathedral’s patronal 
altarpieces (Figure 204-Figure 207). Sano di Pietro’s Return of the Virgin to the Home of her 
Parents is probably the biggest outlier: it is a very horizontal scene, with no major internal 
divisions, and with a strong left-to-right narrative action. The Birth of the Virgin, 
Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple, and the Marriage of the Virgin, however, are 
divided into three subfields by architectural elements, like the Cathedral’s patronal 
altarpieces. The Birth and Marriage share an oblique view, and “diminish” to the left-hand 
side of the image. The Return of the Virgin to the Home of her Parents, and even more the 
Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple, on the other hand, display a centralized 
recession—just like Ambrogio’s Presentation of Christ in the Temple in the Duomo’s patronal 
                                                 
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1333”, “PETRUS LAURENTII DE SENIS ME PINXIT A[NNO] 
MCCCXLII”/“PIETRO LORENZETTI OF SIENA PAINTED ME IN THE YEAR 1342,” “AMBROSIUS 
LAURENTII DE SENIS FECIT OPUS ANNO DOMINI MCCCXLII”/ “AMBROGIO LORENZETTI 
OF SIENA MADE [THIS] WORK IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1342.” The Bulgarini altarpiece for the 
altar of St. Victor does not have a surviving inscription. It is interesting to note the change in language seen in 
Ambrogio’s panel: Ambrogio uses the verb “facere” or “to make,” instead of “pingere” or “to paint,” and even 
more notably he uses the word “opus,” or “work.” This shift seems to make a bigger claim: the artist doesn’t 






altarpiece. The only two predella/Ospedale images whose internal spatiality really connects 
to each other are the last two in the sequence: the Marriage of the Virgin and the Return of 
the Virgin to the Home of her Parents, both of which confine most of their action to a 
single plane.  
 Interestingly, the scenes do line up by artist: Like Simone and Lippo’s Annunciation, 
Sano di Pietro’s Return of the Virgin to the Home of her Parents has a strong narrative 
thrust from the left to the right, and its central field is not divided; the spatiality of the 
Marriage of the Virgin is largely similar to the Birth; Sano di Pietro and Pietro Lorenzetti’s 
Birth scenes display basically the same, complex architecture, with three subfields created by 
depicted architecture and shown in an oblique view; Ambrogio Lorenzetti’s Presentation of 
Christ in the Temple, like Sano di Pietro’s Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple, is also 
divided into threes by depicted architecture and likewise uses centralized perspective. Could 
this be an indication that the Ospedale original frescoes of the Marriage of the Virgin and 
the Return of the Virgin to the Home of her Parents were made or designed by Simone, that 
the scene of the Birth of the Virgin was made by Pietro, and the Presentation of the Virgin 
in the Temple by Ambrogio? 
 What is perhaps more tangible evidence is the specific internal spatiality of the latter 
two scenes: In both Sano di Pietro’s and Pietro Lorenzetti’s extant Birth of the Virgin, the field 
is divided into three main areas, of which the right-hand two are given to the Virgin’s 
bedchamber and the left-hand to an anteroom in which the news of the Virgin’s birth is 
given. In both, the anteroom opens to a far pictorial background that extends “behind” the 
main scene: in Pietro’s altarpiece this is an elegant courtyard showing that the scene is set on 
the second floor of a palazzo (where the rooms of the family would indeed be located in 






ground floor, and the space behind the anteroom is a green space with a well. The entire 
division of the architecture seems to make more sense as deriving from an altarpiece rather 
than a fresco, especially given Keith Christiansen’s observation that the depicted architecture 
in the Lorenzetti brothers’ patronal altarpieces in part serves to bind the depicted space with 
the (probably pre-determined) tripartite form of the central field.816 Likewise, the centralized 
depiction of the Temple makes much more sense in the form of an independent altarpiece, 
when its architecture can be predicated on the panel, and “viewed” through it.  
 Thus Sano di Pietro’s images, if they do closely replicate the Trecento frescoes on 
the Ospedale façade, may indeed suggest that the Ospedale frescoes were executed after the 
patronal altarpieces were designed—and this, by extension, further suggests that the content 
and form of at least three of the patronal altarpieces was determined very early, and possibly 
all at once. Given that contemporary architects submitted different versions of plans to help 
committees choose which to follow, it seems at least theoretically possible that the same may 
have been true for the Duomo’s patronal altarpieces, and that the patrons of the Ospedale 
frescoes might have known about the intended design of the Duomo’s altarpieces well in 
advance of the altarpieces’ executions.817 
 While individual and idiosyncratic patronage was probably at work in the Ospedale 
façade frescoes, there is no indication of such patronage in the patronal altarpieces. Because 
the Cathedral was state-funded and largely state-administered, the only patronage that is 
                                                 
816 Keith Christiansen, "The S. Vittorio Altarpiece in Siena Cathedral," The Art Bulletin 69, no. 3 (1987): 467. 
 
817 In 1339, the communal records show an entry for two sheepskins purchased for “due disegnamenti del 
duomo,” or “two designs/drawings of the duomo.” In September, another five in February, and even more in 
April. See Giorgi and Moscadelli, Costruire una cattedrale: l'Opera di Santa Maria di Siena tra XII e XIV secolo, 96-97. 
De Marchi believes that the extant parchment, however, should be dated much earlier, around 1322. De 







generally even mentioned in studies of Siena is that of the government, and then usually only 
in passing. What we know of early Trecento patronage in the Cathedral seems to indicate 
that individual or familial patronage was not extremely important for the patronal altarpieces, 
but rather reflected the government of the Nine’s strong (and increasing) promotion of 
Marian imagery. In later centuries, the coat of arms that was applied on the patronal chapels 
was that of the head of the Opera, even though there are records of familial patronage of 
those same chapels during that period.818 Chapel patronage seems not to have extended to 
their decoration, or if so only indirectly; instead, chapel patronage provided livings for 
chaplains, extended the right to erect tombs, and also allowed the patron to select 
chaplains.819 
 It is also important to move beyond the absolutely historical to the psychological, to 
consider the pictorial pressures faced by the generation of Cathedral painters who would 
follow Duccio: how could an artist outdo the Maestà? Simone, who would respond to 
Duccio in many ways and in many works, not least in his own Palazzo Pubblico Maestà of 
1315 (Figure 212-Figure 213), provided an answer: people would pay attention to a narrative 
altarpiece, something almost nobody had ever seen before.  
 Simone’s altarpiece thus began a two-decade long conversation on the place of 
narrative, and more specifically, on the place of time in panel paintings. Its nucleus and 
impetus was contained in Duccio’s Maestà, but Simone’s image brought these issues front 
                                                 
818 For a short discussion of these issues see Beatson, Muller, and Steinhoff, "The St. Victor Altarpiece in Siena 
Cathedral: A Reconstruction," 613, footnote 27. For example, the chapels of St. Ansanus and St. Victor were 
renovated in 1585 and the existing contract for the work was fixed with the Opera rector, Giovanni Battista 
Piccolomini. Even though the Pecci and Malavolti, respectively, were patrons of the St. Ansanus and St. Victor 
chapels by this time, it was Piccolomini’s coat of arms that was added. AODS 726, Giornale e ricordi, 8 maggio, 
1585, folio 162r; AODS 868, Inventario 1590, folio 107r and 107v. See also Butzek, "Le pale di Sant' Ansano e 
degli altri Protettori della città nel Duomo di Siena. Una storia documentaria," 38. 
 







and center. Pietro would extend Simone’s strong temporal axis backwards into the picture 
plane, creating perhaps the first picture in which the frame of the painting stands for a 
window, and the first altarpiece without a gold background (at least in the central panel—the 
side figures of the patron saints were probably still gold-backed). Ambrogio swung the left-
right axis of the prior two paintings through the picture plane, showing a Presentation in the 
Temple with deep recession in its carefully depicted space. Both Lorenzetti would make light 
allusions to Sienese architecture, with Pietro suggesting the Palazzo Pubblico and Ambrogio 
the Duomo. Finally, Bartolommeo Bulgarini would make an image combining the Nativity 
and the Annunciation to the Shepherds, a continuous narrative that expanded the temporal 
axis through not only architectural space but the greater spatio-temporal distance of 
geographic space. All four patronal altarpieces would prove a touchstone for artists for over 
a century, becoming extremely popular, foundational images that were reproduced, 
replicated, and reworked many times over—images central to the construction of civic 
identity in Siena (Figure 214-Figure 239).820 
The Patronal Altarpieces 
The four patronal altarpieces have been the subject of relatively little scholarship, mostly 
confined to discussions that center on their makers; however, several scholars have been 
concentrating on the patronal altarpieces more recently, including Monika Butzek, Andrea 
De Marchi, Dillian Gordon, Irene Hueck, and Jochen Sander. These authors do consider the 
altarpieces as a group.821 Other exceptions are works by scholars who take Siena, or Sienese 
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821 Hueck, "L'Annunciazione e Santi di Simone Martini e Lippo Memmi."; Monika Butzek, "Le pale di Sant' 
Ansano e degli altri Protettori della città nel Duomo di Siena. Una storia documentaria," ibid.; ibid.; Jochen 






painting, as their subjects, most notably Diana Norman and Henk van Os. Norman engages 
with the content of the works and to some extent with their political context, but relates 
them all to Siena’s “special relationship” with the Virgin, rather than to each other or to the 
Cathedral.822 Van Os was early to assert that the four altarpieces commissioned for the 
Duomo’s patronal altars were conceived of as a group.823 Kavin Frederick was the first to 
explicitly deal with them as such.824 Frederick also provided reconstructions of the original 
polyptych form of the patronal altarpieces.825 
Simone Martini and Lippo Memmi’s Annunciation on the Altar of St. Ansanus 
Simone Martini and Lippo Memmi’s Annunciation for the altar of St. Ansanus is the only 
altarpiece of the set of patronal panels that survives with its side figures intact—in this case, 
St. Ansanus and St. Massima.826 It was originally covered by a canopy supported by two 
                                                 
ed. Jochen Sander (Frankfurt: StädlMuseum, 2006); De Marchi, "Il programmo di l'allestimento delle pale per le 
‘cappelle de’ nostri avocati’ nel duomo di Siena."; Gordon, The Italian Paintings before 1400. 
 
822 Diana Norman, Siena, Florence, and Padua: Art, Society, and Religion 1280-1400, 2 vols. (New Haven: Yale 
University Press in association with the Open University, 1995); Siena and the Virgin: Art and Politics in a Late 
Medieval City State; Painting in Late Medieval and Renaissance Siena (1260-1555). 
 
823 Os, Sienese Altarpieces, 1215-1460: Form, Content, Function. 
 
824 Frederick, "A Program of Altarpieces for the Siena Cathedral." 
 
825 "Pietro Lorenzetti's Navity of the Virgin and Ambrogio Lorenzetti's Purification of the Virgin: A Study of 
their Original Appearance."; "A Program Completed: The Identification of the San Vittorio Altarpiece: A 
Program of Altarpieces for the Siena Cathedral."; "The Dating of Simone Martini's S. Ansano Altar-Piece: A 
Re-Examination of Two Documents." 
 
826 The identity of the female saint is inconclusive as the documents record two different names: Margaret and 
Massima. Both the male and female saint are first named in the 1458 inventory, where the female saint is 
identified as Margaret: AODS, 33, Inventario 1458, no. 510, f. 25. The name Margaret recurs in the inventories 
of 1467 and 1473, but in inventories in 1620 and 1639, when the altarpiece had been moved to the Oratorio of 
San Ansano, the female saint is identified as Massima: AODS 867, Inventario 1467, AODS 34, Inventario 1473; 
for the oratorio records see AODS, 874, 28v; AODS, 875, 31. All Published in Pèleo Bacci, Fonti e commenti per 
la storia dell'arte senese; dipinti e sculture in Siena, nel suo contado ed altrove (Siena: Accademia degli Intronati, 1944), 
166-168. It seems that Massima is more likely as she and St. Ansanus were martyred on the same day: Francesco 
di Valdambrino, emulo del Ghiberti e collaboratore di Jacopo della Quercia, 180; George Kaftal, "Iconografia dei due 
pannelli laterali dell'Annunciazione di Simone Martini e Lippo Memmi," Rivista d'arte.  (1939): 93-96; George 






poles, but if this was a part of the permanent decoration of the altar of a means of protecting 
it during construction is, as Butzek has shown, unclear.827 The record of payments, which 
includes part of the tasks assigned, demonstrates that Simone and Lippo were not equal 
partners, but rather that Simone was primarily responsible for the central painting and Lippo 
for more decorative aspects of the altarpiece.828 The original engaged frame has been 
replaced by a rather fanciful 19th-century Gothic revival interpretation of late Trecento 
polyptych framing devices.829 Simone and Lippo’s Annunciation was delivered in 1333; by this 
time Duccio was dead and Simone was the most famous painter in Italy—soon after, he 
moved to Avignon to work at the papal court.830  
 Beyond its extraordinarily fine quality, Simone and Lippo’s altarpiece is also a drama 
heretofore unimaged, because Simone’s narrative Annunciation was the first altarpiece to place 
                                                 
Iconography of the Saints in Italian Painting from its Beginnings to the Early XVIth Century (Florence: 
Sansoni, 1978), cols. 1047-54; Beatson, Muller, and Steinhoff, "The St. Victor Altarpiece in Siena Cathedral: A 
Reconstruction," 619, footnote 61. 
 
827 Butzek, "Le pale di Sant' Ansano e degli altri Protettori della città nel Duomo di Siena. Una storia 
documentaria," 36. 
 
828 Ibid., 35-36; Irene Hueck, "L'Annunciazione e Santi di Simone Martini e Lippo Memmi," ibid., La 
collaborazione fra Simone Martini e Lippo Memmi, 19-22. 
 
829 Giovanni Paccagnini, Simone Martini, The great masters of Italian art (Milano: A. Martello, 1957), 165; 
Monika Cämmerer-George, Die Rahmung der toskanischen Altarbilder im Trecento (Strasbourg: P.H. Heitz, 1966), 
153, 222, note 541; Frederick, "A Program of Altarpieces for the Siena Cathedral," 24. 
 
830 Kavin Frederick asserted that the first record of the San Ansano altarpiece is a payment to the carpenter 
“Duccio” who made the panel in 1329, AODS, Entrata e Uscita, 1329, f. 19, which Frederick found published in 
Lusini, Il Duomo di Siena, 237, note 6. However, Judith Steinhoff was unable to find the document and believed 
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Ansanus altarpiece: Steinhoff-Morrison, "Bartolomeo Bulgarini and Sienese Painting of the Mid-Fourteenth 
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a space, rather than a person, in the middle of the panel. A narrative altarpiece must have 
been a shocking innovation. At least one major narrative panel painting was already 
known—Giotto’s Stigmatization of St. Francis made around 1300 for San Francesco in Pisa and 
now in the Louvre (Figure 186)—but it was not an altarpiece and not part of a unified image 
program.831 Perhaps more importantly, unlike the Sienese narrative altarpieces, Giotto’s 
Stigmatization does not appear to have been widely reproduced or interpreted, with the only 
known copy that which has been attributed to Taddeo di Bartolo and is now in the Fogg 
Museum at Harvard.832  
 However, it is not just as an image but as an object that Simone and Lippo’s 
Annunciation is such a striking departure from Due- and Trecento norms: Like all 
Annunciations, Mary is on the right and Gabriel on the left; both make largely lateral 
gestures, as the content of the story is inherently time-bound.833 It is a story to which an 
instantaneous moment and the idea of a transfer are vital. However, Simone and Lippo’s 
                                                 
831 Kempers was first to suggest that Giotto’s Stigmatization was placed on a choir screen, as seen in the Assisi 
fresco of St. Francis and Six Miracles. Julian Gardner was the first to recognize the panel’s coat of arms and the 
same coat of arms in the church, indicating its probable location. (Gardner’s identification of the patrons, 
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mother, Edith Emerson Forbes, 1965.2, formerly 542). The work is both signed and dated. See Cooper, 
"Redefining the Altarpiece in Renaissance Italy: Giotto's Stigmatization of Saint Francis and its Pisan Context," 
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833 For the image type and its associated texts (in Italian) see Michele Bacci and Raffaele Argenziano, eds., 








work is a radical reframing of an object category, because Annunciations did not heretofore 
take center stage in panel paintings. Narrative images were rather embedded in narrative 
cycles, and the Annunciation could also be found as an independent image, or split into two 
images, in fresco and in sculpture.834  
 But in physically isolating the narrative from its usual sequence, new implications 
arose. Instead of reading the Annunciation as one episode in a story—in which each episode 
is physically directly adjacent to the next—this Annunciation encourages and even demands 
an expanded cognitive space: from it we are invited to project forwards and backwards in 
time, as instead of moving to the next image in a sequence, we are asked to focus upon a 
particular moment. Located within a known sequence but without immediate adjacency to 
other images from it, we are also asked project the earlier and the later narrative installments. 
We are asked to see more in this image than prior images have demanded.  
 This need to project forwards and backwards in time is made the more urgent by the 
insistence of Simone’s communication. The left to right axis literally described here 
represents passing time because Simone and Lippo dramatized the moment with the 
inclusion of text. While text was a common feature in Trecento Sienese painting and a 
hallmark of Simone’s own work, this text is novel because it is not a label but sits within the 
scene, as an integral part of the depicted event. The raised letters are part of the field and 
part of the object. They are not painted on but made from pastiglia and covered in gold leaf. 
Gabriel’s phrase “Ave Gratia Plena Dominus Tecum” (Luke 1:28) describes—visualizes—
the otherwise abstract movement of time within the image. 
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 But the literary content and form of text is also important to the picture’s internal 
coherence. There was not one fixed formula for Gabriel’s greeting. Lorenzo Monaco’s later 
interpretation of the same image, for example, includes “Ave Gratia Plena … Ecce Ancilla 
Domini” or “Hail [the one] Full of Grace….Here is the Handmaiden of the Lord,” painted 
on a separate field under the main panel. Simone’s choice of biblical text, on the other hand, 
ends with “tecum,” “with you.” By ending the line with “cum,” Gabriel’s words not only 
physically link Gabriel and the Virgin, but create a grammatical link as well, since “cum” is a 
linking adverb. The content of the words echoes this. “Dominus,” the Lord, is followed by 
“te/you.” “Cum/with” then links “you” with the figure of Mary—who is, from Gabriel’s 
point of view, the referent of “you;” “te” and the figure of Mary are two different ways of 
representing the same person. If we map the content of the words and image, we arrive at 
the following: Dominus (you/Mary) with (you/Mary). Mary is thus embedded within verbal 
or textual communication, creating a strong, conceptually overlapping link.  
 Simone’s St. Ansanus Annunciation was made at a time when literacy was rapidly 
spreading. Simone himself was not only literate but apparently even literary; friends with 
Petrarch, Simone painted a book cover for Petrarch’s copy of Virgil.835 Simone’s 1315 Maestà 
in the Palazzo Pubblico included a record amount of complex text, the first known use of 
the vernacular in a piece of public art, and the first known use of paper in a multimedia 
painting.836 Simone was intimately interested in—and probably particularly conversant 
with—text. Indeed, Simone’s constant innovation as an artist and his personal closeness to 
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and interest in language and text suggest that the idea of a narrative patronal altarpiece might 
have been his. The process of writing, and a familiarity with text both on the part of the 
artist, his audience, and the commissioners, may have helped encourage the centralization of 
narrative that we see in Simone and Lippo’s Annunciation.  
Pietro Lorenzetti’s Birth of the Virgin on the Altar of St. Savinus 
The next image commissioned was Pietro Lorenzetti’s Birth of the Virgin with side images of 
Sts. Savinus and Batholomew, made for the altar of St. Savinus and installed in 1342.837 The 
central panel is inscribed PETRUS LAURENTII DE SENIS ME PINXIT A[NNO] 
MCCCXLII and is exactly the same size as the central panel of Simone and Lippo’s 
Annunciation.838 A single predella panel also survives (Figure 194).839 Pietro had to compete 
against both Duccio’s Maestà and Simone and Lippo’s Annunciation and would continue 
Simone’s interest in narrative by placing the Birth of the Virgin in a setting that was, for the 
main panel of an altarpiece, simply unprecedented in its naturalism and illusionism. Pietro’s 
Birth of the Virgin continued the conversation on the place of time and narrative: Pietro 
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extended Simone’s horizontal axis of time by creating a realistic space, without a gold 
background, set as though seen through a window constituted by the frame of the picture. 
 Like Simone, Pietro Lorenzetti created a horizontal scene, but unlike Simone, Pietro 
extended the fictive space of the picture backwards. To Simone’s left-to-right or x-axis, 
drawn by Pietro in the strong horizontal formed by St. Anne’s bed and body, Pietro added 
the front-to-back or z-axis which, along with the scene’s setting, allowed the characters in 
the image a new space in which to exist and theoretically move (Figure 39). Pietro extended 
the z-axis into the picture first by eschewing the normal gold ground. On the one hand, the 
colored and populated background signaled the work’s narrative content, for predellas and 
fresco cycles did not include gold backgrounds, but the iconic centralized images found in 
frontals, dossals, altarpieces, and independent panels like the Madonna del Bordone did.840  
 Pietro radically extended the pictorial space seen in earlier altarpieces. First, he 
created depth through the depiction of a far background on the left-hand side of the work, 
the courtyard behind Joseph. He also drew the foreground near, by placing the figure of the 
newborn Virgin in front of St. Anne. But most importantly, Pietro created space within the 
picture plane through an illusionistic use of the frame of the panel itself.841 The crucial aspect 
of the scene that creates this impression are the two white “pillars” drawn between the three 
sub-fields of the three-lobed panel, on which originally were twisted columns that formed 
the main interior framing elements and whose imprints are still visible on the panel.842 The 
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form of the polyptych is no longer just architectonic, but rather it purports to be architecture. 
The tripartite shape of the panel even recalls real Sienese architecure, with similar 
proportions to the triforium windows used in, among other places, the Palazzo Pubblico.843 
The St. Savinus altapiece may be the first painting to pretend it is a window in Western art.  
 Pietro Lorenzetti’s altarpiece thus constituted a new chapter in the dynamic 
interaction between architecture and painting. Previously, we have seen how architecture 
created pressures and therefore new possibilities for artists in the Cathedral; we also saw how 
Duccio took up architecture and used it for his own dramatic, devotional, and theological 
purposes; Pietro, however, may have subtly referred to Siena as a location, as well. For one, 
the two-dimensional outline of the vaulting the center panel of the St. Savinus altarpiece is 
similar to the characteristic Sienese dropped arch found hanging between the Duomo’s nave 
and its crossing (Figure 36), on the Palazzo Pubblico, on gates, and indeed on private 
buildings throughout the city (Figure 130-Error! Reference source not found.). More 
specifically, the inclusion of a hexagonal vessel of water recalls the unique, hexagonal 
crossing of Siena Cathedral—a charming detail of which Sienese painters and specifically the 
Lorenzetti seem to have been fond.844  
 The illusionistic, naturalistic space within the picture plane that Pietro drew was not 
new—Giotto had used it earlier and more famously in, for example, the Scrovegni Chapel. 
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Pietro himself had utilized such depicted space at Assisi, over two decades before he made 
the altaparpiece in question.845 But applying pictorial space to the independent panel painting 
was an innovation, one that would underlie the very direction of painting as a discipline.  
Ambrogio Lorenzetti’s Presentation in the Temple on the Altar of St. Crescentius  
Ambrogio’s Presentation in the Temple (also called the Purification of the Virgin) with Sts. 
Crecentius and Michael Archangel is signed 1342, the same year as Pietro’s Birth of the Virgin, 
though Ambrogio had been commissioned after Pietro.846 The central scene of Ambrogio’s 
Presentation in the Temple was significantly narrower than that of the former two altarpieces, 
and it was also shorter: this is in fact the only altarpiece of the four that maintains its original 
cornice. Because the central tripartite panel of the Presentation in the Temple is significantly 
though not inordinately narrower than the Annunciation and Birth of the Virgin, it is thought 
that the side panels given over to the saints were wider than in the previous two 
altarpieces.847 Though there was a predella, no predella panels survive.848 A very fine pinnacle 
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panel at the Statens Museum for Kunst in Copenhagen depicting St. John the Baptist has 
recently been shown to belong to the work (Figure 195).849  
 Ambrogio, too, drew out the axis of time and space one step further, by extending 
the front-back or z-axis of his picture and thus creating a sense of time and space through the 
painting’s main central image. Ambrogio pushed the use of illusionistic architecture even 
further than Pietro: Like Pietro, Ambrogio divided his central architectural scene into three 
subfields; unfortunately the side panels do not survive intact. But Ambrogio’s architecture is 
less a play on the polyptych form as is Pietro’s and instead reads as a unified whole. By 
extending the y-axis deeply into the far background, Ambrogio invites even more projection 
by the viewer into the picture plane: as we approach the image from the front, we feel we 
might be able to continue walking into it. While Ambrogio does not depict the Temple 
exactly as the Sienese Cathedral, two details could allude to the Duomo: namely, the 
syncopated piers with capitals at two different heights and more recognizably, the great 
dropped arch of the Cathedral’s crossing, which was spangled with gold stars on a blue 
ground. 
 Given the Ospedale façade frescoes, we must question whether the pictorial 
innovations found in the Lorenzetti altarpieces for the Duomo were in fact instituted in the 
possibly earlier program across the piazza.850 However, Sano di Pietro’s extant “copies” of 
the frescoes show different compositions that did not follow the same trajectory of the 
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expansion of pictorial space and narrative time as that seen in the patronal altarpieces (Figure 
204-Figure 207).851 Sano di Pietro’s Birth of the Virgin, for example, does not define a strong 
left-to-right axis; rather the Virgin recedes in space, her head in the background of the 
depicted space and her feet in the foreground. While this arrangement does create a strong 
sense of depth in the picture very similar to that Pietro’s altarpiece, it does not achieve the 
narrative thrust of Pietro’s image. Sano di Pietro’s Presentation of the Virgin, like 
Ambrogio’s altarpiece of the Presentation of Christ (two different scenes but both set in the 
Temple), shows a highly centralized scene; unlike the Duomo altarpiece, though, Sano di 
Pietro’s interpretation of the Ospedale fresco defines a much shallower pictorial depth and 
the lengthening of the forwards-back or y-axis is not accomplished in the manner we see it 
extended in Ambrogio’s Duomo Presentation in the Temple. 
Bartoommeo Bulgarini’s Nativity and the Annunciation to the Shepherds on the 
Altar of St. Victor 
The last painting in the group was begun by 1351, after the Black Death had devastated 
Siena and apparently carried away both Lorenzetti brothers.852 Bartolommeo Bulgarini, 
usually and probably correctly considered a member of the Lorenzetti shop, emerged as the 
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dominant Sienese painter.853 The Fogg Nativity was only identified as the altarpiece of St. 
Victor in the mid 1980s, and Bulgarini’s name never appears in the documentary evidence 
immediately surrounding the altarpiece but only is attached to it in the late Cinquecento; for 
most of the time scholars have worked on Sienese art, then, neither the altarpiece nor the 
artist was identified.854 Bulgarini understood the conversation that Simone, Pietro and 
Ambrogio had begun, and again took the projection of time into the picture plane one step 
further by creating a continuous narrative. Bulgarini’s work may have proven the most 
popular of all the patronal images, being reproduced and interpreted continually throughout 
the next century. Though Bulgarini’s altarpiece has been severely altered, its central image 
can be reconstructed from these many subsequent interpretations, and the altarpiece as a 
whole can be partially reconstructed from surviving side images of standing Sts. Victor and 
Corona (Figure 201), a predella image including the Crucifixion (Figure 200) and another of the 
Blinding of St. Victor (Figure 201).855  
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 The central panel of Bulgarini’s altarpiece depicts a Nativity scene, which was 
originally shifted at least slightly to the left but which now occupies the center of the much-
altered main panel. The foreground shepherds break into the Nativity field. We see one 
kneeling towards the Virgin, while all that remains of another is his right hand, thumb 
pointing up—a gesture that even today is used in Tuscany to refer to someone who is not 
present.856 Reconstructions of the altarpiece conjecture that it also included the Annunciation 
to the Shepherds in the far background, to the right of the main panel, as do all the 
subsequent interpretations of the image.  
 Bulgarini presented two main innovations in his altarpiece when compared to the 
earlier patronal altarpieces: the first was the inclusion of two scenes in one panel, one in the 
foreground and one in the background, creating a continuous narrative; the second was the 
(probably only slight) decentralizing of the main narrative scene in the altarpiece—moreover 
to the left rather than to the right. It is necessary to point out that there are two competing 
reconstructions of the work, which differ on the central scene. The first reconstruction, 
made in 1986 by Norman Muller with Elizabeth Beatson and Judith Steinhoff, was based on 
a now-lost embroidery supposedly from Florence and dated to the last half of the Trecento 
(Figure 198); Muller’s reconstruction placed the Nativity to the far left of the central image.857 
The reconstrucitons also differ in where they place the predella panel of the saint’s blinding. 
In an Art Bulletin letter in 1987, Keith Christiansen convincingly enumerated his objections 
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to the Muller reconstruction, and in 2004, Rudolf Hiller von Gaertringen’s catalogue offered 
a different reconstruction, which is now more widely accepted than the Muller’s (Figure 
199).858  
 Christiansen does not dispute that the purported embroidery is clearly a copy of the 
Bulgarini St. Victor altarpiece, but he believes that the horizontal format of the textile would 
have been due to its particular exigencies. Perhaps the most convincing part of 
Christiansen’s argument of is his use of the weird depicted architecture to explain why the 
original Nativity must have been more centralized than in Muller’s reconstruction. 
Christiansen explains that the unique depicted architectural piece that abuts the cave 
entrance in Bulgarini’s Nativity was probably a way in which the artist reconciled the 
predetermined tripartite central panel with the cave opening: The Fogg panel is cut on all 
sides, but the top is trilobed. It is not clear, though, that this necessarily follows the panel’s 
original form, as Christiansen acknowledges, though even the reduced shape is suggestive. In 
any case, Christiansen rightly argues that the integration of depicted architectural elements 
with the tripartite frame is a prime characteristic of the previous two, Lorenzetti-made 
patronal altarpieces. Hiller von Gaertringen further connected the depicted architecture to 
his more centralized reconstruction by suggesting that the odd notch in the lintel of the 
architectural space would have spanned the length of the cross bar of the Cross in the 
predella Crucifixion scene.859  
 Hiller von Gaertringen’s more centralized placement of the Nativity seems more 
likely than Muller’s far-left placement because this is the construction of the many later 
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combined Annunciation to the Shepherds/Nativity paintings that survive; however, Hiller 
von Gaertringen’s reconstruction does not include what was almost certainly a tripartite 
central panel.860 But even in Hiller von Gaertringen’s more centralized reading of the image, 
the scene of the Nativity is somewhat displaced to the left, and the spatiality of the Nativity 
is strange. The image had to be off-center because the composition included two scenes: the 
Nativity in the foreground, and, in the far background, the Annunciation to the Shepherds. 
The fact that the composition must necessarily have shifted one scene slightly in one 
direction may help explain the (frankly bizarre and iconographically unnecessary) 
architecture in front of the cave.  
 The shifting of the Nativity portion of the central scene to the left went against the 
grain of the earlier three patronal altarpieces, all of which carry left-to-right narrative 
horizontals. By moving the Nativity scene to the left and placing the shepherds on the right, 
Bulgarini turned the axis of time in the picture around. In fact, the initial narrative thrust 
almost certainly was left-to-right: originally, in the background, an angel was represented on 
the left pointing to the shepherds on the right. Following the story brings the viewer 
forwards into the picture plane, where we can then follow the foregrounded shepherds as 
they now move from right to left. The narrative action in the picture is complicated by the 
use of continuous narrative and effectively describes the section of a circle. 
 But while this directionality may seem not to fit the standards of the other pictures, it 
is logical once situated in the position that the St. Victor altarpiece occupied by the late 
Trecento. In the late 1300s, the altar of St. Victor almost certainly stood to the right of the 
                                                 








high altar, and its pendant pair was Simone Martini’s Annunciation. If the Annunciation 
provided a dramatic vector of meaning stretching towards the high altar, Bulgarini’s image 
caught Simone’s narrative thrust from the left and turned it back towards the high altar. 
Hiller von Gaertringen also postulated that the extreme oblique view of the perspective 
construction might have in fact been designed with the altarpiece’s position in mind, 
assuming a viewer standing in front of the Maestà.861 While Hiller von Gaertringen 
reasonably wonders if it would be possible to privilege this view within a major altarpiece, it 
would help account for the almost aggressively odd oblique architecture in front of the cave. 
 As the discussion above brings up, Bulgarini’s use of continuous narrative allowed 
for an extended axis of time and narrative within the image. The issue of continuous 
narrative is in fact central to understanding the historical importance of the Sienese painters 
of the early Trecento. Lew Andrews in Story and Space in Renaissance Art explored the apparent 
contradiction between theories of painting from the 18th century onwards, which demanded 
that depicted space within the picture plane depict an instant only, and the demonstrable 
popularity of continuous narratives, depicting the very opposite of an instant: As Andrews 
writes, “we generally assume that a convincing representation of space implies the 
simultaneity of that which it includes, as would be essentially the case in a photograph, for 
example, in which everything is shown in the same place in more or less the same 
moment.”862 If we follow the Albertian theory in which the painting is a “window,” “when 
we glance out a window we do not expect to see the same figure in two (or more) places.863 
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However, as Andrews points out, Alberti himself took no issue with simultaneous 
narrative.864  
 In his seminal essay Gotik und Renaissance, Dabogert Frey articulated what would 
become a (now much complicated) commonplace of art history: Gothic art must be read, 
while Renaissance art may be seen; Gothic painting “rolls off, as it were, like a film before 
the observer, except that the successive pictorial impressions do not depend upon the 
mechanical movement of the film, but upon the intellectual movement of the viewer.”865 But 
Frey’s theory is not borne out by the evidence, which shows that, rather than being a 
“holdover” from Gothic styles, continuous narrative became more common just as linear 
perspective became more widespread. Indeed, as Andrews wrote, “continuous narrative 
becomes a more vital part of Quattrocento art after the introduction of linear perspective 
than it had been before.”866 The Sienese Duomo’s famous Pisano pulpit also included panels 
with more than one narrative—notably also the Nativity, which furthermore includes an 
Annunciation to the Shepherds (Figure 94). The Pisano pulpit adds the Visitation to this 
scene. The Pisano scene also differs in its much less coherent depiction of space, and in the 
relative foregrounding of all the figures: it may contain the same scenes as Bulgarini’s, and 
also in one panel, but the represented spatiality of the sculpture and image are profoundly 
different. 
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 In fact, the expansion of space within the picture plane created by one-point 
mathematical perspective allowed artists greater scope for depicting narrative, and the 
increasing popularity of continuous narrative, tracking the increasingly naturalistic depiction 
of pictorial space, suggests just that. John Pope-Hennessy made the same point when he 
proposed a new order of completion for Ghiberti’s panels for the doors of the Florentine 
Baptistery, some of which include continuous narratives. Pope-Hennessey, unlike others 
before him, believed the panels with continuous narrative were made later in the process than 
certain other panels, for he believed they showed greater narrative clarity.867 Lucia Corrain 
would agree with Pope-Hennessey, arguing that “Renaissance space allowed for more 
extended narratives in which the added depth is exploited to good effect.”868  
 Andrews has pointed out another, essential but somehow overlooked strength of the 
continuous narrative form: it provides for a new and more complex ordering of scenes. 
Narrative studies in literature have distinguished between the order in which a story occurs, 
and the order in which a story is told. Continuous narrative allows the visual artist a greater 
scope to operate on these various levels of meaning-creation. Sequences of individual 
narrative images such as those found in fresco cycles, or, for example, in Duccio’s Maestà, 
also carried this advantage over non-narrative altarpieces and panel paintings. But a 
continuous narrative allowed for even more play within the pictorial field, as narrative scenes 
could now occupy complex spatial relations, richer than the side-by-side or above/below 
relationships of scenes contained in narrative sequences. While a continuous narrative can be 
sorted according to the occurrence of the separate events it depicts, it can also depict them 
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in a different order depending on their relative placement not only on the left-right x-axis of 
the field but the implied, forwards-back z-axis of the depicted space. Scenes may be 
considered in their historical or chronologically proper place, but they can also be considered 
“in two-dimensional terms, as forms coexisting on the picture plane,”869 which effectively 
sneaks another sequence into the picture. This allows the “incidents to acquire new 
meanings, both in relation to each other and when set against their original order.”870  
Narrative Space for Narrative Time 
Since Vasari at least, the story of the Renaissance in the pictorial arts has traditionally been 
told as the story of the creation of commensurate, illusionistic three-dimensional space 
within the picture plane. The story begins in Quattrocento Florence with the work of 
Masaccio; but his innovations would not be wholesale adopted for decades. The first work 
that survives in which Masaccio’s used Brunelleschi’s new method of drawing was the Santa 
Trinità in Santa Croce (Figure 244).871 It is not a narrative image and in many ways is meant to 
transcend or to abstract time. Massaccio’s next set of works, however, in Santa Maria della 
Carmine, utilizes continuous narrative. The famous scene of the Tribute Money in particular 
displays a concern with and interest in depicting the passing of time: waves break in the 
water, each carefully and nearly equally spaced (Figure 245). The clouds coalesce into three 
groups, each more diffuse than the next, as if we are watching them pass, or observing one 
patch of clouds disperse. Depicted space within the picture plane provides a stage on which 
action—and the passing time it requires—is set.  
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 Indeed, the main Trecento altarpieces in the Duomo in Siena suggest a different 
story than Vasari does: one in which the need and desire to represent time is paramount, one 
in which depicted space becomes necessary or desirable because it supports a more perfect 
reading of a scene as it is projected forwards or backwards in time. In this formulation, 
depicted space is not an end in and of itself, but is means to more precise narration. As Rona 
Goffen noted, “Space is related to the perception of time. The illusion of architectural 
perspective, combined with the perfection or revival of aerial perspective, allowed 
Renaissance artists a greater precision in this regard than had been possible for (or perhaps 
desired by) their predecessors.”872 Depicted space also allows the viewer to predict 
movement within the scene. In most circumstances, we experience space as a regular, 
commensurate entity: objects diminish regularly as they recede in space. Incommensurate 
space makes it difficult to read motion, because one cannot easily project how something 
would “look” in a different position. Depicted commensurate space is necessary for 
understanding motion, and thus for projecting action within a picture; and action is 
necessary for pictorial narrative. Thus, commensurate depicted space, space constructed for 
example with linear perspective, is a necessary condition to dramatic narrative images, for 
the narrative works only if we can “read,” or rather project, the next moment of the story 
from the one we see now.  
 Not only do we see this story in the unfolding argument developed piece by piece 
among five different contemporary colleagues in the high altarpiece and in the four patronal 
altarpieces of Siena cathedral, but also in the distribution of these objects in space. As has 
already been noted, the patron saints of Siena were depicted only in the side wings of the 
                                                 







altarpieces that decorated their own altars. The decentralization of the patron saints from 
their altars was extremely unusual, possibly even unprecedented.873 However, the sense of 
the saints’ dis-location, combined with their extremely strong presence in the Maestà, allows 
for a reading that combines the high altarpieces with the narrative patronal altars of the 
Marian cycle: it is as if the saints have walked off their altars and presented themselves to the 
enthroned Virgin on Duccio’s high altarpiece. 
 The pictorial 
complex of Duccio’s Maestà and the associated four patronal altarpieces could almost be 
understood as a single great polyptych that has been “exploded,” whose scenes have been 
separated and placed around the Cathedral’s most potent space. The patron saints have 
moved to the central image on the high altarpiece; a narrative cycle of the Life of the Virgin, 
not on the high altarpiece, has been re-arranged as images surrounding the Maestà. The 
viewer can walk through the story of the Virgin as he or she moves from one patronal altar to 
the next. The separation of stories may in fact be instrumental in the altarpieces’ collective 
art historical impact, for their spatial distribution makes them unlike fresco cycles, which 
must be physically followed by the viewer, a kind of reverse motion movie in which the 
visitor rather than the “film” creates the illusion of passing time. The motion of the fresco 
viewer, however, is literal; as he or she moves along the sequence of images, so the time 
depicted by the frescoes “passes.” The time depicted in the Duomo’s central pictorial 
complex, however, is significantly more abstract, and involves the viewer in a more 
                                                 







imaginative way: the viewer must project, must in fact imagine the next moments in the 







Though Duccio’s high altarpiece has been long recognized as extraordinary, re-placing it 
within its original contexts allows us to see meanings long suppressed by the altarpiece’s 
removal from its original “spaces,” both literal and figurative. The altarpiece was so much 
more than its pictorial predecessors, including the Duecento Cathedral and “monastic” 
Madonnas, though it carried its predecessors’ political resonances and contextualized their 
popular Marian imagery through its Christocentric narratives. Instead, the high altarpiece was 
more clearly a product of the civic Cathedral than it was of the tradition of Italian panel 
painting. 
 Not only did the extensive marble facing of the Cathedral rule out a large image 
program on the building’s walls, but panel paintings provided greater flexibility in an 
environment so often under renovation, construction, or redecoration. The high altarpiece’s  
reception was enhanced by (and its meanings were perhaps even dependent on) the 
Cathedral’s unusual decoration and spatiality, which allowed Duccio to posit the Virgin as 
Ecclesia and the Cathedral crossing as the Temple of Solomon. The Cathedral was a key 
social space, as well, one in which politics, policies, and power were negotiated. As the 
backdrop to the ritual donation of wax the Feast of the Annunciation, the Maestà marked the 
physical destination of the Sienese state’s primary ritual of authority and control. Here, the 
tribute of the citizens was directed toward the Virgin, who was presented as a ruler in her 
court, receiving the obeisance of Siena’s patron saints and conveniently deflecting attention 







 Packing so much in such a small space, Duccio was faced with an unimaginable task, 
for which there was no single model—indeed, many of the individual narrative cycles were 
quite rare. Duccio’s greatest achievement was spatial, in the way in which he composed the 
altarpiece to create a dynamic but stable picture, but more importantly, in the way in which 
he used depicted space to direct narrative. Duccio invented a cohesive, repetitive pictorial 
space within his narrative scenes that utilized different types of perspectival construction to 
encourage different modes of viewing, the most abstract of which was contemplative. As 
Gervase Rosser wrote, “The intermixture of different modes of representation in Duccio’s 
Maestà was intended to foster in the beholder a sense not only of the truth of the historical 
narrative…but also of the simultaneous presence of a deeper level of reality, beneath the 
surface of the painted story.”874  
 The encyclopedic nature of Duccio’s altarpiece, but also his unprecedentedly 
complex ordering of pictorial space in service to narrative, spurred the feats of his successors 
and began a long conversation among great painters on the potentials and pitfalls of their 
medium. On four patronal altarpieces whose existence in the nave was due to further 
architectural changes, narrative panel painting suddenly took center stage. Simone Martini, 
Lippo Memmi, Pietro and Ambrogio Lorenzetti, and Bartolommeo Bulgarini would respond 
to Duccio’s great altarpiece, continuing the questions he began to ask on space, place, and 
narrative time, a conversation whose echoes we still see today. Duccio’s “deeper level of 
reality” was a profound interrogation of the ability of the means of pictorial representation 
to engage with, and further the purposes of the stories he told: devotional, but also social, 
political, and economic. 
                                                 







 When considered in against the more famous moment in the history of the 
construction of pictorial space within the picture plane, the Florentine Quattrocento, Siena 
appears as the first chapter in a story that spanned centuries, an illustration of the impetus to 
the otherwise apparently unprovoked creation of single vanishing point perspective. Space 
within the picture plane was not, perhaps, the artists’ concern per se, but rather what that 
space might allow him to do. Depicted space encouraged new forms of storytelling, created 
the means by which an artist might differently order episodes in a story, and a way to play 
upon the moment in a story, no matter what their chronological order. Painting could now 
do new things, engage in new ways, and impart new meanings. The story of space within the 
picture plane has been a Renaissance one, set in 15th century Florence and driven by the 
personality of Brunelleschi, but the historical moment perhaps truly began a century before, 












Figure 1. Duccio di Buoninsegna, a reconstruction of the front face of the Maestà for the high altar of Santa 















Figure 3. Simone Martini and Lippo Memmi, Annunciation, St. Ansanus Altarpiece for Santa Maria Assunta in 








Figure 4. Pietro Lorenzetti, Birth of the Virgin, center panel of the St. Savinus Altarpiece for Santa Maria Assunta 







Figure 5. Ambrogio Lorenzetti, Presentation in the Temple, center panel of the St. Crescentius Altarpiece for Santa 







Figure 6. Bartolommeo Bulgarini, surviving cut-down central panel from the Nativity and Annunciation to the 









Figure 7 (Left). Master of Tressa(?), Madonna degli Occhi Grossi, also known as the Opera Madonna, c. 1215 (Museo 
dell’Opera dell’Duomo, Siena). 
Figure 8 (Right). Sometimes attributed to Dietisalve di Speme, also Guido da Siena, Madonna del Voto, c. 1267 
(Cappella del Voto, Siena cathedral). 
 








Figure 10. Master of Tressa, Tressa Madonna showing remnants of narrative scenes, from Santa Maria a Tressa 
just outside of Siena, near the Porta San Marco, c. 1215 (Museo diocesano, Siena). 
 








Figure 12. Reconstruction of the Madonna del Voto, according to Holger Manzke. 
 
Figure 13. Reconstruction of the Madonna del Voto, according to John Stubblebine. 
 








Figure 15. Coppo di Marcovaldo, Madonna del Bordone, 1261 (Santa Maria dei Servi, Siena) 
 
























Figure 19. Coppo or Salerno di Marcovaldo (?), Orvieto Madonna made for Santa Maria dei Servi, Orvieto, c. 
1265 (Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Orvieto). 
 










Figure 21. Duccio, Rucellai Madonna made for the Società di Santa Maria Virginis in Santa Maria Novella, at one 








Figure 22 (Left): Cimabue, Santa Trinità Madonna, c. 1260-1280 (Uffizi, Florence). 
Figure 23 (Right): Cimabue, Pisa Maestà, after 1285 (Louvre, Paris). 
 

















Figure 26 (Left). Master of the Bardi St. Francis (sometimes given to Coppo di Marcovaldo), Bardi St. Francis, c. 
1240-1270 (Santa Croce, Florence) 
Figure 27 (Center). Previously attributed to Coppo di Marcovaldo, Santa Maria Maggiore Madonna (Santa Maria 
Maggiore, Florence). 








Figure 29 (Left). Kahn Madonna, 13th century (National Gallery, Washington, DC). 
Figure 30 (Right). Mellon Madonna, c. 1260-1285 (National Gallery, Washington, DC). 
 
 









Figure 32. Siena Cathedral, western façade, after 1296. 
 
 








Figure 34. Siena Cathedral, aerial view from the southeast. 
 







Figure 36. Siena Cathedral interior, looking eastwards from the gallery. 
 







Figure 38. Siena Cathedral, interior of dome. 
 
 








Figure 40. San Giovanni, Siena (baptistery), under the east end of the Cathedral. 
 














Figure 43. Siena Cathedral, reconstructions of 12th-century church. From Kirchen von Siena. 
Above: Based on a suggestion by Walter Haas.  
Below: Based on a suggestion by Monika Butzek, superimposed on plan of the Duecento Cathedral. 
 
Figure 44. Phases of the construction of the Duecento extension of the choir and crypt with the 12th-century 








Figure 45. Siena Cathedral Duecento crypt, isometric drawings with column foundations. From Kirchen von 
Siena. 
Upper left: first state of construction of Duecento crypt  
Upper middle: second state of construction with the foundation of the surrounding wall and without the crypt 
and portals 
Upper right: third state of construction after the installation of the portals and wall structures 
Lower left: with southern nave aisle and foundational support for the new choir 








Figure 46. Siena Cathedral, lower church, “tribuna,” and/or crypt, cross-section to the west, showing stairs on 
upper left and difference in level of the floor of the choir above. From Kirchen von Siena. 
Above: Reconstruction of mid-Duecento and early Trecento lower church, “tribuna,” and/or crypt. 












Figure 47. Siena Cathedral, crypt showing change in brickwork and original foundations, view towards 
northwest. From Sotto il Duomo. 
 
 
Figure 48. Siena Cathedral, view of the Eastern façade of the first choir with a reconstruction of outer and 
inner levels after sinking, original outer level, uppermost outer level, inner level of the nave, and choir above 








Figure 49. Siena Cathedral crypt, reconstruction looking northwest with central altar, following Tarcisio Bratto 
in Sotto il Duomo. From Kirchen von Siena. 
 
Figure 50. Reconstruction of the altars in the presbytery c. 12th century, according to Raffaele Argenziano. 








Figure 51. San Miniato al Monte, Florence 
Left: Western façade. 
Right: Interior view of the choir with raised and open crypt. 
 
Figure 52. Speyer Cathedral, Germany. 
Left: Western façade. 







Figure 53. Siena Cathedral, reconstructions of 12th-century choir and furnishings. 
Left: According to Bram Kempers. 
Right: According to Kees van der Ploeg. 
 
Figure 54. Sculpture in the Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena. 
Left: Stone fragment possibly from the Duecento high altar, possibly representing “Ecclesia.” 







Figure 55. Siena Cathedral, state of construction in 1263 after the completion of the hexagon. From Kirchen von 
Siena. . 
 
Figure 56. Siena Cathedral, view from the south, state of construction in 1284 with a contour projection of the 







Figure 57. Siena Cathedral, state of construction in 1284 at the beginning of the western façade. From Kirchen 
von Siena. 
 
Figure 58. Siena Cathedral, late-Duecento and early Trecento western façade, various reconstructions. From 








Figure 59. Frescoes from the Ospedale Santa Maria della Scala, documenting the Duomo.  
Upper left: Domenico di Bartolo, Distribution of Alms, 1441. 
Upper right: Priamo della Quercia, Investiture of the Rector of the Ospedale, 1442. 
Lower left: Detail of upper left showing tympanum with sculptures. 

























Figure 62. Siena Cathedral, state of construction in 1317, with foundations for baptistery of San Giovanni at 
the east end. From Kirchen von Siena. 
 
Figure 63. Siena Cathedral, state of construction in 1317. From Kirchen von Siena. 
Above: floor plan with the planned baptistery. 
Center: first plan for the baptistery with three bays, reconstruction of a longitudinal section. 









Figure 64. Siena Cathedral, state of construction in 1339. From Kirchen von Siena. 
 
Figure 65. Siena Cathedral, floor plan, old Cathedral with new parts in the north and east, state of construction 









Figure 66. Siena Cathedral with Duomo Nuovo, state of construction. From Kirchen von Siena. 
Left: In 1357. 
Right: In 1355. 
 
 
Figure 67. Siena Cathedral with partially built and partially demolished Duomo Nuovo, state of construction in 








Figure 68. Reconstruction of interior of Siena Cathedral choir before 1317. From Kirchen von Siena. 
 
Figure 69. Siena Cathedral, reconstruction of 13th-century cathedral with choir and furnishings superimposed 








Figure 70 (Left). Siena Cathedral, plan of late Duecento and early Trecento church with high and patronal 
altars, straight choir (according to De Marchi) laid over a hexagonal choir (according to Struchholz). Montage 
from De Marchi, “Il programma e l’allestimento,” based on Struchholz. 
Figure 71 (Right). Siena Cathedral, plan of late Trecento choir with high and patronal altars, according to Kees 







Figure 72. Plan for the Duomo Nuovo, Siena, showing high altar under the hexagonal dome and an antechoir. 





















Figure 74. Siena Cathedral, reconstructed plan c. 1483 showing altars and choir space, according to Bram 
Kempers. 
 







Figure 76. Examples of Franciscan churches with retrochoirs. From Cooper, “Franciscan Choir Enclosures.” 
Upper Left: San Francesco, Città di Castello. Upper Right: San Francesco, Sansepolcro. 
Lower Left: Upper Church of San Francesco, Assisi. Lower Right: San Francesco al Prato, Perugia. 
 







Figure 78. Maestro di San Francesco, retable from San Francesco al Prato, c. 1272, front and back sides. 
Reconstruction from Dillian Gordon in Cooper, “Franciscan Choir Enclosures.” 
 
Figure 79. Taddeo di Bartolo, polyptych from San Francesco al Prato, Perugia, 1403, front and back. From 







Figure 80. Cripta degli affreschi, Siena Cathedral, showing the Crucifixion, Deposition, and Burial. 
 
 







Figure 82. Cripta degli affreschi, Siena Cathedral, showing the Kiss of Judas. 
 
















Figure 85. Casa Rinuccini, Siena, early 13th century, showing recinti. 
 








Figure 87. San Leonardo, Genoa. 
 







Figure 89. Basilica of SS Trinità, Saccargia, Sardinia, c. 1112, restored late 19th century.
 
Figure 90. Romanesque Lucchese striped churches in Sardinia. 
Left: San Pietro di Sembranos, Bulzi, 11th century (heavily restored in the late 19th century). 







Figure 91 (Left). San Martino, Scrove, on the Via Francigena, interior. 
Figure 92 (Right). Pieve di San Pietro, Mercato, on the Via Francigena. 
 







Figure 94. Hexagonal Pisani Pulpits. 
Left: Nicola Pisano, Pulpit, Pisa Baptistery, finished 1260. 
Right: Giovanni Pisano, Pulpit of St. Andrew, Pistoia, 1297-1301. 
 







Figure 96. St. Sernin, Toulouse, detail of hexagonal baldachin over the shrine of St. Saturninus. 
 
 
Figure 97. Hexagonal structures. 
Left: Palace of Antiochos, Istanbul, early 5h century (later Church of St. Euphemia). 







Figure 98. Nicola Pisano, detail of Crucifixion panel, Siena pulpit. 
 
Figure 99. Remains of the medieval Viennese Synagogue with hexagonal bima, destroyed 1421. 
 







Figure 101. Pietro Lorenzetti, Last Supper, Lower Basilica of San Francesco in Assisi, c. 1320. 
 
 
Figure 102. Pietro Lorenzetti, St. Albert Presents the Rule to the Carmelites, predella panel from an altarpiece made 







Figure 103. Pisa Cathedral, aerial view from the southeast with baptistery in the background, begun 1064. 
 
Figure 104. Pisa interiors. 
Left: Interior of Pisa Cathedral. 







Figure 105. Oval domes. 
Above: Plan of San Cerbone, Massa Marittima, 13th century.  











Figure 107. Notre-Dame-la-Grande, Poitiers, western façade. 
 








Figure 109. St-Pierre, Angouleme. 
Left: Western façade showing lintel at same height as capitals. 
Right: Interior showing transition from domed nave to domed crossing with blind arcade. 
 
 
Figure 110. Fidenza Cathedral, 12th century 
Left: Western façade. 







Figure 111. Fidenza Cathedral, detail of western portals showing lintel at same height as capitals and statue of a 












Figure 113. Bourges Cathedral, western portals showing lintel at same height as capitals.  
 
 







Figure 115. Minor, roughly contemporary striped churches near Siena. 
Left: San Giovanni Battista, Ponte alle Spino (Sovicelle). 
Right: Duomo, Sovana. 
 








Figure 117 (Left). Libro su el padronagio ch'à lo spedale nel duomo e per chiese, 1377, (ASS, Museo delle 
Tavolette di Biccherna, Siena). 
Figure 118 (Right). Sano di Pietro (previously attributed to Sassetta and the Osservanza Master, who is now 
identified as Sano di Pietro), St. Anthony Abbott Saying Mass, c. 1435-1445, (Berlin, Staatliche Museen 
Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Gemäldegalerie). 
 
Figure 119. Francesco Vanni, The Blessed Ambrosius Sansedoni Intervening for the City of Siena, detail of fresco 







Figure 120. Niccolo di Giovanni Ventura, illuminated Account of the Battle of Montaperti, c. 1442-3, (Siena, 
Biblioteca Comunale, MS A IV 5, fols. 4v and 5v).  
Left: Bonaguida Lucari Presenting the Keys of the City to the Bishop of Siena before the High Altar.  








Figure 121. Attributed to Pietro Orioli, Presentation of the Keys of the City to the Virgin, 1483 (ASS, Museo delle 




Figure 122. Early Seals of the City of Siena, from left to right: 
Seal of the City of Siena, 1266 
Seal of the Capitano del Popolo, 1266 
Seal of the Guelf Party, mid-Duecento 








Figure 123. Agostino Marcucci, Procession on the Piazza del Duomo, between 1615 and 1626, (Siena, Museo 
Civico). 
 
Figure 124. Francesco Periccioli, The Piazza del Duomo as of 1659, watercolor and ink, 1662, (BAV, Mss. 







Figure 125. Maximilian Joseph Limpach, from a drawing by Lelio Cosatti, Plan, Section, and Western Façade of 
Siena Cathedral, copperplate engraving, 1717. 
 











Figure 127. San Giovanni (baptistery), Siena, showing botola or Himmelsloch above the font (rectangular black 
hole). From Campbell.  
 
Figure 128. Left: Siena Cathedral, bronze grate covering the botola opening the Cathedral. Note that the grate is 
in the form of knotted rope. From Campbell.  
 








Figure 130. Palazzo Pubblico, Siena. 
 






































































































































































































Figure 134. Duccio, Maestà, central image of the Virgin and Child Enthroned from the front face, 1308-1311 
(Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena). 
 


























































































Figure 137 (Left). Duccio, Maestà, Annunciation, from the predella on the front face, 1308-1311 (Museo 
dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena). 
Figure 138 (Right). Duccio, Maestà, Nativity, from the predella on the front face, 1308-1311 (The National 
Gallery of Art, D.C.). 
 
 
Figure 139 (Left). Duccio, Maestà, Adoration of the Magi, from the predella on the front face, 1308-1311 
(Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena). 
Figure 140 (Right). Duccio, Maestà, The Presentation at the Temple, from the predella on the front face, 1308-







Figure 141 (Left). Duccio, Maestà, Massacre of the Innocents, from the predella on the front face, 1308-1311 
(Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena). 
Figure 142 (Right). Duccio, Maestà, Fight into Egypt, from the predella on the front face, 1308-1311 (Museo 
dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena). 
 
Figure 143. Duccio, Maestà, Disputation in the Temple, from the predella on the front face, 1308-1311 (Museo 
dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena). 
 
 
Figure 144. Duccio, Maestà, montage of the Infancy cycle on the predella on the front face, 1308-1311 (Museo 







Figure 145. Duccio, Maestà, Malachi, Jeremiah, and Hosea, from the predella on the front face, 1308-1311 
(Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena). 
 
Figure 146. Duccio, Maestà, Isaiah, Ezekiel, and Solomon, from the predella on the front face, 1308-1311 (The 








Figure 147 (Left). Duccio, Maestà, Annunciation of the Death of the Virgin, from the coronamento on the 
front face, 1308-1311 (The National Gallery, London). 
Figure 148 (Right). Duccio, Maestà, Parting from St. John, from the coronamento on the front face, 1308-1311 
(Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena). 
 
 
Figure 149 (Left). Duccio, Maestà, Parting from the Apostles, from the coronamento on the front face, 1308-
1311 (Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena). 
Figure 150 (Right). Duccio, Maestà, Death of the Virgin, from the coronamento on the front face, 1308-1311 







Figure 151 (Left). Duccio, Maestà, The Funeral Procession, from the coronamento on the front face, 1308-1311 
(Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena). 
Figure 152 (Right). Duccio, Maestà, Entombment of the Virgin, from the coronamento on the front face, 1308-
1311 (Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena). 
 
 
Figure 153 (Left). Duccio, Maestà, The Temptation at the Temple, from the predella of the back face, 1308-
1311 (Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena). 
Figure 154 (Right). Duccio, Maestà, Temptation on the Mountain, from the predella of the back face, 1308-







Figure 155 (Left). Duccio, Maestà, The Calling of St. Peter and St. Andrew, from the predella of the back face, 
1308-1311 (The National Gallery of Art, D.C.). 
Figure 156 (Right). Duccio, Maestà, The Wedding at Cana, from the predella of the back face, 1308-1311 
(Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena). 
 
 
Figure 157 (Left). Duccio, Maestà, Jesus and the Samaritan Woman, from the predella of the back face, 1308-
1311 (Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection, Madrid). 
Figure 158(Right). Duccio, Maestà, The Healing of the Blind Man, from the predella of the back face, 1308-







Figure 159 (Left). Duccio, Maestà, The Transfiguration of Christ, from the predella of the back face, 1308-1311 
(The National Gallery, London). 
Figure 160 (Right). Duccio, Maestà, The Raising of Lazarus, from the predella of the back face, 1308-1311 
(Kimbell Art Museum, Fort Worth). 
 
 
Figure 161 (Left). Duccio, Maestà, The Harrowing of Hell, from the Passion cycle on the back face, 1308-1311 
(Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena).  
Figure 162 (Right). Duccio, Maestà, The Road to Emmaus, from the Passion cycle on the back face, 1308-1311 







Figure 163. Duccio, Maestà, Entry to Jerusalem, from the passion cycle on the back face, 1308-11 (Museo 







Figure 164. Duccio, Maestà, The Prayer on the Mount of Olives, from the lower central panel of the back face, 
1308-1311 (Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena). 
 
Figure 165. Duccio, Maestà, The Seizing of Jesus, from the lower central panel of the back face, 1308-1311 






Figure 166. Duccio, Maestà, montage of trial sequence according to Lubbock, 1308-1311 (Museo dell’Opera del 
Duomo, Siena). 
 
Figure 167 (Left). Duccio, Maestà, The Appearance of Christ behind Locked Doors, from the coronamento of 
the back side, 1308-1311 (Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena). 
Figure 168 (Right). Duccio, Maestà, Doubting St. Thomas, from the coronamento of the back side, 1308-1311 








Figure 169 (Left). Duccio, Maestà, The Appearance of Christ on Lake Tiberias, from the coronamento of the 
back side, 1308-1311 (Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena). 
Figure 170 (Right). Duccio, Maestà, The Pentecost, from the coronamento of the back side, 1308-1311 (Museo 
dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena). 
 
 
Figure 171 (Left). Duccio, Maestà, The Appearance of Christ on the Mountain, from the coronamento of the 
back side, 1308-1311 (Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena). 
Figure 172 (Right). Duccio, Maestà, The Appearance of Christ to the Apostles, from the coronamento of the 







   












Figure 174. Duccio, Maestà, reconstruction according to Dobbert. 
 











































































Figure 183. Suggested reading patterns for the Passion sequence of Duccio’s Maestà. From van Os, Sienese 
Altarpieces, I; first printed by Deuchler, 1981.  
A: Cooper, 1965. 
B: Carli, 1979. 
C: White, 1979. 
D: Also White, 1979. 















Figure 185. Giacomo Grimaldi, sketch of surviving frescoes in the south nave, Old St. Peter’s, Rome, c. 1620. 
 








Figure 187. Reconstructions of the patronal altarpieces, from Siena and the Virgin.  
Upper left: Simone Martini and Lippo Memmi, Annunciation, St. Ansanus Altarpiece.  
Upper right: Pietro Lorenzetti, Birth of the Virgin, St. Savinus Altarpiece. 
Lower left: Ambrogio Lorenzetti, Presentation in the Temple, St. Crescentius. 








Figure 188. The Patronal Altarpieces from Siena Cathedral, showing relative and absolute size. From De 







Figure 189. Probable position of the patronal alatrs and altarpieces before the enlargement of the choir and 
transepts (before 1359). Montage on a plan from Haas and Winterfeld, Kirchen von Siena, from De Marchi, “Il 







Figure 190. Plan of the first Trecento choir, 1362-1370, with dotted lines representing screens, according to De 
Marchi. Montage on a plan from Struchholz, Die Choranlagen, from De Marchi, “Il programma e l’allestimento.” 
 
Figure 191. Position of the patronal altars and altarpieces according to the 1412 Cathedral inventory. Montage 
on a plan from Butzek, “Le pale di Sant' Ansano e degli altri Protettori della città nel Duomo di Siena,” from 







Figure 192. Position of the patronal alatrs and altarpieces according to a plan for the Duomo Nuovo, before 
1330, according to De Marchi, and usually dated to 1339. Montage on a plan from the Opera del Duomo, from 
















Figure 194. (Left). Pietro Lorenzetti, St. Savinus before the Roman Governor of Tuscany, predella panel from the St. 
Savinus altarpiece (National Gallery, London).  
Figure 195. (Right). Ambrogio Lorenzetti, St. John the Baptist, pinnacle panel from the St. Crescentius altarpiece 
(Statens Museum for Kunst, Copenhagen).  
 
 
Figure 196. Ambrogio Lorenzetti, Allegory of Redemption, predella panel previously thought possibly from the St. 







Figure 197. Reconstruction of the Bulgarini St. Victor altarpiece, by Norman Muller.  
 
Figure 198. Embroidery used by Muller, Beatson, and Steinhoff in their reconstruction of the St. Victor 







Figure 199. Reconstruction of the Bulgarini Nativity St. Victor altarpiece, by Hiller von Gaertringen. 
 







Figure 201. Bartolommeo Bulgarini, fragments of the St. Victor Altarpiece. 
Left: Sts. Victor and Corona (Statens Museum for Kunst, Copenhagen).  
Right: Blinding of St. Victor (Städelsches Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt). 
 
Figure 202. Sano di Pietro (formerly attributed to “Master of the Osservanza,” now identified as Sano di 





























Figure 206. Sano di Pietro, predella panel of the Presentation of the Virgin, 1448-52 (Lindenau-Museum, 
Altenburg). 
 
Figure 207. Sano di Pietro, predella panel of the Birth of the Virgin, 1448-52 (University of Michigan Museum of 







Figure 208. Benedetto di Bindo, Marriage of the Virgin, 1409-1412, Sacristy, Siena Cathedral. 
 
  








Figure 210. Benedetto di Bindo, Birth of the Virgin, 1409-1412, Sacristy, Siena Cathedral.  
 
 








Figure 212. Simone Martini and Lippo Memmi, detail of Maestà fresco, c. 1315, Sala del Mappamondo, Palazzo 
Pubblico, Siena. 
 








Figure 214. Ambrogio Lorenzetti, Annunciation, c. 1344 (Pinacoteca nazionale, Siena). 
 







Figure 216. Lorenzo Veneziano, Annunciation Polyptych with the Eternal Father and Saints, 1357 (Accademia 












Figure 218. Taddeo di Bartolo, Annunciation, c. 1362-1422 (Pinacoteca nazionale, Siena). 
 









Figure 220. Lorenzo Monaco, Annunciation, 1420-1424 (Santa Trinità, Florence). 
 
 


















Figure 223. Giovanni di Paolo, Birth of the Virgin (Palazzo Doria Pamphilj, Rome). Other panels thought to be 
associated are the Marriage of the Virgin also at the Doria Pamphilj and the Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple, at 
Upton House, England, owned by the National Trust. 
 




























Figure 228. Bartolo di Fredi, Presentation of Christ in the Temple, 1388 (Musée du Louvre, Paris).  
 

















Figure 231. Bartolo di Fredi, Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple, c. 1360 (Honolulu Museum of Art, Honolulu). 
 
 






















Figure 235. Bartolo di Fredi, Nativity and Annunciation to the Shepherds, ca. 1374 (The Cloisters Collection at the 








Figure 236. Bartolo di Fredi, Nativity and Annunciations. 
Left: Bartolo di Fredi, Nativity and Annunciation to the Shepherds, c. 1383 (Pinacoteca, Vatican City). 
Right: Bartolo di Fredi, Nativity and the Annunciation to the Shepherds, 1390-95 (Petit Palais, Avignon).  
 








Figure 238. Lorenzo Monaco, Adoration and Annunciation to the Shepherds, 1420-22 (Uffizi, Florence).  
 









Figure 240. Giovanni di Paolo, Nativity and the Annunciation to the Shepherds, c. 1426-1440 (Frick Art and 
Historical Center, Pittsburgh).  
 
 
Figure 241. Giovanni di Paolo, Nativity and the Annunciation to the Shepherds, 1440-45 (Pinacoteca Vaticana, 







Figure 242. Left: Niccolò di Ser Sozzo, Caleffo dell’Assunta, frontispiece, c. 1336-8. 
Right: Bartolommeo Bulgarini, Assumption, made for Santa Maria dell Scala in the Ospedale, Siena, c. 1360. 
 
Figure 243. Taddeo di Bartolo, Assumption of the Virgin, made for the high altar of Santa Maria della Assunta, 








Figure 244. Masaccio, Santa Trinità, Santa Maria Novella, Florence, c. 1425-7. 
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